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FOREWORD

'THIS book contains a collection ot t*ie papers

Physical subjects written by Sir Jagadis Bose. A
considerable number of these were written some thirty

years ago, shortly after the publication of Hertz’s experi-

ments on Electric Waves when the study of the proper-

ties of electric waves was being pursued with great

vigour. This study, was facilitated by the method intro-

duced by Bose, of generating electrical waves of shorter

wave length than those in general use. By this method

he obtained important results on cobprerice, polariza-

tion,’^idouble refraction ^and rotation of the plane of

polarization which are described in the papers collected

in this volume. In addition to the purely physical

papers there are others which describe the beginnings

of Sir Jagadis’ application of physical methods to the

study of living matter, a subject to which most of his

work in recent years has been devoted. The papers

make very agreeable reading for the author is never dull.

Another aspect of these papers is that they mark the

dawn of the revival in India, of ifiterest in researches in

Physical Science ; this which ha% so marked a

feature of the last thirty years is very largely due*to fhe

work and irtfluCnce of Sir Jagadis Bose.

Irmily Lodge, Cambridge;

August 16, 1926.

J. J. Thomson.





PREFACE

A COLLECTION of papers mainly physical, datkijg*

from the year 1895, is published In the present

volume. The first object of my inquiry was the optical

properties of Electric Waves, brought down to wfthin

a few octaves of visible light. In the course of my in-

vcistigations I was led to the discovery of electric response

of non-living matter, such as metals, an account of which

was published in 1900 by the International Congress of

Science, Paris. The response, like that of living matter,

was shown to exhibit fatigue under continuous stimula-

tion,' enhancement under chemical stimulants, and per-

manent abolition under poisons. These results indicated

that the response of the more complex and unstable

living matter is ultimately the expression of physico-

chemical reactions.

My subsequent investigations were directed towards

the establishment of the generalisation of the essential

unity of physiological mechanism in plant and animal

life. The reaction of living tissues, is greatly com-

plicated by the combined effects induced by the fluc-

tuating changes of the envlroftnj^t. This accounts

for the complexity of life-movements,® which ase by no

means ca{!>ricfous but are capable of rational explana-

tion by the discovery of the combined action of different

factors, the Individual reactions to which are unknown

to us. The external conditions can be .maintained

constant for only a short time during which the effect of

variation of an individual factor has to be determined.

This necessitates special devices for exceptionally high
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magnification responsive movements, which other^

wise would have been quite Imperceptible. The latent

•(Jerlod and the velocity of reaction had also to be deter-

mined with great accuracy, as also the energy of the

4<jcldent stimulus.

The difficulties encountered were overcome by the

sucpessful employment of various pl^slcal methods of

high sensibility and accuracy, which will be found of

much service In solving not only physiological but phys-

ical problems also. A short account of some of thise

devices, with Illustrative examples of their application,

will be found towards the end of this book. The High

Magnification Crescograph Instantly records the Imper-

ceptible growth, and the variation induced In It under

chemical or electrical stlmulatioti. The Magnetic Cres-

cograph records movements beyond the highest powers

of the microscope, the magnification produced being

about 50 million times. The Resonant Recorder in-

scribes time as short as a thousandth part of a second,

and enables the most accurate determination of the

latent or perception period of the plant and the velocity

of transmission of excitation. The Photosynthetic Re--

corder automatically imprints on a moving drum, the

rate of carbon-asslmil^<Ion by plants. The Magnetic

Radiometer enableif relative measurement of energy

of every ray of the solar spectrum. In conjunction with

a special Qlorlmeter, a very accurate determination has

been made of the efficiency of the chlorophyll-api^aratus

of gre^n plants in storage of solar energy.

Bose Institute, Caixutta;

J. C. Bose.
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COLLECTED PHYSICAL PAPERS

I

ON POLARISATION OF ELECTRIC RAYS BY
DOUBLE-REFRACTING CRYSTALS

A beam of ordinary light incident on a crystal of Ite-

landspar is generally bifurcated after transmission, and the

two emergent rays are found polarised in planes at right

angles to each other. The object of the present enquiry

is to find natural substances which would polarise the trans-

mitted electrical ray. It was thought that the analogy

between electric radiation and light would be rendered

more complete if the classes of substance which polarise

light were also found to pdlarise the electric ray. The two

phenomena may be regarded identical if the same specimen

is found to polarise both the luminous and the electric rays.

As the wave length of electrical radiation is very

largfe compared »vith that of visible light, it may
be thought that very large crystals, much larger than

what occur in nature, would be required to produce

polarisation of the electric ray. I have, however, suc-

ceeded in obtaining polarisatiori effects with crystals

of moderate size. This I was abfe to do by reducing

the length of electric waves to about 5 mm. or so. ,

These experiments show that certain crystals produce

double refraction, and that the transmitted beams are

polarised! With the help of a rudely constructed appara-

tus, I was able, last year, to detect traces of these effects.

The apparatus has since been improved in detail ; it is now
possible to detect the polarisation effect with certainty.

The usual optical method of detecting the bi-refrin-

gent action of crystals, is to interpose the doublis refract-

0



2 POLARISATION OF ELECTRIC RAYS

ing structure l^tween two crossed Nicols. The inter>

position of the crystal generally brightens the dark

field. This i& known as the depolarising effect, and is

regarded as a delicate test for double refracting sub-

stances. There is, however, no depolarising action

when the principal plane of the crystal coincides with

tlje polarisation planes of either thfc Polariser or Ana-

lyser. The field also remains dark when the optical

axis of the crystal is parallel to the incident ray.

A similar method was adopted for experimenting

with polarised electric radiation. A parallel electric

beam is first polarised by a wire grating. A similar

grating acts as an Analyser. The two gratings are

crossed, and the crystal to be examined is interposed.

The Receiver is a modified iorm of “ Coherer with

its associated voltaic cell and Galvanometer. Brighten-

ing of the field is indicated by a throw of the Gal-

vanometer needle.

Apparatus used

The following are the different parts of a complete

apparatus ;

—

Fig. I. Polarl«atlon Apparatus.

B, Metallic box enclosing the Ruhmlcorff coil and Radiator.

K, The ct7stal to be examined. E, Voltaic Cell.

The Gdvanometer. R, tube enclosing sensitive receiver.
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^

Radiator .—Electric oscillation is produced by

sparking between hollow hemispheres, and a small

Interposed sphere. The two , ^ ^

beads attached to the hemis-

pheres and the interposed p W
sphere were at first thickly 1

coated with gold, tmd the sur-

face highly polished. This

worked satisfactorily for a time, -4^
but after long-continued action, n /

the surface of the ball became f \
roughened, and the discharge

pig. 2. The Radiator.

ceased to be oscillatory. After

some difficulty in obtaining the requisite high tempera-

ture, I succeeded in casting a solid ball and two beads

of platinum. There is now no difficulty in obtaining

an oscillatory discharge ; the sparks are made very

small, as these are more effective with the receiver used.

After a little experience, it is possible to tell whether

the discharge is oscillatory or not. The effective

sparks have a peculiar smooth sound, whereas non-

oscillatory discharges give rise to peculiar cracked

sound.

As an electric generator, 1 at fit^t used a small Ruhm-

korff coll actuated by a battery. I, however, soon found

that the usual vibrating arrangement is a soufee of

trouble ; th^ contact points soon get worn out, and the

break becomes irregular. The oscillation produced

by a single break is quite sufficient for a single experi-

ment, and it* is mere waste to have a series of useless

oscillations. But the most serious objection to the

production of secondary sparks, unless absolutely

? wanted, is their deteriorating action on the spark balls.

• o2



POLARISATION OF ELECTRIC RAY$

Anyone who has tried to obtain an oscillatory discharge

knows how easily the discharge becomes Irregular,

‘'and the most, fruitful source of trouble Is often* traced

to the disintegration of the sparking surface. In my
•Jater apparatus, I have discarded the use of the vibrating

interrupter. The coil has also been somewhat modified.

A long Strip of paraffined paper is^ taken, and tin-foil

pasted on opposite sides ; this long roll is wound round

the secondary to act as a condenser. In this way there

is a great saving of space. The two ends of the primary

are in connection with a small storage cell through a

tapping key. The coll, a small storage cell, and the key

are enclosed in a tin-box ; a small opening behind allows

the stud of the opress-key to pass through. In front of

the box there is an opening, through which the radiating

tube projects. The radiating box, thus constructed, is

very portable. The one I have been using for some

time past, is 7 inches in height, 6 inches in length, and

4 inches in breadth. There is another one which is

still smaller.

The radiator tube is 2’5 cm. in diameter. As an

instance of the efficiency of the radiating apparatus,

I may here mention the fact that the storage cell was

charged about a mo^n’ch ago ; I have since been using

the apparatus lor electro-magnetic radiation almost

every day. All the while it required no attention, and

there was no further necessity of polishing^the sparking

surfaces. To obtain a flash of radiation I have only to

press the stud and release it, and on an average, I

require -about fifty flashes for a day^ work. For

working an entire month it is therefore only neces-

sary to have a little over a thousand breaks of the

primary current. With the usual vibrating interrupter
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j
larger number of breaks would have been necessary

even for one hour’s work.

Lem for rendering the beam parallel.^ln my first

apparatus, with the help of an ordinary glass lens and

suitable diaphragms, the beam was made approximately

parallel. This was more or less a guess-work, as the

index of glass for ^he electric ray has not yet beep

determined. I have, however, succeeded in determin-

ing the electric index for Sulphur, which is very near

1*734. With the knowledge of this index, a cylindrical

lens of Sulphur has been constructed, whose focal

distance is known with accuracy. The source of radia-

tion, the spark gap, is a line, and the lens is adjusted

till its focal line and the spark gap* coincide. In

this way, a parallel bqpm of electric radiation is

obtained.

Polariser and Analyser ,—The success of the experi-

ment depends greatly on the care with which the Pola-

riser and the Analyser are constructed. Fine copper

wire, 0*2 mm. in diameter, was carefully wound in parallel

lines round two thin sheets of mica ; there were about

25 lines in one centimetre. The mica pieces were

then immersed in melted paraffin, and the wires thus

fixed in situ. By cutting round,* ^wo
^
circular pieces

containing the gratings were obtained. One of these

acted as a Polariser and the other as an Analyse?.

Receiver. receiving circuit consists of a spiral-

spring coherer in series with a modified Danlell

cell and an aperiodic galvanometer of D’Arsonval

type.

In a square piece of ebonite a shallow rectangular

depression is cut out, and a single layer of steel spiral

springs 2 mni. ip dlarnet^r and 1 cm. in length is laid
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side by side, the sensitive surface being 1x2 cm. The^

springs are prevented from falling by

,
a glass slide in front. The Spirals

may be compressed by means of a

• brass piece which slides in and out

by the action of a screw. The resist-

ance offered by this portion of the

circuit can, therefore, be gradually

varied. An electrical current enters

along the breadth of the top spiral

and leaves by the lowest spiral, having

Fig. 3. Tje Spiral- to traverse the intermediate spirals
spring Receiver.

, ,i • ^ t ^ ^
along the numerous points ot contact.

The resistance of the receiving circuit is thus almost -

entirely concentrated at the
^
sensitive contact-surface,

there being little useless short-circuiting by the mass

of the conducting layer. When electric radiation is

absorbed by the sensitive contacts, there is a sudden

diminution of resistance, and the galvanometer is vio-

lently deflected.

A pair of insulated wires from the ends of the receiver

are led out to a galvanometer placed at a distance. The

leading wires are shielded from radiation by enclosing

them inside two coa^higs of tin-foil. As an additional

precaution, the galvanometer and the voltaic cell are

also enclosed in a metallic case with a slit in front of the

galvanometer mirror. A spot of light reflected from

the mirror is received on a scale. By adjusting the

electromotive force of the circuit, the sensitiveness of

the receiver may be increased to any* extent desir-

able.

This is most simply effected by the following arrange-

ment of a modified Daniell cell and a shunt. A small
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U tube is taken and the two limbs filled with copper

•sulphate and sulphuric acid, respectifely ; the bent

portion of the tube is plugged with asbestos to prevent

rapid mixing of the two liquids. A sliding ebonite

piece carries a rod of zinc and a rod of copper, which are

plunged in the two electrolytes. The cell is shuntedT

with a resistance jf about 10 ohms and the current

flowing through the shunt, and therefore the derivfed

E. M. F. is varied by varying the resistance of the cell

by raising or lowering the electrodes. When no current

is required, the rods are raised out of the liquids. A cell

thus constructed Is ready for use at a moment’s notice,

and will work for several days. The receiving circuit

does not respond to the incident radiation unless a

suitable E. M. F. acts on the circuit. The above simple

method of adiustlng the proper E. M. F. will be found

very simple and effective.

When the Polariser and the Analyser are properly

constructed, and the two exactly crossed, no radiation

can reach the sensitive surface, and the galvanometer

will remain unaffected. The field is then said to be dark.

Any slight rotation of either the Polariser or the Analyser

partially restores the field, and the galvanometer spot

of light then sweeps across the 3«ale.

Method of Experiment

The sparic gap of the Radiator is adjusted in a vertical

line. The wires of the Polariser are horizontal, and

the transmitted electric ray is plane-polarised, its plane

of vibration# being vertical. The Analyser, is now

adjusted in a crossed position ; on producing a flash of

radiation by a single break of the primary, there is no

effect on the galvanometer. The crystal to be ex-
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amined is now interposed with its principal plane in-*
^

dined at 45° to^he horizon.

"Rhombohedral System

^ (1) fien//.-r-The first piece experimented on was a

large crystal of Beryl. It is a hexagonal prism with

basal planes. The specimen examii\ed has each face

115<5 cm. The three axes lying in the same plane are

inclined at 60° to each other, the fourth axis, which is

also the optical axis, is at right angles to the plane con**

taining the other three. The crystal was optically

opaque.

On interposing this block with its principal plane

inclined at 45°, tlje galvanometer spot flew off the scale.

The crystal had thus produced the well-known de-

polarising action. The crystal was now turned round till

its principal plane coincided with the vibration plane

of the Polariser. There was now no action on the

galvanometer. On continuing the rotation, the gal-

vanometer at once responded. The spot became quies-

cent a second time, when the principal plane coincided

with the plane of vibration of the Analyser,

The crystal was now placed with its optical axis

parallel to the direction'^of the incident ray. There was

now no action on the galvanometer. Rotation of the

crystabround thfe axis did not produce any effect on the

galvanometer. The field continued to be dark.

The piece of Beryl used in the above experiment was

unusually large. But in the following experiments the

crystals wjere quite small.

(2) Apatite ,—In repeating the experiment with this

crystal, strongly marked double refraction edect wa^

exhibited,
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(3) Nemalite .—This is a fibrous variety of Brucite,

'silky in appearance. In its chemical composition it is a

hydrate of magnesia. This specimen exhibited a ver^

strong depolarisation effect with a thickne*ss of less than

one cm.

Rhombic System

Barytes.—A pi«ce of this crystal was found to be
strongly double-refracting.

Triclinic System

Microc/mc.—This is a greenish blue crystal of the

double oblique type. It exhibited polarisation effect

in a remarkable degree.

Regular System
*

Rock Salt .—A large •piece of this crystal did not

produce any effect. This is what was expected.

Having satisfied myself of the fact that systems of

crystals, other than regular, produce double refraction

and consequent polansation of the electrical ray, I tried

the action of electric radiation on crystals ordinarily

used in optical apparatus.

I got a fairly large piece of black Tourmaline. On
Interposing this with its plane inclined at 45°, there was

prompt movement of the spot of light. There was no

galvanometric indication when the principal plane .of the

Tourmallnct coincided with the vibration planes of

either the Polarlser or the Analyser.

With ordinary light, a piece of Tourmaline of sufficient

thickness absprbs the ordinary, but transmits the extra-

ordinary ray. With the piece of Tourmaline used in

the last experiment, I found both the rays transmitted,

but, it seemed to me, with unequal intensities. In
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« other words, one ray suffers greater absorption than

the other. It sieems probable that with greater thick-

npess of crystal one ray would be completely absorbed.

I found other * crystals behaving more or less in the

• same way. I, reserve for another communication parti-

culars of experiments bearing on this subject.

Lastly, I tried an experiment with
j

crystal of Iceland

Sptir taken out of a polarising apparatus. With this I

got distinct depolarising action.

Su/nmary.—Crystals which do not belong to the

Regular System, polarise the electric ray just in the same

way as they do a ray of ordinary light. Theoretically,

all crystals, with the exception of those belonging to

the Regular System, ought to polarise light. But this

could not hitherto be verified in the case of opaque

crystals. There is now no such difficulty with the elec-

tric ray, for all crystals are transparent to it. As a matter

of fact, all the above experiments, with one exception,

were performed with specimens opaque to light, and it

was an interesting phenomenon to observe the restora-

tion of the extinguished electric radiation, itself in-

visible, by the interposition of what appears to the eye

to be a perfectly opaque block of crystal, between the

crossed gratings.

(Asiatic Soc. of Bengal May 1895 .)
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ON A NEW ELECTRO-POLARIS€OPE

In a paper read before the Asiatic Society of Bengal

“On Polarisation of Electric Rays” (May, 1895), I

gave an account of^some experiments which showed that

crystals which do not belong to the Regular System,

produce double-refraction of the electric ray, and that

the refracted beams are plane-polarised.

Among the numerous crystals examined, I found

some exhibiting the so-called depolarising action in a

very marked degree, even when the thickness of the

crystal was less than the wave-length of the electric

radiation. I found, foi^ example, Nemalite, a fibrous

variety of Brucite, exhibiting this action with pieces

which were comparatively thin. Different varieties

of Satin Spar, Serpentine, Tourmaline and a few others

were found to be very effective depolarisers.

From the various experiments to be presently de-

scribed, I was led to suppose that these crystals transmit

the ordinary and the extraordinary rays with unequal

intensities. It would thus seem possible to quench

one of the two rays by absorp^jon, ordinary radiation

after transmission through these crystals thus becoming

plane-polarised. It should, however^ be mdhtloned

here, that*cry§tals as a rule are far more transparent

to electric radiation than to ordinary light, and as a con-

sequence greater thickness of crystals would be required

for the complete absorption of one of the two rays.

The apparatus with which the following experiments

were carried out, consists of a Radiator emitting short

electric waves, a cylindrical lens of sulphur for rendering

( n )
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‘the electric beam parallel, a pair of Analyser and Pola-

rlser, and a Receiver for detecting the electric radiation.

Electric oscillation Is produced by sparking between

two small platinum beads attached to hollow hemls-

p|ieres and an Interposed small platinum sphere (c/.

fig. 1). The two electrodes are connected with the

secondary ends of a modified Ruhiwkorff coll. The

usual vibrating Interrupter was found to be a source

of trouble, and was therefore rejected. A flash of radia-

tion consisting of many electric oscillations Is sufficient

for a single experiment, and this was easily obtained by

a sudden break of the primary current. To economise

space, the coil was taken out of the supporting con-

denser box. Long strips of paraffined paper with

tin-foil coatings were wound roynd the coil, and appro-

priate connections made with the Interrupting key.

The coil, about three inches In diameter and five inches

In height, was placed vertically at one end of a small

tinned-iron box, 6x4x7 Inches. The metallic box

screens the Receiver from electric and magnetic dis-

turbances produced by the making or breaking of the

primary current, the electric radiation being transmitted

through a tube along the desired direction.

The box also contains a small storage cell and a tap-

ping key, the pres*s button projecting out of the box

through*a small hble. In front of the box there is a tube

one inch in diameter and three Inches ion^. To the

Inner end of this tube is fixed an ebonite square on

which the radiator is mounted.

Polariser, Analyser and the Crystal-holder

At the further end of the tube is placed the Polariser,

which may be a grating or any other fprni of Polari^pir,
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to be presently described. By means of a variable*

diaphragm at the end of the tube, the afnount of electric

radiation for an individual experiment may be varied.
*

Next to the Polariser is the crystal-holder, which

allows the principal plane of the crystal to*be inclined ^
any azimuth.

The AnalyseiSi is similar in construction to the

Polariser, and is mounted at the open end of the cell

containing the sensitive Receiver, which is a spiral

spring coherer, with numerous points of contact.

The resistance of the coherer varies within wide

limits. The one 1 use gives the best result when the

resistance is reduced by compression to about 4,000

ohms ; the corresponding current circ^ilating round the

circuit is then about lOj^ ampere. The incident radia-

tion reduces this resistance to 10 ohms or less. The

sudden increase of current, due to the diminution of

resistance, produces a deflection of the spot of light

reflected from the galvanometer.

The coherer is enclosed in a small metallic cell open

in front for the reception of the Analyser. The metallic

cell has also a tubular projection behind, through which

the wires from the ends of the coherer pass out.

f

Adjustable E, M, F. and tJie Galvanometer

The wires from the ends of the cdherer lead to* an

adjustable C. M. F. and a dead-beat galvanometer of

D’Arsonval type. The wires are placed within a

double coating of tin-foil, and the galvanometer and the

voltaic cell enclosed in a metallic case with a slit for the

passage of the reflected spot of light. These precau-

tions are taken for shielding the receiving circuit from

the disturbing action of stray radiations.
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The sensitiveness of the Receiver depends greatly on^

the proper adjustment of the E. M. F. For all-round

work, an E. F. of about *45 volt, is best suited with

the particular coherer used in my experiments. This

was obtaineck from an Iron^^Zinc cell, the Iron being

immersed in a solution of ferric chloride, and Zinc

in dilute sulphuric acid. After the«Receiver has been

sut)jected to radiation for a length of time, its sensibility

is diminished ; this may be restored by slightly increasing

the E. M. F. The Receiver is placed in a derived

circuit, the main current, and therefore the derived

E. M. F., being varied by means of a rheostat.

Method of e)g)eriment

When the spark-gap is vertical, the electric radiation

is to a great extent polarised, the vibration being accom-

panied by electric force in a vertical plane, and magnetic

force in a horizontal plane. I shall, for simplicity,

consider only the electric vibration. When the partlally*-

polarised radiation is transmitted through a horizontal

grating, the emergent beam is completely polarised,

the vibration taking place in a vertical plane passing

through the axis.

The spiral-spring coherer Itself exhibits selective

absor^ftion. It*absorbs more readily vibrations parallel

to its length. Thus, when the spailc-gfl^ and the

coherer are parallel, the response is very energetic,

whereas the response is but feeble when the two are

crossed. ‘The analysing action of the cohferer becomes

more complete if it be further provided with an Analyser

grating with wires perpendicular to the length of the

coherer.
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There are two principal positions of the Polariser

and the Analyser :

—

(1) Parallel position ,—When both, the gratings

are horizontal.

(2) Crossed position ,—When the polarising and

analysing gratings are at right angles to

each o#her.

In the first position, the radiation being transmitted

through both the gratings, falls on the sensitive surface,

and the galvanometer responds. The field is then said

to be bright. In the second position the radiation is

extinguished by the crossed gratings, the galvanometer

remains unaffected, and the field is said to be dark.

But on interposing certain crystals with their principal

planes inclined at 45° to the horizon, the field is partially

restored, and the galvanometer spot exhibits large

deflection. This is the so-called depolarising action

of double-refracting substances.

Experiment with Serpentine

I obtained a piece of fibrous Serpentine of greenish

colour from the Geological Department of India ; its

thickness was about 2 cm. I interposed it with its

fibres inclined at 45°, between thg crossed Polariser and

Analyser. There was at once a restoration of the field.

The Polariser and the Analyser were noW made

parallel, afld the piece of Serpentine placed with its

fibres vertical or parallel to the vibration of the electric

ray ; the galvanometer now ceased to respond, proving

the complete absorption of the ray by the Serpentine.

The piece of Serpentine was now held with the fibres

horizontal, and the radiation was found to be copiously

transmitted.
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In other words, Serpentine transmits vibrations per%

pendicular to the fibres, but absorbs vibrations parallel to

*the fibres. Ofdlnary radiation would thus, after trans-

mission through Serpentine, be plane-polarised, the

^vibration taking place perpendicular to the fibres. To

ensure complete polarisation, the piece should be fairly

thick.

An efficient Polariser or Analyser can thus be made

of substances like Serpentine, provided that the thick-

ness is sufficiently great.

Satin Spar, Tourmaline and Nemalite

I also found different crystals exhibiting unequal

transparency to polarised radiation in different direc-

tions. Satin-spar exhibits it, the electric vibration

being more easily transmitted across the fibres. I next

tried some experiments with a piece of black Tourmaline

about 2 cm. in thickness. With this thickness, it was

not possible to obtain complete extinction, unless the

intensity of the incident radiation was considerably

diminished. I at first arranged the Pplariser and the

Analyser parallel, and the Tourmaline was successively

held vertical and horj^ontal. The Receiver responded

with unequal intensities, the response being more ener-

getic when the Ungth of Tourmaline was parallel to the

electric vibration. With fibrous varietie*s of crystals, I

found the vibration, as a rule, more easily transmitted

perpendicular to the length of fibres.

I now held the Tourmaline horizorttal, and by

varying the aperture at the end of the radiating tube,

diminished the amount of radiation, so that at a certain

point there was no response in the Receiver. On now
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Jiolding the Tourmaline vertical, the Receiver at once

responded. .

I next experimented with a piece of Nemalite. The

crystal I used was a very small one, only one cm. in

thickness, but this comparatively thin pidte exhibited*

unusually strong depolarising action. It is therefore

highly probable th«t a sufficiently thick piece of Nema-

lite would make an efficient Polariser.

Experiment with Jute Cell

The most efficient polarising substances I have

come across are the vegetable fibres. Among these

may be mentioned the fibres of Aloes (Agave), Rhea

(Boehmeria nivea), Pine Apple (Ananas sativus), Plan-

tain (Musa paradisiaca).

Common jute (Corchorus capsularis) exhibits the

property of polarisation in a very marked degree. I cut

fibres of this material about 3 cm. in length, and built

with it a cell with all the fibres parallel. I subjected

this cell to a strong pressure under a press, I thus

obtained a compact cell 3x3 cm. in area, and 5 cm, in

thickness. This was mounted in a metallic case, with

two openings 2x2 cm. on opposite sides, for the passage

of the radiation.

The polarising grating was removed, and the

Analyser arranged with its vibration plane vertical.

The jute cell was now interposed with its fibres hori-

zontal, and the Receiver was found to respond ener-

getically.

The cell w&s now placed with the fibres vertical, and

there was now not the slightest action on the Receiver.

The fibres were now inclined at 45° to the horizon.

There was an immediate response in the Receiver

T)
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but the radiation was completely extinguished by rotat-

ing the Analyser till the grating crossed the fibres. On
continuing thp rotation, the Receiver responded most

when the wires of the grating and the fibres became

^parallel. Keeping the jute cell fixed at 45°, It was

found that during one complete rotation of the Analyser,

there were four positions of extinctnn (when the wires

and fibres crossed), and four positions of maximum

transmission (when the wires and the fibres were

parallel).

From the above experiments, it is quite clear that a

jute cell produces complete polarisation of the trans-

mitted ray, the plane of vibration being perpendicular

to the fibres. •

Two jute cells were the^j made, and the gratings

discarded. One of these acts as a very efficient Polariser,

the other as an Analyser. When the two are crossed,

the electric radiation is completely extinguished.

In the polarisation apparatus described above, three

different types of Polariser (or Analyser) can be used :

—

(1) The wire grating Polariser,

(2) Polariser made of crystals like Tourmaline

or Nemalite.

(3) Jute or veg§table-fibre Polariser.

The apparatus may also be used as a Polarlmeter,

the rotation of the Analyser being easily measured by

means of the graduated disc.

(The Electrkiant Dec, 1895.)



ON DOUBLE REFRACTION OF THE ELECTRIC RAY BY
A STRAINED DIELECTRIC

The following investigations were undertaken to

find whether a solid dielectric becomes double-refract-

ing to the electric ray when it is subjected to a mole-

cular stress by unequal expansion in two directions, or

by mechanical compression.

The Electric Polarisation Apparatus, previously des-

cribed, was used for these experiments. The Analyser

and the Polarlser were crossed. The strained substance

was then introduced between the crossed Analyser

and Polarlser.

Effect due to unequal expansion

I cast a rectangular piece of paraffin, and chilled its

surface unequally by a freezing mixture. On suitably

interposing this between the Polarlser and the Analyser,

the galvanometer spot was at once deflected, proving

the double-refracting nature of the strained dielectric.

The piece was cast six months igo. It retains Its

unannealed property even now.

I took two zinc tubes, one cylindrical and the other

rectangular, ^hd fnade castings of melted pitch, which

set on cooling. In the cylindrical tube the strain was

the same in all directions at right angles to the axis,

and this cylindrical mass of pitch did not exhibit any

ilouble-refraction. But in the tube with the square

Section, unequal strain was evident in rectangular direc-

tions, perpendicular to the axis; two of the opposite

( 19 )
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sides bulged out, and the other two bulged in. On in-

terposing this* piece between the crossed Polariser and

Analyser, it exhibited double-refraction.

Effect due to compression

It appeared that stratified rocks, which, from the

nature of their formation, were subjected to great pres-

sure, would serve well for the purpose of this experi-

ment. My anticipations were verified, as the following

experiments will show :

—

I took a cube of Sandstone, about 5 cm. on each side,

and held it between the Polariser and the Analyser,

with the plane of stratification inclined at 45°. The

galvanometer at once responded.

I then rotated the piece jjf rock, and adjusted it with

its plane of stratification par^lel to the vibration plane of

the Polariser. There was now no depolarisation effect, the

galvanometer remained unaffected. On further rota-

tion in the same direction, the depolarisation effect

re-appeared, to disappear again when the plane of

stratification was made parallel to the vibration plane

of the Analyser.

Experiments with many other rocks, gave similar

result.

(The Electrician, Dec. 1895 .)
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ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE INDEX OF REFRAC-
TION OF SULPHUR FOR THE ELECTRJC RAY

The indices of refraction of transparent substances

have been determfhed by the usual optical methods.

There are, however, numerous substances like the

various rocks, wood, brick, coal-tar, and others which

are not transparent to light, so that their indices could

not be determined. These substances are, neverthe-

less, transparent to electric radiation ; the present in-

vestigation was therefore undertaken to find a direct

method of determining their indices with a high degree

of accuracy.

Even in the case of optically transparent substances,

the indices are only known for the narrow range of light

waves. For greater wave lengths, the index is inferred

from Giuchy’s formula. Professor Langley has, how-

ever, shown that this formula fails to give trustworthy

results when applied to the dark radiations in the infra-

red region of the spectrum. It does not, therefore,

seem at all likely that it will gi^e any reliable results

when applied to the electric radiation.

For the determination of the index for the electric

ray, the prism method is unsuitable. In the well-known

Hertzs* experiment with the pitch prism, the deviation

of the refracted rays extended from ll'^ to 34°. The

approximate value of =1’69, obtained from this

experiment, is probably higher than the true ^alue by

about 15 to 20 per cent.

For the accurate measurement of deviation, the effect

produced by radiation on the receiver should^ undergo

( 21 )
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an abrupt variation. When the radiation passes froip

an optically denser to a lighter medium, then at a

certain criticfil angle of incidence, the radiation is

totally reflected. From the critical angle the index of

. refraction la easily determined. The great advantage of

this method lies in the fact that the transition from re-

fraction to total reflection is very sudden.

I have determined the of various substances for

the electric ray, by the method of total reflection, which

gives very accurate results.

The refracting substance cut out or cast in the

form of a semi-cylinder, is mounted on the central

table of a spectrometer ; the electric ray is directed

towards the centre of the spectrometer, and its direc-

tion is always kept fixed, strikes the curved surface

and is refracted into the denser medium without any

deviation. It is then incident on the plane surface of

the semi-cylinder and is refracted into the air beyond.

The incident angle on the plane surface is increased

or decreased by rotating the central table on which the

cylinder rests. In practice, it is more convenient to

pg. 4, The refracting wmi-cylinder and the Radiator at R and B',
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commence the experiment with an angle of incidence

greater than the critical angle, the incident ray being

then totally reflected. The angle of incidence is next

slowly decreased till its value is slightly less than the

critical. At this point the ray is refracted into the air,

making an angle of 90° with the normal to the surface

;

a receiver fixed agjiinst the side of the semi-cylinder at

R, responds to the refracted radiation. A slight increase

of the angle of incidence produces total reflection and

the receiver ceases to respond.

The platform on which the cylinder rests, carries

the usual index. Rotation of the cylinder in a

left-handed direction gives a reading for total re-

flection. A second reading is obtained by rotation of

the cylinder in the opMsite direction, the receiver

being now at R'. The difference between the first and

the second reading is evidently equal to twice the

critical angle.

A metallic screen with a small central opening is

placed against the plane face of the semi-cylinder for

utilising only the central rays. In order that all the

rays should undergo total reflection simultaneously, it

is necessary that the rays incident on the plane of

separation of the two media shdldd be parallel. This

is effected by the cylinder itself. From the approxi-

mate value of found from a prelimirfery experimeht,

the focal distance of the semi-cylinder is roughly cal-

culated. The spark-gap of the radiator is placed at this

focus, and the rays thus rendered nearly parallel. Each

subsequent experiment gives a more accurate value of

(A, and from the corrected value of the focal distance

thus obtained, a more accurate adjustment is made for

the next experiment.
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Apparatus Used

The apparatus used consists of an electric radiator

femlttlng short waves, a large graduated circle provided

with a central circular platform on which the refracting

substance is, placed, and a receiver, which responds

to the electric radiation.

The Radiator ,—Electric oscillatic^ is produced by

sparking between two metallic beads and an Interposed

metallic sphere one cm. in diameter. By a single sudden

break of the primary in a Ruhmkorff’s coll, a flash of

radiation is emitted. The spark gap is placed at one

end of a brass tube 5 cm. in diameter. By a sliding

arrangement, the length of the tube can be varied.

The Ruhmkorff’^ coll is enclosed in a copper box.

The Circle ,—The circle Ijas a diameter of 45 cm.,

and is graduated into degrees, but one-fourth of a degree

can be easily estimated. The circle, as a whole, may
rotate round a vertical axis which passes through the

centre of a massive stand. There is a raised circular

platform at the centre of the circle on which the refract-

ing substance is placed. This platform carrying an

index, can be rotated Independently of the large circle.

When the platform index is clamped, the two circles

rotate together.
*

The Refracting Substance .—For substances which

can be cast, the' molten mass is poured into a cylindrical

mould with a thin partition in the middle, dn this way

two equal semi-cylinders are obtained at each casting.

Substances like wood or stone are turned, and the

cylinder §awn into two equal halves; In my experi-

ments, different sized cylinders were used ; I have

successfully used small ones with a radius of 8 cm. only.

But when the cost of the material is not prohibitive,
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it 18 advisable to use fairly large cylinders. The cylln-

clers used in the following experiments wtre 27’4 cm. in

diameter, and 10 cm. or more in height.^ For liquids,*

the cylindrical glass trough used has a diameter of 25 cm.

The tube of the radiator is fixed and points to the

centre of the graduated circle. The vertical central line

of the cylinder pasjps through the centre of the circular

platform.

The Receiver ,—The receiver is a modified form of

the coherer. In a rectangular piece of ebonite a narrow

groove Is cut out. In this groove bits of colled steel

springs are arranged side by side, only one layer deep.

In this way a linear receiver Is constructed with a sen-

sitive surface 2 cm. in length and 4 mm. In breadth.

By means of a screw, t|j^ springs may be gradually

compressed, reducing the resistance. The coherer is

in a circuit with an aperiodic D’Arsonval galvanometer

and a copper-iron cell. The galvanometer has a

resistance of 300 ohms, and the voltaic cell has an

E. M. F. of about 0‘45 volt. A Daniell cell is sometimes

used, with a resistance box as a shunt ; the E. M. F.

can thus be adjusted to suit the sensitiveness of the

receiver. When the spiral spring coherer is freshly

made. It is over-sensitive. On the^second day it settles

down to a fair condition, though for about half an

hour Its action is rather unsteady; but afterwards the

sensitiveness* bect)mes fairly uniform. It will maintain

this state under favourable conditions for nearly an

hour, after which it begins to lose its sensitiveness.

It must also be borne In mind that the sparking balls

also are undergoing deterioration. The sensitiveness

of the coherer may be partially restored by slightly

raising the E. M. F. of the circuit. In this way it is
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sometimes possible to work continuously for about tw9

hours ; but gfeater weight should of course be given

to the first sets of observations, which are taken at a

time when the receiver is most sensitive.

It is si^erfluous to add that special precautions

should be taken to guard against the disturbance due to

stray radiations. The walls of the room, the table, even

tbe person of the experimenter himself may act as

reflectors, scattering the rays in all directions. I spent

a considerable time in trying to find a substance that will

act as a good absorber. Lamp black is useless, as it

reflects copiously. Blotting paper soaked in water

or copper sulphate solution does produce a certain

amount of absorption ; but even with these a certain

amount of reflection is fou!)j| to take place.

By proper screening, the disturbance due to stray

radiations may, however, be got rid of. The radiating

apparatus, with the exception of a tubular opening, is

completely enclosed in a metallic box. Tlie radiator

tube extends right up to the refracting cylinder. The
leading wires from the coherer are enclosed in a double

coating of tin-foil.

Method of Experiment
(

I first tried to determine the index of refraction of

sulphur. The* material used was ordinary commercial

sulphur. A semi-cylinder was madft, atrd the two
positions for total reflection determined by the method
which had already been described. The difference of

readings, found for the two positions varied from 69° to

71 and the value of the critical angle would from these

experiinents seem to lie between 34’5° and 35°. This

approximate value for the critical angle having been
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.obtained, the experiment was modified to secure a

higher degree of accuracy.

Two equal semi-cylinders P and Q were taken an(I

placed on the rotating table face to face, with an air

space between. A metallic plate with a 'narrow rec-

tangular opening was also interposed between the

Fig. 5. Two semi-cylinders separated by air-space.

semi-cylinders to serve as a diaphragrp to cut off all

but the central rays, ^^en the spark gap is placed

at 0, the principal focus of P, the rays emerge parallel

into the air space, and are then focussed by the second

cylinder at an equal distance / on the other side.

The spark gap is placed at 0, and the receiver at

O', 00' being extremities of a diameter passing through

the centre of the circle. The air space is for convenience

placed parallel to the index.

The platform carrying the cylinders is now rotated,

say to the left. The angle of incidence is thus gradually

increased, till the rays just un<lergo total reflection.

Fig. 6.

(The doited lines represent the two positions of the air-spa^e for tolfJ reflection.)
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When this is the case the receiver ceases to respond^

Let A be the corresponding reading of the platform

index. A stationary index V is now placed opposite

the reading A of the graduated circle.

When the cylinder is rotated in the opposite direc-

tion a second reading B for the critical angle is obtained.

It is obvious that, neglecting errorsi^ A—B is equal to

twice the critical angle.

The platform index is now clamped and the circle

as a whole is rotated till B comes opposite to the fixed

index T. The circle is now clamped, the platform arm

undamped, and the central table rotated till another

reading C for the critical angle is obtained. Then, as in

the previous case, B—C=2i, where i is the critical angle.

The circle as a whole is no\^N^otated till C comes oppo-

site the fixed index.

Fig. 7. R, the Radiator ; C, the Receiver.
*

Thus at each successive operation the circle is rotated

past the fixed index through 2/. The successive differ-

ence of readings of the circle in reference to the fixed

outside index, thus gives a series of values of 2/.

The result will be more accurate if we take the mean

readings i(A+B), KB+Q» and take their differ-
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j5nces (cf. second and third tables given below).

Successive readings are taken till the graduated circle

is rotated as near as possible through 360°.

As has been said before, there are two semi-cylinders

P and Q. In the first set of experiments* P is turned

towards the radiator, Q acting as a focussing lens. The

circle at each successive operation moves in the

handed direction.

In the second set of experiments Q is turned towards

the radiator, P acting as the converging lens. Succes-

sive readings are taken as before, the circle now rotating

in the left-^handed direction.

It will be observed that the final results obtained

from the two sets are freed from many of the outstand-

ing errors.

I give below the results of two sets of experiments

each extending through eleven observations. The

receiver was in an unusually good condition for nearly

an hour, and during that time I took six observations

with P to the front and six more with Q in the same

position. As the receiver continued to remain in a

fairly responsive condition I took five more for each set.

As already said, greater weight should be given to the

first two sets of six readings, as \eing taken under the

most favourable conditions.

Successive differences of the mean ^readings,*taken

with the cylinders P and Q are given below.

P . . 71 70 70-5 70-5 70-5 70 69*5 69-5 69*5 70 =701

Q . . 70 70 71 71 71 71 71 70 70 69*5 =703-5
• •

Mean . =702-25

.
702-25
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Tke following are the readings in degrees for the first

six sets of obifervations vnth P (a, b) or Q (c. d).

• P.

a. 6. Mean.

1 . . 216 144 188

2 . . 144 74 109

3 . . 74 4 •39

4 . . (360)+4 293 328-5

5 . . 293 223 258

6 . . 223 152 187-5

Q.

C. 1 Mean.

1 . / 308 360+18 343

2 . . 18 *88 53

3 . . 88 158 123

4 . . 158 230 194

5 . . 230 300 265

6 . . 300 360+10 335

Difference.

71

70

70-5

70-5

70-5

352-5 A.

Difference.

70

70

71

71

70

352-0 B.

Mean of A and B=352-25.

352-25
<•=^-35-22; n=l-734.

From the results ^iven above it would appear that

tl^e index of refraction of sulphur is very near 1'734.

T?ie method is also well suited for liquids ; no large

quantity of material is required; and the results pos-

sess a high degree of accuracy.

The determination of the Indices of other solids and
liquids aVe in progress. An account of ’these will be
given in a future communication.

(Proc.Rc!/.So<u.Ocf. 1895.)
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INDEX OF REFRACTION OF GLASS FOR THE
ELECTRIC RAY

In my previous paper, read before the Royal Society

on October 20, 1885, I described a method of deters

mining the indices of refraction of various substances

for electric radiation, the principle of which depends

on the determination of the critical angle at which total

reflection takes place. A semi-cylinder of the given

substance was taken, and the angle of incidence gradually

increased till the rays were totally reflected. The
experiment was repeated with two semi-cylinders, separ-

ated by a parallel air-spa.«e. The advantage of the

latter arrangement was that the image cast by the two

semi-cylinders remained fixed. The image underwent

sudden extinction when the angle of incidence attained

the critical value.

The determination of the indices of refraction for

long electric waves derives additional interest from

Maxwells theoretical relation between the dielectric

constant and the refractive index for infinitely long

waves. The relation K= [i? has, Iwwever, been found

to be fulfilled in only a few instances. The value is

usually deduced from Giuchy’s formula, which is

admittedly fafllty When applied to rays below the visible

spectrum. It would therefore be of interest to be able

to measure directly the index for long electric waves, and

compare it with the value of K for rapidly alternating

electric fields, the periodicity of which is preferably

of the same order as that of the electric waves for which

index is determined.

( 31 )
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Among the substances in which great divergence

exhibited between the values of K and glass may be

taken as typical. In the very carefully conducted

series of experiments by Hopkinson the value of K
(later results) was found to be 6*61 for light flint and

9*81 for extra dense flint glass. He found no variation

of K with the time of charge, which varied from 1/4 to

1/20,000 part of a second.* Messrs. Romich and

Nowak t found the value to be 7*5 for alternation of field

of about once in a second, while for steady fields they

obtained the abnormally high value of 159. Schiller f

found K for plate glass to be 6*34, with a frequency

of alternation of 25 in a second. With a higher fre-

quency of about l*2x 10^, the value obtained was lower,

I.C., 5*78. Gordon, withv£» frequency of h2xl0^
obtained 3*24 as K for common glass.

From the experiments of Schiller it would appear

that the value of K for glass diminished with the increase

of frequency of alternation of the field.

Rubens and Arons § compared the velocities of pro-

pagation of electro-magnetic action through air and

glass, and obtained the ratio of the velocities or (x=2*33.

The deduced value of K would therefore be 5*43. M.

Blondlotll found Kvto be 2*84 when the frequency of

vibration was of the order 2*5x10^. Professor J. J.

Thomson found the specific Inductive capacity of glass

to be smaller under rapidly changlrtg fields than in

steady ones. He deduced the value of K by measuring

the lengths of wave emitted by a parallel plate con-

* Hopkinson, ‘Phil. Trans.,’ 1881, Part II.*

t
‘ Wien, Ber.,* vol. 70, 1874.

t
‘ Pogg. Ann.,’ p. 152, 1874.

Jl
‘ Wicd. Ann.,* vol. 42, p. 581 ; vol. 44, p. 206.

ir Gmipt. Rend.,’ May 11, 1891, p. 1058.
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denser with air and glass as dielectrics. The value

for glass was found to be 2-7.*

On the other hand, Lecherf found tl^t the dielec-

tric constant rose with the frequency of vibration.

Thus for plate glass

—

Frequency. K.

2 4-64

2xI0» 5-09

3-3XI0* 6-50

There Is thus a serious difference between the two

views of the variation of K (and therefore of p) with

the frequency of vibration. In a previous paper, I

alluded to the probability of the variation of (Jt with the

frequency of vibration. The value of • [x may at first

undergo a diminution wltfc^the increase of frequency,

reach a minimum, and then have the value augmented

when the frequency rises above the critical rate. The

result obtained by Lecher is, however, too divergent

from the others to be explained by such a supposition.

The direct determination of (x for glass for electric

oscillations of high frequency, seemed to me of interest,

as throwing some light on the controversy. After the

conclusion of my determination of the index for sulphur,

1 therefore commenced an Investigation for the deter-

mination of (X for glass. This was, however, greatly

delayed by repeated failures to cast glass locally arid by

my long ab^nce* from India. I then obtained from

England two semi-cylinders of glass, with a radius—

12*5 cm. and helght=8 cm.

The method of experiment followed is the same

as that described in my previous paper. The radiator

•
' Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 46, p. 292.

t
* PhU. Mag.,' vol. 31, p. 205.

S
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is placed at the principal focus (obtained from a preli-'

minary experiment) of one of the semi-cylinders. The

cylinder mounted on the platform of a spectrometer

is rotated till the rays are totally reflected. From the

critical angle the value of is deduced.

I shall here describe some modifications introduced

in the apparatus, which have beerv found to be great

improvements. One of the principal difficulties pre-

viously met with was due to the disturbance caused

by stray radiation. It is to be remembered that the re-

ceiver is extremely sensitive. Comparatively long waves

are found to possess very great penetrative power;

shielding the receiver then becomes very difficult. Even

after the receiver, the galvanometer, and the leading

wires had been screened, disturbances were met with

which it was difficult to localise. Part of the distur-

bance may have been due to the magnetic disturbance

set up by the generating coll. A double box made of

soft iron and thick copper removed this difficulty. But

the greatest immunity from disturbance was secured

by using short waves. In this case it was not at all

necessary to take very special precautions to shield

cither the galvanometer or the leading wires, the sensi-

tive layer in the receiver being alone affected by the

radiation. I exposed the bare leading wires to the

strortg action *of the radiator by putting them in close

proximity to the source of radiation* and yet no re-

sponse was observed in the galvanometer. This free-

dom from disturbance is not due to the opposite action

on the two wires, for a single wire may* be exposed to

the radiation without any action on the receiver

With small radiators the intensity of radiation is not

very great. This is a positive advantage in many experi-
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gients. It sometimes becomes necessary to have greater

intensity without the attendant troub^e inseparable

from too long waves. I have made a new radiator,

where the oscillatory discharge takes place between

two small circular plates 12 mm. in diameter and an

interposed ball of platinum 9*7 mm. in diameter. The

sparking takes plac^at right angles to the circular plates.

The intensity of radiation is by this expedient very

greatly increased.

In my previous experiments for determination of

the index of refraction, I used tubes to surround the

radiator. This I was obliged to do to protect the re-

ceiver as much as possible from external disturbances.

But this procedure may be open to the objection that

the sides of the tube ma^j^end reflected waves. It is

preferable to have a divergent beam from a single source

for a well-defined image after refraction. By the

successful removal of the disturbing causes it is now

possible to allow the radiator to be placed in open space,

a plate with a rectangular aperture allowing the radiation

to fall on the refracting cylinder along a given direction.

The size of the plate is 26x 15 cm., and the aperture is

7x6 cm. (see fig. 8). The radiator and the receiver

are placed on opposite sides of^ the plate. Absence

of disturbance due to lateral waves was tested by closing

the aperture and observing whether the wave» still

affected the* receiver by going round the plate. The

plate was found to act as an effective screen.

I have hitherto preferred the null method in my
experiments, «as it possesses many advantages. The

sensitiveness of the receiver can be pushed to the utmost

extent, and observations taken when no effect is produced

on the receiver. This method of total reflection also
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dispenses with the difficulty of making accurate measure-

ment of the deviation produced. After obtaining the

value of the, index by the method described above, I

wished to see whether it was not possible to obtain

fairly good -results by measuring the angle of refraction

corresponding to a given angle of Incidence. I shall

presently describe the difficulties r^rnet with In these

experiments, and the manner in which they were to a

great extent removed.

The preliminary experiment was carried out with a

single semi-cylinder. The angle of incidence was

gradually increased by rotating the cylinder, and the

refracted beam was followed with the receiver. In this

way it was found that the rays ceased to be refracted

when the angle of Inciden^^. was about 28° 30'. The

critical angle is therefore 28° 30' and

(i=2*08 (I).

I next used two semi-cylinders. The plane vertical

face of the first semi-cylinder was placed along a dia-

meter of the spectrometer circle. The second semi-

cylinder was separated from the first by an air-space

2 cm. in breadth. The plane surfaces of the two

semi-cylinders were^‘thus separated by a parallel air-

space ; the first semi-cylinder rendered the beam

parallel, and the second focussed the ra>^ on the receiver

placed opposite the radiator. With the mdiator used,

1 found a thickness of 2 cm. of air-space to be more

than sufficient for total reflection of the Incident ray.*

On rotating the cylinders to the right and to the left,

two positions for total reflection were obtained. The

Vide tlw following paper “ On the Influence of the Thickness of Air-space on
Total Reflection of Electric Radiation.*'
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(jifference of circle readings for these positions, equal

to twice the critical angle, was found to *be 58*^. The

critical angle for glass is therefore 29°,

(x=204 (2).

Having thus obtained the value of the index, I tried

to find whether it ^ould be possible to obtain fairly,

good results by measuring the deviation of the refracted

ray. In the first series of experiments, I used for this

purpose a semi-cylinder, with the radiator at its princi-

pal focus (the cylindrical surface being next to the

radiator), so that the emergent rays were parallel.

On trying to find the angle of refraction corresponding

to a given angle of incidence, I could obtain no definite

reading, as the receiver ooAtinued to respond, when

moved through five or six degrees on either side of the

mean position where the response was strongest. It

must be remembered that owing to the finite length of

the waves, there is no well-defined geometrical limit

to either the ray or the shadow. There is, however, a

position for maximum effect, and it is possible with some

difficulty so to adjust the sensitiveness of the receiver

that it shall only respond to th§ maximum intensity.

Another troublesome source of imcertainty is due to

the action of the tube which encloses the receiver.

When a slanting ray strikes the inner edge of the lube,

it is reflected and thrown on to the delicate receiver.

Unfortunately it is difficult to find a substance which is

as absorbent for electric radiation as lamp-black is for

light. Lamp-black in the case of electric radiation

produces copious reflection. I have tried layers of

metallic filings, powdered graphite, and other sub-

stances, but they all fail to produce complete absorption.
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The only thing which proved tolerably efficient for thlj

purpose was a piece of thick blotting paper or cloth

soaked in an, electrolyte. A cardboard tube with an

Inner layer of soaked blotting paper Is Impervious to

electric radiation, and the Internal reflection, though

not completely removed, Is materially reduced. No

reliance can, however, be placed xpn this expedient,

when a very sensitive receiver is used.

After repeated trials with different forms of receiving

tubes, I found a form, described below, to obviate many

of the difficulties. Instead of a continuous receiving

tube, I made two doubly Inclined shields, and placed

them one behind the other, on the radial arm which

carries the receiver. The first shield has a tolerably

large aperture, the apertura^pf the second being some-

what smaller. The size of the aperture is determined

by the wave-length of radiation used for the experi-

ment. It will be seen from this arrangement, that the

rays which are in the direction of the radial arm, can

effectively reach the receiver, the slanting rays being

successively reflected by the two shields. With this

expedient, a great Improvement was effected In obtain-

ing a definite reading.

When the deviated rays are convergent, the receiver

is simply placed behind the shields, at the focus of the

rays.* But when the rays are parallel, the use of an

objective (placed behind the first shield) gives very

satisfactory results. As objectives I used ordinary

glass lenses ; knowing the index from my experiments,

I was able to calculate the focal distance ^or the electric

ray. This is of course very different from the focal

distance for the luminous rays. I at first used a lens

of 6 cm. electric focal dis<;ance, but this did not improve
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matters sufficiently. I then used one with a longer

focus, namely, 13 cm., and this gave muclpbetter results.

The receiver used to be previously enclosed in a

metallic case, 2 cm. in breadth, with an open front for

the reception of radiation. The case was tc\ protect the

receiver from stray radiations. But by the new arrange^*

ment and improv54 construction, these disturbances

were effectively removed. I therefore discarded the use

of the metallic enclosing cell, since the rays which did

not actually fall on the sensitive surface might be re-

flected from the back of the metallic cell and thrown

on to the sensitive layer. The layer of spirals, only

1*5 mm. in breadth, is laid on a groove in ebonite

(which is transparent) ; and the linear receiver without

any metallic case was placed, at the focus of the lens.

I now proceeded to measure the angle of refraction

corresponding to a given angle of incidence. In the

first series observed, the refraction was from glass to

^air ; the curved surface of the semi-cylinder was turned

to the radiator, which was placed at its principal focus,

The receiver was mounted on the radial arm wil:h the

double shields, and the objective in the manner already

described. The reading for refracted rays was taken

Fig. 8. TKe electric fefractomcter : P, the plate with a diaphragm ; C, the semi-cylinder

, ol glass ; S, the shield (only one shown in the diagram) ; R. the receiver

.
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in the following manner. Having adjusted the semi-

cylinder for A given angle of incidence, the receiver

was moved round till it responded to the refracted

ray. Readings were taken first by placing the receiver

at an angU less than the true reading and gradually

increasing the angle till there was a response. The

receiver was then placed at a greater angle, and the

angle gradually reduced till the receiver again responded.

In this way a series of readings for a particular angle of

incidence was obtained. These readings were found

fairly concordant, the maximum variation from the

mean being not so great as T. One set of readings

was taken on one half of the spectrometer circle ; the

cylinder was next rotated in the opposite direction,

and readings taken on the ^itjier side.

Angle of Refraction.

Angle of Incidence. Reading Reading (A.

to the to the Mean.

right. left.

31°m15° mmm 31° 15' 200
31 30 31 30

31 ‘ 30
£

31 30

45°

•
. 20° * 46 45° 15' 2-08

44 30 44 0

45 30 45 30

48° 0' 49°H22° 50 0 50 19 49° 30' 2-03
• 49 30 48 m •

50 0 50 0

Mcanv«Iueof |i=2*04 (3),
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^
In the next series of observations, the rays were

refracted from air into glass. The electric beam was

rendered parallel with the help of a glass lens (f=4 cm.).

The beam was incident on the plane face of the semi-

cylinder. As the cylinder itself focussed the refracted

beam, the objective hitherto used in conjunction with

the receiver was dispensed with.

1 . r. Mean value of r.

40°

18°

19

18

18° 20' 204

50°

22°

23
22° 30'

• ' 22° 30' 2-00

63°

25° 30'

?6°

27

26° 10' 205

Mean value of pt=2 03 (4).

The different values of (x obtained are given below :

—

From total reflection from a single sei?>Ucylincler . 2*08.... (1)

„ „ „ two semi-cylinders . 2*04.... (2)

From refraction from glass into air . .
'

. 2*04..?. (3)

„ • „• air into glass . . . 2*03.... (4)

The frequency of vibration was of the order 10^®.

The value of the index of the glass for sodium

light by the total reflection method was found to be

=1-53.

{Ptoc, Roy. Soc., Nov. 1897.)
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE THICKNESS OF AIR-SPACE ON
TOTAL REFLECTION OF ELECTRIC RADIATION

In my preliminary experiments on the determina-

tion of the index of refraction of vanious substances for

electric radiation, I used a single semi-cylinder of the

given substance ; the electric ray was refracted from the

denser medium into air, and at the critical angle of

Incidence it underwent total reflection. The experi-

ment was repeated with two semi-cylinders separated

by a parallel air-space. With light waves, an extremely

thin air-film is effective in producing total reflection.

But a question might aris^ ivhether waves a hundred

thousand times as long would be totally reflected by

films of air, and, if so, it would be interesting to find out

the minimum thickness of air-space which would be

effective in producing this result. The factors which

are likely to determine the effective thickness of air-

space for total reflection are
: (1) the index of refrac-

tion of the refracting substance
; (2) the angle of in-

cidence ; and (3) the wave-length of the incident

electric radiation. In the following investigation, I

have studied the influence of the angle of incidence and

of thfe wave-length in modifying the thickness of the

effective air-space. The refracting substaifce used was

glass.

L Influence oj the Angle of Incidence

The •experimental difficulty in these* investigations

lies in the fact, that there is at present no receiver for

electric radiation which is very sensitive, and at the

same time strictly metrical in its indications. The
•

( 42 )
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difficulty is further accentuated by the fact that the

intensity of the electric radiation cannot *be maintained

absolutely constant. Attempts have beeij made in the

following experiments to remove, to a certain extent,

some of these difficulties.

Two semi-cylinders of glass, with a radius of 12*5

cm., were placed og the spectrometer circle. The plane

faces were separated by a parallel air-space. The

radiator was placed at the principal focus of one of the

semi-cylinders ; the rays emerged Into the air-space as a

parallel beam, and were focussed by the second semi-

cylinder on the receiver placed opposite the radiator.

Electric radiation was produced by oscillatory discharge

between two small circular plates hav ng a diameter of

1*2 cm. and an interposed -platinum ball 0*97 cm. in

diameter.

The two semi-cylinders were separated by an air-

space 2 cm. in thickness ; this thickness was found to

be more than sufficient for total reflection. The critical

angle for glass 1 found to be 29°. The experiments were

commenced with an angle of incidence of 30° (slightly

greater than the critical angle). The receiver, which

was placed opposite the radiator, remained unaffected

as long as the rays were totally r^ected. But on gra-

dually diminishing the thickness of air-space by bringing

the second semi-cylinder nearer the first *(always fnaln-

taining the irfane’surfaces of the semi-cylinders parallel),

a critical thickness was reached when a small portion

of the radiation began to be transmitted, the air-space

just failing tot produce total reflection. The beginning

of transmission could easily be detected and the critical

thickness of air determined with fair accuracy. When
the thickness of air was reduced to 14 mm., the receiver
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began occasionally to be affected, though rather feeblyi,

But when tMs was reduced to 13 mm. there was no

uncertainty
; § measurable, though small, portion of the

radiation was now found to be always transmitted.

I now increased the angle of incidence to 45°, and

observed that the minimum thickness, which at 30° just

allowed a small portion of radiationi,to be transmitted,

was not sufficiently small to allow transmission at the

Increased angle of incidence. The thickness had to be

reduced to something between 10*3 mm. and 9*9 mm.

for the beginning of transmission.

With an angle of Incidence of 60°, the minimum

thickness for total reflection was found to lie between

7*6 mm. and 7*2 mm.
- t

Angle of incidence.
Minimum thickness of

air for total reflection.

30° Between Hand 13 mm.
45 „ 10*3 and 9*9 mm.
60 „ 7*6 and 7*2 mm.

The minimum effective thickness is thus seen to

undergo a diminution with the increase of the angle

of incidence.

II. ne influence of the Wave-length

In the following experiments I Ichpt the angle of

incidence constant, and varied the wave-length. I used

three different radiators, Ri, R,, and R, ; of these Rj

emitted the longest, and R, the shortest waves.

The following method of experimenting was adopted

as offering some special advantages. If a cube of glass

be interposed between the radiator and the receiver
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placed opposite to each other, the radiation striking one

face perpendicularly would be transmltfed across the

opposite face without deviation and cause a response

In the receiver. If the cube be now cut across a dia-

gonal, two right-angled isosceles prisms will be obtained.

If these two prisms were now separated slightly, keeping

the two hypotenij^es parallel, the incident radiatioQ

would be divided into two portions, of which one

portion is transmitted, while the other Is reflected by

the air film In a direction (see fig. 9) at right angles to

that of the incident ray, the angle of incidence at the

Fig, 9. Section of the two prisms.

air-space being always 45°. The transmitted and the

reflected components would be complementary to each

other. When the receiver is placed opposite to the

radiator, in the A position, the action on the receiver

wll be due to the transmitted pdrtion ; but when the

receiver is placed at 90°, or in the B position, the actlop

on the receiver will be due to the reflected portion. The

advantage of thil method is that the two observations

for transmission and reflection can be successively taken

within a short time, during which the sensitiveness of

the receiver is not likely to undergo any apjJreciable

change. In practice three readings are taken in succes-

sion, the first and the third being taken, say, for trans-

imssion and the second for reflection.
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I shall now give a general account of the results o{

the experiments. When the prisms are separated by

a thickness of air-space greater than the minimum

thickness for total reflection, the rays are totally reflected,

there being* n6 response of the receiver in position A,

but strong action in position B. As the thickness is

gradually decreased below the critical thickness, the rays

begin to be transmitted. The transmitted portion

goes on increasing with the diminution of the thickness

of air-space, there being a corresponding diminution

of the reflected component of the radiation. When the

thickness of the air-space is reduced to about 0*3 mm.,

no reflected portion can be detected even when the

receiver is made extremely sensitive. The reflected

component is thus practic^ly reduced to zero, the

radiation being now entirely transmitted ; the two

prisms, in spite of the breach due to the air-space, are

electro-optically continuous. This is the case only

tube is not shown in the diagram.

when the two prisms are made of the same substance.

If the sfecond prism be made of sulphur, tor of any otlwr

substance which has either a lower or a higher refractive

index, then there is always a reflected portion even

when thf two prisms are in contact.
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Another interesting observation was made by separat-

ing the prisms just sufficiently for total reflection.

There would now be no transmitted portion. But if a

thin piece of cardboard or any other refracting substance

were interposed in the air-space, a portiorf of the radia**

tion was found to be transmitted ; it was now necessary

to separate the prisj^is further to reduce the transmitted

portion to zero. This method opens out a possibility of

determining the electric index of the interposed substance.

Having given a general account of the experiments

I shall now describe in detail the method of procedure.

The radiator tube was provided with an ordinary lens

whose focal distance for electric radiation is about 4 cm.

The beam thus rendered approximately parallel fell per-

pendicularly on the face ot the glass prism. The two

pnsms were made by cutting a cube of glass—an ordi-

nary paper weight—across a diagonal. The size of the

cube was 4 5 cm. on each side.* One prism was fixed

on the spectrometer circle ; the other could be moved
so as to change the thickness of the interposed air-space

between the two sections very gradually. The separa-

tion was simply effected by means of ordinary cards.

The cards used were of uniform^ thickness, each card

being 0*45 mm. in thickness. X certain number of

cards were taken and placed between the prisms with

their surfaces in contact with the hypotenuses. *The
icards were then Carefully withdrawn, leaving the prisms

‘separated by a thickness of air equal to the thickness

pf the given number of cards. It would, of course,

jbe an improvement to have a micrometer screw by

jwhich the thickness can be gradually increased.

I
Larger prisms would have been preferred, had they been available. The prisms

^Lcuttin^ were fo^nd to^be i®pro?timateiy isosceles, the angles being 90''^46°-,-a^44°.
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Observations were now taken to determine the

minimum thIcTcness of air for total reflection for different

wave-lengths, the angle of incidence being in all cases

kept at 45°. Three radiators, Ri, R2 , R3, were used.

I have not^y^t made determinations of the lengths of

waves emitted by these radiators, but it will be seen from

Jthe dimensions of the radiators that the waves emitted

by Ri are the longest and those emitted by R3 the short-

est. The oscillatory discharge In Ri took place between

two circular plates 1*2 cm. in diameter and an interposed

ball of platinum 0*97 cm. In diameter. The radiators

were enclosed in a tube 3*8 cm. in diameter.

In the radiator R2, the discharge took place between

two beads of platinum and an Interposed sphere the

same as in Ri. The dist^gice between the sparking

surfaces was 1*01 cm.

In the radiator R3 , sparking took place between two

beads and an interposed sphere 0*61 cm. in diameter.

The distance between the sparking surfaces was 0*76 cm.

One prism was fixed on the spectrometer circle, and

the other was at first placed somewhat apart from it

;

the distance was now gradually reduced till the air-space

just ceased to reflect totally, when a small portion of

radiation began to be transmitted. The beginning

of transmission was detected by the receiver, which was

placed in the' A position.

• 0

Radiator.

Distance between

sparking surfaces
Minimum thickness for total

reflection.
in mm.n , Between 10*3 and 9*9 mm.*, .(a)

lO-l „ 7*6 and 7*2 mm. •..(£)

7-6 „ 5*9 and 5*4 mm. ...(c)

1
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^
From the above results it is seen that the effective

thickness of the totally reflecting air-spfce increases

with the wave-length. If the wave-lengths .are propor-

tional to the distance between the sparking surfaces

which give rise to the oscillatory discharge, 4he wave-

lengths in (b) and (c) are in the ratio of 101 ; 76. This

Is not very different J;rom the ratio of the corresponding
^

minimum thicknesses of the totally reflecting air-space*

III. On the Relation between the Reflected and the Trans’^

mitted Components of Radiation when the Thickness

. of Ah'-space undergoes Variation

It was stated in the general account of the experi-

ments, that as the thickness^ of air-space is gradually re-

duced the intensity of the transmitted portion of radia-

tion is increased, while there is a corresponding diminu-

tion of the intensity of the reflected portion. This I

have been able to verify qualitatively from numerous

observations. But many difficulties are encountered

in making quantitative measurements, owing to the

difficulty of maintaining the intensity of radiation, as

well as the sensitiveness of the ^receiver, absolutely

constant.

As regards the first, the intensity of the emitted

radiati9n depends on the efficiency of the secondary*

spark, and the* nature of the sparking surface. Keepings

the primary current that flows through the Ruhmkorff

coil constant, the efficacy of the secondary spark is very

much affected fjy the manner in which the contact is

broken in the primary circuit. If a vibrating inter-

rupter is used, the break is apt to become irregular

;

the torrent of the secondary sparks also spoils the spark-

r
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ing surface of the radiator. For merely qualitative

experiments the use of a vibrating Interrupter Is not so

very prejudicial, as along with the Ineffective discharges

there are present some which are oscillatory. But

where successive discharges are to give rise to radiation

of equal Intensity, It becomes necessary to avoid all

sources of uncertainty. For these,, reasons I prefer a

single break for the production of a flash of radiation.

With some practice It Is possible to produce a number

of breaks, each of which Is effective. If the surface at

the break Is kept clean, and the break Is properly effected,

successive flashes of radiation up to a certain number

are about equally Intense. When the sparking has been

taking place for too long a time, the surface no doubt

undergoes a deterioration., But twenty or thirty succes-

sive sparks are equally efficacious when sparking takes

place between platinum surfaces. The use of a single

flash of radiation Is preferable on another account.

The receiver at each adjustment responds to the very

first flash, but becomes less sensitive to the subsequent

flashes. The conditions of the different experiments

are similar, when the action on the receiver Is due to a

single flash of radiation, instead of the accumulated

effect of an unknown number of flashes.

I give below the deflections of the galvanometer

produced by four successive flashes of radiation.

(1) .

(2) .

(3) .

’

(4) .

When very careful adjustments are made, the succes-

sive deflections are approximately equal. There are^

1 15 divisions.

122 ..

113 ..

108 c
..
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however, occasional failures, owing either to the fault

of the break, or loss of sensitiveness of the* receiver.

More serious is the difficulty in connection with

the receiver. With the Improvements adopted there Is

no difficulty, under any circumstances, .to^ make the

receiver very highly sensitive ; but it Is not easy to

maintain the sensitiveness absolutely uniform. I have

in my previous papers explained how the sensitiveness*

of the receiver depended on the pressure to which the

spirals were subjected, and on the E. M. F. acting on

the circuit ; and how the loss of sensitiveness due to

fatigue was counteracted by slightly increasing the E.

M. F. For each receiver there is a certain pressure,

and a corresponding E. M. F., at which for a given

radiation the receiver is full^ §ensitive. Having obtained

these conditions, the sensitiveness can be Increased or

decreased by a slight variation of either the pressure

or the E. M. F. An increase of pressure produced by

the advance of the micrometer press screw through

a fraction of a millimetre would sometimes double the

sensitiveness ; similarly an increase of E. M. F. of even

jigQ
volt increases the sensitiveness to a considerable

extent.

The nature of the difficulties in ^nalntalnlng the sen-

sitiveness of the receiver uniform will be understood

from jvhat has been said above. But b/ very careful

and tedious adjustments I was however able to obtain

fairly satisfactory results, and was in hopes of ultimately

obtaining symmetrical values from the galvanometer de-

flections. The|Setting-in of the rainy weather has un-

fortunately introduced other conditions unfavourable to

the maintenance of uniformity of the sensitiveness of the

receiver. Owing to the excessive damp and heat the
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spirals get rusty in a short time, and variation in the

sensibility is produced by the altered condition of the

surface of the sensitive layer. The results of certain

experiments i have carried out lead me to hope that this

difficulty w\ll,ato a certain extent, be removed by cover-

ing the sensitive surface with a less oxldlsable coating.

The deflections produced in the galvanometer can

Only be taken as approximately proportional to the inten-

sity of the absorbed radiation. It would be better to

observe the diminution of the resistance produced by

the incident radiation. This may be done with the help

of a differential galvanometer and a balancing resistance.

G is a high resistance differential galvanometer, with

two sets of electrodes. A, B ; C, D ; one pair of elec-

trodes is in series with thejecelver, and the other with

a resistance box. When the receiver is adjusted to

respond to the electric radiation, a weak current flows

through it. The same E. M. F. acts on both the cir-

cuits. The compensating current, produced by a proper

adjustment of the resistance of the box, brings the spot

of light back to zero. The resistance of the box is

equal or proportional to the resistance of the receiver.

When radiation is absorbed by the receiver the resis-

tance is decreased, an'd this diminution of the resistance

is found from the new balancing resistance.

Fig. 1 1. G. the diSerentul galvanometer ; R. the receiver ; r, the resistance box.
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All observations agreed in showing that as the thick-

ness of air-space was gradually decreased, tlie transmitted

component was increased, with a corresponding decrease

of the reflected portion. I give below two sets of

observations, in which the receiver acted "better than

usual.

Radiator R2 ; distance between the sparking sur-

faces=10'I mm.

Thickness of air-

space in terms of

number of cards.

Thick-

ness

in mm.

Galvanometer

deflection due to

the reflected

portion.

• •

Galvanometer

deflection due to

the transmitted

portion.

1 045 0 or very slight. Against the stop.

2 0-90 Slight ff 99

4 80 160

8 3-6 I4i

•

150

10

%

4-5 150 . 120 .
•

m 160 100B Against the stop ^0

18 8-1 0
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It is seen from the above, that as the thickness of thp

air-space was gradually increased, the reflected com-

ponent increased, while the transmitted portion de-

creased. The minimum thickness for total reflection

was found ‘‘to'be about 8 mm. When the thickness of

air-space was reduced to about half this thickness

(slightly less than halO the reflected ».and the transmitted

portions seemed to be about equal.

With the radiator Ri the minimum thickness for

total reflection was found to be equal to the thickness

of 22 cards (9*9 mm.). When the thickness of air-

space was reduced to the thickness of 10 cards (4-5 mm.)

the reflected and the transmitted portions seemed to be

about equal. As two experiments immediately follow-

ing each other are more 4ikely to be comparable, the

experiments were so arranged that the observation of

deflection for transmission with a certain thickness of

air followed the observation for reflection with a different

thickness, the corresponding deflections being about

equal. As stated above, the reflected and the trans-

mitted portions were approximately equal when the

thickness of air was equal to the thickness of 10 cards.

Keeping 10 as the ipean, pairs of readings were taken

with different thicknesses. For example, the reflection

reading with a thickness of air equal to the thickness

of 4* cards was followed by taking a reading for |.rans-

mission, with a thickness of air equal to \he thickness

of 16 cards ; the deflections produced in the two cases

were about equal, namely sixty-six divisions of the scale.

I append below a table showing thei corresponding

thicknesses of air (in terms of number of cards) which

gave approximately equal deflections, the deflection iiji

l

0ne case^ being due to the reflected component, and in
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th^ other case to the transmitted component. The
receiver was made moderately sensitive, So that the

deflections lay within the scale.

Thickness of air

for reflection.

Thickness of air

for transmission.

Deflectian pro-

duced.

4

#

16 66

6 14 70

8 12 90

10 10,. 120

When the thickness of air was reduced to 0*45 mm.,

a deflection of two divisions was obtained for the reflec-

tion reading. From this an approximate Idea of the

intensity of the reflected component may be obtained.

From the table given above, it is seen that half the

total radiation gave a deflection of 120 divisions. The

intensity of the reflected componer^t, with a thickness

of 0*45 mm., is therefore l/120thb part of the total

amount of incident radiation, on the assumption, which

is onlj; approximate, that the galvanomet^ deflections
*

were symmetrical.* When the thickness was reduced

to 0‘3 mm., no reflected component could be detected,

though the receiver was made extremely sensitive.

(Proc. Roy. Soc., Nov^ 1897.)
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A SIMPLE ANb ACCU RATE METHOD OF DETERMINATION
OF INDEX OF REFRACTION FOR LIGHT

The apparatus usually employed for the deter-

mination of the index of refraction is very elaborate and

costly. Numerous adjustments have to be made, and a

long time spent to secure accurate results. The follow-

ing method for the determination of the optical index

IS a modification of the one which has for some time

been employed by me in the determination of the index

of electric refraction. Th^, apparatus required is very

simple, and I made a rough model of it at a trifling cost,

and gave it to my pupils for trial. I was surprised to

find how, even in their inexperienced hands, it gave

results which would compare favourably with the various

determinations of the indices hitherto made. The
other advantages of this method are the quickness with

which a determination can be made, and its adaptability

to lecture demonstrations.

TTie method df^pends on the determination of the

critical angle at which total reflection takes place. The
• principle of ^total reflection has also been emplo;yed by
M. M. Terquem and Trannin, but the method de-

scribed below is somewhat different, being much simpler,

as no Collimator and observing Telescope are required*

It has^ the additional advantage of beipg applicable to

solids ; and by a process of repetition, the value of the

critical angle is obtained with a remarkably high degree :

of accuracy.

( 56 )
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^
A beam of light is refracted from the given substance

into air, and the angle of incidence gradflally Increased

till total reflection just takes place. Fropi the critical

angle i thus determined, the index is found from the

formula =

The necessary appliances for the determination are

:

(1)

a hollow glass cylinder, which may be a beaker, for

liquids (or a stoppered phial for volatile substances), or

two semi-cylinders of the given solid ; (2) a circular

wooden table graduated into degrees and capable of

rotation round a vertical axis. The table has at the

centre a raised circular platform carrying an index.

The platform can revolve round the common vertical

axis Independently of the Jtable. When the platform is

clamped down, the circle and the platform revolve

together round a common axis.

The apparatus may be used for the following inves-

tigations :

—

(1) Determination of the indices of solids and

liquids.

(2) Variation of the index with the strength of

different solutions.
^

(3) Variation of the index with temperature.

(4) Determination of the indices for the different

rays, and of the dispersive pcJwer.

1 . Determination of the index for liquids

A vertical, rectangular plate is suspended •so as to

divide the liquid in the glass cylinder into two halves.

A narrow central and vertical slit is cut in the rec-

tangular plate, Two thip microscope cover slips about
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one cm. square are superposed and cemented with an

interposed air*-film, and the piece is fixed against, say,

the lower portion of the vertical slit. The liquid

is, of course, continuous through the upper and un-

covered porticm of the slit ; but, in the lower portion,

the air-film separates the two semi-cylinders of liquid.

Light passing through one of thesg semi-cylinders is

thus incident on the second medium, the film of air,

and when the angle of incidence is sufficiently large,

the beam undergoes total reflection. In order that all

the rays might undergo total reflection simultaneously,

it is necessary that the incident beam should be parallel.

Adjustment for rendering the beam paralleL—The

diagram represents a section of the liquid semi-cylinders

:

the one to the left we shall <jfill P, that to th^ fight Q.

Fig. 12. The source cf light 0 and its image at O'.

Suppose 0 to be tlje principal focus of P ; light

diverging from a souace 0, would emerge into the air^

film as a parallel beam, and would be focussed by Q
at an'equal distance, 0' to the right of the air-film. Jhis

will be all the more exact if a narrow diaphragni cut off

all but the central rays. To render the beam incident

on the air-film parallel, it is therefore only necrasary

to brlng'gradually the source of light neaf the cylinder,

till an image is formed at an equal distance on the ocher

side, the distances being measured from the axis of the

cylinder.^ It will be observed that the semi-cylinder
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IJ acts as a collimating lens, and Q as the object-glass of

an observing telescope. It will also be seen that the

value of the index may now be obtained with fair

accuracy from the distance 00' (which is equal to four

times the focal distance of the cylinder) ahd*the radius

of the cylinder.

As the lens is cjiindrical, the source of light may be a,

line instead of a point. A narrow slit may be illuminated

by sodium light for monochromatic measurements

;

or the slit may be illuminated by sun-light. It is some-

times more convenient to use the incandescent filament

of a glow lamp as the source of light.

Method of experiment, -The cylinder containing the

liquid with the inter-

posed air-film is
^

placed on the plat-

form, the axis of the

cylinder passing

through the axis of

the graduated circle.

If the cylinder is kept

fixed, and the direc- ^

tion of incident light t

changed it will be
for Total Reflection.

observed that there are four positions. A, B, C, D, fof

total ^reflection, the angles AOB or DCJC being *each

equal to twlCe tkfe critical angle.

The source of light may be kept fixed, and the angle

of incidence varied by rotating the central platform ori

which the cylinder with the interposed film is placed, till

total reflection just takes place. The image produced

remains fixed, till at the critical angle it suddenly dis-

appears from the screen ; this is a great advantage, as
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the trouble entailed in following the deflected image

in the prism-hiethod is avoided. As the cylinder revolves

round, total, reflection will take place four times, twice

Fig. H. TKc Spectrometer circle. There is a sliding tube with a slit at one end.

The distance of the slit from the centre of the cylinder is adjusted till a sharp

image is formed at an equal distanc^ oit the screen to the right. A vertical plate

with a slit and air-film is suspended dividing the cylinder in two halves.

from the air>film surface of each semi-cylinder. The
source of light and a screen being now fixed at the

extremities of a diameter passing through the centre of

the circle, the distance of the slit is adjusted for

rendering the beam incident on the air-film parallel, in

the manner already described. When the angle of

incidence reaches the critical value, the image on the

screen is suddenly Extinguished. In the centre of the

screen there is a circular aperture, behind which the eye

itself may be placed to receive the light directly. »When
white light is used, as in the determination of the indices

for the different rays, the image is cast on the slit of a

small direct vision spectroscope, and the spectrum

observed.

A portion of light may be allowed to pass through

the upper part of the slit, where the liquid is continuous,

and the^^rresponding portion of the image will never
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be extinguished. This portion of the image is used in

lecture demonstrations as a marked line Of reference.

But in the lower portion of the image, light^ has to pass

through the air-lilm, and the bright image suddenly

disappears from the screen as soon as the angle of inci^

dence exceeds the critical value.

During a complete rotation of the cylinder, two pairs
^

of readings will be Stained for total reflection. In the

first set, one-half of the semi-cylinder will act as the

collimating lens, the other half acting as the focussing

lens : in the next set (when the cylinder is rotated through

180°) the functions of the two halves are exchanged.

From the mean of the differences obtained from the two

sets of observations, the value of 2 i is obtained with

great accuracy, provided tjjje# circle is accurately gra-

duated, and the reading Vernier permits of small

angular measurements being made.

The circle used in the simple form of apparatus being

only divided into degrees, I could not expect to obtain

from it, in the ordinary way, any very accurate results;

but by using the following method, it was possible to

obtain results which are highly accurate.

The platform index is at first clamjjed down pointing to

the zero of the scale, and the circle ^ a whole rotated till

total reflection takes

place.
^
The circle is

g
next clamped, «and the i

platform carrying the I

cylinder undamped

and rotated in the

direction of the lower

arrow till light is again ^ ^
totally reflected, the positions o( tbe airoBlm (or total r^ection.
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index reading being, now B. The difference of the

two readings evidently gives twice the critical angle.

The angle is repeated by clamping down the index

and rotating the circle as a whole for total reflection

in the direction of the upper arrow. The process

may thus be repeated, the rotation of the platform

in one direction being followed ^y the rotation of

the circle in an opposite direction. There is thus

produced at each operation a relative displacement of

the index (in reference to the circle) through twice the

critical angle. The value of i is by this means obtained

with great accuracy, the errors due to eccentricity or

defect in graduation being eliminated by repeating

the angles n times where 2 ni is as near as possible

equal to four right angles^oj any multiple of four right

angles. If R be the difference between the first (zero)

and the last readings, the critical angle i = It is

evident that by merely increasing n, the value of / could

be obtained with any degree of accuracy, even with

circles graduated only into degrees.

The index is fixed at the beginning against the zero

of scale. It is therefore only necessary to take one

final reading, and /:ount the number of repetitions.

A complete determination could thus be made in the

course of a few minutes.
#

The air-film, as has been said before, should be

placed in the vertical plane dividing the cylinder into two

halves. This is more easily accomplished by suspending

a metallic plate on knife edges, from V grooves cut

at the ends of a diameter of the upper end of the

cylinder. The plate remains vertical under the action of

gravity.^ A central slit is cut in this plate ; on opposite
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sides of this central diaphragm are cemented, as pre-

viously stated, the two glass slips which contain the

air-film.

One set of readings having been obtained with the

semi-cylinder P turned towards the soured of light, the

cylinder is turned round through 180°, and observation

repeated with Q occupying the previous position of P ;

.

it will be seen that by this procedure the air-film is also

reversed. The mean value of the critical angle obtained

from the two sets of observations, one “ direct,” the

other ” reverse,” is thus free from any outstanding

error.

Having explained the principle of measurement, I

now proceed to give an account of the experiments, and

compare the result obtained by this method with those

obtained by previous observers. The values for carbon

disulphide, absolute alcohol, glycerine have been deter-

mined, but the results obtained by different observers

do not agree. The reason for this discrepancy is obvious;

it is almost impossible to obtain two different specimens

of these substances exactly alike. The only substance

which can be obtained In a state of approximate purity

is distilled water, but even here we have various contami-

nations by the absorption of dlffereiTt gases like ammonia

and carbonic acid from the atmosphere ; or glas^

itself ,piay be dissolved in minute quantities. The
values of th€ Index for water obtained by different

observers are therefore not very concordant. The

following are the values of the index of water for the

D ray :

—

Wollaston and Brewster, D ray (temp, not given) 1 *336

Sir John Herschei (at density of I) , , 1*3336
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The following are for the D ray at a temperatur'e

of 18°

Terquem and Trannin 1*3336

Gladstone and Dale (reduced to 18°) . 1*3322

if we reject the first two values as somewhat Indefi-

nite and take the last two, we find a difference of more

than I part ih a thousand, Gladstone and Dale’s result

being the lower.

With C ray at the temperature 18° :

—

Fraunhofer 1*3317

Gladstone and Dale (reduced to 18°) . . 1*3304

Here also the same difference is observed. Thus

the minimum difference between the best observations

is about 1 part in a thousand.

My determinations were made with ordinary distilled

water, condensed by passing steam through a coil of

copper immersed in cold water. The experiments

were carried out with the two following apparatus :

—

I. A large circle, roughly graduated into degrees,

with a diameter of 45 cm. ; the glass trough

used is 25 cm. in diameter.

II. The circle wfis obtained from an old theodolite.

The Vernier reads to 1'. The glass cylinder

used has a diameter of 14*4 cm.

It must b^ remarked here that the cylinders my
disposal, though circular in section, were slightly conical

in shape. I tried to obviate this defect by using a very

small portion of the height of the cylinder for light to

pass through, the length of the slit being reduced to

about 5 mm.

Just before total reflection, a series of images of the

slit are seen reflected by the air-film. When white light
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h used, and the image is observed through a direct

vision spectroscope, interference bands ere observed

in the spectrum, which flit across it with the slightest

rotation of the cylinder.

I give below the results obtained from determinations

made on different days (temp. == 26'').

(1) The larger apparatus was used for this experi-

ment (diameter of the cylinder = 25 cm.),*

and the angle repeated fifteen times.

(2) Experiment with the smaller apparatus (dia-

meter of the cylinder = 14*4 cm.). Read-

ing was only taken of two successive posi-

tions for total reflection with the air-film

‘ direct * and ‘ reverse.’

(3) The same as above byt with a different air-film.

(1) Angle repeated fifteen times.

Direct. Reverse.

1459" 1460"

Mean value for i = = 48° 39'

ir = 1-3321.

From (2) and (3), mean value of i obtained =48° 40'.

(A = 1-3317.

The values of (x from the best determinations re-

duced, to the temp, 26° are given below

Gladstone and bale 1*33 15

Terquem and Trannin 1-3329

The result obtained by me is thus seen to be prac-

tically the same as the above.

Having obtained the absolute value of the index of

water for the D line and at the temperature of 26°, the

G
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following Investigations were made to study the effect

of different strengths of solution, of temperature, and 6i

different rays in the variation of the index.

It must be remembered that we are concerned here

in measur^ent of effect of small variations from the

standard. The absolute value of the index under the

changed condition is deduced from the value under

'standard condition and the small observed variation.

2. Variation of the index with different strengths

OF solution

The apparatus is first adjusted for total reflection

with distilled water. To the distilled water in the

cylinder is added enough salt (e.jj., sodium chloride)

to make, say, a five per cent, solution. This pro-

duces an Increase of refractive power, and the angle

of incidence has to be decreased to reach the critical

angle. The difference of the two readings subtracted

from the critical angle for distilled water (obtained from

a previous accurate determination) gives the critical

angle for five per cent, solution, and hence the absolute

index. It Is to be noticed here that a large number

of determinations ^n be made rapidly by merely

adding requisite quantities of salt and taking the corres-

ponding readings.

With a finely-graduated circle, ^provided v^ith a

Vernier, the differences of readings may easily be ob-

tained. With a roughly-graduated scale, the angular

differences may be determined by fixing a mirror over

the upper portion of the slit, and measuring the small

differences in the usual way, by observing a reflected

scale through a tele8co|)e, or receiving the reflected
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spot on a scale. A curve of variation of the indices

with the different strengths of solution •may thus be

easily obtained.

3, Effect of temperature

The index of a liquid is increased and the critical

angle decreased with the lowering of temperature. Hot

water is poured into the cylinder, and the cylinder

rotated till the angle of incidence is just a little less than

the critical angle for the particular temperature.

The liquid is stirred at intervals, and a thermometer

bulb placed in the same horizontal layer of the liquid

through which light is passing. As the liquid slowly

cools down, the critical angle is decreased, and at a cer-

tain temperature the image ^ddenly disappears. The

corresponding temperature of the liquid is now observed.

The angle is then decreased by a small known amount,

and the new temperature for total reflection again

observed. In this way the slight variation of the angle

with the variation of temperature is found. The abso-

lute value of the critical angle for a standard tempera-

ture is known from a previous experiment. Hence

the indices for different temperatures may be easily

deduced.

4. On the determination of the indices for .the

•different ijays and the dispersive power

The value for the D line having been accurately

determined by the method of repetition, the values for

the other rays are found in the following way

Sunlight may be used for the experiment ; the

image falls on the slit of a direct vision spectros-

cope. A spectrum is thus formed, in which the well-
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known Fraunhofer’s lines are present. As the cylinder

is rotated, a shadow gradually moves along the spectrum,

beginning with the most refrangible end. The shadow

is made to coincide with the different absorption lines,

and the differences between these readings and the

“ D ” reading give the absolute critical angles for the

different rays. In this way, the values of the indices

for different rays are found, and hence the dispersive

power. A greater degree of accuracy is obtained by

repeating the difference.

The incandescent filament of a glow lamp may also

be used as a source of light. The micrometer in the

eye-piece of the spectroscope should have been pre-

viously calibrated.

The following determination was made to find the

difference between D and F lines. This was repeated

ten times, which gave a total difference of 2° 5'. The
critical angle for the F ray is therefore less than the

angle for D ray by 12*5'. Hence taking the mean

critical angle for D to bs 48*^ 39*5'.

IX for D= 1-331 9.

(X for F =1-3362.

The diTerence between D and F,

as found by me, is therefore

about , , , . . 43 parts in 13,000 at 26°.

Gladstone and Dale found a

* differerlte of . . . . 42 „ „ „ at 15®.

This difference will, however, • ,

be reduced to about . . 41 „ „ „ at 26°.

Indices for solids—The method for the determina-

tion of the indices for solids is precisely the same as that

for liquids. The solids are cut in the form of two small

semi-cylinders, a process which is not so difficult

as the cutting of a prism.
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Lecture Demonstration

A few words may now be said about th^ modification

of the above for lecture demonstrations.. As only a

moderate degree of accuracy is required, the source of

light (a slit illuminated with sunlight, dr •any other

powerful source) is brought slightly nearer the cylinder,

so that the image^Jls cast on a distant screen.

Effect of temperature ,—Half the height of the cylinder

is filled with cold liquid a circular piece of mica being

placed above. Hot liquid is now slowly and cautiously

poured over mica. When the cylinder is rotated, the

light from the lower half would be the first to undergo

total reflection, and this totally-reflected image may be

received on a second suitably-placed screen. Light

would, however, be still transmitted through the hot

portion of the liquid. There would thus be a trans-

ference of one-half of the image from one screen to the

other. On further rotation the missing portion would

join its other half on the second screen. A slight rota-

tion in one direction or the other would produce corres-

ponding transference of the images from one screen to

the other.

Different indices for the different rays,—

A

spectrum

is formed by allowing light which forms the image to

pass through a carbon bisulphide prism. As the rota-

tion'of the cylinder is continued, differeht portions of

the spectrurft wolild be totally reflected in succession,

and would appear on the second screen, the spectra on

the two screens being complementary.

Conclusion .—My object has been to get .a fairly

accurate determination of the index and its variations

with an improvised and inexpensive apparatus, which

can easily be set up. Even with the simple apparatus
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described above, the quantitative results obtained wer^

shown to possess great accuracy. The determinations

were found ,to be capable of being made with consider-

able rapidity. Only one final reading was all that was

necessary for the determination of the absolute index.

With a finely graduated circle, a true cylinder, and a

perfectly parallel air-film, there is ^o reason why the

method described above should not give results possess-

ing the highest degree of accuracy.

{From unpublished Paper, 1895 .)
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ON THE SELECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY EXHfelTED BY
CERTAIN POLARISING SUBSTANCES

In my paper “ On the Polarisation of Electric Rays

by Double-refracting Crystals
’* and in a subsequent

paper “ On a New Electro-Polariscope ”, I have given

accounts of the polarising property of various substances.

Amongst the most efficient polarisers may be men-

tioned nemalite and cbrysotile. Nemalite is a fibrous

variety of brucite. In its chemical composition it is a

hydrate of magnesia, with « small quantity of protoxide

of iron and carbonic acid. This substance is found to

strongly absorb electric vibrations parallel to its

length, and transmit those that are perpendicular to the

length. I shall distinguish the two directions as the

directions of absorption and transmission. Cbrysotile

is a fibrous variety of serpentine. In chemical com-

position it is a hydrous silicate of magnesia. Like

nemalite, it also exhibits selectivp absorption, though

not to the same extent. The t*ansmitted vibrations

are perpendicular, and those absorbed parallel to the

length. Different varieties of these substances exhibit

the above pfbperty to a greater or less extent. I have

recently obtained a specimen of cbrysotile with a thick-

ness of only 2-5 cm. ; this piece completely polarises

the transmitted electric ray by selective absorptjon.

The action of these substances on the electric ray is

thus similar to that of tourmaline on light. It may be

mentioned here that 1 found tourmaline to be an ineffi-

( 71 )
*
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dent polariser of the electric ray ; It does transmit tl^e

ordinary and*the extraordinary rays with unequal Inten-

sities, but even a considerable thickness of It does not

completely absorb one of the two rays.

In Heiitz^ polarising gratings, electric vibrations

are transmitted perpendicular to the wires, the vibrations

parallel to the wires being reflected ^r absorbed. Such

gratings would be found to exhibit electric anisotropy,

the conductivity In the direction of the wires being very

much greater than the conductivity across the wires.

The vibrations transmitted through the gratings are thus

perpendicular to the direction of maximum conduc-

tivity, or parallel to the direction of greatest resistance.

The vibration absorbed Is parallel to the direction of

maximum conductivity. « ^

As the nemalite and chrysotlle polarised the electric

ray by unequal absorption in the two directions, I was

led to investigate whether they, too, exhibited unequal

conductivities in the two directions of absorption and

transmission.

Nemalite, unfortunately, is difficult to obtain; I

have, however, in my possession two specimens of

which one is fairly large, and I obtained with it

strong polarisation effects. The second piece is not

as good as the first, and is rather small. I cut from

this 'latter piece a square of uniform thlcknes^, the

adjacent sides of the square being parallel to the

directions of transmission and absorption respectively.

The resistances of equal lengths in the two directions

(with the same cross section) were now measured.

The resistance in the direction of transmission was

found to be 35,000 megohms, and that in the direction

of absorption, only 14,000 megohms.
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^ It Will thus be seen that the direction of absorption

is also the direction of greatest conductivity, and the

direction of transmission is the direction gf least con-

ductivity.

My anticipations being thus verified, I •prticeeded to

make further measurements with other specimens.

From the perfect specimen of nemalite in my posses-
^

slon, I cut two square pieces, A and B. The size of

piece A is 2‘56x2*56 cm., with a thickness of M cm.;

B is 2*76x2*76x 1*2 cm.

For the determination of resistances I used a sen-

sitive Kelvin galvanometer, having a resistance of

7000 ohms. With three Leclanche cells, 1*4 volt each,

and an Interposed resistance equivalent to 55,524

megohms, a defle.tion of 1 rflivision in the scale reading

was obtained. The table below gives the results of

the measurements which I carried out. They clearly

show how the difference of absorption in the two

directions is related to the conesponding difference in

conductivity.

I then proceeded to make measurements with chry-t

sotile. The specimens I could obtain were not very

good. I cut two from the same, piece, and a third

specimen was obtained from a different variety. The

ratios of conductivities found In the three specimens

were 1, : 10 , 1 : 9 , and 1 : 4 respectively. In every tase

the direction •of absorption was found to be the direc-

tion of maximum conductivity.

A fibrous variety of gypsum (&1SO4), popularly

known as satinspar, also exhibits double absorption ;

and in this case, too, the conductivity in the direction

of absorption is found to be very much greater than in

that of transmission.
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•

Specimtfn A.

1
•

Deflections.

Resistance bet-

w^n two

opposed faces

2*56X 1*1 cm.

separated by
2*56 cm.

•

Ratio of

the con-

ductivities.

In the direction of

transmission.

26 2l3^n)egohms

f 1 : 138

In the direction of 360 154 )
absorption.

Specimen B. Deflections.

• f

Resistance bet-

ween two

opposed faces

2*76x1*2 cm.

separated by

2*76 cm.

Ratio of

the con-

ductivities.

In the direction of 28 1983 megohms

transmission.

In the direction of 370 150 „

absorption.

One of the strongest polarising substances I have

come across is epiiote. The crystal 1 have, is very

amall in size, and I could not get with it complete absorp-

tion of one of the two rays. But it exhibits very .strong

depolarisation effect, even with a fhickhess as small

as O'7 cm. This is, undoubtedly, due to strong selective

absorption in one direction. I cut a square from this

crystal* 0*7x O'? cm. with a thickness of 0'4 cm. Using

an E. M. F. of 14 volts the deflections obtained (propor-

tioiud to the two conductivities) were 105 and 20 divisions

r^pecti^ely. The conductivities in the two directions
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a^iB, therefore, m the ratio of 5*2 : 1. With an E. M. F.

of 100 volts and a diminished sensibility of*the galvano-

meter, the deflections were 205 and 40, the.ratio of the

conductivities being as 5* 1 : 1

.

It would thus appear that substances likfe nemalite

which polarise by double absorption, also exhibit double

conductivity. It is^probable that, owing to this differ-

ence of conductivity in the two directions, each thin

layer unequally absorbs the Incident electric vibrations;

and that by the cumulative effect of many such layers,

the vibrations which are perpendicular to the direction

of maximum conductivity are alone transmitted, the

emergent beam being thus completely polarised.

It should, however, be borne in mind that the selec-

tive absorption exhibited by a substance depends, also

on the vibration frequency of the incident radiation.

I have drawn attention to the peculiarity of tourmaline

which does not exhibit double absorption of the electric

ray to a very great extent. The specimen I experi-

mented with is, however, one of a black variety of tour-

maline, and not of the semi-transparent kind generally

used for optical work.

Though the experiments already described are not

sufficiently numerous for drawing ^ general conclusion

as to the connection between double absorption at-^

tended, with polarisation, and double conductivity,

there is, howefer, rf large number of experiments I have

carried out which seem to show that a double-conduct-

ing structure does, as a rule, exhibit double absorption

and consequent polarisation. Out of these experi-

ments I shall here mention one which may prove in-

teresting. Observing that an ordinary book is unequally

conducting in the two directions—parallertp and across
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the pages—I interposed it, with its edge at 45°, between

the crossed ^olariser and analyser of an electro-polaris-

cope. The. extinguished field of radiation was imme-
diately restored. I then arranged both the polariser

and the Analyser vertical and parallel, and interposed

the book with its edge parallel to the direction of electric

^
vibration. The radiation was foi^nd completely ab-

sorbed by the book, and there was not the slightest

action on the receiver. On holding the book with its

edge at right angles to the electric vibration, the electric

ray was found copiously transmitted. An ordinary

book would thus serve as a perfect polariser of the

electric ray. The vibrations parallel to the pages are

completely absorbed, and those at right angles trans-

mitted in a perfectly polanised condition.

(Proc, Roy, Soc., Jan, 1897.)
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ELECTRO-MAGNETIC RADIATION ANDTHE POLARISATION
OF THE ELECTRIC RAY

The work of H^z in verifying the anticipations of

Maxwell has been Tollowed in this country by many

Important investigations on Electric Waves. The Royal

Institution witnessed the repetition of some of the bril-

liant experiments of Professors Fitzgerald and Lodge.

I am glad to have an opportunity to lay before you, at

this very same place, an account of some work which

I carried out in .India.

As the subject of ether ^aves produced by periodic

electric disturbances is to be dealt with in this lecture,

a few models exhibiting the production of material

waves by periodic mechanical disturbances may be of

interest. A pendulum swings backwards and forwards

at regular intervals of time ; so does an elastic spring

when bent and suddenly released. These periodic

strokes produce waves in the surrounding medium

;

the aerial waves striking the ear piay, under certain

conditions, produce the sensation of ^ound. The neces-

sary condition for audibility is, that the frequency of

vibration should lie within certain limits.
•

As the air is invisible, we cannot see the waves that

are produced. Here is a model in which the medium
is thrown into visible waves by the action of periodic

disturbances. The beaded string representing the me-

dium is connected at its lower end with a revolving

electric motor. The rotation of the motor is periodic

;

observe how the periodic rotation throws the string

( 77 )
•
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Fig. yS. Mechanical Wave
Apparatui.

(The current regulating the sp^
of rotation li vari^ by an in-

terposed rheostat. The counter

is at the tqp.) «

into waves ; how these waves

carry energy from the source^o

a distant place ; how a suitable

receiver, a bell for example,

is made to respond at the dis-*

tant end. I now produce a

quicker rotation by sending a

stronger ctirrent through the

motor ; the frequency or pitch

is raised, and the waves formed

are seen to become shorter.

The different frequencies are

determined by means of the

attached counter.

Here is a second model, a

spiral spring, attached to which

is a thin string. As the string

is pulled, the spring is strained

more and more, till the thread

breaks. The spring, suddenly

released, is seen to oscillate up

and down. Electric vibration is

produced in a somewhat similar

way. If two metallic spheres

be strongly charged with

opposite electrifications, the

medium is cjectrjcally strained,

and when this strain is sud-

denly removed by a discharge,

waves are produced in the

medium.

The discharge is oscillatory,

consisting of backward and for-
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ward rushes of electricity ;
positive electricity flowing

noV in one direction, and immediately afterwards in

an opposite direction.

For the production of oscillatory discharge, Hertz

used plates or rods with sparking balls at the fnds. He

found that the sparks ceased to be oscillatory as soon as

the surface of the sparking balls became roughened ; there

was then a leak of electricity, and no sudden discharge.

The balls had to be taken out every now and then for

repolishing, and the process was tedious in the extreme.

Prof. Lodge made the important discovery that if two

side balls were made to spark into an Interposed third

ball, the oscillatory nature of the discharge was not

affected to so great an extent by a change in the nature

of the surface, but even here the disintegration of the

sparking surface produced By a torrent of sparks soon

puts an end to oscillation. I found this difficulty re<^

moved by making the balls of platinum, which resists the

disintegrating action. 1 also found that it was not at all

necessary to have a series of useless sparks, which ulti-

mately spoils the efficiency of the radiator and makes its

action uncertain. A flash of radiation for an experi-

ment is obtained from a single spark, and for a series of

experiments one does not require more than fifty or a

hundred sparks, which do not in any way affect the

radiator. As an electric generator I use ^ small ^nd*

modified form of^ Ruhmkorff’s coll, actuated by a

single storage cell. A spark is produced by a short

contact and subsequent break of a tapping key. With

these modifications one of the most troublesome sources

of uncertainty is removed. The coil and the cell are

enclosed in a small double-walled metallic box, with a

tube for the passage of the electric beam. .The magnetic
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variation due to the make and break of the primary of

the Ruhmkcwrff’s coil, disturbs the receiver. This diffi-

culty is removed by making the inner box of soft iron

which acts as a magnetic screen.

A few^ words may here be said about the necessary

conditions to be kept in view in making an electric wave

apparatus an instrument of precision. If one merely

wishes to produce response in a r^eiver at a distance,

the more energetic the vibration is, the more likely it is

to overcome obstacles. The waves may with advantage

be of large size, as they possess very great penetrative

power. The surface or the depth of the sensitive layer

in the receiver may be extended, for if one part of it does

not respond another part will. But for electron-optical

investigations the conditions to be fulfilled are quite

different. Too great an intensity of radiation makes

It almost impossible to prevent the disturbance due to

stray radiation. As the waves are invisible, it is

difficult to know through what unguarded points they

are escaping. They may be reflected Ly the walls of

the room or even by the person of the experimenter,

and falling on the receiver disturb it.

The radiation falling on any portion of the receiving

circuit, the leading, wires or the galvanometer, dis-

turbs the sensitive receiver. It is extremely difficult to

'shield the receiving circuit from the disturbing action of

stray radiation. All difficulties w^re, jiowevef, suc-

cessfully removed by the use of short electric waves.

With these, it is not at all necessary to take special

precautions to shield either the galvanometer or the

leading wires, the sensitive layer in the receiver

alone being affected by the radiation. The bare

leading wires may be exposed in close proximity to
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tlje source of radiation, and yet no disturbance is

produced.

For experimental investigations it is also necessary

to have a narrow pencil of electric radiation, and this is

very difficult to obtain, unless waves of very short length

are used. With large waves diverging in all directions

and curling round corners, all attempt at accurate work

is futile. For angular measurements it is necessary to

direct the electric beam in the given direction along

narrow tubes, and receive it in another tube in which

is placed the receiver. The waves experience great

difficulty in passing through narrow apertures, and

there are other troubles arising from the interference of

direct and reflected waves. All these drawbacks were

ultimately removed by making suitable radiators

emitting very short waves ; the three radiators here

exhibited, give rise to waves which are approximately

i inch, i inch and 1 inch in length. The intensity of

emitted radiation is moderately strong, and this is

an advantage in many cases. It sometimes becomes

necessary to have a greater intensity without the

attendant trouble inseparable from too long waves.

I have been able to secure this by making a

radiator, where the oscillatory discharge takes place

between two hollow hemispheres and an interposed^

platiniyn ball. The intensity of radiation is ‘by

this expedient vefy greatly increased. The parallel

pencil of electric radiation, used in many of the

experiments to be described below, is only alx)ut

one cm. in diameter. The production of such a

narrow pencil became absolutely necessary for a

certain class of investigations. Mefely qualitative

results ^for reflection or refraction may no doubt be
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obtained with gigantic mirrors or prisms, but when

we come to study the phenomena* of polarisation as

exhibited by crystals, Nature imposes a limit, and this

limitation of the size of the crystals has to be accepted

in conducting any Investigation on their polarising

properties.

The greatest drawback, however. In conducting

experimental investigations on the optical properties

of electric radiation arises from the difficulty of

Constructing a satisfactory receiver for detecting

the radiation. For this purpose I at first used

the original form of coherer made of metallic

filings* as devised by Professor Lodge. It Is a

very sensitive detector for electric radiation, but

unfortunately Its indications are often extremely

capricious. \

The conditions for a satisf ctory receiver are the

following

?

(1) Its Indications should always be reliable.

(2) Its sensitiveness should renoain fairly uniform

during the course of the experiment.

(3) The sensibility should be capable of variation,

to suit different experiments.

(4) The received* should be of small size, and prefer^

ably linear, for accurate angular measure*^

ments.

These conditions seemed at first almost Impossible

to attain ; the coherer sometimes would be so

abnormally sensitive that it would react without any

apparent cause. At other times, when acting in a^

admirable manner, the sensitiveness would suddenly

disappear at the most tantalising moment. It was a

dreary^ experience when the radiator and the receiver
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failed by turns, and It was impossible to find out

which was really at fault. •

From a series of experiments carried out to find the

causes of the erratic b3haviour of the receiver, 1 was

led to suppose that the uncertainty in its ^response is

probably due to the following :

—

(1) Some of the particles of the coherer might be

in too*loose a contact against each other,

^

whereas others might be jammed together,

preventing proper response.

(2) The loss of sensibility might also be due to the

fatigue produced on the contact surfaces

by the prolonged action of radiation.

(3) Since tjie radiation was almost entirely absorbed

by the outermost layer, the inner mass, which

acted as a short circuit, was not merely

useless but might introduce complica-

tions.

For these reasons 1 modified the receiver Into a

spiral-spring form. Fine metallic wires (generally steel,

occasionally others, or a combination of different metals)

were wound in narrow spirals and laid in a single layer

on a groove cut in ebonite, so that the spirals could roll

on a smooth surface. The spires are prevented from

falling by a glass slide in front. The ridges of the con-

tiguous spirals made numerous and well-defined contacts,

about one thpusand in number. The useless conduct-

ing mass was thus abolished, and the resistance of the

receiving circuit almost entirely concentrated at the

sensitive contact surface exposed to radiation. If any

change of resistance, however slight, took place at the

sensitive layers, the galvanometer in circuit would show

strong indications. The pressure throughout the mass

•H 2
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Was made uniform as each spring transmitted the pres^

sure to the next. When the contact, surfaced had too

long been acted on, fresh surfaces could easily be brought

into operation by the simultaneous rolling of all the

spirals.

The sensibility of the receiver to the radiation*

I found, depends (1) on the pressure tb which the

spirals are subjected, and (2) on the E. M. F. acting

on the circuit. The pressure on the spirals may

be adjusted, as will be described later on, by means

of a fine screw. The E. M. F. id varied by a

potentiometer-slide arrangement. This is a matter of

great importance, aS I often found a receiver, otherwise

in good condition, failing to respond whert the

E. M. F, varied slightly ffoip the proper value. The

receiver, when subjected to long-continued radiation,

undergoes exhaustion. The sensibility can, however,

be maintained fairly uniform by slightly varying

the E. M. F. to keep pace with the fatigue

produced.

The receiving circuit thus consists of a spiral-spring

coherer, in series with a voltaic cell and a dead-beat

galvanometer. The spirals are placed between two

pieces of brass, of wkich the upper one is sliding and

the lower one fixed. These two pieces are in connection

vfith'two projecting metallic rods, which serve as elec-

trodes. An electric current enters along ^the breadth

of the top spiral and leaves by the lowest spiral, having

to traverse the intermediate spirals along the numerous

points contact. When electric radiation is absorbed

by the sensitive surface, there is a sudden diminution

of the resistance, «nd the galvanometer spot is violently

deflected.
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By means of a very fine screw the upper sliding

piece can be gently adjusted in or out. The spirals

can thus be very gradually compressed, and the

resistance of the receiver diminished. The galvano-

meter spot can thus easily be brought *to* any con-

venient position on the scale. When electric radiation

falls on the sensitive surface the spot is suddenly,

deflected.

The receiver thus constructed is perfectly reliable

;

the sensibility can be widely varied to suit different

experiments, and this sensibility can be maintained fairly

uniform. The sensitiveness, when necessary, can be

exalted to almost any extent, and it is thus possible to

carry out some of the most delicate experiments (specially

on polarisation) with certainty. In my more recent appa-

ratus I use a single-contact receiver made of steel,

nickel, aluminium or magnesium. These receivers tan

not only be made extremely sensitive, but also highly

reliable.

The main difficulties having been thus removed, I

attempted to construct a portable apparatus, with

which all the experiments on electric radiation could

be carried out with almost as great an ease and certainty

as corresponding experiments on Kght, and with which

even quantitative results could be obtained with fair

accuracy.
*

The complete 'apparatus is here exhibited; all its

different parts. Including the galvanometer, and all the

accessories for reflection, refraction, polarisation, and

other experiments, are contained in a small case only

60 cm. in length, 30 cm. in height and 30 cm, in

breadth. The apparatus can be set hp and various

adjustments made in the course of a few minute^,
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The radiating apparatus Is 15x12x7 cm., the size

of a small lantern. It contains thk coil and a small

storage cell'; the radiator tube is closed with a thin

plate of ebonite to prevent deposit of dust on the

radiator. One charge of the cell stores enough energy

for numerous experiments. It is always ready for use

• and requires very little attention. A flash of radiation

for an experiment is produced by a single tap and break

of the Interrupting key.

The radiating apparatus and the receiver are

mounted on stands sliding on an optical bench.

Experiments are carried out with divergent or parallel

beams of electric radiation. To obtain a parallel

beam, a lens of sulphur or glass Is mounted In a

tube. Suitable lenses carf be constructed from the

accurate determination, which I have been able to make,

of the Indices of refraction of various substances

for the electric ray, by a method which will be

described later on. This lens-tube fits on the radiator-

tube, and is stopped by a guide when the oscillatory

spark is at the principal focus of the lens. The

radiator-tube is further provided with a series of

diaphragms by which the amount of radiation can be

varied.
*

. For experiments requiring angular measurement, a

spectrometer-circle is mounted on one of the 'sliding

stands. The spectrometer carries a cirdular platform,

on which the various reflectors and refractors are

placed. The platform carries an index, and can rotate

indepAidently of the circle on which it is mounted.

The receiver is carried on a radial arm (provided

with an index*), and points to the centre of the

circle. *
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I shall now exhibit some ot the principal experiments

on electric radiation.

If .. M

Fig. 17, Arrangement of the Apparatus. One-sixth nat. size.

R, radiator ; S, spectrometer-circle ; M, plaRe mirror ; C, cylindrical mirror
; p, totally

reflecting prism; P, semi-cylinders; K, crystal-holden; F, collecting funnel

attached to the spiral spring receiver ; /, tangent screw, by which the receiver is

rotated ; V, voltaic cell ; r, circular rheostat : G, galvanometer.

Selective Absorption

I arrange the radiation apparatus so that a parallel

beam of electric radiation proceeding from the lantern

falls on the receiver placed opposite ; the receiver res-

ponds energetically, the light-spqj from the galvano-

meter being swept violently across the screen. I now

interpose various substances to find out \^hich of them

allow*the rac^iatiop to pass through and which do not.

A pitee of brick, or a block of pitch, is thus seen to be

very transparent, whereas a thick stratum of water is

quite opaque. A substance is said to be coloured

when it allows light of one kind to pass throu|[h, but

absorbs light of a different kind. A block of pitch is

opaque to visible light, but transparent to electric
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radiation ; whereas water, which is transparent to light,

is opaque to electric radiation. These substances ex-

hibit selective absorption, and are therefore coloured.

There is an interesting speculation in reference to

the possibility of the sun emitting electric radiation. No
such radiation has yet been detected in sunlight. It may

be that the electric rays are absorbed by the solar or the

terrestrial atmosphere. As regards the latter supposi-

tion, the experiment which I am able to exhibit on the

transparency of liquid air may be of interest. Professor

Dewar has kindly lent me this large bulb full of liquid

air, which is equivalent to a great thickness of ordinary

air. This thick stratum allows the radiation to pass

through with the greatest facility, proving the high

transparency of the liquid «^r.

Verification of the Laws of Reflection

A small plane metallic mirror is mounted on the

platform of the spectrometer-circle. The receiver is

mounted on a radial arm. The law of reflection is

easily verified in the usual way. The second mirror,

which is curved, forms an invisible image of the source

of radiation. As I slowly rotate the cylindrical mirror,

the invisible image «moves through space ; now it falls

on the receiver, and there is a strong response produced

*in the receiver.

Refraction

Deviation of the electric ray can be easily shown

by a prism made of sulphur or ebonite. More interest-

»

ing is the phenomenon of total reflection. A pair of

totally-reflecting, prisms may be obtained by cutting a

cube of glass,* which may be an ordinary paper-weight,
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across a diagonal* The critical angle of a specimen

of glass I found to be 29°, and a right-aifgled isosceles

prism of this material produces total reflection in a very

efficient manner. When the receiver is placed opposite

the radiator, and the prism interposed vAth one of its

faces perpendicular to the electric beam, there is not the

slightest action on^the receiver. On turning the receiver^

through 90°, the receiver responds to the totally-reflected

ray.

Opacity due to multiple refraction and reflection,

analogous to the opacity of powdered glass to light, is

shown by filling a long trough with irregularly-shaped

pieces of pitch, and interposing it between the radiator

and the receiver. The electric ray is unable to pass

through the heterogeneous ^edia, owing to the multi-

plicity of refractions and reflections, and the receiver

remains unaffected. But on restoring partial homo-

geneity by pouring in kerosene, which has about the

same refractive index as pitch, the radiation is easily

transmitted.

Determination of the Index of Refraction

Accurate determination of the indices of refraction

becomes important when lenses hme to be constructed

for rendering the electric beam parallel. The index

for electric radiation is often very different from* the

optical index,, andk the focal distance of a glass lens for

light gives no clue to its focal distance for electric radia-

tion. I found, for example, the index of refraction

of a specimen of glass to be 2*04, whereas the index of

the same specimen for sodium light is only 1*53.

There are again many substances,* like the various

rocks, wood| coal-tar, and others, whose fndices cappot
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be determined owing to their opacity to light. These

substances afe, however, transparent to electric radia-

tion, and It Is therefore possible to determine their

electric Indices. The prism-method Is unsuitable for

accurate determination of the Index. Very good

results are obtained by the following method, of which I

shall exhibit the optical counterpart.
,
When light passes

from a dense Into a light medium, then, at a certain

critical angle, the light Is totally reflected, and from the

critical angle the Index can be determined. I have here

a cylindrical trough filled with water. Two glass plates

enclosing a parallel air-film are suspended vertically

across the diameter of the cylinder, dividing the cylinder

Into two halves. The cylinder, mounted on a graduated

circle, Is adjusted In front of nn Illuminated silt, an Image

of the silt being cast by the water-cylinder on the screen.

The divergent beam from the silt, rendered nearly

parallel by the first half of the cylinder, Is incident on

the air-film, and is then focussed by the second half of

the cylinder. As the cylinder Is slowly rotated, the

angle of Incidence at the air-film Is gradually increased,

but the Image on the screen remains fixed. On conti-

nuing the rotation you observe the almost sudden

extinction of the ima'fee. I say almost, because the light

is not monochromatic, and the different components

of ^hite ligRt undergo total reflection In succession.

Just before total extinction the Image you observe Is

reddish in colour, the violet and the blue lights having

been already reflected. On continuing the rotation the

image *ls completely extinguished. Rotation of the

cylinder in an opposite direction gives another reading

for total reflection, and the difference of the two readings

is evidently equal to twice the critical angle.
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In a similar way I have been able to determine the

indices of refraction of various substance?, both solid

and liquid, for electric radiation. In the case of solids,

two semi-cylinders, separated by a suitable parallel air-

space, are placed on the spectrometer-circle*, the receiver

being placed opposite the radiator. The trouble of

following the deviated ray is obviated, and the critical
^

angle determined with considerable accurccy. The

index of refraction of glass thus found is 2*04
; that of

commercial sulphur, 1*73.

Double Refraction and Polarisation

1 now proceed to demonstrate some of the principal

phenomena of polarisation, especially in reference to

the polarisation produced Jby crystals and other sub-

stances, and by solid dielectrics when subjected to

strain due to pressure or unequal heating.

As the wave-length of electric radiation is many

thousand times the wave-length of light, there is a

Fig. 18. Polarisation Apparatus.
^

K, crystal-holder ; S, a piece of stratified rock ; C, a crystal
; J, jjite polariser ; W, wire-

grating polariser ; D, vertical graduated disc, by which the rotation i| measured.
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misgiving as to whether it would be possible to exhibit

polarisation* effects with crystals of ordinary size. I

shall demonstrate that such a misgiving is ground-

less.

A beam' of ordinary light incident on a crystal of

Iceland spar is generally bifurcated after transmission,

^

and the two emergent beams are* found polarised in

planes at right angles to each other. The usual optical

method of detecting the bi-refringent action of crystal,

is to interpose it between the crossed polariser and

analyser. The interposition of the crystal at the

proper angle brightens the dark field. This is the so-

called depolarisation effect, and is a delicate test for

double-refracting substances. There 'is, however, no

depolarisation when the pHncipal plane of the crystal

coincides with the polarisation planes of either the

polariser or the analyser. The field also remains dark

when the optic axis of the crystal is parallel to the

incident ray.

A similar method is adopted for experimenting with

polarised electric radiation.

The spectrometer-circle is removed from the optical

bench, and an ordinary stand for mounting the receiver

substituted. By fitting the lens-tube, the electric

beam is made parallel. At the end of the tube may be

fixdd either tbe grating polariser or the jute or serpentine

polarisers, to be presently described.
••

The receiver fitted with the analyser is adjusted by

a tangent screw, the rotation of the analyser being

measured by means of an index and a graduate vertical '

disc.

The polarisifig gratings may be made, according to

Hertz, hy winding copper wires, parallel, round square
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frames. The polarisation apparatus is, however, so

extremely delicate, that unless all the wires ure strictly

parallel, and the gratings exactly crossed, there is always

a resolved component of radiation which acts on the

sensitive receiver. It is very difficult to •secure the

exact crossing of the gratings. I have found it to be a

better plan to take two thick square plates of copper

of the same size, an3, placing one over the other, cut

series of slits (which stop short of the edges) parallel

to one of the edges. One of these square pieces serves

as a polarlser, and the other as an analyser. When the

two square pieces are adjusted, face to face, with co*

incident edges, the gratings must either be parallel or

exactly crossed. .Such accurate adjustments make it

possible to carry out some of the most delicate experi-

ments.

The radiator-tube, with the lens and the attached

polarlser, is capable of rotation. The emergent beam

may thus be polarised in a vertical or a horizontal plane.

The analyser fitted on to the receiver may also be rotated.

The gratings may thus be adjusted in two positions.

(1) Parallel position.

(2) Crossed position.

In the first position the radiation transmitted

through both the gratings, falls on the sensitive surface,

and the galvanometer responds. The field ^s then said
’

to be bright. ^In the second position the radiation is

extinguished by the crossed gratings, the galvanometer

remains unaffected, and the field is said to be dark.

But the field is restored on interposition of a dguble-

refracting substance in certain positions between the

crossed gratings, and the galvanometer-spot sweeps

across the scale.
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The analyser and the polariser are now exactly

crossed, and there is not the slightest action on the

receiver. The polariser is now slightly displaced from

the crossed position, and the galvanometer-spot is

sean to be violently deflected.

The gratings are once more adjusted in a crossed

position. I have in my hand a large block of the crystal

beryl which is perfectly opaque to fight. I now hold the

crystal with its principal plane inclined at 45^ between

the crossed gratings, and the galvanometer-spot, hitherto

quiescent, sweeps across the scale. It is very curious

to observe the restoration of the extinguished field of

electric radiation, itself invisible, by the interposition

of what appears to the eye to be a. perfectly opaque

block of crystal. If the cjystal is slowly rotated, there

is no action on the receiver when the principal plane of

the crystal is parallel to either the polariser or the ana-

lyser, Thus, during one complete rotation there are

four positions of the crystal when no depolarisation

effect is produced.

Rotation of the crystal, when held with its optic

axis parallel to the incident ray, produces no action.

The field remains dark.

Here is another* large crystal, idocrase, belonging to

the orthorhombic system, which shows the same action.

It ns rwt at^all necessary to have large crystals ; a piece

of calc-spar, taken out of an optical instrument, will

be found effective in polarising the electric ray. The

effect produced by the crystal epidote is, however,

extraordinary. I have here a piece with a thickness of

only •? cm., smaller than a single wave-length of elec-

tric radiation,* and yet observe how strong is its

depolarising'effect.
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I subjoin a representative list of crystals belonging

to the different systems, which would be f(fund to pro-

duce double refraction of the electric ray.

Tetragonal System,—Idocrase, scapolite.

Orthorhombic System,—Barytes, celestmei cryolite,

andalusite, hypersthene.

Hexagonal System,—Gilcite, apatite, quartz, beryl,

tourmaline.

Monoclinic System, -Selenite, orthoclase, epidote.

Triclinic System,—Labradorite, microcline, ambly-

gonite.

Double Refraction produced by a Strained Dielectric

Effect due to Pressure,—-A piece of glass, when

strongly compressed, beccy;nes double refracting for

light. An analogous experiment may be shown with

electric radiation. Here is a piece of slate which from

the nature of its formation had been subjected to

great pressure. I interpose this piece with the plane

of stratification inclined at 45'', and the spot of light

flies off the scale. I now carefully rotate the piece of

slate ; there is no depolarisation effect when the plane

of stratification is parallel to either the polariser or

the analyser. Thus the existence* of strain inside an

opaque mass can easily be detected, and what Is more,

the directions of maximum and minimam pressures

can be determined with great exactitude.

An effect similar to that produced by unannealed

glass may be shown by this piece of solid paraffin,

which was cast in a mould, and chilled unequally by a

freezing mixture. One of these blocks was cast two

years ago, and it has still retained* its unannealed

property. This effect may even be shoWn without any
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special preparation. Pieces of "glass or ebonite, too,

are often found sufficiently strained, to exhibit double

refraction of, the electric ray.

.Phenomena of Double Absorption

In search of a crystal polariser, I naturally turned

to touirmaline, but was disappointed ^to find it utterly

unsuitable as a polariser. There is a difference in

transparency in directions parallel and perpendicular

to the length, but even a considerable thickness of the

crystal did not completely absorb one of the two rays.

Because tourmaline polarises visible light by selective

absorption, it does not follow that all kinds of radiation

would be so polarised. •

It was a long time befoje I could discover crystals

which acted as electric tourmalines. In the meanwhile

I found many natural substances which produced

polarisation by selective unilateral absorption. For

example, I found locks of human hair to polarise the

electric ray. I have here two bundles of hair ; I inter-

pose one at 45°, and you observe the depolarisation

effect. The darker specimen seems to be the more

efficient. Turning to other substances more easily

accessible, I found vegetable fibres to be good polarisers.

Among these may be mentioned the fibres of aloes

{Agave), rhet {Boehmeria nivea), pine-apple {^nanas

sativus), plantain {Musa paradisiaa^. (Common jute

{CoTchorus capsularis) exhibits the property of polarisa-

tion in a very marked degree. I cut fibres of this mate-
'

rial abgut 3 cm. in length, and built with them a cell

with all the fibres parallel. I subjected this cell to a

strong pressure under a press. 1 thus obtained a com-

pact cell 3 cm? by 3 cm.„in area, and 3 cm. in thickness.
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This was mounted in a metallic case, with two openings

2 cm. by 2 cm. on opposite sides for thi passage of

radiation. This cell absorbs vibrations pajallel to the

length of the fibres, and transmits those perpendicular

to the length. Two such cells could thus* be used,

one as a polariser and the other as an analyser.

Turning to cry^als I found a large number of them

exhibiting selective absorption in one direction. Of

these nemalite and chrysotile exhibit this property to a

remarkable extent. Nemalite is a fibrous variety of

bruclte, chrysotile being a variety of serpentine. The

direction of absorption in these cases is parallel to the

length, the direction of transmission being perpendicular

to the length. I bave here a piece of chrysotile, only one

inch in thickness. I adjust#the polariser and the ana-

lyser parallel, and interpose the chrysotile with its length

parallel to the electric vibration. You observe that

the radiation is completely absorbed, none being trans-

mitted. I now hold the piece with its length perpendi-

cular to the electric vibration ; the radiation is now

copiously transmitted. Chrysotile is thus seen to act as

a perfect electric tourmaline.

Anisotropic Conductivity exhibited iy certain Polarising

Substances

In ji polarising grating, the electric vibrafions perjjten-

dlcular to the4)ars*of the grating are alone transmitted,

the vibrations parallel to the grating being absorbed

or reflected. In a grating we have a structure which is

not isotropic, for the electric conductivity parallel to

the bars is very great, whereas the conductivity across

the bars (owing to the Interruptions due to spaces) is

practically zero. We may, therefore, expect ^electric
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vibrations parallel to the bars to produce local induction

currents, which would ultimately be dissipated as heat.

There would thus be no transmission of vibrations

parallel to the grating, all such vibrations being absorbed.

But owing to the break of metallic continuity, no induc-

tion current can take place across the grating ; the

vibrations in this direction are, therefore, transmitted.

From these considerations it is seen how non-polarised

vibrations falling on a grating would have the vibration

components parallel to the direction of maximum con-

ductivity absorbed, and those in the direction of least

conductivity transmitted in a polarised condition.

I have shown that nemalite and chrysotile polarise

by selective absorption, the vibration perpendicular

to their length being transmitted, and those parallel

to their length being absorbed. Bearing in mind the

relation between the double conductivity and double

absorption, as exhibited by gratings, I was led to investi-

gate whether the directions of the greatest and least

absorptions in nemalite and chrysotile were also the

directions of maximum and minimum conductivities

respectively. I found the conductivity of a specimen of

nemalite in the direction of absorption to be about

fourteen times thcf’ conductivity in the direction of

transmission. In chrysotile, too, the directions of the

greatest and least absorption were also the directions

of maximum and minimum conductivities.

It must, however, be noted that the substances

mentioned above are bad conductors, and the difference

of cooductivlty in the two directions is not anything

like what we get in polarising gratings. A thin layer of

nemalite or chrysotile will, therefore, be unable to pro-

duce complete polarisation. But by the cumulative
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effect of many such layers in a thick piece, the vibrations

which are perpendicular to the direction of maximum

conductivity are alone transmitted, the emergent beam

being thus completely polarised.

A double-conducting structure will thus* bt seen to

act as a polariser. I have here an artificial electric

tourmaline, made o{ a bundle of parallel capillary glass

fibres. The capillaries have been filled with dilute

copper sulphate solution.

A simple, and certainly the most handy, polariser

is one’s outstretched fingers. 1 interpose my fingers

at 45° between the crossed polariser and the analyser,

and you observe the immediate restoration of the

extinguished field -of radiation.

While repeating these experiments I happened to

have by me this old copy of ‘ Bradshaw’, and it occurred

to me that here was an excellent double-conducting struc-

ture which ought to polarise the electric ray. For

looking at the edge of the book we see the paper conti-

nuous in one direction along the pages, whereas this

continuity is broken across the pages by the Interposed

air-films. I shall now demonstrate the extraordinary

efficiency of this book as an electric polariser. I hold

it at 45° between the crossed gratings, and you observe

the strong depolarisation effect produced. I now ar-

range tfie polariser and the analyser in a pSrallel posi-

tion, and interpose the ‘ Bradshaw ’ with its edge parallel

to the electric vibration ; there is not the slightest action

In the receiver, the book held in this particular direction

being perfectly opaque to electric radiation. But on

turning it round through 90°, the ‘ Bradshaw’, usually

so opaque, becomes quite transparent, fts is indicated

by the violent deflection of the galvanom*eter-spot of

I 2
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light. An ordinary book is thus seen to act as a perfect

polarlser of the electric ray ; the vibrations parallel

to the pages are completely absorbed, and those at

right angles transmitted in a perfectly polarised con-

dition.
•

The electric radiation is thus seen to be reflected,

, refracted and polarised just in the #iame way as light is

reflected, refracted and polarised. The two phenomena

are identical.

By pressing the key of this radiation apparatus I am

able to produce ether vibrations 30,000 millions in one

second. A second stop in connection with another

apparatus will give rise to a different vibration. Imagine

a large electric organ provided with a 'very large number

of stops, each key giving rise to a particular ether note.

Imagine the lowest key producing one vibration in a

second. We should then get a gigantic ether wave .

186,000 miles long. Let the next key give rise to two

vibrations in a second, and let each succeeding key

produce higher and higher notes. Imagine an unseen

hand pressing the different keys in rapid succession.

The ether notes will thus rise in frequency from one

vibration in a second, to tens, to hundreds, to thousands,

to hundreds of thWsands, to millions, to millions of

millions. While the ethereal sea in which we are all

irhmersed is being thus agitated by these multitudinous

waves, we shall remain entirely ' unaffected, for w6

possess no organs of perception to respond to these

waves. As the ether note rises still higher in pitch, we

shalhfor a brief moment perceive a sensation of warmth.^

As the note still rises higher, our eye will begin to be

affected, a red*glimmer of light will be the first to make

its appearance^ From this point the few colours vft see
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are comprised within a single octave of vibration, from

about 400 to 800 billions in one second. As the fre-

quency of vibration rises still higher, our ^organs of

perception fail us completely ; a great gap in our con-

sciousness obliterates the rest. The brief fl&sh of light

is succeeded by unbroken darkness.

These great regl<jns of invisible lights are now being

slowly and patiently explored. In time the great gaps

which now exist will be filled up, and light-gleams,

visible and invisible, will be found merging one into the

other in unbroken sequence.

Before concluding I take this opportunity of ex-

pressing my sincere thanks to the Managers of the Royal

Institution for according me the privilege of addressing

you this evening. The land*from which I come did at

one time strive to extend human knowledge, but that

was many centuries ago. It is now the privilege of the

West to lead in this work. I would fain hope, and I

am sure I am echoing your sentiments, that a time

may come when the East, too, will take her part in this

glorious undertaking ; and that at no distant time it

shall neither be the West nor the East, but both the

East and the West, that will work together, each taking

her share in extending the boundafies of knowledge,

and bringing out the manifold blessings that follow

in its trjin,

• •

(Friday Evening Discourse, Royal hstiiutioiit Jan, 1897.)
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THE ROTAyiON OF PLANE OF POLARISATION OF ELEC-

TRIC WAVES BY A TWISTED STRUCTURE

In my previous papers I have given accounts of the

double refraction and polarisation of electric waves

produced by various crystals and other substances, and

also by strained dielectrics. An account was there

given of the polarisation apparatus with which the effects

were studied. In the present investigation effects had

to be studied which were exceedingly feeble. The

apparatus had, therefore, to be made of extreme sensi-

tiveness ; but the secondary disturbances became at the

same time more pronounced, and the great difficulty

experienced was in avoiding them.

In one of my communications I alluded to the fact

that the secondary disturbances are to a great extent

reduced when the radiators are made small. The

advantage of a large radiator is the comparative ease

with which the receiver can be adjusted to respond to

the waves, but this advantage is more than counter-

balanced by the increased difficulty with the stray

radiation and other disturbances. On the other hand,

with small radiators, the difficulty is in th^^ proper

adjustment of the receiver. It then becomes necessary

to have very exact adjustments of the receiver, both as

regards the pressure to which the sensitive spirals are

subjected and the E. M. F. acting on the circuit. It is

only after some practice that the peculiarity of each^

receiver is pr6perly understood, when it becomes easy

to make th^ necessary adjustments by which' the receiver

( 102 )
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becomes quite certain in action. For various reasons

the radiation emitted by small radiators^ are more

favourable for accurate work.

In order that the surface of the radiator should be

little affected by the disintegrating action erf the sparks,

I use a single spark for producing a flash of radiation.

There used to be^ however, some uncertainty from a

discharge occasionally failing to be oscillatory. The
*

cause of this uncertainty is ascribed to the deposit of

dust on the sparking surface. For greater certainty

of action some observers immerse the radiator in oil.

The use of oil is under any circumstances troublesome.

This is specially so in polarisation experiments, when

the radiator has to be placed in different azimuths.

I have for these reasons ,avoided the oil-immersion

arrangement, and have tried to secure certainty of

oscillatory discharge without this expedient. Attention

was specially paid to the roll and the primary break.

A radiator has also been constructed which is found to

be extremely efficient. It consists of two platinum

beads, each 2 mm. in diameter, separated by 0*3 mm.

spark-gap. There is no interposed third ball. This

radiator, though kept exposed for days without any

protecting cover, was yet found to* give rise to a succes-

sion of effective discharges without a single failure. I

even ^went so far as to pour a stream of dust

on the radlater ; in spite of this severe treatment, the

sparks were found to be quite effective in giving rise to

electric oscillation.

The receiver, too, is perfectly certain in its, action,

and various degrees of sensitiveness may be given to it.

In the following experiments, the sensitiveness had to

be very greatly enhanced, and this, as alluded to above,
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was secured by proper adjustments. The secondary

disturbances^ were got rid of by care;ful screening. But

one serious difficulty was encountered at the very out-

set, in the failure of the polariser to produce complete

polarisation.' In my first experiments on polarisation

(the receiver then used not having been very sensitive),

polarisers made of wire gratings were found effective.

' But in my later experiments with still more sensitive

receivers, I found that, owing probably to the want of

strict parallelism of the wires and the difficulty of exactly

crossing the analyser and polariser, it was impossible

to produce total extinction of the field. I then made a

polariser and analyser by cutting parallel slits out of

two square pieces of thick copper. When the square

pieces were adjusted with cqincident edges, the analyser

and polariser were either exactly parallel or exactly

crossed. This improvement enabled me to carry out

successfully some of the more delicate experiments.

In the present course of investigation the sensitiveness

of the receiver had to be raised to a still higher degree,

and it was found that the polariser hitherto found effi-

cient failed to produce complete polarisation, so that

even when the polariser and the analyser were exactly

crossed the non-pola/ised portion of radiation was of

sufficient intensity to produce strong action on the

Receiver.

In the paper “ On the Selective •G)nductivity

exhibited by some Polarising Substances 1 described

a book-form of polariser, when an ordinary book was

shown to produce polarisation of the transmitted beam,

the vibrations parallel to the pages being absorbed, and

those at right angles transmitted in a polarised condi-

tipn. The advantage of this form pf polariser*was that
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the extent to which the rays were polarised depends

on the thickness of the polarising medium* The rays

could thus be completely polarised by giving Jthe medium

a sufficient thickness, this thickness being determined

by the intensity of the radiation used and the sensitive-

ness of the receiver. The necessary thickness of the

book-polariser car^ be materially decreased by making

the book consist of alternate leaves of paper and tinfoil.

The book was then strongly compressed, and blocks

of suitable size cut out to form the polariser and the

analyser. Each of these blocks is then enclosed in a

brass cell, with two circular openings on opposite sides

for the passage of radiation. The size of the polariser

I use is 6x 6 emt, with a thickness of 4*5 cm. ; the aper-

ture is 4 cm, in diameter. These polarising cells I find

to be quite efficient ; when two such cells are crossed,

the field is completely extinguished.

^S, S'* the screens ;
R, the receiver.

The diagram explains the general arrangement of

the apparatus, mounted on an optical bench. The

spark gap of the radiator is horizontal. The polariser,

with the leaves vertical, is placed on a shelf attached

to a screen of thick brass plate 35x95 cm. In the

centre of the plate there is a circular opening 4 cm. in
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diameter ; this aperture may be varied by a series of

diaphragms* There is a second similar screen with a

shelf for the analyser, which is placed with the leaves

horizontal. Behind the analyser is the receiver.

In the‘ space between the brass plates is placed the

substance to be examined. Previous tests are made

^

to see whether all disturbing causes Ijave been removed.

The sensitiveness of the receiver is occasionally tested

by interposing one’s finger at 45° between the crossed

polariser and analyser ; this should, by partially restoring

the field, produce strong action, provided the receiver

is In a fairly sensitive condition.

Gire should be taken that there are no metallic

masses between the screens, as reflection from metals

is found to produce “ deptlarisation ”, the rays being

then elliptically polarised. The substance to be ex-

amined should not, for very delicate experiments, be

held by the hand, owing to the disturbing action of the

fingers. It is preferable to have the substances sup-

ported on stirrups made of thin paper. The above

are some of the main precautions to be taken in carrying

out the following experiments, where the effects to be

detected are very small and therefore likely to be masked

unless all disturbing causes are carefully excluded.

I have in a previous communication made mention

of fhe doublb refracting property of fibrous subtfances

like jute. The field is restored when a bundle of jute

is placed at 45° between the crossed polariser and ana-

lyser. There is, however, no depolarisation effect when
the axifi of the bundle is parallel to the direction of the

ray.

I now took three similar bundles, A, B and C, of

parallel^fibres* of jute 10 cm. in length and 4-5 cm. in
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diameter. No change was made in the bundle A which

was kept as a test one. The bundles Bf and C were

then twisted, B In a right-handed direction and C in a

left-handed direction.

The Interposition of the untwisted bundte A between

the crossed polariser and analyser did not produce any

effect, but strong action was produced In the receive^

when the bundles, twisted to the right or to the left,

were so interposed. It thus appeared as If the twisted

structures produced an optical twist of the plane of

polarisation.

Further experiments to be described below may

be of some Interest In connection with the optical rotation

produced by liquids. Here two different classes of

phenomena may be distinguished :

—

(1) The rotation Induced by magnetic field; this

rotation among other things is dependent

on the direction and Intensity of the mag-

netic field, and is doubled when the ray is

reflected back.

(2) The rotation produced by saccharine and othei

solutions, when the rotation is equal in al

directions and simply proportional to th(

quantity of active sTibstance traversed b^

the ray ;
the rotation in this case is neutra-

^ Used when the ray is reflected back.
*

The difficulties in the way of explaining rotatioi

produced by liquids are summarised in the following

extract :

—

“
It is, perhaps, not surprising that crystalline

substances should, on account of some special molecular

arrangement, possess rotatory powrfr, and affect the

propagfiftion of light within the mass in a manner depend-
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ing on the direction of transmission. The loss of this

power when "the crystalline structure is destroyed, as

when quartz is fused, is consequently an event which

would be naturally expected, but the possession of it

in all directiohs by fluids and solutions, in which there

cannot be any special internal arrangement of the mass

of the nature of a crystalline structure, is not a thing

which one would have been led to expect beforehand.

To Faraday it appeared to be a matter of no ordinary

difficulty ; it is just possible that the light, in traversing

a solution in which the molecules are free to move, may,

on account of some peculiarity of structure, cause the

molecules to take up some special arrangement, so that

the fluid becomes as it were polarised by the transmission

of the light, in a manner somewhat analogous to that

in which a fluid dielectric is polarised in a fluid of elec^

trostatic force.”*

In order to imitate the rotation produced by liquids

like sugar solutions, I made small elements or ” mole-

cules ” of twisted jute, of two varieties, one kind being

twisted to the right (positive) and the other twisted to the

left (negative). I now interposed a number of, say, the

positive variety, end to end, between the crossed polariser

and analyser ; this produced a restoration of the field.

The same was the case with the negative variety. I now

mixed! equal ntimhers of the two varieties^ and theret was

now no restoration of the field, the rotation produced by one

variety being counteracted by the opposite rotation pro-

duced by the other.

To get complete neutralisation, it is necessary that

the element should be of the same size, and that the two

varieties should^ be twisted (in opposite directions) tg

* Preitpn, * On Li^ht/ 2n4 ed., p. ^21.
c
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the same amount. The experiment was repeated in

the following order, to avoid any uncertainty due to the

possible variation of the sensitiveness of jhe receiver.

The receiver is adjusted to a particular sensitiveness,

and as long as it is not disturbed by the aci\X)n of radia-*

tion, the sensitiveness remains constant. A mixture

of opposite elenjents is first interposed, the receiver

continuing to remain unaffected. From the mixture of

positive and negative varieties, one set, say the negative,

is now rapidly withdrawn, and an equal number of posi-

tive substituted. The receiver which has not been

disturbed since its first adjustment is now found to

respond, all the elements conspiring to produce rotation

in the same direction. It will be seen that the two

experiments are carried out under identical conditions.

In the above, we have electro-optic analogues of two

varieties of sugar—dextrose and levulose. There is

also the production of an apparently inactive variety

by the mixture of two active ones.

6 c ^

Fig. 20. jute elements.

It is to be noted that there is no polarity in the

elements, in the sense we use the term in reference to,

say, magnetic molecules. There is nothing to distinguish,

one end of the jute element from the other end ; indeed a

right’hfhded element would appear rig}it-handed when
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looked at from either end. It thus happens that if the

rotation is determined by the direction of the twist,

two molecule^ of the same variety will always conspire

whether they are arranged as ah, cd, or, to take the

extreme case,' as ah, dc (with the second molecule

reversed). The assumption of any particular arrange-

ment of molecules is thus not necessary in explaining

the rotation. The average effect produced by a large

number of active elements interspersed in an inactive

medium will thus be the same in all directions, and

proportional to the number of molecules traversed by

the ray. As there is no polarity in the molecule, a right-

handed element will always produce the same kind of

rotation, say, to the right of an observer, travelling with

the ray. The rotation produced when the ray is re-

versed by reflection will thus be in an opposite direc-

tion, and the two rotations will neutralise each other.

But if the molecules exhibit any polarity, that is to

say, if the effects produced by the two ends of the same

molecule are opposite, the resultant effect produced by

a number of such molecules arranged in haphazard

directions, will be zero. In order that the effects pro-

duced by the molecules may conspire, it is necessary

that they should take 'lip a special arrangement like the

disposition of molecules in a magnetised rod. It is seen

that 'in this dase the rotations of the direct and the

reflected rays are in the same direction^ andlthe resultant

rotation is therefore doubled. There is some analogy

between the action of such polarised molecules and of

substances which, when placed in a magnetic field,

rotate the plane of polarisation.

(Proc. Roy, Soc,, Mar, 1898.)
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ON THE PRODUCTION OF A “DARK CROSS’^ IN THE
FIELD OF ELECTRO-MAGNETIC RADIATION

A circular piece of chilled glass when interposed

between crossed Nicols produces a dark cross. A
similar effect is produced by crystals like sallclne

where there is a radial disposition of the principal

planes.

I have been able to detect a similar phenomenon in

the field of electric radiation by the interposition of an

artificial structure between* the crossed polariser and

analyser.

I have in a previous communication described the

polarisation produced by the leaves of a book. For

the following experiment, a long strip of paper was

rolled into a disc. A roll of Morse's tape serves the

purpose very well. The diameter of the disc is 14 cm.

and its thickness 2 cm. It will be observed that here

we have a single axis passing through the centre, and

that all planes passing through the centre are principal

planes.

The effect produced by the interposition of the stfuc-

ture may be studied by keeping the disc fixed and explor-

ing the different parts of the field by means of the

detector ; or the detector may be kept fixed (opposite

the analyser) and the disc may be moved about 6o that

the different parts of the field may successively be

brought to act on the detector. Thl^ latter plan was

adopted ks being simpler in practice.

( 111 )
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The arrangement of the apparatus is the same as in

fig. 19 of niy previous paper. The polariser is vertical

and the analyser horizontal. The pdper disc is inter-

posed between the screens with its plane at right angles

to the direction of the ray.

The receiver is fixed on the prolongation of the line

(which I shall call the axis), joining, the centres of the

polariser and the analyser.

On the supposition that the interposition of the disc

produces a dark cross, the arms of the cross (with the

particular arrangement of the polariser and the analyser)

will lie in the projections of the vertical and the hori-

zontal diameters of the disc, and will move in space

with the movements of the disc. When the centre of

the disc is on the axis, the ^intersection of the cross will

be superposed on the receiver, and there should then

be no action. If the disc be moved up and down, the

centre remaining in the vertical line passing through

the axis, the vertical arm of the cross will slide over the

receiver. If the disc be moved laterally, with its centre

in the horizontal line passing through the axis, the

horizontal arm of the cross will slide over the receiver.

In this, as in the last case, there should be no action

on the receiver. But if the disc be displaced so that

the centre does not lie in either the horizontal or the

vertical line' passing through the axis (the axis now

cutting the disc at points such as a, h, c or d), the arms

of the cross will not fall on the receiver, and there should

be a response in the receiver (see fig. 21).

Tbs experiments were now arranged as follows ;

—

The disc was at first placed with its centre^ on the axis,

the plane of thb disc being perpendicular to the axis.

There was now no action on the receiver ; btit as soon
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as the disc was tilted, however slightly, an action was

immediately produced- on the receiver.

A

c

Fig. 21. The paper disc. AB, GD are the vertical and horizontal diameters.

The disc was now mounted on a stand, between the

two screens. By means of sliding arrangements the

disc could be raised or lowered, or moved laterally.

In the next experiment, the centre of the disc was

first adjusted on the axis, arxl the disc moved vertically

up and down. No effect was produced when this was

being done.

The centre of the axis was again adjusted on the axis,

and the disc moved laterally on the horizontal slide.

In this case, too, there was no action.

By adjusting the vertical sliding rod the centre of
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the disc was next placed vertically above or below the

axis. The 'disc was then moved laterally either to the

right or to ,the left. In this way the field could be dis-

placed, and the quadrants a, 6, c, or d (c/. fig. 21) placed

opposite to 'the receiver. In all these cases, even with

small displacements, very strong action was produced

on the receiver.
(•

From experiments carried out in the manner des-

cribed above, the outline of a dark cross projected in

space was distinctly made out.

The production of a dark cross can also be demon-

strated by interposing between the crossed polariser and

analyser concentric rings of tin-foil mounted on a thin

sheet of mica. But greater interest is attached to the

exhibition of the phenomenon by double refracting sub-

stances, where the axes of elasticity are disposed in radial

directions. From the peculiar stresses present, I sur-

mised that woody stems with concentric rings would

exhibit the phenomenon above described. I experi-

mented with transverse sections of stems of Pinus longi^

folia, Swietenia mahogani, Araucaria Cunninghamii, Man-

gifera indica, Casuarina equisetifolia, Cupressus torulosa

and Dalbergia sissoo. The ring systems present in some

of these were very' regular. I was, however, at first

disappointed in failing to obtain the results anticipated.

* But this failure, I subsequently found, was du^ to the

general opacity of the wood which was freshly cut, and

which, though apparently dry, contained large quan-

tities of sap in the interior. I then carefully dried some

of the specimens, when the stresses present became

quite apparent by numerous cracks starting in radial

directions. The results obtained with these dried speci-

mens were quite satisfactory.
c
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I now tried to devise some experiments strictly

analogous to the optical experiments with cfillled glass.

I obtained extremely good results with a cylinder of

cast ebonite, in which the stresses present ^are exactly

similar to those in a circular piece of unanne^ed glass.

The next series of experiments were undertaken

with mineral specimens. One very interesting object

obtained from Egypt was formed by ringed concre-

tion of flint round a central nodule. This specimen

exhibited the cross with great distinctness. I also

obtained fairly satisfactory results with stalactite. The

concretion of calcium carbonate formed inside a pipe by

deposits from temporarily hard water flowing through

it, would also be ’found to exhibit this phenomenon.

(Proc. Roy, 5oc., March 1898.)
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ON A SELF-RECOVERING COHERER AND THE STUDY OF

THE COHERING ACTION OF DIFFERENT METALS

In working with coherers, made of iron or steel,

some special difficulties are encountered in the warm

and damp climate of Bengal. The surface of the metals

soon gets oxidised, and this is attended with variation

of sensitiveness of coherer. The sensitiveness, it is

true, does not altogether disappear, but it undergoes

a considerable diminution. The presence of excessive

moisture in the atmosphere introduces another diffi-

culty. Substances to b^ experimented on become

more or less opaque^ by absorption of water vapour.

As fairly dry weather lasts in Bengal only for a few

weeks in winter, the difficulties alluded to above are

for the greater part of the year serious drawbacks in

carrying out delicate experiments. To avoid as far as

possible the partial loss of sensibility of the receiver

due to oxidation, I tried to use metals less oxldisable

than Iron for the construction of the coherer. In my
earlier experimentsr I derived considerable advantage

by coating the steel spirals with deposits of various

metals. Finding that the sensitiveness depends on the

coating metal and not on the substratum, I used in my
later experiments fine silver threads wound in narrow

spirals. They were then coated with cobalt in an

electrolytic bath. The coating of cobalt was at first

apt to strip off, but with a suitable modification of the

electrolyte and a proper adjustment of the current, a

deposit warf obtained which was very coherent. The
( 116 )
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contact surface of cobalt was found to be highly sensitive

to electric radiation,.and the surface is not liable to such

chemical changes as are experienced in the case of

steel.

I next proceeded to make a systematic ftudy of the

action of different metals as regards their cohering

properties. In a j)revious paper I enumerated the

conditions which are favourable for making the coherer

sensitive to electric radiation. These are the proper

adjustment of the E. M. F. and pressure of contact

suitable for each particular receiver. The E. M. F. is

adjusted by a potentiometer slide. For very delicate

adjustments of pressure I used in some of the following

experiments an JU-tube filled with mercury, with a

plunger in one of the llmb%; various substances were

adjusted to touch barely the mercury in the other limb.

A thin rod, acting as a plunger, was made to dip to a

more or less extent in the mercury by a slide arrange-

ment. In this way the mercury displaced was made

to make contact with the given metal with gradually

increasing pressure, this Increase of pressure being

capable of the finest adjustment. The circuit was

completed through the metal and mercury. Some-

times the variation of pressure was^roduced by a pres-

sure bulb. In the arrangement described above the

contact^ is between different metals and mercury ;

’

metals which were*even amalgamated by mercury still

exhibited sensitiveness to electric radiation when the

amalgamation did not proceed too far. In this way I

was able to detect the cohering action of many co/iduc-

tors, including carbon. For studying the contact-

sensitiveness of similar metals I made an iron-float on

which waa soldered a split tube in whiih the given
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metal could be fixed, a similar piece of metal

being adjusted above the float, .so that by work-

ing the plunger or the pressure bulb the two

metals could be brought into contact with graduated

pressure.^ ‘The other arrangements adopted were

the contact of spirals compressed by micrometer

screw, and filings similarly compressed between two

electrodes.

With the arrangement described above the action

of radiation on metallic contacts was studied, a brief

account of which will be given under their respective

groupings. It may here be mentioned that certain

metals which do not usually show any contact-sensitive-

ness can be made to exhibit it by very-careful manipula-

tion. The nature of the response of a coherer is to a

certain extent modified by its condition and particular

adjustment. A coherer freshly made is more difficult

to adjust, but at the same time far more sensitive. The

action is more easily under control and more consistent

after a few days* rest, but the sensitiveness is not so

abnormally great. The contacts of clean surfaces are

difficult to adjust, but such contacts are more sensitive

than those made by surfaces which are tarnished. Pres-

sure and E. M. F.*, as previously stated, also modify

the reaction. For example, a freshly made and very

' delicately adjusted coherer subjected to slight pressure

and small E. M. F. showed an increase of resistance by

the action of radiation. The galvanometer spot after

a short interval, resumed its former position, exhibiting

a recovery from the effect of radiation. The coherer

continued to exhibit this effect for some time, then it

relapsed into the more stable condition in which a dimi-

nution of re|i9t£(nce is produced by the action of
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tion. Another coherer was found apparently irres-

ponsive to radlatipn, there being the merest throb

(sometimes even this was wanting) in the galvanometer

spot, when a flash of radiation fell on the receiver.

Thinking that this apparent immobility of»the galvano-

meter spot may be due to response, followed by instan-

taneous recovery, the galvanometer needle being sub-

jected to opposite Impulses in rapid succession, 1 inter-

posed a telephone in the circuit ; each time a flash of

radiation fell on the receiver the telephone sounded,

no tapping being necessary to restore the sensitiveness.

The recovery was here automatic and rapid. After

twenty or thirty flashes, however, the receiver lost its

power of automatic recovery, and the sensitiveness had

then to be restored by tapping. An interesting obser-

vation was made to the effect that on the last occasion

the receiver responded without previous tapping, a

rumbling noise was heard in the telephone which

lasted for a short time, evidently due to the re-

arrangement of the surface molecules to a more

stable condition, after which the power of self-recovery

was lost.

The state of sensibility described above is more or

less transitory, and is induced, generally speaking, by a

somewhat unstable contact and low E. M. F. acting in

the circuit. In the majority of metals# the normal

tendency is tqwar^s a diminution of contact resistance

by the action of electric waves. The occasional Increase

of resistance, in general, disappears when the pressure

and E. M. F. are Increased. But in the case to be

presently described there is an interesting exception,

where the normal state of things is just the reverse of

what prevails in the majority of metals.
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Alkali Metals

In the following investigations . the radiator is a

platinum sphere 9*7 mm. in diameter. The coherer

was placed at a short distance, so that the intensity of

incident radiation was fairly strong.

Potassium .—In working with this metal, the excep-

tional nature of the reaction became at once evident.

The effect of radiation was to produce an increase of

resistance. The pressure of contact was adjusted till

a current flowed through the galvanometer, the galvano-

meter spot of light being at one end of the scale. On
subjecting the receiver to radiation the spot of light was

deflected to the opposite end, exhibiting a great increase

of resistance. When the pressure and E. M. F. were

suitably adjusted a condition was soon attained, when a

flash of radiation made the spot of light swing ener-

getically in one direction, indicating an increase of

resistance : the receiver recovered Instantaneously on

the cessation of radiation, and the spot violently swung

back to the opposite end, indicating the normal current

that flows in the circuit. This condition was found to

persist, the receiver uniformly responding with an

Increase of resistance followed by automatic and

instantaneous recovery. To prevent oxidation, the

receiver was kept Immersed in kerosene. When the

Vecelver was* lifted from the protecting bath, it still

continued to respond with an increase of resist-

ance, but with a gradual loss of power of auto-

matic recovery. This power was again restored on

re-immersion of the coherer in kerosene. The re-

ceiver in vacuo, or under reduced hydrogen pressure,

would have been preferred, had the necessary appli-

ances been itvailable.
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Sodium .—As we pass from potassium to the neigh-

bouring metals, theye is a gradual transition*of property

as regards the nature of response to electric waves.

With sodium the adjustment is a little more difficult

than with potassium, but the response ft .somewhat

similar to that of potassium. Though, in general, there

is an increase of resistance produced by electric radia-

tion, there are occasional exceptions when a diminution

of resistance is produced. With some trouble the

adjustment could be made so that the recovery is also

automatic, but it is not so energetic as in the case of

potassium.

Lithium .—Specimens of this metal not being avail-

able, I obtained, a deposit of it on iron electrodes by

electrolysis of the fused chlqrlde. The action produced

by electric radiation was sometimes an increase and

sometimes a diminution of resistance, the Increase of

resistance being the more frequent. With some diffi-

culty it was possible to adjust the sensitiveness so that

the recovery was automatic, but it v/as not energetjc

nor did this power persist for a long time.

Metals of the Alkali^€ Earth

Pure metals of this group being not available, I had

to rely on the deposit obtained by electrolysis. Chloridd

of calcium w^s fused in a crucible, and deposits were

produced on iron cathodes, the anode being a carbon

rod. The deposit was not very even. One of the iron

rods with the deposit was tested by immersion under

water, when hydrogen was evolved. I did not succeed

in getting deposits of either barium or strontium, the

temperature available not being sufficiently high.
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On making a coherer with calcium, and keeping it

immersed m kerosene, an action similar to that produced

by sodium was observed. The tendency of self-recovery

was, however, very slight.

o
*

Magnesium, Zinc, and Cadmium

In these metals and in the succeeding groups there is

a pronounced tendency towards a diminution of resis-

tance by the action of electric radiation. Magnesium

being easily oxidlsable, there is a thin coating of oxide

on the surface. When this is scraped, the metal makes

a very highly sensitive receiver. The adjustment is

not difficult, the metal allowing a considerable latitude

of pressure and E. M. F. It has already been stated that

the metals which are sligljitly tarnished can be more

easily adjusted.

Though there is in this metal a decided tendency

towards a reduction of contact resistance, yet it is pos-

sible by careful adjustment to obtain an Increase of

resistance. Indeed it is sometimes possible to so adjust

matters that one flash of radiation produces a dimi-

nution of resistance, and the very next flash an increase

of resistance. Thus a series of flashes may be made

to produce alternate throws of the galvanometer needle.

The more stable adjustment, however, gives a diminu-

tion of resistance, and receivers made with this metal

could be made extremely sensitive. The tendency

towards automatic recovery is almost wanting.

Zinc .—This metal also exhibits moderate sensitive-

ness ; it, however, requires a more careful adjustment.

Cadmium .—The action of this metal is somewhat

similar to that of zinc, but the sensitiveness is Very

much less.
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Bismuth and Antimony

Both bismuth. and antimony make.vtsry sensitive

receivers. Moderately small E. M. F,. with slight

pressure is best suited for these metals.

Iron and the Allied Metals

Iron ,—The action of this metal is well known. In*

one of my experiments I used it in connection with

mercury. When the contact is very lightly made,

there is a tendency towards an increase of resistance

by the action of radiation. But after a time the action

becomes normal, that is to say, there is a diminution

of resistance. ,

Nickel and Cohalt .—Tjjese are also very sensitive.

The surface being bright, the E. M. F. and pressure are

to be adjusted with some care.

Manganese and Chromium .
—^These were obtained

in the form of powder. Their action is similar to the

other metals of this group.

Aluminium.~li\iis also makes a very sensitive

receiver.

Tin, Lead and Thfdlium

It is somewhat difficult to adjust tin, but when this

is done the metal exhibits fair sensitiveness. Lead i%

also sensitive The sensitiveness of thallium is only

moderate.

Molybdenum and Uranium

The specimen obtained was in the form of powder,

and very tarnished in appearance. The sensitiveness

exhibited was slight,
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Metals of the Platinum Group

P/alinam* exhibited a moderate amount of sensitive-

ness. Spongy platinum also showed the same action.

The absorption of hydrogen made the action slightly

better, but the Improvement was not very marked.

Palladium.—^This made a more sensitive coherer

than platinum. The adjustment is, however, more

troublesome.

Osmium.—The specimen was in the form of powder.

It required a higher E. M. F. to bring it to a sensitive

condition. The sensitiveness was moderate.

Rhodium was found to be more sensitive than osmium.

Copper, Gold and Silver

Copper required a mu(^ smaller E. M. F. The
sensitiveness was only moderate.

Gold was more difficult to adjust, but the action was a

little stronger.

Silver.—^The receiver was extremely unstable. It

exhibited sometimes a diminution and at other times an

increase of resistance.

It will be seen from the above that all metals exhibit

contact-sensitiveness to electric radiation, the general

tendency being towards a diminution of resistance.

The most interesting and typically exceptional case,

however, is the receiver made with potassium, ,which

not only exhibits an increase of resistance*by the action

of radiation, but also a remarkable power of self-

recovery. In the instances of increase of resistance

exhibited by other metals, an increase of pressure or

E. M. F. generally brought the coherer to the normal

condition, which'showed a diminution of contact resis-

tance by the action of electric waves. With potassium
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I gradually increased the pressure till the receiver grew

insensitive. All along it indicated an increase of resis-

tance, even when one piece was partiejly flattened

against the other. I increased the E. M. F. many times

the normal value ; this increase (till the limit of sensitive-

ness was reached) rather augmented the sensibility and

power of automatic recovery. I allowed the receiver

a period of rest, the nature of response remaining the*

same. As far as I have tried, potassium receivers

always gave an increase of resistance, a property which

seems to be characteristic of this metal, and to a less

extent, of the allied metals.

It will thus be seen that the action of potassium

receiver cannot be regarded as a cohering one. For it is

difficult to see how a cohering action and consequent

better contact could produce an increase of resistance.

In arranging the metals according to their property

of change of contact resistance, I was struck by the

similarity of action of electric radiation on potassium

in increasing the contact resistance, and the checking

action of visible radiation on the spark discharge. In

the latter case also, potassium is photo-electrically

the most sensitive. But the action is confined to visible

radiation, and is most efficient Inlhe ultra-violet region.

I was indeed apprehensive that the action on potassium

recei\fter which I observed might be in s*bme way* due

to the ultra-tiolet radiation of the oscillatory spark.

But this misgiving was put to rest from the considera-

tion that the receiver was placed in a glass vessel filled

with kerosene, through which no ultra-violet light could

have been transmitted. For putting the matter to final

test, I lighted a magnesium wire in cloSe proximity to the

receiver ’without producing any effect.' Thick blocks
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of wood, of ebonite and of pitch were interposed without

checking the action. I then usedi polarised electric

radiation, apd interposed a book analyser, 6 cm. in

thickness ; when the analyser was held parallel, there

was a vigorous action, but when it was held in a crossed

position all action was stopped. No visible or heat

radiation could have been transmitted through such a

structure, and there can be no doubt that the action was

entirely due to electric radiation.

(Prcc. Roy, Soc., Apr, 1899.)



XIII

ON ELECTRIC TOUCH AND THE MOLECULAR CHANGES

INDUCED IN MATTER BY ELECTRIC WAVES

In the various investigations on the properties of

electric waves, one property has not yet attracted so

much attention as it deserves—the action of long ether

waves in modifying the molecular structure of matter.

Apart from the interest attached to the relation between

ether, electricity, and matter, the subject is of import-

ance as affording not only a very important verification

of the Identity of visible and electric radiation, but also

establishing the continuity pf all radiation phenomena.

These occupy the borderland between physics and

chemistry, and their study may therefore be expected

to throw much light on several subjects at present

imperfectly understood. The study of the action of

electricity and of ether waves on matter in the form of

solids presents many difficulties, owing to the great

complexity of atomic and molecular aggregation which

characterises the solid state of matter. But the pheno-

mena often met with in theory anti practice are, unfor-

tunately, in reference to matter in the solid state.

The peans of Investigation are almost wanting :*

chemical tests* give us no information, for they tell us

(and that in a few cases only) of the ultimate change in

the mass as a whole, and not of the protean trans-

formations that are constantly taking place in it; under

the action of ever-varying changes in physical environ-

ments. In the following investigatiorts the difficulties

mentioned above were constantly present, and the

( 127 )
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attempts to meet them may therefore be of some

interest. ,

I have already described the contact-sensitiveness of

various elementary substances to electric radiation. It

was shown that though many substances exhibit a dimi-

nution of contact-resistance, there are others which show

an increase of resistance which, in certain cases, lasts

only during the impact of electric waves, the sensitive

substance automatically recovering its original conduc-

tivity on the cessation of radiation. There are thus

produced two opposite effects, either an increase or a

diminution of resistance, depending on the nature of

the substance.

The effect of increase of contact-resistance is not an

exceptional or isolated phe;nomenon, but is as normal

and definite under varied conditions as the diminution

of resistance noticed in the case of iron filings. These

two specifically different effects have to be recognised,

and it would be advisable, to avoid misunderstanding,

to use a simple term to indicate both these effects, and

distinguish them from one another, by calling the one

positive and the other negative. The term “ coherence”

applied to the normal diminution of resistance exhibited

by certain metals by (he action of electric waves cannot

be applied in all cases ; for, as has been said before,

‘there is another class of substances which exhibits

under normal conditions an increase of resistance. The

term ” decoherence ” has been used to indicate the

effect of mechanical tapping, on fatigued substances of

the fo|rmer class ; this produces an increase of resist-

ance, and at the same time restores the sensitiveness.

The action of trapping on fatigued specimens of the

latter class however, a diminution of resistance.
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I have shown in a former paper that the seat of sen-

sitiveness is confined mainly to the surface*layer of the

sensitive substance, and that the nature pf the sub-

stratum has little or no effect on the sensitiveness.

Thus, a substance which exhibits a strong diminution

of resistance, if coated with an extremely thin layer

of a substance of tfie other class which shows an increase

of resistance, will now exhibit an increase of resistance.

It is seen that the re-action is one of the bounding

layer or skin of the sensitive substance. There is a

Sanskrit word, twach, which means the skin ; and as

the phenomenon dealt with in the present paper is one

of sensitiveness of tioacht 1 shall use the expression
**

electric touch •’ in the restricted sense of contact

sensitiveness to electric stimulus, the touch being re-

garded as positive when electric oscillation produces an

increase of conductivity or diminution of resistance,

and negative when the contrary effect is produced.

Substances which exhibit a decrease of resistance will

be called positive, and those which show an increase

will be regarded as negative. The above terms are to

be regarded as convenient substitutes for long descrip-

tive phrases.

The phenomenon of contact-sensitiveness seems at

first to be extremely anomalous, and there appears to

be little relation between substances which exhibit
*

similar electric Sensitiveness. Taking iron as an example

of a very sensitive substance, it is seen to be easily oxi-

dised, and from this it may be inferred that a slight

oxidation on the surface is favourable for sensitivjeness.

This view obtains some support from the consideration

that the so-called noble metals are nof as sensitive as

iron. But* the metals nickel and cobalt* which are
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bright and not easily oxidised, are also highly sensitive.

The very^lfisitive metals iron, nickel, and cobalt are all

magnetic, and it might be thought that magnetic pro**

perty is favourable for electric sensitiveness, but a dia*-

magnetic rubstance like bismuth is also found to exhibit

a fairly strong sensitiveness. Again, from the strong

diminution of resistance exhibited by magnesium, it

may be Inferred that the sensitiveness depends on the

electro-positive character of the metal ; but potassium,

one of the most electro-positive metals, exhibits the

unusual increase of resistance.

There is one property, however, which at first would

seem to be in some way related to the sensitiveness of

metals—the volatility of metals under the cathodic

stimulus. Investigated by Sir William Crookes,* who

gives the following list of metals, arranged according to

their volatility

Palladium . . 108 Copper . . 40

Gold . . . . 100 Cadmium . . . 31*99

Silver . . . 80-68 Nickel . . . 10*99

Lead . . 75-04 Indium . . 10*49

Tin . . . . 56-% Iron . . . 5*5

Brass I . . 51-58 Magnesium 7 very

Platinum . , 44 Aluminium ; slight

^
In this list the substances which are most volatile,

Pd, Au, Ag, are not very sensitive, whereas fe, Al,

Mg, which are least volatile, are ’strongly sensitive.

But the above series does not exactly coincide with the

series of electric sensitiveness. Again, the volatility of

platinum is retarded in hydrogen gas, but an experi-

ment carried out to determine the sensitiveness of plati-

* Gookci, * Roy. Soc. Proc. *, vol. 50.
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num in hydrogen failed to show any great increase* in

the sensitiveness. %

None of the above suppositions give an^j satisfactory

explanation of the numerous anomalies in the contact-

sensitiveness of metals. It then appealed that the

observed effect is not due to a single cause but to many

causes. An observer studying the dilatation of a gas

under reduced pressure, and ignorant of the effect of
*

temperature, will doubtless encounter many anomalies.

In the phenomena of contact-sensitiveness the variables

are, however, far more numerous, and the different

possible combinations are practically unlimited. It

therefore became necessary, by a long and tedious

process of successive elimination, to find out the causes

which are instrumental ip producing the observed

effect ; the results obtained throw some light on this

intricate subject. The following are some of the prin-

cipal directions in which a systematic inquiry was car-

ried out

:

A. On the difference between mass action and

molecular or atomic action, with reference

to the phenomenon of contact-sensitiveness.

B. On the change of sign of response in a receiver

due to a variation of mdiation intensity.

C. On the physico-chemical changes produced in

a sensitive substance by the action of electrii

radiation, and on the radiation-product.

D. The phenomena of electric reversal and of

radio-molecular oscillation.

E. On “ fatigue ” and the action of mechanical

tapping and other disturbances by which

the sensitiveness of a fatigued receiver may

be restored.
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• F. On the relation between variation of electromo-

tive force and resulting current through

Imperfect contacts.

G. On the systematic study of the contact-sensitive-

"ness exhibited by metals, non-metals and

metalloids.

H. On the contact-sensitiveness exhibited by alloys

and compounds.

I Intend to treat the above subjects In some detail,

and In the present paper will especially deal with the first

five lines of Investigation. These, It Is hoped, will

afford an explanation of some of the most perplexing

anomalies. All the subjects mentioned above are more

or less Interdependent, but their treatment In one paper

would make the subject very complicated. It would be

easier to take a more generalised and complete view of

the subject as a whole, after each of the above-men-

tioned inquiries has been separately considered. With

reference to the flow of electricity through imperfect

contacts, I need only mention here that the phenomenon

seldom obeys Ohms law. There aie in fact two

characteristically different types, in the first of which

the current is dlsproportlonally increased under in-

creased electromotive force; in the second we are

presented with the astonishing result that the current

is actually diminished under Increasing electromotive

force.
*

Mass Action and Molecular Action

Of the various attempts made to explain the action of

contact-sensitiveness, Professor Lodge s theory of coher-

ence has been the most suggestive. The coalescence

of water^and mercury drops in Lord Rayleigh's experi-
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merits, and Professor Lodge’s observation of the weld-

ing of two metallic spheres by powerful oscillatory

discharge In the neighbourhood, apparently lend much

support to the theory of electric welding, which explains

In a simple manner the diminution of conWt-resistance

of various metallic filings when subjected to strong

electric variation.

On this theory It follows that all Imperfect contacts*

should exhibit a diminution of resistance when sub-

jected to electric radiation. In carrrying out a systematic

investigation of the contact-sensitiveness of metals, I,

however, found that there are substances, of which

potassium may be taken as a type, which exhibit an

increase of resistance. Potassium Is not a solitary

Instance ; I have found |i large number of elements

exhibiting this action ; the number of compounds which

exhibits a similar action is also considerable. Other

experiments will be presently described which would

show that the theory of coherence is Inadequate. From

the above it would appear that the subject is far more

complex than was at first supposed. For various

reasons it would be best to distinguish between two

different classes of reaction, which may conveniently

be described as mass action and molecular action.

Mass Action ,—By this it is meant the general action,

say, between two masses when placed iif a very stroiig

electric fieldf Under the given circumstance, sparking

may take place between the bodies, and the two may thus

be welded together. From what has been said It will be

seen that such action Is non’^discriminative—that is to

say, the action will be the same whatever the chemical

or physical nature of the substance iliay be. The best

way of showing this action is with drops of liquid, with
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surface contamination, for any incipient welding will be

at once exhibited by the complete c oalescence of the

drops. The , non-discriminative nature of the action

is shown in a striking manner in the following experi>«

ment. I may mention here that fragments of solid

potassium, and in a lesser degree sodium, exhibit an

increase of contact-resistance under the action of electric

waves. I made a liquid alloy of potassium and sodium,

and drops of this alloy were allowed to float on the

stratum separating dense Rangoon oil from lighter

kerosene, the alloy being of an intermediate density.

The drops coalesced when placed in an intense alter-

nating electric field. The next experiment was made

with potassium heated under melted (hard) paraffin.

By stirring the molten K with a glass rod, the metal was

broken up into numerous spherical drops. These also

coalesced under similar electric influence. It is, how-

ever, to be borne in mind (1) that in the above experi-

ment the substance is in the form of a liquid, and that in

this particular condition certain important molecular

changes, to be presently described, cannot very well

take place
; (2) that the conditions of the experiment

are abnormal.

Experiments will be presently described which will

show that the observed variation of conductivity

produced by^ radiation is not due to coherence,

but to certain molecular changes of «an allotropic

nature.

Molecular Action—Ey this is meant the allotropic

modificitfion produced in a substance by the action

of electric waves, the allotropic change being due to a

difference in the atomic or molecular aggregation. It

will be shown that such molecular change does take place
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by the action of electric waves, and that all the observed

effects of variation df resistance of the sensitife substance

may be explained on the theory of allotropic transforma-

tion due to the above cause. The effect due to mole-

cular changes in a substance is also expected to be

modified by the chemical nature of the substance ; thus

the molecular action due to radiation, giving rise ulti-

mately to the variation of conductivity of the sensitive

substance, will be discriminative in contradistinction

to the non-discriminative mass action.

Is the effect of radiation due to non-discriminative

coherer action or to the discriminative molecular action ?

That the effect is discriminative, and therefore mole-

cular, appears to be decisively proved by the experi-

ments described below. If further proofs are necessary

they are afforded by the characteristic curves of variation

of current with the E. M. F. given by the three types of

substances, positive, negative, and neutral ; by the

continuity of radiation effect on matter ; and, lastly,

by certain remarkable results I obtained, which show

that the effect of ether waves on elementary substances

depends on the chemical nature of the substance ; in

other words, the effect is found to be a periodic function

of the atomic weight of the substance. Detailed ac-

counts of the above are for the present deferred for a

future* occasion.

On the Change of Sign of Respome in the Receiver, due to

a Variation of Intensity of Radiation

After finding the increase of resistance exhibited by

certain substances, I wished to see whether these showed

any further difference as compared to substances which
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exliibit a diminution of resistance. In my determina-

tion of the-“ Index of Refraction ©f Sulphur for the

Electric Ray,** 1 used the method of total reflection.

I often noticed that just before total reflection, when

the intensky of the transmitted beam became compara-

tively feeble, the receiver indicated an increase instead

of the normal diminution of resistance. Professor

Lodge mentions in one of his papers that an iron filing

coherer exhibits an increase of resistance when acted

on by feeble radiation. If the normal sign of response

is reversed by a feeble intensity of stimulus, then

negative substances may be expected to give a positive

reaction with feeble radiation. Very sensitive sub-

stances are, however, not so well adapted for an ex-

hibition of this reversed action possibly because the

range of sensibility is comparatively great. But it

is not difficult to demonstrate this property in the case

of moderately sensitive substances.

The following experiment with a moderately negative

substance (arsenic) and a moderately positive substance

(osmium) will bring out this interesting peculiarity in a

clear manner. The intensity of incident radiation may
be varied in two ways; (1) by removing the radiator

further and further fi'om the receiver, or (2) by using

polarised radiation, whose intensity may be varied by

the rotation 6f an analyser. In the experiment t to be

described, the first method was adopted.®

Experiments with Arsenic Receiver,—

A

receiver was

made of freshly-powdered arsenic. The radiator used

emitted, radiation of strong intensity. It was at first

placed close to the receiver, and there was produced a

moderate increase of resistance. It was then removed

further and further, and the increase of Resistance
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became less and less. When the distance was increased

to 25 cm. the actioh was reduced to zero t when this

was further increased to 30 cm. there was a dimi-

nution of resistance, showing that 25 cm. is, in this

case, the critical distance. The receiver continued to

exhibit a diminution until the radiator was removed to

a distance of 70 cm., when the radiation intensity was

too feeble to affect the receiver. Now this critical

distance may approximately be regarded as a measure

of the sensibility of the substance. In this particular

case the electric touch has a negative sign. If by

any means (some of which will be described later

on) the substance becomes more sensitive, i.e., more

negative, the critical distance will be increased. On
the contrary, if the sensitiveness becomes less (the

substance tending towards positive direction) the critical

distance will be decreased. The application of this

principle is of importance as affording a means of

determining the variation of sensitiveness under different

conditions.

Experiments with Osmium Receiver ,—Substances

which are feebly positive give a diminution of resistance

when the radiator is close to the receiver, and an increase

of resistance when the radiator is beyond the critical

distance. Thus the critical distance for an osmium

receiver (whose normal action is moderafely positive)’

was found to he about 250 cm. At the reduced dis-

tance of 50 cm. the response was +150 divisions; this

was diminished to +4 when the distance was in-

creased to 200 cm. But at a distance of 3Q0 cm.

when the intensity of radiation was so feeble as to be

below the critical, the response was*reversed to —

3

divisions.
*
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In order to avoid confusion, we may choose to call

the effect due to strong intensity (i>f radiation as the

normal action. The sign of normal action might further

be verified, wherever possible, by obtaining a reverse

action under feeble intensity of radiation.

Molecular Changes produced in Matter by the Action of

Electric Waves

A sensitive receiver made, say, of iron powder, has

its conductivity suddenly increased by the action of

electric radiation ; but the sensitiveness of the receiver

is lost after the first response, and it is necessary to tap it

to restore the sensitiveness. On the theory of coherence,

the loss of sensitiveness is explained by supposing that

electric radiation brings the particles nearer and welds

them together, and that the sensitiveness can then only

be restored by the mechanical separation of the particles.

This supposition, however, fails in the case of sub-

stances which exhibit an increase of resistance by the

action of radiation. It may, however, be supposed that

by some process, little understood, the particles are

slightly separated by the action of electric waves, thus

producing the observed increase of resistance. On
this view, however, the restoration of sensitiveness by

tapping remains unexplained. Again, if the increase

of tesistanc^ is due to a slight separation of prides,

suitable small increase of pressure oughtfto restore the

original conductivity, as also the sensitiveness. It is,

however, foimd that a considerable pressure is required

to restore the original current, as if the outer layers

of the particles were rendered partially non-conducting

by radiation, and had to be broken through before the

original current could be re-established. It is also
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ound that though the sensitiveness is restored by this

expedient of increashig the pressure, yet the*restoratIon

s only partial, and that after a repetition of this process

he receiver loses its sensitiveness almost completely.

I have attempted to find out an explanafitfn of this

>bscure “ fatigue
**

effect. This subject will best be

Tested in connection with the anomalous behaviour

Df silver, which I find is also in a manner connected

vith the fatigue effect. Silver, when subjected to radia-

:lon, exhibits, as indicated in my last paper, sometimes

in increase, and at other times a decrease, of resistance.

The difficulty in this case cannot be explained on the

supposition of variations of radiation Intensity, as the

inomaly persists epven when the intensity of radiation is

maintained uniform by keeping the radiator at a fixed

iistance.

In order to explain these actions, I assumed the

following hypotheses, which, with the necessary deduc-

tions, are given below :

—

(1) That electric radiation produces molecular

change or allotroplc modification in a sub-

stance.

(2) That, starting from the original molecular

condition A, the effect of radiation is to con-

vert it, to a more or less extent, into the

allotropic modification B (the hitter condi-
*

tion« will be designated as the “ radiation

product **). It follows that this change from

one state to the other must be accompanied

by a corresponding change in the physical

properties of the substance.

(3) As one of the properties of a Substance is its

•electric conductivity, any allotropic j:hange
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produced by radiation should be capable of

‘being detected by a variation in the conduc-

tivity of the substance.

(4) As a molecular strain is produced during trans-

‘ formation from A to B, at a certain stage

there may be a rebound towards the original

state A. Thus, after the molecular change

from A to B condition has reached a maxi-

mum value, the further action of radiation

may be to reconvert, to a more or less extent,

B to A, this reversal of effect being indicated

(see No. 3) by a corresponding electric

reversal.

(5) That the ultimate loss of sensitiveness, known as

“ fatigue **, is due to the presence of the

radiation product, or strained B variety,

along with the A variety, the opposite effects

produced by the two varieties neutralising

each other.

The justification for the above hypotheses is to be

sought for

—

(1) From analogy with other known radiation

phenomena.

(2) From experimental proof

:

(a) Of the allotropic transformation being atr

tended with changes in the conductivity

of the substance. ^ i

{b) Of the existence (and, if possible, the produc-

tion by chemical means) of an allotropic

modification analogous to the radiation

product or B variety, whose reaction

sKould be opposite to that of the substance

in a normal condition (A variety).
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(c) Of the assumption that after the maximum

transfdrmation of A into B, fhe further

action of radiation is to reconvert, to a

more or less extent, the form B into A,

such transformations giving ris^ to elec-

tric reversals.

(d) Of the existence of the radiation product in a

fatigued specimen.

The above mentioned hypotheses will obtain still

stronger support if further deductions from the above

theory are borne out by confirmatory experiments.

I will now describe investigations on the lines

sketched above.

Allotropic Modification produced by Visible Radiation

As regards the action of radiation in producing

allotropic modification, several such instances are known

in the case of visible radiation. In the familiar example,

of the conversion of yellow phosphorus into the red

variety, the effect is quite apparent. But this is not

the case in the transformation of the soluble sulphur

into an insoluble variety by the action of light ; here the

transformation is not apparent, and has to be indirectly

inferred from the insolubility of the solarised product
^

in carbon bisulphide. The reason why a far larger

number of insftinces of allotropic transformation pro-

duced by light is unknown, is not because such effects

are not more numerous, but because we are unable

to detect such minute changes. It must be admitted

that our knowledge of molecular changes, specially in a

solid, and the means of their detection, i.s at present

extremely limited.
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Variation of Conductivity produced by AUotropic

Changes s

There js one method of detecting these molecular

variations to which little attention has hitherto been

given, but ’which appears to be of great interest, and

promises to yield important results in investigations

of this class. It is evident that changes in molecular

structure must be attended with changes of physical

properties, electric conductivity being one of them.

Among other Instances of allotropic changes attended

with changes in electric conductivity may be mentioned

the wide difference of conducting power between gra-

phite and diamond. The same great differences of

conductivity is seen between the crystalline and amor-

phous varieties of silicon, ,and between the “ metallic
**

and normal varieties of phosphorus. But it is not at

all necessary to take only such extreme cases to show

the Influence of molecular or atomic aggregation in

influencing the conductivity. This effect is brought

into painful prominence by the variation produced,

in spite of all precautions, in our standards of

resistance.

Experimental Proof of Allotropic Changes being at-

tended with variation of Conductivity,—

I

shall now des-

cribe a direct experiment by which the change of con-
‘
ductlvlty produced in a substance by molecular change is

exhibited. Red mercuric iodide isi converted into the

yellow variety by the application of heat, and the sub-

stance does not return to its original state till after a

considerable lapse of time. The recovery here is very ,

slow. A small quantity of mercuric iodide was now
placed in a tute provided with sliding electrodes, and a

current was made to pass through the substance by
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suitable compreLion. The conductivity of the sub-

stance is rather small^ and therefore a thin stratum should

be taken for experiment. The current is 9bserved by

means of a sensitive galvanometer. On the application

of heat to the tube (which converts the red into the

yellow variety), there was at once produced, simul-

taneously with the molecular transformation, an increase

of conductivity. This effect is not due to a rise of tem-

perature, for the Increased conductivity was still ex-

hibited on cooling the tube. From this experiment it

is seen that the molecular changes can be Inferred from

changes in the conductivity. In the case described

above, the recovery from the B, or second stage, to the

first stage. A, la slow ; but there may be substances

(and there are such substanjes) where, under the given

conditions of temperature and other physical surround-

ings, the first stage is far more stable than the second

;

the substance will then pass back quickly from the B
condition to the primitive state, on the cessation of

the exciting cause which gave rise to the transient B
effect. The substance will in this case be “ self-

recovering.”

Electrical Reversal in the Radiation Product

In the hypotheses given above, it was said that the

reaction of the radiation product, or B variety, should’

be opposite to that pf the substance in the normal condi-

tion, or in the A state. Thus a negative substance which

by the action of radiation shows an increase of resistance

during conversion from the A to the B state should

exhibit a diminution of resistance when B variety is

acted on by electric waves. The contriry would be the

case with .positive substances.
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The following tabulated statement indicates the

phenomena exhibited by two classes of substances :

—

Sign of electric touch.

Action of radiation

on the fresh or A
variety of the subs-

tance.

Further action of

radiation on the

radiation product

or B variety.

Positive, iron .

Negative, e.^., arsenic

Diminution of resis-

tance.

Increase of resistance

Increase of resistance.

Diminution of resis-

tance.

We have thus two distinct classes of phenomena

dependent on the sign of electric » touch. If Ka

represents the conductivity of the fresh substance,

and Kb the conductivity of the radiation product,

then—

(1) With positive substances, as the conductivity

of the radiation product is greater (Kb>Ka),

the first action of radiation would be to

produce a diminution of resistance. This

diminution will continue to be exhibited till

the maximum amount of B variety is pro-

duced. The further action of radiation now

will be to reconvert B into A ; but as

Ka<Kb there would now be produced a

diminution of conductivity, and a galvano-

meter in circuit Will indicate an electrical

reversal. The reconverted A variety may

again be transformed to a greater or less

extent to B, and in this way a series of rever-

sals may take place, due to the continued

action of radiation producing oscillation in
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molecular or atomic groupings. I shall

designate this as the phenomenon of radio-

molecular oscillation.

(2) With negative substances the conductivity of

the radiation product is less •(Kb<Ka),

and the first action of radiation will there-

fore be an increase of resistance. The
phenomena exhibited by these negative sub-

stances will precisely be opposite to those

shown by the positive substances.

The above is but an approximate representation of

the phenomena. To be more accurate, one has to take

into account the partial changes and the effect of

radiation on these changed products. Thus, at first

suppose the substance to te entirely made up of A
variety (this would rarely be the case). The first flash

of radiation converts a large portion of A into B, the

substance now being a mixture of A and B. The action

of the next flash would be to convert the unchanged

A into B, and reconvert to a more or less extent B into

A. The electric response will thus be very strong at

the beginning, but will become continuously less and

less. When the proportion of B has attained a maximum

value, the reconversion of B into A will become rela-

tively large, and thus give rise to reversal effect.

I ^oke of the conversion “ to a greater or 4ess

extent ” of one variety into the other. There is also the

question of the relative stability of the two varieties

under the given conditions. From the above it will be

seen what possibilities there are in the way of djfferent

combinations, and the varied phenomena, thereby ren-

dered possible. I will presently descflbe some of the

typical cases.
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In the above it has been assumed that the reaction

of B variety is opposite to that ofrA. As previously

mentioned, in working with a silver receiver I found it,

when fresh, exhibiting at first a diminution and, subse--

quently, itti increase of resistance. The anomalous

action may be explained by supposing the normal fresh

silver Ag to be positive, and the radiation product

Ag' negative. These two varieties would thus give rise

to opposite reactions. To justify the assumptions

made above, it became necessary to obtain by some

other means a variety of silver Ag', analogous to the

hypothetical negative variety.

Two Varieties of Silver

After many unsuccessful«attempts, I at last obtained

a variety of silver which gave a moderately negative

reaction (increase of resistance). Silver chloride was

first precipitated by the addition of dilute hydrochloric

acid to silver nitrate solution. The precipitate was then

reduced to metallic silver by zinc filings, the excess of

zinc being dissolved off by the action of HCl . This

form of silver gives a negative reaction. Direct preci-

pitation of silver produced by dipping a piece of zinc in

AgNOa solution gives a positive variety. The negative

product Ag' is perhaps better formed at relatively low

temperatures^ for the products obtained on certain warm
days, the thermometer registering 2T C. were very

feebly negative, and passed into the positive state after

an interval of twenty-four hours. But on cold days

(temperature— 22^ C.) the products obtained were

stable. I have specimens which have kept the negative

property unimpaired for nearly three months. The
negative^property is not due to any accidental 'impurity,
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foi: pure silver obtained by Stas* method also gave the

negative reaction. The negative reaction mscy, however,

be supposed to be due to a thin film of chloride formed

during reduction. I washed the Ag' with dilute

ammonia, then with water, and, after drying, •the result

was still a negative reaction. I then carried out a

parallel set of experiments with ordinary silver filings.

Two separate quantities were taken ; one was shaken

with only HCl , the other was mixed with zinc filings,

and the excess of zinc was dissolved off by HCl ; the

two specimens were then washed and dried. Both gave

the positive reaction of ordinary silver. The above

experiments are interesting for the production, by

chemical means, “of an allotropic variety analogous to

the transitory radiation product.

There are other differences of electric behaviour

between Ag and Ag' ; for instance, when made into a

voltaic cell, the two varieties give a P. D. of about 0’12

volt. There are several interesting peculiarities about

this cell, the consideration of which is postponed to a

future occasion.

Electric Reversal

It now remains to be proved that the “ radiation

product ” exhibits a change of sign of electric touch.

The sensitiveness of certain substances belonging to

each of Jthese two classes is very great, and ihe reversed

action is likely* to he masked by the stronger normal

action of the still unconverted portion of the substance.

It however occurred to me that if slightly sensitive

suhslances were taken, then the direct and reversed

actions were likely to be obtained with less difficulty.

For this reason I took for my first experlnnjpnts arsenic,

which is rhoderately negative.
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' Observations with Arsenic Receiver,—Experiment L—
A receiver Was made with freshly pawdered arsenic ; the

critical distance was found to be 25 cm. ; that is to say,

when the radiator was moved from 1 to 25 cm. there was

always prtxluced an increase of resistance, while beyond

this distance there was a diminution of resistance ; the

critical distance, 25 cm., may therefore be taken as an

approximate measure of the negative character of the

specimen. As has been said before, if through any

cause the substance becomes more negative, the critical

distance will be Increased ; but if the substance tends

towards the positive direction by becoming less nega-

tive, then the critical distance will be decreased. The

receiver was now continuously subjected to radiation

for ten minutes. After this it was found that the

receiver gave a diminution or positive reaction, even

when the radiator was brought close to the receiver.

The action of radiation has thus reversed the sign of

electric touch.

Experiment //.—Any arbitrary length of exposure

labours under the defect that what is observed is the

final effect, the intermediate ones passing unnoticed.

In order to observe the intermediate effects, a very

laborious series of observations is necessary. The ex-

^perlment was therefore modified in the following

mariner ;—

A

fresh receiver was subjected to radiation,

and observations at intervals of fifteeif seconds were

.
taken to test the nature of the reaction of the sensitive

substance. The first action of radiation on the fresh

specimen was a great increase of resistance, so very

great that the current was reduced to zero ,* it was no

longer possiL^e to make any further observation with-

out re-establishing the current. This was done by a
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very gradual increase of pressure, effected by means of a

fine micrometer scfew which moved the compressing

electrode in a perfectly parallel manner. There should

be no jarring motion, as mechanical disturbance was

found to break up the complex atomic ag^itegation in

the radiation product. During eight minutes of expo-

sure the receiver continued to exhibit an increase of

resistance, after which the substance became positive,

being converted to the B state ; this positive state lasted

for a minute under exposure to radiation, then there

was a reversal to the original negative state, as if the

structure so laboriously built up suddenly gave way.

Subsequently there were series of reversals, the speci-

men becoming more and more inert, and, after an

exposure of about thirty ^inutes, the sensitiveness

was practically lost.

The curve given below represents approximately

the results of the experiment. During certain periods

the substance became so nearly neutral that it was

difficult to interpret whether the substance was positive

or negative. The lower halves of the curve represent

the negative and the upper halves the positive states, and

the corresponding numbers represent, in minutes, the

duration of these states.

Fig. 23. Electric Reversal Curve.

Radio-mokcular Oscillation

It was said that, owing to moleculaf reversals due to

radiation,* there should be a corresponing series of
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electric reversals. In this investigation it is essential

that the substance examined sh9uld be completely

protected from all disturbances, such as mechanical

vibration and only subjected to the action of radiation.

The experimental difficulties are very great. If we take

a strongly sensitive positive substance—say iron, the

effect of the first flash of radiation (a diminution of

resistance) is very great, and the subsequent relatively

feeble reversal effects, unless carefully looked for, are

liable to pass unnoticed. After the first adjustment,

the receiver should on no account be touched, as mecha-»

nical jars are found to undo the effect of radiation.

Though by special care the mechanical jars could be

reduced to a minimum, yet it appeared advisable to

devise appropriate means
,
by which the necessity of

touching the receiver for subsequent adjustments is

altogether avoided. The method adopted to this end

varies with individual cases. In the case of arsenic,

for example, the action of radiation is often to produce

a very great increase of resistance, and thus convert the

substance into a non-*conductor. The pressure has

therefore to be so adjusted at the beginning, that the

substance can never become altogether non-conducting

;

the receiver is thus absolutely free from all effects,

except those which are to be observed—i^rz., the effects

*due to continuous action of radiation. The time of

exposure is accurately measured by counting the indivi-

dual flashes of radiation, due to interruption of the

primary current in the Ruhmkorff coil by a tapping

key. JThe conductivity of the substance at a given
,

moment is inferred from the deflection of the galvano- •

meter in circuit* with the receiver. When feeble radia-

tion is used* it takes an inconveniently long time to
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obtain reversals^ there is, besides, a tendency of self-

recovery in the receiver. In order to expedite the rever-

sals, the incident electric radiation is made very strong.

Before entering into the details of the' results ob-

tained, I will say a few words about the prinpipal types

likely to be met with. We may have the following :

—

I. Substances in which the B state is unstable under

the given conditions ; the B state will therefore only

persist during the action of radiation, the substance

relapsing into the original condition on the cessation of

radiation. Two cases are possible (i) when the substance

is positive, (ii) when the substance is negative.

Fig. 24. Curve for Potassium.

The latter case is exemplified by potassium. In the

above curve (fig. 24), A and B represent the two mole-

cular states. The substance being negative, A is more

conducting ; d represents the conductivity of the fresh

specimen ; the thick dots S S' . . .the individual

.flashes. It is seen that the effect of rajliation is to

product a sudden diminution of conductivity, due to the

transient formation of B variety with its diminished

conductivity. The substance, electrically speaking, is

highly elastic, and It exhibits automatic recovery on

cessation of radiation. With the majority of substances,

however, self-recovery is only possible when the

narrow limit of elasticity is not exceeded/
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"II. In this class the radiation product is somewhat

stable ; they successive conversions, from A to B and

from B back to A are supposed to be complete. Pro-

bably there is no substance which exhibits this action

in a perfect manner, but there is an approximation to

this condition in the case of magnesium, which under

proper adjustments shows successive complete reversals

for a long time. The substance, however, after a time

exhibits the effect of fatigue.

The curve given in fig. 25 clearly exhibits the rever-

sals; it also explains the behaviour of magnesium noticed

in my last paper, which appeared very curious at the

time. “
It is sometimes possible to so adjust matters

that one flash of radiation produces .a diminution of

resistance, and the very ne;ct flash an increase of resis-

tance. Thus a series of flashes may be made to produce

alternate throws of the galvanometer needle.**

The receiver was so adjusted as to give a deflection

of five divisions. The first flash of radiation produced

A
Time of exposure

Fig. 25r Radio-molecular Oscillation Curve for Magnesium.
,

an increased deflection of 90 divisions (magnesium

having a positive electric touch) ; the second flash

produced a further deflection of five divisions, the

third flash produced a negative deflection of five

divisions, the fdurth flash produced +5, the fifth flash

^ave ^90 divisions, and the sixth flash a> deflection
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of +90. The reversals followed each other almost re-

gularly, till the sul}stance became insensitive.

III. Lastly, there may be a class of substances where

the conversion from one state to the other is not com-

plete. Here, again, we get two sub-divi^c«s, owing

to the distinction between positive and negative sub-

stances.

Taking first the case of a positive substance (see fig.

26 (P) ), the original conductivity of which is repre-

sented by a

;

the action of the first few flashes of radia-

tion would be to produce a great increase of conduc-

tivity by the formation of B variety ; the next flashes

convert B back to A, but not completely, and the nega-

tive deflection will be less than the previous positive

deflection. Owing to this
** damping ”

effect, the

oscillation curve will approximate to a logarithmic depre-

ment Airve. After a series of reversals the oscillation

dies away, and the substance becomes almost inert.

A glance at the hypothetical curve P shows that at

the inert stage, b, the substance as a whole is more

conducting than in the fresh condition a (see figs. 27, 28).

The opposite should be the cm with negative

substances (fig. 26<x),
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. Fig. 27 exhibits the actual curve 'obtained with a

(compound) positive substance.

Fig. 27. “ Damped " Osdlktion Curve for a Positive Sidiitance.

It is remarkable for its regularity. The next figure

(fig. 28) gives the curve for iron. The first diminution

of resistance is too great tp be properly represented in

the diagram. Here we have the same type as in the

previous case ; the inert stage, b, is also mre coniacting

than a ; (compare with fig. 26 P).

IV. I will now consider the case of a negative

substance exhibiting damping ; arsenic will be

taken as an example where the damping is not so

great as in the case of iron. Fig. 29 represents the

actual curve obtained with arsenic (compare with

the hypothetical curve for a negative substance,

fig. 26«). It will be observed that the negative substance

*
in ihe fatigned state is, on the whole, less conducting

than in the fresh condition, as we wera led to* expect

„ from the hypothetical curve.

It will also be seen that the oscillations are fairly

reguliyr towards the end. The curves given in figs.

28 and 29 are those obtained with specimens imme-

diately after th^y were set up. Had I given them a

period of rest to allow the particle? to get properly
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settled, I would* have got curves even more regular.

It is, however, evident that in substances, exhibiting

Fig. 28. Curve for Iron.

Timt of CKpo^uro.

Fig. 29. Curve for Arsenic.
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damping, two opposite electric effects are induced

in fatigued specimens ; the positive becomes on the

whole more conducting and the negative less conduct-

ing than in the fresh condition. At the inert stage the

rate of mutual conversion from one state to the other

probably becomes equal, and the apparent fatigue is

thus not due to the absolute want of sensitiveness of

the constituent varieties, but to the opposite reactions of

A and B balancing each other.

We may now apply some further crucial tests to

verify the suppositions made above.

Restoration of Sensitiveness to a Fatigued Substance

It was said that the inertness of the substance, after

long exposure, is due to thf presence of a relatively large

amount of strained B variety. It therefore follows that

if by any means we can transform B into A, then after

such a transformation there ought to be a restoration of

the sensitiveness. It has also been stated that the B
variety under ordinary circumstances is less stable

than A. If now we apply a disturbing cause which is

unilateral in its action—^that is to say, if it converts B
into A and not A into B—^then such a disturbing cause

will re-sensitise the fatigued substance.

E0ect of Mechanical Disturbance,—Of the unilateral

' actions, mechanical vibration is one ; for it is known that

by the action of friction a substance, may pass ft’om one

modification to another in one direction only. Thus

the change of monoclinic into rhombic variety of sulphur

is hastened by scratching with a glass rod, but the change

does not take place in the opposite direction. We may

now apply thb crucial tests. Mechanical vibration

will transform B into A, and with positive fatigued
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substances this sliould produce an increase of resistance

(as A is less conducting than B) ; with negative substance

the same disturbance ought to produce a diminution of

resistance.

E0ect of Heat.—There are other methods‘by which

the B variety may be transformed into A; the more

subtle molecular disturbance due to heat may be expected

to be even more effective in producing the transforma-

tion. Here too, the crucial test is that by slight heating

the fatigued positive substance ought to show an in-

crease of resistance, and the negative substance a dimi-

nution of resistance. The two following curves (figs.

30 and 31) confirm my anticipations in a remarkable

manner. •

Effect of Heat and Mqfhanical Disturbance on a

Positive Fatigued Substance.— I shall at first deal with

the curve for iron. At the end of No. 28 curve, the

substance was left in the inert stage b. While in this

state, the receiver was heated to a slight extent. Observe

in the dotted portion of the curve the sudden

fall of conductivity (see fig. 30). I should state

here, that, though the fall has been indicated by a

straight line, as representing the somewhat sudden

fall of conductivity, I sometimes noticed on careful

inspection a slight oscillatory movement of the galvano-

meter |pot during this process. The significance* of*

this I will notice on a future occasion. The ultimate

effect of slight heating (excess of heat produces other

complications) is the restoration of the original reduced

conductivity. If the application of heat transforms

B into A, we may expect the substance to regain its

sensitiveness, which it lost in the fatigu*ed stage b. The

receiver was now exposed to radiation, and it^at once
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responded, exhibiting almost its original sensibility.

Observe hew the subsequent portion of the curve is a

repetition qf the curve No. 28, and how the substance

arrives at the second fatigued state b\ To observe the

Fig. 30. Curve showing the Etfect of Heat and Mechanical Vibration on a fatigued

Iron-filings Receiver.

* Application of heat. f Application of a tap.

effect of mechanical disturbance a gentle tap was given

to the receiver, and at once there was produced an

increase of resistance due to the transformation of B
into A, the receiver regaining its sensitiveness by the

transformation. The action of radiation was continued,

’ and after a few reversals the substance once more arrived

at the third fatigued state, b\ The process described

above could be repeated any number of times.

Effect of Heat and Mechanical Disturbance on a Negative

Fatigued Substance

Experiments^ similar to the above were carried out

with an arsenic receiver. From the curve given below
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(fig. 31) it is seen that the reaction of a negative sub-

stance is in every respect opposite to that of»a positive

substance. It will be noticed that in confirmation of

theory, heating or tapping produces restoration of

sensitiveness in the first class by an increase, and

in the second by a decrease of resistance. I have

been able to verify this deduction by observations

with nearly a dozen different substances, and have not,

so far, come across any to contradict it. It thus appears

that tapping restores the sensitiveness not by the separa-

tion of the electrically-welded particles (in which case

tapping ought to have produced an increase of resistance

in both the classes of fatigued substance), but by remov-

ing the strain in B and thus converting it into A.

The effect of electric radiation is thus to produce

re-arrangement of atoms and molecules in a substance
;

Fig. 31. Curve showing*the Effect of Heat and Mechanical Vibration on a fatigued

Arsenic Receiver.

b Effect of heat. b' Effect of tapping.

so does light produce new atomic and molecular aggre-

gation in a photographic plate, a subject to be dealt

with in detail in a future paper. Some’of my audience

at the Royal Institution (January, 1897) may remember
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mj attempt at explaining the action of the so-called

coherers (which, perhaps, may be better described as

“ molecular receivers ”) by analogy with the photo-

graphic action. I had then no proofs for the assertion.

I have sirx'c been able to obtain experimental evidence

that the two phenomena are essentially similar. The

coherer may therefore be regarded as a linear photo-

graphic plate ; since we are more likely to understand

the complex photographic action from the considera-

tion of the much simpler action of electric radiation

on elementary substances, where the effects are not

complicated by secondary reactions, a photographic

plate may be regarded as merely an assemblage of

“ molecular receivers.” I hope also to prove that

nearly all the detectors of, radiation are molecular re-

ceivers in reality. The investigation of this aspect of

the subject has given me some striking results

;

they seem to connect together many phenomena which

at first sight do not seem to have anything in common.

Another interesting question, the consideration of which

has for the present to be postponed, is, Why is it that

the sensitiveness is so marked in discontinuous metal-
*

He particles ? In other words. Why is the phenomenon

mainly one of skin or touch ? Is the phenomenon

wholly unknown in continuous solids ?

The experiments described in the present paper

show :— ,

(1) That ether waves produce molecular changes

in matter.

Q) That the molecular or allotropic changes are ^

attended with changes of electric conduc-

tivitj^, and this explains the action of the

so-called coherers.
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(3) That thfere are two classes of substances, posi-

tive and negative, which exhibit opposite

variations of conductivity under the action

of radiation.

(4) That the production of a particullr. allotropic

modification depends on the intensity and

duration of incident electric radiation.

(5) That the continuous action of radiation pro-

duces oscillatory changes in the molecular

structure.

(6) That these periodic changes are evidenced by

the corresponding electric reversals.

(7) That the “ fatigue
’*

is due to the presence of

the
‘‘

radiation product,” or strained B

variety.
^

(8) That by means of mechanical disturbance or

heat, the strained product can be trans-

formed into the normal form, the sen-

sitiveness being thereby restored.

The method described above of detecting molecular

changes is extraordinarily delicate, and is full of promise

in many lines of inquiry in molecular physics. It is

also seen that the phenomenon of contact sensitiveness,

contrary to previous suppositions, is perfectly regular.

There is no capriciousness in the response of sensitive

substances to the external stimuli, which may be mecha-
*

nical, thermal,* or . electric. The curves given above

show this ; but they fall to give a fair idea of the

richness and variety of the molecular phenomena,

seen as It were reflected in the fluttering galvanometer

spot of light ; of the transitory variations—of the curious

molecular hesitation at critical times a% to the choice

of the structure to be adopted, and of the molecular
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inertia by which the newly-formed structure is carried

beyond thfj position of stability, and the subsequent

creeping back to the more stable position. The

varieties of phenomena are unlimited, for we have in

each substance to take account of the peculiarity

of its chemical constitution, the nature of its response

to ether waves, the lag and molecular viscosity. All

these combined give to each substance its peculiar

characteristic curve ; it is not unlikely that these curves

may afford much information as to the chemical nature

and the physical condition of different substances.

I am at present trying to arrange an apparatus which

will, by means of the pulsating galvanometer spot of

light, automatically record the various molecular trans-

formations caused by the action of external forces.

(Proc, Roy. Soc., Feb. 1900.)



XIV

ON THE CONTINUITY OF EFFECT OF LIGHT AND ELEC-

TRIC RADIATION ON MATTER*
*

Though the theory of coherence gives a simple

explanation of many cases of diminution of resistance in

a mass of metallic particles subjected to electric radia-

tion, yet there are other cases which cannot be explained

by that theory. If coherence be due to electric welding,

it would follow that all sensitive particles would exhibit

a permanent diminution of resistance ; in other words,

the action should be non-discriminative and there

should be no self-recovery. J have shown, however, in a

previous paper, that the effect of radiation is by no

means non-discriminative. On the contrary, while its

effect on the positive class of substances, e.|., Mg,Fe,Ni,

is a diminution of resistance, its reaction on the negative

class, e.§,, K,Ag ,Br,I, is precisely the opposite, namely

an increase of resistance. Further, the conductivity

change is not always permanent, since several subs-

tances are known which quickly recover and attain their

original conductivity on the cessation of radiation, as

if a force of restitution were called forth to restore

them to their original condition. • •

I was thusded to suppose that the effect of radiation

is to produce a state of molecular strain. Evidences

will presently be adduced which will furnish proofs in

support of this view. ,

If a substance is molecularly distorted by the action

of an external agent, we may naturally 'expect that there

would be produced changes in the physico-chemical

( 163 )

•

K 2
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property of the substance. As a familiar instance phos^'

phorous is changed from the yellow to the red variety

by the action of visible radiation. After the allotropic

transformation into the red variety, phosphorus has

become chemically less active, insoluble in CS2 , and of

higher specific gravity. Similarly its other properties,

such as its elasticity, its position in the voltaic series, its

electric conductivity, etc., undergo a corresponding

modification. An identical molecular phenomenon,

seen from different aspects, may thus appear to be

diverse. Looking from an electric point of view

it is found that the conductivity of red phosphorus is

greater than that of the yellow variety. It is thus

possible to measure the induced molecular change by

measuring the correlated y^ri^ition of any of the pro-

perties described above. The choice of a particular

method will be governed by special convenience under

given conditions.

It would thus be possible to detect the effect of

molecular strain induced by visible or invisible radiation

by the following more or less sensitive methods. It is to

be borne in mind that the effect of radiation is almost

confined to the skin or outer layer of the substance.

(1) Method depending on the variation of the

adhesive or cohesive power of a substance,

6.#., in a daguerreotype plate, the mercury

vapour adheres by preference to tfie light-

impressed portions only. Images may in a

similar manner be developed by water vapour,

(p Method depending on the variation of chemicalf

activity undergone by the strained substance,

or the method of photographic development.

The acted and unacted portions ' are differ-
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ently attacked by the developer. The action

is not altogether independent of the effect

described below.

(3) Method depending on the variation of electric

potential, by which an E. M. F.* iS produced

between the acted and unacted portions of

a substance originally iso-electric.

(4) Method depending on the conductivity varia-

tion produced by the strain.

In the following investigations I shall employ spe-

cially the two last methods, and hope to demonstrate

the fundamental unity of effects of visible and invisible

radiation on matter. The subject is very extensive,

and I propose top deal with it, as briefly as is compatible

with clearness, in the three* accompanying papers :

—

I.
“ On the Continuity of Effect of Light and

Electric Radiation on Matter.” In this paper

various experimental methods and results

will be given, which can only be explained

on the supposition that the observed effects

are due to strain.

II. “On the Similarities between Mechanical and

Radiation Strains.” If the effects as

described above are really due to strain,

then similar results might be brought about

by artificially producing strain ‘in regard to

which there can be no possibility of doubt,

such as strain produced by niechanical means.

III. ” On the Strain Theory of Photographic

Action.” Having shown the strain* effect

due to light, I will show how some of the

obscure phenomena in photography receive

* a simple explanation on the abov^ theory.
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* Effect of Electric Radiation
r-

1. Method of Conductivity Variation

This method is specially suited for studying the

effect of fcl^ctric radiation on discontinuous particles.

Since the action of radiation is one of surface, the

larger is the superficial area the greater is the result

;

it is evident that loose particles expose a large surface

to the incident radiation. Moreover, as the effective

total resistance of the mass of particles is due to resis-

' tances of surface contacts, any change induced in

the surface layers will cause great variation of the total

resistance. In a continuous solid, on the other hand,

only a comparatively thin molecular layer on the surface

is acted upon ; but this Kis little effect on the con-

ductivity of the mass in the interior, protected by the

outer conducting sheet. A slight conductivity variation

can, however, be detected if the continuous solid takes

the form of an extremely thin layer. I shall presently

show that for the detection of molecular strain in a

continuous solid the electromotive variation is the more

suitable.

It has been stated that in the positive class there is

produced a diminution, and in the negative an increase

of resistance. These opposite reactions seem at first

difftcult to understand, but about their reality th;*re can

be no doubt. In another paper ter be* shortly com-

municated, I shall give an account of an independent

inquiry in which the positive, the neutral, and the

negative classes of substances are differentiated by their

characteristic curves. From the strongly positive sub-

stance like Fe| Mg, to the pronounced negative like K,

there a^e numerous gradations. In silver we have ^
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material which is almost on the line oi demarcation

;

it passes easily fronf\ one condition to another under the

influence of external variations.

2. External Change

If the response, positive. or negative, is really an

expression of some changed molecular condition, we

may expect it to be modified not only by the chemical

nature of the substance, but also (1) by previous history

of the substance, (2) by temperature, and (3) by pres-

sure.

Influence of previous history.~ks regards the first, I

have already shown in a previous paper that a substance

strained by radiation often exhibits opposite or reversal

effects. Freshly powdered particles often show erratic

results, but the effect becomes consistent after anneal-

ing, which also increases its sensibility evidently by

increasing the molecular mobility. The Improvement in

sensitiveness often obtained by shaking of the particles

is no doubt due to the same cause. In the various

types of molecular receivers, whether responding to

electric radiation, light, or mechanical vibration, similar

effect is observed. The receiver generally speaking, im-

proves gradually with working ; but after long-continued

action it gets overstrained and exhibits fatigue.

Influence of temperature.—As regards* temperature*,

1 have often* found that on excessively cold days the

receivers exhibit a diminution of sensibility, which be-

comes restored by warming. Various* reactions which

were very strongly exhibited in the warm cli|pate of

India, I found to be much diminished in Europe.

Cautious application of heat often iitcreases, not only

the sensibility, but also the power of self-recovery.
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High temperature, however, produces erratic behaviour

by causing riolent molecular disturbfince.

Influence of pressure .—Pressure also has pronounced

effect on molecular response. Moderate increase of

pressure kibeases the sensibility, but too great an

increase may cause a loss pf sensibility. In substances

which are nearly neutral, pressure variation may even

cause reversal of response.

The same receiver may, owing to some obscure

molecular modification, exhibit a response opposite in

sign to the normal. But under continued stimulation

of radiation, the abnormal response becomes converted

into the normal. Parallel instances will also be noticed

in the case of response to mechanical stimulus and to

light. It is thus seen how^the response is dependent

on the molecular condition, and how a change of this

condition may culminate in a reversal of response, say,

from a diminution to an increase of resistance. The
nature of the chemical substance, the molecular condi-

tion, the intensity and duration of radiation, the pres-

sure, the temperature, and even the electromotive

force acting on the circuit, are the factors instrumental

in the determination of the resultant response. I have

already shown how the cumulative action of continuous

radiation may produce molecular reversal. There may
thus, be one ‘or more reversals.

3. Recording Apparatus

In the following investigations, it is necessary to

observe^ the conductivity or the electromotive variations,
'

induced by external stimulus of various durations. It

Is also necessary to note the time-relations of direct and
after-effects. 'The conductivity and electromotive vari-
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ations can be deduced from the observed deflections- of

the galvanometer. ,When these are rapid, the observa-

tion requiring great alertness becomes veiy fatiguing.

This difficulty is still greatly accentuated when simul-

taneous time-observations have to be takent It thus

becomes necessary to have at. least two observers ; the

process of observation is very tedious, and the accumu-

lation of results extremely slow. But in the apparatus

now to be described, the mode of procedure has been

very much simplified, affording facilities for quick and

accurate record of responsive reactions.

The moving platform of the apparatus carries a

squared paper (divided into
,o

inch) on which the

record is made. . The platform moves uniformly by

clock-work, and the rate of travel of the paper may be

Fig. 32. The Recording Apparatus. P is the platform moving on rails and carrying

the squared recording paper. C. the clock-work. M, the mirror to reflect

the galvanometer spot of light on the platform. •

roughly adjusted by means of differertt-sized pulleys,

or more finely by the clock-work governor! The usual
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rate Is 1 inch in 30 seconds, and one'small division of

the paper measured horizontally ,is thus equal to 3

seconds, very much quicker or slower rates may

easily be obtained by means of the different-sized

pulleys. «The spot of light from the galvanometer is

thrown down on the paper by an inclined mirror. The

movement of the galvanometer spot takes place at right

angles to the direction of motion of the paper. There

is a guide rod at right angles to the motion of paper,

along which the recording pencil is moved. The

excursion of the galvanometer spot can thus be easily

followed with a pencil, and it is quite easy to do this,

when the fluctuation period is about 2 seconds. In

the experiments to be described, this period varied

from 2 seconds to several minutes. A curve is thus

directly obtained, with conductivity or electromotive

variation as ordinate, and the time as abscissa. The

curves given in the accompanying papers are exact

copies of the direct records.

4. Transition of a Molecular Receiver from Non-^recover^

ing to Self^recovering Condition

When a substance is strained by radiation there is

produced a sudden variation of conductivity. The

substance automatically recovers from the strained con-
*
dition (1) if'it has not been overstrained by an pcesslve

stimulus, or (2) if its electric elasticity is very great.

I have found, in general, that after careful adjustment of

the receiver it exhibits tendency towards self-recovery,

if the intensity of incident radiation is not too strong.

In the case of substances which are, electrically speak**

ing, highly elaslic, such as K, there is an automatic

rccovepr even after strong stimulation. The difference
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exhibited by various substances in regard to sfelf-

recovery is one merely of degree. 1 give below typical

cases which exhibit the gradual transition kqm so-called

non-recovery to complete self-recovery.

The galvanometer used is a dead-beat E>Arsonval of

moderate sensitiveness. The receiver was appropriately

fixed on a heavy base. This was supported on one or

two sets of pneumatic tyres so as to protect the sensitive

receiver from mechanical vibration.

Positive Type ,—In fig. 33 (a) is shown the effect of

radiation on Fes O4 when cold. Only the upper portion

of the curve is given ; the flash of radiation produced

a deflection of the galvanometer of sixty-four divisions.

Fig. 33. Di^rent stages in the evolution of a Molecular Receiver from a non-recover-

ing to a self-reco^«ring condition. The substance used is Fej O4, representing

positive type, which exhibits a diminution of resistance under electric radiation,

(a) the so-called non-recovery, really a case of very slo% recovery
;
{b) the same

slightly warmed, exhibiting a partial and arrested recovery ; (c) the same with

increased molecular mobility, recovery in 30''. In this and In the following,

thick line represents response to radiation, thin line exhibits recovery.

It will be observed that it had recovered fo the extent

of three divisions in the course of 60 seconds
;
if jhe r^ite
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of recovery had been uniform, there would have been

complete recovery in about 21 minutes, but in the later

stages, the recovery is very slow. In (6) is shown the

effect of increased molecular mobility due to cautious

warming. There was now semi-recovery in 60 seconds ;

the quickness of recovery went on improving, and after

a while the recovery was completed in 30 seconds.

Negative Type,—Fig. 34 exhibits the effect on the

negative type as exemplified by Sn and Pb coated with

Br. It appears that warmth is favourable to quick

recovery ; for in India with Pb coated with Br the self-

recovery was obtained with the greatest ease. In the

colder climate of England it takes a longer time for

Fig. 34. Self-recovering Receiver exhibiting negative response (increase ot resistance

under radiation), (a), (b), (c), and (d) are the differwt stages of quickness of

recovery in a brominated tin receiver
;
(e) and (/) are the records of a brominated

lead receiver.

the receiver to become adjusted to the condition of'

self-recovery. At first the flash of radiation produces

a sudden increase of resistance, from which there is no

immediate recovery, but an inspection of the galvano-
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meter spot at onci makes it evident that some internal

struggle has been g9ing on ; the spot trembles, as if

to overcome some internal friction; the substance

then exhibits a sudden recovery. After these preliminary

molecular adjustments the recovery becomes • perfectly

automatic and instantaneous.. Each flash of radiation

then produces a responsive galvanometer twitch, tmme-

diately followed by recovery.

Some of the stages are well seen in the curves given.

In (a) the recovery takes place in 50 seconds ; in (d) in

only 6 seconds ; (e) and (/) show recovery in lead coated

with bromine. The recovery gradually became very

quick, from 4 seconds to 3 seconds ; after that it was

too quick for record.

In all the above cases it >yill be noted that the curve

of recovery is convex to the abscissa ,* that is to say, it

is at first very rapid, but in the later stage it becomes

relatively slow.

5. A Self-^recovering and Metrical Receiver

The most perfect type of self-recovering receiver

that I succeeded in constructing was made of the

strained variety, of silver described in a previous paper.

It was there shown that this variety of silver exhibits,

under the action of radiation, an increase of resistance.

I had with me a portion of this variety prepared mdre

than a year ago, and it is probable that time had im-

proved its quality. I made with it a receiver consist-

ing of 3 mm. thickness of the powder between two

electrodes ; the pressure was adjusted by means* of a

micrometer screw which pressed one of the electrodes.

The applied electromotive force was 0*4 yolt, and the

resistance of the receiver was equal to 20 ohms^. The
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receiver showed the usual Increase of resistance with a

tendency Jto self-recovery. In about half an hour it

began to exhibit the most perfect self-recovery, and for

the next 3 hours of continuous work it went on giving

an extraordinary consistency of response.

The intensity of incident radiation was varied by

changing the distance of the radiator. In fig. 35 are

given responses to individual flashes at distances of 40

and 15 cm. It will be seen that the effects are very

Fig. 33. Transient increase of resistance in an Ag" receiver due to single flashes of radia-

tion. In (a) the radiator was at a distance of 40 cm. ; in (&) the distance was

reduced to 15 cm. Thick lines represent the effect of radiation, thin lines

represent the recovery.

consistent, the occasional variation being probably due

to some of the oscillatory sparks not having been as

efficient as ‘the others.

Certain analogies with the phenomena of Pliosphores-^

cence and ThermoAuminescencer—k remarkable pheno-

menon will be noticed in the recovery curve. It will

be se/en that the complete recovery is effected after

a series of minor oscillations. In other words, there

seems to be an after-vibration which persists for a time

in substances subjected to radiation. This is very
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suggestive in regfhrd to a not altogether different after-

effect of light in the fluorescent and phosphorescent

bodies. In the case of Ag' receiver, owing to its mole-

cular mobility, the recovery is automatic. But in the

case of so-called non-recovering substances*, *he strain

persists for a considerable time; the recovery can,

however, be hastened by removing molecular friction

through gentle heating. In connection with this, I

will quote an interesting observation previously made.

In an iron receiver strained by radiation there was

quick "recovery after heating, and careful inspection

showed a slight oscillatory movement of the galvano-

meter spot during the process. Here the strain pro-

duced by radiation remained latent to be released by

heat. In the phenomenon, of thermo-luminescence,

the strain effect of light also remains latent till set free

by the application of heat.

Effect of Continuous Radiation ,—Still more interest-

ing are the superposed effects of a series of flashes of

radiation. The first flash produces a certain molecular

distortion, attended with conductivity variation, from

which it tends to recover. This force of restitution

will be shown
,
to increase with increasing distortion.

Now if, before the substance has recovered from the

first shock, a second flash be superposed, it will produce
^

further distortion; but the effect will not •be quite* so

strong, masmueh a^ the force of restitution is increasing.

Thus a series of superposed flashes will produce a limit-

ing effect, which is kept balanced by tlie force of res-

titution. Under increased intensity of radiation, the

balancing position is at a higher level. The after-

effect, moreover, is more persistent under, stronger in-

tensity of stimulation*
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In fig. 36 are shown the effects of rapidly succeeding

flashes of radiation caused by the spring vibrator of a

Fig. 36. Variation of rcsistanco (deduced from diminution of galvanometer deflection)

in Ag receiver produced by electric radiation lasting for 15 . Distance of radia-

tor in (a)==40 cm. ; An (6)=25 cm. ; and in (c)=^ 15 cm. In (d) is given a series

of curves talcen^aftcr Half an hour with the radiator at a distance of 1 5 cm. The

numb^ on the left side of the upper curve indicate the absolute vdJue of resistance.
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Ruhmkorff’s coil! In (a) the radiator was kept at a

distance of 40 cm.; the radiation was continued for

15 seconds, after which 15 seconds was allowed for

recovery. A longer time would have allowed a more

complete recovery, but this would have entailed a great

loss of time in the long series of experiments contem-

plated. The recovery is therefore partial, the return

curves not exactly reaching the original starting posi-

tion. The record of response to the source of radia-

tion at a distance of 40 cm. shows that there is a

partial recovery between quickly recurring flashes, ob-

served in the fluctuating response about the balanced

position. Now when the intensity of radiation is in-

creased by decreasing the distance of the radiator to

25 cm. (see i), the strain effect persists for a longer

time, and the flashes arrive before the substance can

have recovered to any extent ; there is thus less

fluctuation in the balanced position. The intensity

of radiation was further Increased by placing the

radiator at a distance of 15 cm. (see c) the fluctua-

tions now disappeared ; and the galvanometer deflec-

tion was held rigid as long as the radiation was kept

on ; in fact, we have here an effect which physio-

logists describe as “ tetanic.” On the cessation of

radiation there was an immediate recovery. It will

be noticed how extraordinarily consistent are the sue-*

ceeding^values«of r,esponse. The resultant effect being

due to the additive effects of numerous flashes, an

occasional failure of an individual flash* is of little or

no importance. The series of responses in (d) wa^ taken

after half an hour; it will be noticed how very con-

sistent they are among themselves amef how similar to

those in (g), showing that even after half an hour’s con-

o
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tinudus work there had been but little fatigue with the

attendant ,change of sensibility.

Relation between the Intensity of Radiation and the

Conductivify-variation,—The resistance of the receiver

being nqt^^very large, the external resistance of the

shunted galvanometer and of the cell are not negligible

In comparison; the change of deflections is, there-

fore, not proportional to the variation of resistance.

To interpret the absolute values of the deflections, a

resistance box was substituted for the receiver, keeping

the rest of the circuit just as before. In this way the

absolute values of the resistances corresponding to

particular deflections were found. Some of these are

given on the left-hand side of fig.

The galvanometer deflections, when the radiator

was at distances of 40, 25 and 15 cm., were 23, 33 and

42 divisions respectively. Owing to the comparative

steadiness of the last two deflections there is no uncer-

tainty about them ; but on account of the fluctuation

in the deflection when the radiator is at a distance of

40 cm., it is difficult to find the exact value of the deflec-

tion ; the mean of the various deflections gives twenty-

three divisions. The absolute values of resistances

corresponding to these deflections are 180, 380, and 1020

ohms. The original resistance being 20 ohms, the

^vaxiations dbie to the different radiation intensities are

160, 360, and 1000 ohms.

The intensities of radiation at the above dis-

tances may approximately be taken as proportional to

4^’ “| 52 » or as 14 : 36 : 100. The corresponding

molecular effect^as measured by the increase of resistance

are found to'’ be as 16 : 36 : 100.
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It will thus be seen how accurately the indications

of the Ag' receiver measure the intensity of radiation.

Further progress in the study of different phenomena

connected with electric radiation has been seriously

hampered owing to the want of means fb^ measure--

ment of intensity of electric jadiation. But this diffi-

culty, as will be seen from the above, is not insuperable.

The strict proportionality of molecular effect can *

be taken as true only through a limited range. From
the results of various experiments, into the detail of

which I can not at present enter, it appears that, gene-

rally speaking, the curve of response (with molecular

effects as ordinates, and the intensities of stimulus

as abscissae) is not a straight line. It is at first slightly

convex, then straight, and^ in the last part concave.

It is only in the second part that the curve is approxi-

mately straight.

In considering the effect of electric radiation in

changing the conductivity of the particles, no explana-

tion can be regarded as complete, unless it explains

not only the diminution, but also the increase of re-

sistance ; the phenomenon of automatic recovery and

the opposite effects exhibited by the same receiver

under different molecular conditions, have also to be

explained. The increase of resistance of the Ag' re-

ceiver and its instantaneous recovery «re directly*

opposecT to th<f thopry of coherence.

The state of balance between the effect induced

by radiation and the force of restitufion on the one

hand, and the different equilibrium position; with

different radiation intensities on the other, point to the

phenomenon being due to molecular stfain produced by
radiation,*
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fatisue of the Receiver .— I wished to trace the gra-

dual appearance of fatigue in the Ag^ receiver, and for

this purposf kept it acted on with slight intermissions

for nearly 3 hours. At the end of that time it began

to show unmistakable signs of fatigue. Fig. 37 shows

I—* *

1
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i
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\
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Fig. 37. Fatigue and reversal in the Ag^ receiver. Thick lines represent the effect of

radiation, and dotted lines the recovery. Observe in the first three records the

incomplete recovery and increasing fatigue. In the fourth, there is produced

a reversal (a diminution of resistance instead of the normal increase).

the effect when the radiator was at a distance of 20 cm.

;

the deflections were now only twenty-one divisions,

whereas before this the deflection was thirty-three

divisions with the radiator at the increased distance of

25 cm. Formerly the recovery commenced imme-
*diately on tlie cessation of radiation, now there was a

short period of hesitation and then it b^gan to recover

somewhat slowly. The extent of recovery also grew

less and less, arid at last the receiver suddenly exhibited

the reyersal effect, by showing a diminution of resist-

ance.

A parallel iftstance under the continued action of

light will be demonstrated later.
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6 * Phenomenon of Reversal ^

(a) Effect of Sufy-'minimal Intensity of Stimulus ,

—

Another very curious phenomenon met with is the

opposite effects of radiation below and above the critical

intensity. I have in a previous paper shown that,

whereas the effect of radiatlgn of modeitite intensity

on As is to Induce an increase of resistance, the effect

of feeble Intensity of stimulus is to produce a diminu-'

tion. Positive classes of substances exhibit parallel

results. The opposite effects of feeble and strong

stimulation are exhibited not only under electric

radiation, but also under mechanical stimulus (cf, p. 204).

This result is certainly very curious, but I will show

later on that exactly similar effects are produced under

mechanical stimulation. ^

Possibly connected with the above is the following :

A receiver subjected to radiation of moderate intensity,

often exhibits a short-lived negative twitch imme-

diately followed by the normal response. This is pro-

bably due to the fact that it takes some time for the

sensitive substance to absorb the whole amount of

incident radiation. The first moiety absorbed may

thus fall below the critical intensity, and thus gives

the preliminary twitch of opposite sign to the normal

which occurs later by the absorption of a larger

amount^ of radiation. The response-eurve thus’

exhibits a negative twitch which precedes the

normal.

(b) Reversal due to Overstrain ,— I have also shown

that overstrain due to the continued action of .radia-

tion gives rise to a reversal of response, the reversal

being partial or complete. I give below a curve (fig. 38)

for Fes O4 under continuous radiation, where, after the
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maltimum effect was reached, there was a distinct trend

towards rcf^ersal. ^

The pQsitive class of substances, the normal

response of which is positive or diminution of resistance

under mcJdferate stimulation, gives negative response

(increase of resistance) .under sub-minimal stimulus.

This is specially noticeable in a receiver rendered inert

by prolonged rest. Annealing makes the response

normal, as also previous stimulation. Strong and pro-

longed stimulation tends to reverse the normal negative

response into positive. All these peculiarities of re-

sponse under electric radiation will also be found

characteristically exhibited by other receivers respond-

ing to the stimulus of light or of mechanical vibration.

IMSBimnIHm1inin«inin
pimin1HIml1inini

cf expo3ur§.

Fig. 38. Tendency towards reversal in FejOi receiver under*. the continued action

of radiation. Thick line shows ihe immediate effect, the thin line the

continued effect of radiation. In other cases the reversal is complete.

, 7. Physical Nature of ihe Change

From the fact that the conductivity variation above

described takes place in platinum and other noble

metals, pnd the further fact that the action gckis on even
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when the substance is kept immersed in a protecting

medium such as naphtha, it would appetir that the

observed effect is primarily due to physical strain. By

chemical action it is generally understood that the

change is irreversible and in one directloft. But in

the cases of complete self-reoovery exhibited by various

substances, there is an automatic return to the original

condition. It should, however, be borne in mind that,

as a result of the strain, the chemical activity of the

substance may undergo a change; a chemical action

would occur if the strained substance be immersed in

a medium for which it has a relatively stronger

attraction.

8. Electromotive Variation produced by Electric Radiation

In consequence of molecular strain produced by

electric radiation a difference of potential would

likely be induced between the acted and unacted

portions of a substance. A voltaic cell could be

made with two plates of similar substance ; there

would then be no P. D. between the two. But on ex-

posing one of the two plates to the effect of radia-

tion, a difference of potential might be established

between the acted and unacted plates. The differential

effect, if it exists, could then be detected by a galva-

nomet^ or an electrometer. There are, hbwever, ri\any

difficulties in* rendering this method practical. First

of all, in making a voltaic combination, some kind of

electrolyte is necessary, but unfortunately all electro-

lytes are opaque to electric radiation. This difficulty

could, however, be obviated to some ^extent by taking

an electrolyte which is almost a non-cqnductor (e.g.,

amylic alcohol) so as to be partially transRprent to
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electric waves. The second difficulty 'is, however, far

more serious for owing to the diffuse action of the

comparatively long electric waves it is impossible to

shield one plate while exposing the other. If both the

plates are equally acted upon, there would then be no

electromotive variation, ft was only after the conclu-

sion of another line of investigation on the electro-

motive variation produced by mechanical stimulus

that a clue was obtained to overcome the difficulty.

I then learnt that the effects of the same stimulus

on two pieces of the same metal, forming a voltaic

element, are not the same if the molecular conditions

of the two are different. Under such a condition a

P. D. exists between the two, and* stimulation of

both causes a variation of ^the existing electromotive

force.

I therefore expected to detect the effect of

electric radiation by an induced variation of the

original electromotive force. And if the effects are at

all parallel to those found in the conductivity variation

method (as diminution or increase of resistance) the

corresponding effects might be observed by a dimi-

nution or an increase of the existing electromotive

force.

In carrying out experiments to verify the above

Suppositions,*' I found my anticipations to be justified.

I at first made a cell by taking two varieties o? silver.

A piece of cotton wool moistened with amylic alcohol

was placed in* a glass tube. Ag and Ag' were
placed^ on opposite sides of the moistened cotton,

thus forming a voltaic element, the amylic alcohol

acting as the^elcfctrolyte. Two electrodes compressed

the powder, till a current was observed to flow. As in
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the case of - recfeivers for exhibition of conductivity

variation, a careful adjustment of pressure ia necessary

for obtaining the best result. In order that the effect

observed might be purely due to electromotive variation

and not to the variation of conductivity, th« cell was

connected with a capillary electrometer. Owing to the

opacity of the electrolyte the intensity of radiation has

to be strong; the radiator was therefore placed at a

distance of 6 inches from the cell. The incident

radiation induced a responsive variation of the electro-

motive force. Long continued radiation induced a

reversal as oboerved in the case of conductivity-varia-

tion previously described.

I give below .the results of three experiments with

different combinations :— ,

Original

E. M. F.

New value after the

action of radiation.

Percentage

reduction.

1 . . 1-26 V. M5 V. 9

II . . 0-39 V. 0-312 V. 20

Ill . . 0'065 V. 0-039 V. 40

I was next desirous of obtaining a continuous record

of electromotive changes induced by the continued

action of electric radiation. For this purpose I used

a galvanometer.

A cjll was made, in the way previously described,*

with two spechnens of magnesium powder. Owing to

some differences in the two portions there was an initial

P. D. of 0*042 V. between the two electrodes. The

E. M. F. of the cell was balanced by the potentlpmeter

method, a sensitive galvanometer (with an interposed

high resistance) being used as the detector of electro-

motive variation. Fig. 39 (a) shows the deviation from
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the' balanced position by radiation which nearly reduced

the potential difference to half it^ original value. A
second experiment [see (b) ] gave almost identical

results.

Fig. 39. E. M. variation in a Mg receiver. The original E. M. F. was 0‘042 V. This

was reduced to 0*021 V. by electric radiation.

«

It is thus seen that th^ response-curve by electro-

motive variation under electric radiation is similar to

that obtained by the method of conductivity variation.

It has been shown that there is a recovery when

the range of electric elasticity of the substance is not

narrow, or when the strain is not too great; that on

subjecting the substance to the continued action of

radiation there is a limiting effect; that too long

continued action tends to produce an electric reversal;

that too feeble an intensity may give rise to a response

of opposite sign to that of the normal. We shall

‘next investigate whether visible radiation produces

similar results.

• Effect of Light

The molecular effect due to visible radiation may as

in the previous case, be detected by the method of con-

ductivity or, electromotive variation. That light does

produc^ conductivity variation is seen in seieniun^, I
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have also succeeded in detecting the effect of light in

producing variation, of contact resistance in a galena

receiver. One and the same receiver responded in the

same way when alternately acted on by visible and

invisible (electric) radiation. The peculiainties of this

universal radiometer were in every way similar to

those of detectors for electric radiation.

It is, however, more satisfactory to study the effect

of light in producing electromotive variation. Bec-

querel, Minchin, and others have shown that light

produces an electromotive variation in a photo-electric

cell. Like electric radiation, the effect of light is not

confined to any particular metal or groups of metals,

but all metals exhibit an electromotive variation under

its action. Two opposite e^ffects are likewise shown ;

in some cases the potential is raised, in others, the

potential is lowered by the action of light.

I now proceed to show the remarkable similarity of

the curves of response produced under electric

radiation and under light. For the photo-electric cell

I used two silver strips fastened by solid paraffin on two

sides of a glass plate. The front surfaces were exposed

to bromine vapour. The two strips formed the two

plates of the photo-electric cell, the electrolyte being

common tap-water.

If the two strips are exactly similar, then there is* no*

P. D. between*thea\, and the effect of light on either of

the strips is the same. When both the plates are illu-

minated, there is then no resultant effect. But if the

two plates are slightly different, then the effects pn the

two are not the same. An electromotive variation is

induced even when both the plates* are exposed to

light.
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9. Effect of Short Exposure to Light

In fig.' 40 (a), is shown the effect of light of 2

seconds din'ation on one of the two AgBr plates. An

incandescent gas-burner was placed at a distance of

Fig. 40. Electromotive variation in AgBr cell due to tKe action of light. Ordinate

repr^enta E. M. variation, and abscissa the time. Thick lines represent the effect

of light and dotted lines the recovery, (a) and {b) represent the effect of

exposure to light fbr 2 seconds. The distance of source of light in (a)= 12

inches ; In (i)=^6 inches, (c) and (d) represent the effect of continuous light

for 30'\r distance of source of light in (c)= 18 inches ; in (d)«9 inches.
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12 inches. Previous maintenance of the plates in the

dark enhances the sensitiveness ; the cell then responds

to feeble light emitted by a candle. The similarity of

responses to light and electric radiation is very remark-

able (c/. fig. 35). The recovery curve is als6 Convex to

the abscissa. The time allowied for recovery was not

sufficient to bring the substance back to its original

condition. The successive starting-points are therefore

slightly ascending. In the last curve in, the series (a)

sufficiently long time was allowed, and the substance

completely recovered in about 37 seconds, {b) shows

the effect of light of about four times the intensity,

the source being brought nearer to a distance of 6

inches. The effect is stronger, but not quite equal to

four times the effect produceil in the last case.

10. E0ect of continuous Action of Light

Just as in the case of electric radiation, light pro-

duces a maximum effect, corresponding to a given

intensity. Fig. 40 (c) shows the effect of continuous

light of 30 seconds duration, the source of light being

at a distance of 18 inches. Observe the tendency of

the curve to become horizontal when reaching the maxi-

mum. (d) shows the effect of four times the intensity,

the source of light being at a reduced distance of 9

inches. JHere, too, the intensity of effect "is not quite

four times the ^ect of light at a distance of 18 inches.

11. Reversal Effects

With electric radiation it was found that the .effect

of a flash was sometimes a preliminary negative twitch

immediately followed by the normal resp^onse. With

light, too,* it is frequently found, as has als^ been
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observed by Mlnchin, that the imrhediate result is a

transitory ' negative followed by the normal action.

A reversed response is also observed under molecular

modification.

If the "action of light is prolonged beyond the

attainment of maximum effect, a tendency appears

towards, or actual reversal.

In hg. 41 is given an interesting series of results

showing the growth of fatigue, the different phases

culminating in an actual reversal (compare with fig. 37).

It will be seen that in the second, response was feebler,

Fig, 41. Fatigue and reversal in AgBr cell.

and a tendency towards reversal had already taken place

after an exposure of about 9 seconds. In the third,

the response is feebler still. In the fourth, the normal

response lasting for 3 seconds, is extremely weak;

there is then a reversal of response which is fairly

strong. On the stoppage of Jight the reversed effect

persists for some time. After the fourth, the responses

become reversed.

It will thus '‘be seen that both electric radiation and

light i^oduce similar conductivity and electromotive
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variations. Tw6 opposite effects are observed in both.

The response curves are similar in the •two cases.

Under the. action of continued radiation l?oth exhibit

a limiting effect. Under too long continued action,

both exhibit a tendency towards or an aclual reversal.

(Proc. Roy. Soc. June 1901 .)
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ON THE SIMILARITIES BETWEEN RADIATION AND
‘

‘ MECHANICAL STRAINS

In the previous paper various effects have been

described caused by visible and electric radiation. Con-

siderations were adduced which tended to show that

these effects were due to molecular strain induced

in the substance by the action of radiation. The whole

history of the change produced by radiation, both the

direct and after-effects, were graphically recorded in

the various curves. The strain effect produced in

a substance was shown tq. be attended with conduc-

tivity or electromotive variation. We shall next inquire

whether strain, which is undoubtedly produced by

mechanical means, gives rise to response by conductivity

and electromotive variations.

As regards the conductivity variation due to mecha-

nical strain, it is well known that in the construction of

standard resistance coils, winding the wire on a spool

causes a distinct variation of resistance, and that this

strain effect can only be removed by annealing.

The difference between the resistance of a substance

when strained and after it is annealed is sometimes

very considerable.
,

-

The effect of electric radiation in changing the con-

ductivity of a mass of discontinuous particles is very

great., It is to be borne in mind that the effect of electric

radiation is only skin-deep. As the action is one of

surface, the lari[er the surface the greater is the effect^

produced. As already stated, the effective surface

( 192 )
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accessible to radiation in loose particles is very much

enlarged. Moreover, the resistance offered to the

particles is not dSe to the individual solid 4umps, but

to the resistance of surface layer. It is [precisely the

surface layers that are affected by radiation, and hence

the marked variation of resistance.

When the particles become continuous, the radiation

can only affect the extremely thin layer of molecules

on the surface, the mass in the interior*being shielded

by the outer conducting sheet ; the molecular changes

produced on the surface layer do not affect to any appre-

ciable extent the conductivity of the mass.

For detection of strain effect in continuous solids the

method of electromotive variation is the more suitable.

It has been shown that light\:auses a P. D. between the

acted and unacted plates. 1 shall next deal with the

question whether mechanical stimulation gives rise to

an electromotive variation between the acted and

unacted plates.

1. The Strain Cell

For the purpose of the experiment, I made a voltaic

element composed of two pieces WW\ taken from the

same metal wire. These are fixed parallel to each other

in an L-shaped piece of ebonite (fig. 42). ^The wires .

at their lower ends are fixed to the ebonite piece ty

means of ebonite Screws SS'. The upper ends are

fixed to metallic rod».£E' (which alsp serve as the

electrodes), keptwH^erately stretched by springs CC.
The two electrodes lead to a sensitive dead-beat gal-

vanometer of D’Arsonval typci A lopg handle, A,

provided with a pointer, could be attached either to

E or E\ and by its means either of the wires* could
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be twisted. The angle of torsion is measured With the

help of a graduated circle, not

shown in the figure.

If a cell be made of two

clean wires cut from the same

piece, with water as the elect-

rolyte there should theoretically

be no P. D. between the two.

But in practice a small P. D.

exists between the wires, owing

to slight difference in their

molecular condition.

This initial difference can,

however, be aiinulled by appro-

private means, for example by

subjecting them to mechanical

vibration for a short time.

After these precautions are

taken, results are obtained which

are extraordinarily consistent.

Now if one of the two wires

be continuously twisted, an

F- TL C. • r n
increasing P. D. is induced

rig. 42. The Strain Cell. i • • i i

during torsion between the

acted and the unacted wires. This may be measured
by the deflection of the sensitive galvanometer. A
curve of response could thus be obtained with electro-

motive force, measured by the galvanometer deflection,

as ordinate, and the time during which disturbance is

kept up as abscissa. Such curves were directly obtained

by the recordinjg apparatus described in my previous

paper. The#wire was twisted at a uniform rate. The
succes^ve dots represent the completion of

^

360°. To
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keep the deflectloh within the scale, a megohm was

interposed in the circuit. The resistance of» the cell

was about 5000 ohms. The absolute values of electro-

motive force corresponding to the galvanometer de-

flections were subsequently obtained by noting *he effect

of a known electromotive force.

,

2. Effect of Torsional Disturbance

Most of the metals—exceptions presently to be

described—become negative during molecular disturb-

ance caused by torsion, i.e., the current through the

liquid is from the acted to the unacted wire. As there is

a considerable vagueness in the terms positive and

negative^ which has. led to much confusion, I would name

the acted wire as becoming lincoid or Z, when under

an external disturbance the current flows through the

electrolyte from the acted to the unacted wire. Again,

in certain cases the reverse is true ; the current flows

from the unacted to the acted wire ; the acted wire will

in that case be designated as cuproid or C.

The Induced electromotive variation is not due to

twist as such, but to molecular disturbance induced

during increasing twist. For if the wire be held sta-

tionary in the twisted position, the molecular disturb-

ance with the attendant electromotive variation will

gradually disappear (fig, 43). Other fads will be

brought (orward to ^how that the effect is due to the

molecular disturbance.

The wires used in the following exfferiments were

from commercial specimens. The length was in jvery

case about 9 cm., but the diameters were not the same.

The responses under electric radlatlbn, and under

the stimulus of mechanical vibration will presently be
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shown to exhibit remarkable similarities. Still more

extraordinary are the similarities, that exist even in

Abnormalities, several instances of which will be pven

later; of these I shall mention here only one. It

Fig. 43. £. M. variation due to torsion of zinc wire. Successive dots in the ascending

portion of the curve represent effect of rotation through 360'^. The descending

curve^reprcsents recovery.

was shown in experiments with electric radiation that

substances sometimes fall into a sluggish molecular

condition, when the responses almost disappear. Strong

stimulation (induction shocks, etc.) or annealing is then

found to restore the sensitiveness. The same peculiarity

is observed in the strain-cell. Lead, for example,

specially on cold days, is apt to fall into a sluggish con-

dition, when it becomes almost irresponsive, But it

regains its sensitiveness after intense Vibration or after

annealing.

« All metals" (including the noble metal Pt) when

molecularly disturbed exhibit electromotive effect. The

intensity of electromotive variation depends on the

nature and physical condition of the substance. The

intensity ol effect does not, however, depend on the
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chemical activity of the substanc^i-lor the electromotive

variation in the relatively inactive tin is greater than that

of zinc. The electrolyte used in the following experi-

ments is common tap-water, but similar effecte are also

obtained with distilled water.

3. Self-recovery

It was said that the acted wire, usually speaking,

becomes zincoid. This is not universally the case, for

there are substances which become cuproid under mecha-

nical stimulation. I have previously said that electric

radiation produces opposite effects on different sub-

stances; silver is often found to show an effect (increase

of resistance) oppci^ite to that of generality of metals.

It is very curious that silver^ is also often found to

exhibit an opposite electromotive effect under mecha-

nical stimulation, that is to say, the acted wire becomes C.

As long as the wire is not overstrained there is

always a recovery. Observe the character of recovery

in the curve for Zn when the twisting was stopped. It

will be noticed that the recovery is very rapid at first,

but slow in the later part, and that the recovery is com-

plete.

4. Irreversible Molecular Effect of Twist

In the case of electric radiation or light, the impulses

are of a vibrational nature, unlike the uni-directioned

mechanical twists us^d in the above experitnents. To
make the two sets of phenomena comparable, we should

have the mechanical disturbance of a vibi^ational nature,

also. 1 therefore next tried to see what the effect wpuld

be by reversing the direction of the twist, and found

that the induced electromotive force is ifidependent of

the direction of twist, that is to say the electroiyotive
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Variation is the same, whether thfe torsion is right-

handed or left-handed.

I nex^ tried the effect of a complete torsional vibra-

tion. I twisted the wire suddenly through +90^^, then

back to^^ero, then to—90°, and again back to zero, the

complete vibration being executed in half a second.

It will be seen that under these conditions we have a

mere vibration and no resultant twist. This gives rise

to an electrqmotlve variation, the magnitude of which

simply depended, as will be shown later, on the ampli-

tude of vibration. It did not matter in the least whether

the vibration commenced with a right- or left-handed

twist.

It may be stated here that similar electromotive

variation is obtained by molecular disturbance produced

by a mechanical tap.

I shall now describe the effect of mechanical stimulus

of varying intensities and durations. The intensity

may be varied by varying the amplitude of vibration.

We shall also study the effect of a single stimulus, or the

summated effect of rapidly succeeding stimuli.

A set of experiments on the effect of mechanical

stimulus may thus be carried out parallel to those on

the effect of radiation stimulus. It would then be ins-

tructive to compare the response-curves of mechanical

with those of radiation stimulus.

•

5. E0ect of a Single Stimulus

For studying the effect of mechanical stimulus, a

voltaic element made of “
tin

” wire* is very suitable,

Normal responses are easily obtained after annealing,
t

* By tin Mrire is meant what is sold as Euch, and used as electHc fuse. It v

a fdial^e alloy of tin and lead,
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As has been sai4 before, any other metal may be used ;

I have, in fact, obtained as good results with platinum.

But the advantage df tin is that the electromotive varia-

tion is comparatively strong ; under favourable condi-

tions this may be as high as O'4 volt ; another advan-

tage is that it shows very little fatigue. On freshly

making the cell, signs may be exhibited of abnormal

irritability ; this is due to the fact that a stable molecular

condition has not yet been reached ; but a more settled

state soon supervenes, and after that successive

responses are obtained which are extraordinarily regular

and consistent amongst themselves.

That the response is due to molecular disturb-

ance in the acted wire may be shown by the following

experiment. Tlie wire is clamped below ; when the

wire is subjected to torsionaf vibration, there is produced

a strong molecular disturbance with the attendant

electromotive variation. The wire is next released from

the clamp and vibration imparted as before ; there

is now no electromotive response.

In fig. 44 is given a series of curves for different

“ intensities
" of vibration. For want of space I have

given a few only of each series. As a matter of fact,

the succeeding series would have been mere repetitions

of those which preceded. I have taken as many as 500

successive records, and each record is a mere duplicate^

of the r%st. The substance does not exhibit any appre-

ciable fatigue, esp&ially if a period of rest be allowed

for complete recovery. It will be seei\ that the rise is

quick, whereas the fall is comparatively slow, specially

in the later part.

With strain cells, there is no per#nanent change

;

the stimulated wire returns exactly to its original condl-
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tlon on the cessation of stimulus. In t[»e border region

between physics and chemistry no sharp line of

demarcation can be drawn. In the' case of tin cell the

two wires are originally alike; under mechanical vibra-

tion a difference of potential is induced between the

strained and unstrained wires. The induced electro-

motive variation disappea/s when the acted wire recovers
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Fig. 44, E. M. variation due to a single vibration through 90®, 180®, and 360® in a Tin

cell. Period of vibration O’S'. Thick lines represent effect of stimulus, dotted

lines represent the recovery.

from stimulation. We may describe the same fact in

chemical language by saying that owing to molecular

Strain the stimulated wire becomes chemicjsllylmore
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active (zinc-like)* and that the wire recovers its original

condition on the cessation of stimulus.

6. Increasei Effect with Increasing Intensity df Vibration

In fig. 44 are given the curves of response, for single

vibration, of amplitudes of 90"^, ISC' and 360°, the

period lasting for 0*5 second. It will be noticed that

the intensity of response increases with the energy

of vibration.

7. Effect of Summation of Stimuli

In the case of effect of rapidly succeeding flashes of

electric radiation on Ag', it was shown (see fig. 36^^)

that the partial effects became fused together and that

there was a limiting effect, kept balanced by the force

of restitution. With rapidly succeeding mechanical

stimuli, we again obtain precisely similar results. Fig.

45 (a, b) shows the effect of continuous vibration on tin

cell, with different intensities of vibration, the vibration-

frequency being twice in a second. The curve gradually

rises and attains a maximum, at which position it is

held almost rigid as long as the vibration is kept up.

But on the stoppage of stimulation there is an immediate

recovery, and if sufficient time be allowed the recovery

is complete, as seen in the last curve of the series. The

disturbance was kept up for 1 minute, and the period*

of recovery allpwed was also 1 minute. In this way I

obtained a long-continued series of similar responses,

there being little fatigue ; this is the case when a

period of repose Intervenes. But if the vlbrajion is

kept up without intermission, signs of fatiguts begin to

appear and the curve tends to fall. In some metals

there ma^ even be a reversal, Observe the flat top of
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the curve similar to that of Ag' under electric stimulus

mentioned above. Also the effects of different inten-

sities of vibration, as shown in h^re 45, j(a) and (6)-*

Fig. 45. Effect of continuous vibration, (a) and (h) show effects on a Tin cell. In (c)

the effect on the particular Silver cell ; the sign of E. M. variation is opposite to

that of Tin cell, (d) shows the effect on a Nickel cell.

In (d) IS shown the effect of vibration on Ni. After

reaching the maximum there is a tendency towards

reversal. Ni also shows greater signs of fatigue.

In (c), fig. 45, is shown the interesting curve for a

given piece of Ag. The effect is very much feebler, and
* curiously enough it gave response of an opposite sign,

the vibrated wire becoming cuproid^. It was ‘said that

silver occupied a peculiar position as regards response

to electric radiation, sometimes responding in one, and

again
^
in an opposite manner, probably owing to its

readiness ' to pass from one molecular condition to

another, under® slightly different external conditions.

With mechanical vibration, too, I find silver, exhibiting
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positive or negative responses, the acted wire becoming

on different occasions either Z or C. >

Fig. 46.

A. Effect of stimulus of short duration.

() Effect of electric radiation on Ag' (conductivity variation).

() „ light on AgBr (E. M. variation).

(c) „ mechanical vibration on Tin (E. M. variation).

B. Effect of continued action of stimulus.

((/) Effect of continued action of electric radiation on Ag' (conductivity variation).

(e) „ „ .» mechanical variation on Tin (E. M. variation).

(f) „ „ „ light on AgBr (E. M. variation).

(9) .. 1 . .t mechanical vibration on Nickel (E. M. variation).

*
. ^

8. Reversal Effects

Reversed Effect due to Suh-minitnal Stimulus .—Just

like the negative effect (i.e., opposite to the normal)

often exhibited under electric radiation wheq the sti-

mulus is below the critical intensity, s6 also feeble

mechanical stimulus often produced an effect opposite

to the. normal. Thus with strain cell ma^e of lead.
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I found that whereas the acted wire became cuproid

with an amplitude of vibration of 4®, the same wire

when vibrated through 45® became zincoid. 'Thus in a

Pb cell (50,000 ohms in circuit);

Amplitude of " Deflection. Result.

vibration.

4° 5 divisions to right. Acted wire C.
45° 70 left. Z.

The opposite effect under sub-minimal stimulus

was too frequent- to be accidental, but it did not occur

invariably. On the occasions when it occurred, this

negative effect disappeared after continued vibration.

Thus on taking a record of effect of continued vibration,

there is produced a negative twitch, which is converted

later into a positive deflection, just as in the curves of

effect of light (see below fig. 48).

Reversal produced by Continued Stimulation .—After

the maximum effect the attainment of the further con-

tinuation of vibration tends to produce a reversal. This

is specially the case with nickel in which the curve of

response becomes completely reversed.

I have described the various molecular effects pro-

duced by mechanical stimulus under varying conditions,

and shown how very similar they are even in details

to the effects produced by electric radiation and light.

How striking these similarities are will be seen from

the following* tabular statement and compari^n of

different curves.

9. Response comv/lon to Electric Radiation, Light, and

Mechanical Vibration

1. The molecular effect produced may be detected

either by cqnductivity or electromptive variation

ntethods..
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2. Substance^ when not overstrained exhibit' re-

covery ; the recovery is, however, delayed Vhen there

is overstrain.

3. Response is modified by previous histpry, and the

influence of the surrounding conditions/ Slight rise

of temperature and annealing are generally favourable

to increased sensitiveness and quick recovery.

4. Under the action of electric radiation, light, and

mechanical vibration, two opposite effects are exhibited

;

by the conductivity variation method this is seen in the

diminution or Increase of resistance ; a positive or

negative variation is obtained by the method of elec-

tromotive variation.

5. In the curve of response, in all the above cases,

the ascending portion is abrupt, whereas the fall during

recovery is at first rapid, then comparatively slow, the

curve of recovery being thus convex to the abscissa.

6. Under rapidly succeeding stimuli, there is a fusion

of individual effects ; the curve rises to a maximum,

when the force of restitution is kept balanced by the

force of molecular distortion.

7. Sub-minimal stimulus often produces a response

of opposite sign to that of normal. Too long-continued

stimulation produces, or tends to produce, a reversal.

8. Under certain molecular modifications, the res-

ponse is of opposite sign to that of the nofmal. C&nti-

nued stimulation, converts the abnormal into normal.

The response curve may thus exhibit, at the beginning,

a negative twitch followed by the normal positive.

A number of curves selected from experiments

already described, are given (see fig. 46) to illustrate

graphically the remarkable similarities « of response

under diverse modes of stimulation*
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1*0. Effect of Stimulation by Light ^balanced by

* Mechanical Stimulation

I have hitherto spoken of the similarities of *the radia-

tion and mechanical strains, but have not yet said any-

thing aboUi; ihelr mutual relation.

It is known that in cases where electric radiation

produces an increase of conductivity, mechanical vibra-

tion produces an opposite effect, i.e., an increase of

resistance. It thus appeared that two opposite mole-

cular effects were produced by the two different modes

of stimulation.

In verification of this I investigated the effects

of light and mechanical vibration in Inducing electro-

motive variation in a strain cell. For this purpose I

took a tin cell, and subjected one of the wires to the

action of light and mechanical vibration alternately.

The upper curve of fig. 47 shows the effect of light of

4-

Fig. 47. Effect of light and torsional vibration on a Tin cell. Licht niakes the acted

wire cuproidt mechanical vibration makes it zincoid.

a given intensity. It will be noticed that light makes

the acted wire cuproid. But the action of mechanical

vibration (see lower curve in same figure) makes the

acted wire zincoi<^. and after several trials I found that

a vibration with an amplitude of 3° produced a series of
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curves similar, biA of opposite sign, to those produted

by light. Mechanical vibration thus produced a

molecular dfect opposite to that of light.
,

I next allowed both the stimuli to act simultaneously

on one of the wires ; the action of light was* then found

to be exactly balanced by the action of mechanical

vibration, an Increase or diminution of either at once

upsetting the balance.

The molecular effect of mechanical .vibration thus

appears, at least in the case of tin, to be opposite to that

produced by light. This may be the case in general

;

the exception might be when one of the two stimuli

is normal and the other sub-minimal.



XVI

ON THE STRAIN THEORY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTION
1. •

The uncertainty in regard to satisfactory explanation

of photographic action is due to the experimental

difficulties in studying the problem. As for instance :

—

(1) There Js reason to believe that every substance

is molecularly affected by radiation, but

detection of the induced change is rendered

impossible by the imperfection of methods

hitherto available, and also by the subsequent

self-recovery of the substance in darkness.

The effects can be detected in a few cases only

when the changes produced happen to be

visible, or become visible on development.

(2) As regards direct chemical tests, taking for

example, the case of AgCl, the quantity

of radiation product is exceedingly small;

this occurs in the presence of a very large

amount of unchanged chloride and the

isolation of the minute traces of changed

product is extremely difficult. Various

secondary reactions, moreover, complicate

tne phenomenon.
• To arrive at a correct idea of the changes produced,

it is necessary to measure the minute effects produced

by radiation on the extremely thin layer—perhaps only

a few molecules deep—of the sensitive substance. In

order to ascertain this, it is desirable to begin with the

study of some elementary substance in which its effects

jure attended with few secondary complicatidns. And,
( 208 )
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lastly, it is neceisary to have some means of studying

all the stages of change in a continuous manner, so that

the important preliminary phase of “ molecular nego-

tiation ” may not be missed. I have in my two previous

papers shown how the above ideal requirenaeuts may be

realised by taking advantage of the conductivity or

electromotive variation methods which not only enable

the detection of extremely minute molecular changes

produced by radiation, but also to follow the changes

moment after moment in a continuous manner.

1 have described in the two previous papers the

various molecular effects induced by light, electric

radiation, and mechanical stimulation, under diverse

conditions. The, consideration of these will give a clear

Insight into various obscurej)henomena connected with

photographic action, among which may be mentioned

the following :

—

1. Photo-chemical induction.

2. Relapse of invisible image.

3. Recurrent reversals.

4. The development of pressure marks.

1 .
“ Chemical ” and “ Physical ” Theories of Photo--

graphic Action

It is an arbitrary distinction to call a phenomenon

either physical or chemical when it happens io be on the*

common* border region. I have shown that when a

substance is molecularly strained by light, its chemical

activity is modified in consequence df the physical

strain. The acted and the unacted portions will ^there-

fore be unequally attacked by a developer'. In the

case of a compound, the strain produced by light may

cause a modification which renders it susceptible to
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decomposition by the action of a reducing agent. The

observed evolution of chlorine when moist AgCl is

exposed to the long-continued action of intense light is

often adduced in support of the chemical nature of

photographic action. This extreme case of dissocia-

tion cannot, however, be Regarded as representative of

the action of light in the formation of latent images.

In ordinary photographic action we have merely the

effect of a moderate stress producing the correspond-

ing strain (with concomitant variation of chemical

activity), and not the disruptive effect of a breaking

stress.

With reference to photographic action, various facts

are known which cannot be satisfactorily explained by

purely chemical considerations. In connection with this

the following experiment of Professor Dewar is sug-

gestive. It is found that at the low temperature of

— 180"^ C., there is a cessation of all chemical action.

Even such an extremely active substance as K does

not show any action when immersed in liquid oxygen.*

Now at these extremely low temperatures, where the

action of such an active substance as K is suspended,

an Eastman film was still found fairly sensitive to photo-

graphic action.

In the above case, it is difficult to see how light could

' hare produced any chemical action upon the relatively

Inactive silver salt. It is more likely cthat the effect

produced was of the nature of some physical strain.

That light ddes produce molecular strain even at

such Jow temperatures—a strain which may remain

latent—is* shown from Professor Dewar s experiments

on phosphoresiience. Ammon. Pt. Cyanide cooled to
c.

• De«r|^. Friday Evening Discourse at Royal Institution. June 26. 1891
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— 180° C. In liquid air absorbs light, but emits feeble

radiation. But as the temperature is raised •the stored*

up light is •emitted with very great intensity .

I now proceed to consider the photographic inter-

pretations of the various molecular response»carves taken

under the action of radiation, ^s detailed in my previous

papers.

2. Substances may be Sensitive and yet give no Photo-

graphic Image

The photographic effect on a sensitive plate is usually

demonstrated by appropriate development, long after

exposure. The after-effect of light on the sensitive

substance may be fugitive or persistent. There are

numerous gradations of thlg persistency of after-effect.

In order that the effect of light may be “ developed.”

it is therefore necessary that the portions corresponding

to the image should not in the meantime have recovered

from the strain Induced by radiation ; for otherwise there

would be nothing to distinguish the light-impressed

portions from others not affected by light.

Though almost all substances are molecularly

affected by radiation, yet there is a great difference in

the permanence of after-effects. The recovery, as has

been mentioned before, is very quick in some cases,

whereas in others it may be protracted.

It is* obvious that any method which attempts to

develop the after-effect a long time after exposure will

not be successful in cases where there* is a quick self-

recovery. It will only be successful where th^ strain

effect is more or less*^ persistent.

It is thus seen that it is quite possiblfe for a substance

to be sensitive to radiation, and yet seem to show no
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effect capable of photographic development, owing to

rapid self-recovery.

<

3. Relapse of the Invisible Image

The above considerations afford a simple explana-

tion of the very obscure, phenomenon of the relapse

of the invisible image. Recovery is merely a question

of time. With certain substances it is immediate,

with others it takes a longer time, as in a daguerreotype, •

where the latent image disappears in the course of

several hours. In ordinary photographic plates the

recovery may not take place for several years. We
have seen how the strain effect of electric radiation

was transient in some cases, whereas it was more

persistent in others. ,

It is evident that in order to make the after-effect

more or less permanent, and thus render it developable,

self-recovery should be retarded. There are two ways

in which the after-effect may be rendered comparatively

permanent : (1) Even a highly elastic substance may

be rendered more or less permanently distorted by

straining it beyond the limit of elastic recovery ; or (2)

the presence of a retarding substance may prevent the

self-recovery of the sensitive material. One of the chief

functions of the so-called sensitlsers may pobably be

in preventing self-recovery anA rendering the after-effect

permanent.

4. Permanence of the After-^effect by Overstrain

Tlvis in many cases where images cannot be secured

with ordinary exposure, they can be obtained with exces-

sive strain caused by prolonged exposure. Thus Moser

obtained an invisible image on a clean silver plate by
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exposing It to tile sun for 2 hours or more. Th5 in-

visible image was afterwards fixed by development with

mercury vapour. A similar result was oljtalned with

copper. ^

Major-General Waterhouse describes a Vefy interest-

ing series of investigations* in which by prolonging the

exposure, prlntlng-out impressions were obtained on

silver. These could be developed not only by mercury

or water vapour, but also by ferrous sijphate or pyro-

galllc developers. Images were also obtained on lead

and gold.

These results derive an additional interest from

the fact that most of the phenomena that occur by the

exposure of ordinary photographic plates containing

haloid compounds of sllver^can also be observed upon

a silver plate exposed to light. In my experiments on

molecular effects produced by electric waves, I found

all metals sensitive to electric radiation, owing to the

extremely sensitive method of conductivity variation.

The molecular effects of visible radiation on various

substances are also exhibited by the method of electro-

motive variation. In the experiments of Waterhouse,

a considerable number of metals were found to be

sensitive to visible radiation, the effect being rendered

more or less permanent by overstrain.

5, Electromotive Variation Curve due to Light

I give below one out of several similar curves, show-

ing the effect of continuous light on one of ^e two

plates of a photo-electric cell of AgBr (fi^. 48). In

this curve several distinct stages are ftotlceable.

* Waterhouse, * Proc. Roy. Soc.* April. 1500,
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fl) A short latent period, where there Is apparently

little or no* action or even a transitory negative action.

The curve pflven had to be contracted to put in all the

different phases, and the peculiarities of the first part

cannot therefore be very well shown.

Fig. 48. E. M. variation curve for AgBr cell, under the continued action of light. Note

the preliminary negative twitch.
c

• I have previously remarked that in general the

molecular strain curve Is in the first part slightly convex,

then straight, and In the last part concave ; this Is true

not only under the action of stimulus of light, but also

of mechanical vibration.

(2) In the second stage, the curve of response rises

almost in a straight line, this jb^ing the phase of

increasing action.

(3) The curve then reaches the maximum and

becomes hoQzontal ; after which it begins to fall thus

exhibiting a reversal.

(4) During prolonged exposure the response^curve

sometimes exhibits recurrent reversals.

The similarities of the molecular effects produced

by light and by mechanical vibration have already been

explained. The'tecurrent reversals are also occasionally

obtained under mechanical vibration, as in the following
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electromotive vArlatlon curve for nickel (fig. ^9),

which was subjected for a long time to continuous

mechanical* vibration.

T/mf.

Fig. 49. Recurrent reversals obtained with a Ni-cel! undei^continued vibiation.

6. Photo-chemical Induction

The first part of the curve, or the latent period, is

very suggestive as regards the obscure phenomenon

of photo-electric* induction. Thus “ Quantitative mea-

surements have shown thafc the action of light is not

instantaneous. On the contrary, it gradually develops,

and requires a considerable time before it attains its full

strength. When a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen,

which has been kept in the dark, is exposed to the

light, there is either no hydrochloric acid or only a very

small quantity formed in the first moment ; but the rate

of formation increases so that the quantity formed in a

given time, e,g., a minute, continues to Increase until

it attains a maximum value. Bunsen terms the gradual

increase in the action induction. If the gaseous mixture

has been once exposed to the light, it will •retain in*the

dark, for aboftt half an hour, its capacity for forming

HCl in the light. If the gas has remained in the dark

for a short period and is again brought^into the light, it

requires a very short period of Induction ; but th^ period

of induction will be lengthened by keeping the mixture

in the dark for a long time. [This is evidently due to

self-recovery. J . C. B.]
,
Exposure to the light readers the
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gaseous mixture capable of entering fhto combination,

but it doe^ not bring about combination itself.”*

The latent period of the curve, due 16 molecular

inertia, would thus appear to offer an explanation of

induction. fn connection with this it is interesting to

note the well-known fact .that a very slight preliminary

exposure of the photographic plates considerably en-

hances their sensitiveness.

It would alsp appear from the inspection of the curve,

that the general law of photo-chemical action, which

regards the total action as proportional to the product

of the light intensity multiplied by the time of exposure,

is subject to several modifying conditions. During

the latent period, this cannot hold good in the first part,

nor can it be true after the maximum is reached. It

can hold good only in the second stage where the action

proceeds uniformly.

7. The Effect of Intermittence in Modifying the Law of

Photochemical Action

But even after the substance has arrived at the second

stage of uniform action, there may still be deviation

from the above law. If in one case light be intermittent,

and in the other continuous, the effects may be quite

different, though the total durations be equal. For in

theiformer case, during the continuation of light^we may
have distortion or molecular swing proceeding in a given

direction, but on the stoppage of light, the swing stops

too, sooner or liter (sooner if the distortion has been

considerable, when the force of restitution becomes
great), and owing to self-recovery may even become
reversed. After •an interval, when the light is again

^ Meyer, ' Modern Theories of Chemistry/ p. 507.
*
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allowed to act, itiias not only to overcome the molecular

inertia, but may h^ve in certain cases to reverse the

negative swing. In the case of continuous radiation,

on the other hand, the molecular action proceeds with-

out hindrance.

This is very well seen in the curve given below, which

shows the difference in the extent of molecular effects

produced in an AgBr cell by interrupted and continuous

illuminations of the same total dur^ition (fig. 50).

Though light acted for the same length of time in both

cases, yet in that of interrupted illumination the mole-

cular effect as measured by the galvanometer deflection

was only seven divisions, whereas with continuous

illumination the •deflection was 11*5, or one and a-half

times as great.

w

Cv 7
t

lime.

Fig. 50. Effect of (a) intermittent and {b) continuous illumin.ition. In (o) there are

four interrupted illuminations of 15*^ oach, the total duration being F. In (6) there

was continuous illumination for V.

It is thus seen that owing to self-recovery, the effect

of light with intermittent illumination is lesV It is also

evident that flie greater the period allowed for self-

recovery (during the interval of darkness) the less will

be the resultant effect. In connection with this, the

experiments of Abney are very interesting. Jn experi-

menting on the difference between the effects on photo-

graphic emulsion of a continuous exposure and a series

of intermittent illuminations, he finds that in the latter
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case’ the effect produced was always fess, and that the

longer the* interval between the exposures, the smaller

was the e^ect.

t

8. Pliotographic Effect Modified by Time-rate

It will thus be seen that the photographic effect is

not solely governed by the total amount of radiation, but

by the time-rate also. The Influence of this factor

appears to be exhibited in the following cases.

Cases (2) and (3) derive an additional Interest from the

fact that the effects are probably due not to absorption

of radiation, as is usually the case in photography, but

lo the emission of radiation. .

(1) In photographs of^ lightning, the line of dis-

charge often comes out dark (the so-called

dark lightning). It has been shown that

reversals are produced by intense radiation

;

we may thus have reversals of the first,

second, and succeeding higher orders. Now
it is possible that the reversal, or the dark-

lightning effect, may be obtained, not only

by a subsequent diffuse illumination (Clayden

effect), but also by the action of lightning

Itself, provided that the Intensity of lllu-

ipination is sufficiently great and sudden

to produce the reversal. The luminous

intensity of lightning discharge is incom-

parably higher than any that can be pro-

duced by a spark from an electric machine.

* Mr. R. W. Wood* obtained reversal with a

single spark, when the photographic lens wa$

* Nature November ,30, 1899,
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wide <ipen, but there was no reversal with

four sparks, the light aperture being reduced

to one-fourth. The quantity of light was

the same in the two cases, but the time-rate

of illumination was different. Tins curious

result would no linger appear anomalous,

if we bear in mind the experiment in which

the influence of time-rate was shown.

(2) In trying to obtain photographs ^by heat radia-

tion on sensitised papers coated with a

mixture of silver and mercury iodides, the

following curious effect was observed. The

sensitised paper was exposed to heat radia-

tion and became uniformly reddish in colour.

A mask with cutout letters was now put on

it, and the sensitised paper was allowed to

cool. The rate of cooling was very rapid at

the places exposed by the cut-out letters,

whereas at the covered portions the rate of

cooling was very much less. After a long

time when the sensitive paper had cooled

down to a uniform temperature, prints were

still visible, the effect being evidently due

to the different rates of emission of radiation

in the screened and unscreened parts.

(3) Major-General Waterhouse mentions Mn*

anofnalcuLis case which seems to be explicable

from considerations given above. He took

a polished silvered glass plate, and put it

into a printing frame with a git-out

paper mask and mica screen in which were

cut-out initials, just as if it \^ere going to be

.exposed to the sun ;
but instead of ej^posure
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to light the plate was gently warmed for

about 5 minutes over a spirit lamp, and then

.developed with mercury. The tut-out ini-

tials came out distinctly in dark lines. It

Would thus appear that since the plate was

uniformly warmed, the difference between

the screened and unscreened portions could

only be in the different rates of emission.

9. Phenomenon of Recurrent Reversals

The fourth stage in the curve for the action

of light will be found specially interesting with

reference to photographic reversals, which are found

to be recurrent. Thus, starting with a neutral condition,

we obtain the first negative with a moderate exposure ;

longer exposure will tend to reduce the intensity of

the negative and give rise to a neutral condition.

Further exposure gives rise to a positive, then a second

neutral, and again a succeeding negative, and this

may be repeated in recurrent series.

Such recurrent reversals are also exhibited (see

fig. 49) by a substance under continuous mechanical

vibration. In my paper on “ Electric Touch” I have

given similar instances of reversals produced by the

action of feng-continued electric radiation.

10. Other Methods of obtaining Latent Image

If molecular strain be the basis of all photographic

phenomena, then it ought to be possible to obtain

latent Imageg by other methods of producing molecular

strain. •
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An instance erf this is seen in the development of

mechanical pressure .marks. Images produced by elec-

tric strain are observed in the “ inductosgripts.”

1 1 . Conclusion

It is thus seen

—

(1) That molecular strain is produced by the action

of light.

(2) That as the physico-chemical properties of a

substance are changed by strain, it is possible

to develop the latent image through the

difference in the following properties bet-

ween the exposed and unexposed portions

produced by light.

(a) Difference in adhesive power, e.g., develop-

ment of daguerreotype by mercury vapour,

development by water vapour.

(i) Difference in chemical stability, e.^., deve-

lopment by reducing agents.

(3) That molecular strain may not only be produced

by visible or invisible radiation, but also

by (a) electric induction, and (i) by

mechanical distortion. Latent Images pro-

duced by such means may be developed,

e.^., Inductoscrlpts, and pressure marks.

(4) Jhat nearly all substances are Sensitive *to

radtetioB, but the effect cannot in all cases

be rendered visible, (a) owing to want of

suitable chemical developers, {b) owing to

quick self-recovery. The molecujar* effect

due to radiation can, however, be demon-

strated by the conductivity or electromotive

•varlatloD m^hods.
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*
(5) That the latent period of (Overcoming inertia

' corresponds to the photographic Induction

•period.

(6) That the relapse of Image Is due to self-recovery.

(7) 7hat owing to the tendency towards self-

recovery the radiation effect does not solely

depend on the total quantity of light, but

depends also on the time-rate of illumlna-

tloE. Hence the photographic effects of

intermittent and continuous Illuminations

of equal total durations, are not the same.

(8) That the continuous action of radiation pro-

duces recurrent reversals.

(9) That the molecular effects produced by light

and electric radiation are similar.



XVII

ON THE CHANGE OF CONDUCTIVITY OF ^METALLIC

PARTICLES UNDER CYCLIC ELECTROMOTIVE

VARIATION

A mass of conducting particles has its conductivity

changed when subjected to rapid electric vibration, as

for instance, when acted on by electric waves. I have,

in previous papers, adduced reasons leading to the con-

clusion that electric radiation produces a molecular

change, and that conductivity variation is the expres-

sion of the induced change. We know that the

physical properties of a given substance depend on

its molecular condition. Any molecular change that

may be induced may therefore be expected to be attended

by changes in the physical properties of the substance,

electric conductivity being one of these. The wide

difference in electric conductivity of the same substance

under different molecular conditions is seen in the case

of carbon, in its two allotropic forms of graphite and

diamond. The effectiveness of radiation in producing

allotropic changes is seen in the conversion of the

yellow into the red variety of phosphorus under the

action of light.

That •the yariation of conductivity induced by

electric radiation is due to some atomic or molecular

action is seen from the fact that it is d^endent on the

chemical nature and the molecular condition of the

substance. Thus, under electric radiation, the posi-

tive class of substances, c.^., Fe, Mg, ^tc., exhibit an

increase of conductivity, whereas the negative class of
•

• ( 223 )
•
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substances, e.j?., K, Br, I, show a ^diminution. The

effect of molecular conditions in determining the

sign of response to electric radiation (/.e., increase or

diminution of conductivity) is exhibited by the two

molecular varieties of silver, the response being positive

in one case and negative, in the other.

The conductivity variation is thus the expression

of some molecular change. In many cases (potassium,

Ag, brominated lead, etc.) we find that the change

persists only during the action of radiation. On the

cessation of the stimulus the substance at once shows

elastic self-recovery. It would thus appear that the

conductivity variation is due to molecular strain pro-

duced by radiation. This view is further supported

by the fact that in working^ith self-recovering receivers

of various types, both positive and negative, I have not

only found that for each intensity of radiation there is a

corresponding conductivity variation, but that under

the continued action of radiation, the conductivity

variation attains a maximum value, which remains

constant, balanced by a force of restitution ; when the

radiation is stopped, the subtance is found to recover its

original conductivity. With an increase of intensity

of radiation, the corresponding conductivity variation

also increases, and vice versa, I have, in a Paper
“ On the Continuity of Effect of Light and Electric

Radiation on Matter ” given an account of self-

recovering receiver, of negative type, made of silver

particles, In which the conductivity variation is almost

exactly proportional to the intensity of radiation. Self-

recovery, ‘ in general, is merely a question of time ;

with certain s\ibstances it takes place immediately,

with others, after a short or after a coipparatively
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long period. This view of conductivity varlatlonr as

the expression of spme molecular change, Will receive

Independeitt support from the experiment^ on a self-

recovering receiver to be described later.
,

The conductivity changes take plac6 *not only

under very rapid Hertzian oscillations, but also

under much slower electromotive variations. Thus an

electromotive variation, whether quick or slow. Is the

effective cause of Induced change of cqnductlvlty. In

substances which exhibit recovery from the action of

radiation so protracted, as to appear practically non-

recovering, the Induced molecular change Is attended

by a more or less permanent variation of conductivity*

Recovery In such cases can be hastened by molecular

vibration, by mechanical taps, or by the application of

gentle heat.

After a rapid cyclic variation of E. M. F. the

substance Is thus transformed from Its primitive

condition ; In other words a more or less Irreversible

molecular change Is Induced at the end of the

process as exhibited by a hysteresis of conductivity.

If this view be correct, then we can study the molecular

change step by step, by observing the conductivity

variations undergone by the substance as It Is carried

through a complete cycle of electromotive variation.

The rapjdlty of this process must be jusf sufficiently

slow to allow •the -successive changes to be recorded.

The suddenness of electric variation no doubt exerts

an Influence on the amount of change ; but this Is a

question of degree only.

The Investigation thus resolves Itself Into the deter-

mination of the variation of conductivity of the sensi-

tive particles, as the i^ass is subjected (I) to m conti-

R
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nudUsly increasing E. M. F. from zero to a maximum,

and then (2) to a continuously diminishing E. M. F. from

the maximum back to zero. The required- information

may be obtained by the interpretation of the charac-

teristic ctirVe, in which the abscissae represent the im-

pressed E. M. F., and .the ordinates give the corres-

ponding values of the current. A continuously increas-

ing E. M. F. can be made to act on the sensitive subs-

tance, by the piovement of a slider over a potentiometer

wire, say, to the right. The scale readings of the poten-

tiometer give the values of the E. M. F. The readings

of the galvanometer in circuit give the corresponding

values of the current ; movement of the slider to the left

produces a continuous diminution of E. M. F. The

characteristic curve can thus be obtained from the ob-

served values of E. M. F. and the corresponding currents.

This is a bare outline of the principle of the investi-

gation described in this Paper. Various experimental

modifications have to be introduced in order to over-

come certain difficulties and render the method

practical.

Before entering upon the subject of experimental

arrangements, I may repeat what I pointed out in my
paper on Electric Touch that in regard to their response

to electric radiation, there are three types of substances,

pdsitive, negative and neutral, differentiated “ by the

characteristic curves of variation oF current with

E. M. F.” The positive exhibits an increase of conduc-

tivity ; the negative shows a diminution of conduc-

tivity c and the neutral does not exhibit any conductivity

change. The first two of these classes again fall into

two subdivisions, of substances which exhibit self-

recovery and those which do pot. The characteristic
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curves of the thxee classes of substances thus b^ong
to three distinct typQs, so that it is possible to determine

the class to’which the sensitive substance belongs by its

characteristic curve.

These curves also throw much light on* the obscure

subject of the action of radiation on various sensitive

substances. In the present Paper I shall describe in

some detail the reaction of the first class of substances.

i.e.. those which show a diminution of resistance, and

amongst these I shall take typical instances of non-

recovering and self-recovering substances, and demon-

strate the peculiarities of their cyclic characteristic

curves. A brief reference will also be made of the

characteristics of the second class which exhibit an

increase of resistance.

Experimental Arrangements

The electric circuit consists of (1) the sensitive

substance, (2) a sensitive dead-beat D’Arsonval galvano-

meter, and (3) a potentiometer arrangement for a gradual

and continuous increase or diminution of E. M, F.

1 . The Sensitive Substance .—Experiments were made

with both single and multiple contacts. In the former

case the pressure of contact was adjusted by means of

a fine micrometer screw, or by means of springs.

In some fases the contact ends were both it)unded ;*in*

others, a pointcfd end pressed against a flat piece.

In the case of multiple contacts, a small quantity of

metallic filings was put in a glass tube, and the frag-

ments compressed between two electrodes, thew pres-

sure being regulated by a perfectly easy-running

micrometer screw. The pressure was*adiusted till a

feeble initial current flqwed through the circuit. The
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micrometer screw, together with the tube of filings,

were appropriately fixed on a heavy base. This rested

in turn on a steady pedestal, with one or 'two sets of

pneumatic, tyres Interposed. Experiments were carried

out with "the sensitive substance In air, or immersed In

keroslne.

2. The Galvanometer was appropriately shunted so

as to give a deflection of one division of scale for a

definite smalLfractlon of an ampere. In some experi-

ments, for example, one division of the scale was equal

to 10*"^ ampere. The calculation of resistance of the

sensitive substance Is very much facilitated If the scale

values of the galvanometer and the potentiometer were

suitably adjusted beforehand. The ' resistance of the

shunted galvanometer andf*the potentiometer was prac-

tically negligible In comparison with the resistance of

the sensitive substance, which usually varied from about

1 ,000 to 50,000 ohms.

3. The Potentiometer consisted of a thin nickeline

wire of uniform section, 20in. in length. Each inch of

the scale was further sub-dlvlded into tenths. A
storage cell with an interposed resistance was applied

to the terminals of the potentiometer, and the resistance

adjusted till the terminal E. M. F. attained a suitable

value. This was found by the help of an auxiliary

voltmeter Applied to the terminals of the pote,ntIometer.

The E. M. F. acting on the main clfcult was derived

from the potentiometer ; one end of the circuit was

connected with one terminal of the potentiometer

and the other connected with a slider, the movemetnt

of which to the right or to the left Increased or dimi-

nished the, Impressed E. M. F. The sliding contact

was made by means of a bent flat metallic spring which
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uniformly pressed against the potentiometer wire. C&re

was taken to maintair^ a uniformly good electrical con-

tact. Any sudden introduction of the E. M. F. was

avoided with special care, as, owing to the self-induc-

tion of the circuit, an unknown induced E. M. F.

might act on the sensitive substance. The slide-

contact was therefore never broken ; starting from zero

of the scale (E. M. F.=0) the slider was moved at a

uniform rate to the right, thus continuously increasing

the E. M. F. without any sudden variation. Movement

of the slider to the left produced a continuous diminu-

tion of E. M. F. The voltaic cell was never cut off

from action till the slider returned to zero.

t

Method of Observation

One observer moved the slider at a uniform rate

and called out the successive potentiometer readings;

the corresponding deflections of the galvanometer were

read off by the second observer, and a third took down

in parallel columns the applied E. M. F. and the corres-

ponding galvanometer readings. From these data the

characteristic curves could be subsequently obtained.

This method of work was, however, very tedious. It

took a long time and the co-operation of three persons

to complete one experiment, and the curves could only

be obtained from a series of observations whlc4i were nftt

absolutely continuous. I had, therefore, to devise a

recording apparatus by which a continuous curve could

be obtained in a simple and direct manner.

Recorder of Conductivity Variation

If a platform be fixed to the slider of th^ potentio-

meter, then*the movement of the platform in oneidirec*
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tloh would continuously increase the^E. M. F. acting on

the circuit containing the sensitive substance (fig. 51).

If the galvanometer spot of light is throv^n down on

the platform by a mirror, suitably inclined, and if

Fig. 31. Diagrammatic Representation of Conductivity Recorder.

P, Moving Platform. AB, Potentiometer. R, Sensitive Receiver, r, Rheostat

V, Voltmeter. SC, Sliding Contact. S, Secondary Cell. M, Mirror.

the movement of the spot of light, due to variation of

current, takes place at right angles to the motion of

platform, then a continuous curve would be traced on

the platform, of which the abscissae would represent the

E. M. F. and the ordinates the currents. This curve

could be fixed if we laid a sheet of photogra^^hic paper

on the platform, or we might obtain it by the simpler

expedient of {following the track of the galvanometer

spot with a pencil.

I Ms^d squared paper for recording the curves. It as

divided into inches, and these further sub-divided into

tenths. The potentiometer .wire is 20in. long, and the

lengtliP of the platform is th^^same. As the platform
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moves through its own length past a fixed indejT, the

sliding contact moves through the whole length of the

potentiometer. If the applied E. M. F. at the terminals

A and B be, for example, 1 volt, each inch of paper

along the platform would then represent 5^th or 0*05

volt, the smaller sub-division representing 0*005 volt.

This or any other suitable terminal value of E. M. F.

can be obtained with the help of the storage cell S, a

rheostat r and an auxiliary Voltmeter V,^ applied to the

terminals A and B.

The galvanometer, as was said before, is also ad-

justed by means of a shunt, so that a deflection of one

division is a convenient small fraction of an ampere.

The absolute values of the E. M. F. and current being

known, the resistance of thci sensitive substance at any

point of the curve can easily be determined.

In the completed apparatus the platform is mounted

on small wheels and moves on rails with perfect smooth-

ness. A string connected with one end of the platform

is carried round a large winding wheel and a second

string connected with the other end of the platform

carries a counterpoise. When the wheel is turned at a

uniform rate in one direction, the platform carrying the

paper also moves at a uniform rate, at the same time

producing a continuous increase of E. M. F. acting on

the circuit. When the wheel is turned in*the oppdsite

direction, the»couuterpoise reverses the motion, and the

impressed E. M. F. undergoes a continuous diminu-

tion. In this way it is possible to produce either an in-

crease, or a decrease, or a rapid cyclic variation gf E. M.
F. I shall first describe in detail the rising part of the

curve thus obtained, and then deal with ppculiarities of

complete, curve when^carried through a cycl^
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Ckaracteristic Curve of a Single PoinJ^ Iron Receiver

In order to reduce the conditions of experiment

to their simplest, I first studied the effect of E. M. varia-

tion on contact at a single point. The change Induced

was thus confined to the molecular layers at the point

of contact. This conslst^^d of a sharp point of iron,

pressing against a convex iron surface, the pressure

being capable of very delicate adjustment by means of

a micrometer.
^
Five different experiments were carried

out with the same receiver.

The initial adjustments were made with an E. M. F.

of 0*05 volt. The only difference made in the several

experiments is as regards the initial current, caused by

change in the pressure of contact.

In curve A (fig. 52) the initial current was the

lowest value of the series. The pressure of contact

was adjusted till the initial current at 0*05 volt was

2/10® ampere. The E. M. F. was now continuously

increased by the turning of the winding wheel, and the

curve obtained in the manner previously described.

It will be seen that the curve is not straight, but

concave to the axis representing the current. As the

E. M. F. is increased, the current increases at -a greater

ratio. I may say here, in anticipation, that this appears

to be a characteristic of the positive class of substances,

r.c.,* of those which, like iron, exhibit a diminution of

resistance under electric radiation.

The resistance of the receiver is thus not constant,

but undergoes a continuous decrease with increasing

E. M. I;. The conductivity is therefore Increased with

the rise of E. M, F. The curve becomes steeper as the

E. M. F. is ^Inireased, the conductivity undergoing

a rapid %nd continuous increase.
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Hence conduction in such cases does not obey Ohm’s

law. The resistance^is not independent of the E. M. F,

but varies with it. A remarkable analogy is here

presented «with the phenomenon of magnetif con-*

A,

B,

C,

D,

£^re

different

curves

for

di.^erent

initial

currents,

C'

is

the

curve

for

a

constemt

resistance.
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duction. Just as the magnetic peoneabillty of iron

is not constant, but varies with the i;nagnetic force acting

on it, so the conductivity of metallic particles Is not

constant, bjit varies with the E. M. F. acting on them.

The characteristic curves given above bear also a

remarkable resemblance to the curves of magnetisation.

Other parallelisms will be noted later. These simi-

larities are probably due to the fact that in both cases

we are dealing,ultimately with phenomena of molecular

deflection and rearrangement, taking place in one,

under increasing magnetising force, and in the other,

under increasing electromotive force.

As the absolute values of the current and the E. M. F.

are known, it is easy to find the resistance of the receiver

for any given E. M. F. The different values of the

resistance can also be determined by the method of

substitution. After the curve is drawn, leaving the

paper still on the platform, a resistance box Is sub-

stituted for the receiver, and the whole operation is

repeated, with this difference, that now we have to

change the resistance continuously in order to keep the

galvanometer spot on the curve. The values of these

resistances at definite points of the curve now cor-

respond to the resistances of the receiver at those

points. We can thus find the value of the resistance

of receiver at any point in the curve, Thjs way of

finding the resistance was used to supplement that of

direct calculation known values

of the E. M. F. and the corresponding current;,

the two results were found practically identical.

I give below a table showing the variation of resist**

ance wkh E. M, F. for the cur^ A (fig. 52)/
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Table L—Showing the Variation of Resistance toith

.
E. M. F.

E. M. F.'Mt). Current (in 1/10® amps) ResifJtance (ohms).

20 • ’•
2,500

41 2,440

0-15 ^6 2,270
9*2 2,100
14-0 1,770

0-30 20-0 1,500

0-35 28-5 » 1,230

0-40 44-6 860
0-45 690 640

It will be seen from the above table that as the

E. M. F. increased from 0*05 volt to 0*45 volt the

resistance decreased continuously from 2,500 to 640

ohms, f,e., about one-fourth its original value, and this

diminution of resistance or increase of conductivity is

not abrupt, but continuous.

In the lower portion of the curve, where the E% M. F.

is low, the resistance is great and its variation small

;

but the cur^ve soon becomes steep with the rise of

the electromotive force. With a higher E. M. F.

the change, to which the conductivity variation is

due, proceeds very rapidly. This change is so great

that at a certain critical value of E. M. F. it is

almost .abrupt. This is well seen in cufve A, a little

beyond 0*45 Volt..

When the E. M. F. is adjusted to fall just short of

the critical point, say, at 0*4 voft, then a slight

increase of E. M. F., say +0* 1 volt, will cause a very

great variation of current ; whereas if the E. M. F. had

been so adjusted as to fall very muchT^elpw the critical

point, say, at 0*3 \plt, an additional eleotromotive
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force of the same amount 0*1 vok, produces a

relatively small variation of current. In the former

case, condltipns stood as it were on the brink of a

precipice, and a slight additional impetus precipitated

a fall. It \^ill* thus be seen that if the E. M. F. acting

on the receiver be so adjusted as to be near the critical

point, a slight electromotive variation will produce a

great change, exhibited by a very considerable in-

crease of conductivity. It is interesting to note in this

connection that I found the sensitiveness of receivers

to electric radiation could be greatly enhanced by

raising the E. M. F. acting on the circuit to a point as

high as they could bear, just short of electric instability.

Influence of Intensity of Initial Current in Modifying the

Characteristic Curve

When at the beginning of an experiment the receiver

is adjusted at a definite low E. M. F., say, 0*05 volt, we

can have any initial current, according to the adjusted

pressure of contact, the current increasing with in-

crease of pressure. We may thus start with a large or

a small initial current, the E. M. F. at starting being

constant.

In the curve B (fig. 52) the Initial current is a little

more than double that for A. It will be seen that the

curvfe has bec^ime distinctly steeper; the critical point

is at the same time lowered, from 0’46 volt as in the

last case, to 0 43 volt. The sudden bend in the curve is

now less pronounced. In connection with the lowering

of the critical point by pressure, it is also interesting to

note that ty increasing the pressure within certain

limits, I succeeded in greatly enhancing the sensitive-

ness of the receiver to the action jpf electric ijadiationt
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In the curves C, D, and E the initial currents were

increased with resulting increase of steepness of the

curves. •

In order to test further the accuracy of the adjust-

ments, I have taken on the same chart, the •curve for a

constant resistance. In C, the resistance of the receiver

at 0*15 volt was found to be 830 ohms. A resistance

box having the above resistance was substituted for the

receiver, and a curve traced in the usuq) manner. This

curve is seen to be a straight line.

I give below a table showing the results of four sets

of experiments on the variation of the resistance r and of

conductivity c of the receiver under increasing E. M. F.

Table IL—Showing the Diminution of Resistance of the

Receiver, with increasing E, M. F,

B c D E
L.

in Current 1
volt. in 1/10' in B C r

amp. ohms.HmmB’
0-10 9 1,136 12 830 25 400 43 232

015 14-2 18 830 40 375 69 217

0-20
,

20-5 11^ 26 770 59 340 102 196

0-25 295 850 40 625 83 300

0-30 - 40 750 63-5 472 118 254
»

***

0-35 . 56 620 105 333
•

...

0-40 85. 470 ... ... ...

It will be seen that in all the above (fases the resistance

undergoes a continuous diminution with the^ increase

of E. M. F., and that the diminution of resistance due

to electromotive variation is not an abrupt, but essen-

tially a continuous process.
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Experiments with Receiver Immerse^ in Kerosine

In order to find out whether the exclusion of atmos-

pheric action would change the general character of the

result, I took observations with a single point iron

receiver immersed in kerosine.

Table IIL—Showing the Diminution of Resistance with

Increasing E, M. F, in a Receiver immersed in Kero-

sine

E. in volt.
Current in 1/10®

amp.
Resistance in ohms.

13 3.333

35 2,857

015 '56 2,678

78 2,564

124 2,016

0-30 182 1,648

Fig. 53. ^ect of L,|ig.
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It will be observed that under the above condition

also, there is a continuous diminution of resistance with

an increase of E. M. F.

Time4ag •

The changes which give, rise to the conductivity

variation take a short time for their completion. The

curves were taken when the electromotive variation was

produced at a moderate and unlforni speed. But

if the electromotive variation is produced quickly and

step by step, each step being followed by a pause, then

there is an immediate effect, followed l^y a permanent

effect, the galvanometer deflection creeping up#to this

permanent value. This creeping effect becomes more

marked with higher E. M. F. I give above a record

where this effect is ^hown (fig. 53). The > vertical
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portions of the curve represent the creeping effect during

pause. The conductivity variation thus lags slightly

behind the impressed electromotive variatidn. Certain

effects due; to this will be noticed later.

Characteristic Curves given by a Mass of Iron Filings

Owing to the multiplicity of contacts the conditions

here are not s.o simple as in the case described above.

It will, however, be seen from the curves given in

figure 54, that the results are of the same general

nature. The resistance undergoes diminution with

increasing E. M. F. The curves are steeper with

stronger initial currents. Greater intensity of initial

current appears also to hat^e the effect of lowering the

critical point. I obtained similar results with Mg,

and Ni.

It is difficult in one curve to represent adequately the

variation of conductivity caused by small, moderate,

and excessive increase of E. M. F. Broadly speaking,

the curve may be divided into three parts. In the first,

when the E. M. F. is low, the change is slight. The

curve then becomes very steep in the second part, the

conductivity variation being rapid. The increase of

conductivity, however, reaches a limit, after which

thSre is little further change. The whole curve is thus

somewhat S-'shaped.

Conductivity Variation with Cyclic Variation o/E. M. F.

When conducting particles of the non-recovering,

positive, or, iron type are subjected to sudden electric

variation due to radiation, a residual effect is observed
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indicative of an increase of conductivity or dinurnition
f • '

or resistance.

Fig. 55. Cyclic Curves showing Conductivity Hysterais. In each curve the right hall

is due to increasing, the left half to decreasing E. M. F.

Experiments were next carried out to find whether

similar residual effects could be observed when the

sensitive substance was carried through a cycle of elec-

tromotive variation. I tried both single and multiple

contacts.

As stated before, the E. M. F. can be continuously

increased by turning the winding wheel which nibves

the platform ^miformly in one direction ; the E. M. F.

is continuously diminished by turning the wheel in the

opposite direction, and thus reversing the motion of

the platform. By this means the receiver can,be sub-

ject^ to a cyclic electromotive variation through large

or small range at will. I reproduce ‘curves of cyclic

variation.taken with flings, when the range of electro-

8
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motive variation is increased from (0*1—0*25 volt) to

(0*1—0*81 volt). They will give a good general idea of

the phenomena (fig. 55). A series of readings for cyclic

variations taken with a single point receiver will be

given later. «

First, I tried the effect of cyclic variation through a

small range, from 0*1 to 0*25 volt. It will be seen that

the forward and return curves do not coincide, but

enclose a small area. The receiver, in as far as con-

ductivity is a criterion of its physical state, does not

regain its original condition. There remains a residual

conductivity variation, just as in iron there is a residual

magnetism after it has been subjected to a cyclic varia-

tion of magnetising force. The residual magnetism

disappears on tapping, jugt as the effect of residual

conductivity can be dissipated by the same means.

In curve B, where the range of electromotive varia-

tion is still larger, from 0*1 to 0*43 there is a greater

divergence between the forward and return curves, and

the area enclosed is further increased. An interesting

effect, due to lag, will be noticed at its far end ; though

the platform was on its return course,* producing a

diminution of E. M. F., the current nevertheless con-

tinued for a short time to rise. It is thus seen that

whatever be the change to which the conductivity

Variation is due, it lags behind the impressed electro-

motive variation.

The curves C, D and E, further show that by in-

creasing the ranjje of electromotive variation, the area

enclosed between the forward and return curves becomes

considerably Increased.

I give below detailed readings taken on two occasions

with a sjpgle point iron receiver, (1) when th? range of
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cyclic variation was small, (2) when the range was*com-

paratively large (c.y.^ Tables IV and V).

Table IV,—Showing the Variation of Current and Resist-

ance with Cyclic Electromotive Variatiou of Small

Range

E. M. F.

in volt.

Galvanometer readings.

Id/i 1/10® amp.
Resistance in ohms.

Direct. Return. Direct. Return.

I 10

25-5

43

4/70
103

171

12

27

49'5t

m\
114-5

197-5

->

5,000

3,920

3,191

vb2,856

2,427

1,754

4.166

3,703

3.030t
2,648

2,183

1,520

It has been shown that the resistance of the receiver

at the higher E. M. F. is less than that at the lower.

As the E. M. F. Is reduced by the reversed motion of

the slider, there is a tendency towards the recovery

of the higher resistance which it had at the lower E. M, F.

The recovery, however, is not perfect, owing to hyste-

resis. The recovery is more Incomplete if the critical

E. M. F.^had been exceeded.

There is thus a residual after-effect. In the case

given, the initial resistance was 5,000 ohms, and the

resistance after cyclic variation throifgh a range of

0*25 volt was 4,166 ohms, or 8/lOths of its original

value.

The lag and creeping effects are ateo noticeable in

the forwasd and return readings,

s2
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While the slider moved up to 0-30 volt, the imme-

diate galvanometer reading was 171 divisions, and by the

time the slider had commenced its backward move-

ment to thA left (producing a diminution of E. M. F .),

the currevf .value had risen from 171 to 197'5 ; the

conductivity had gone on increasing, the resistance

having fallen from 1,754 to 1,520 ohms.

I now give a table of results lor electromotive varia-

tion of wider range from O' 1 to 0‘6 volt.

Table V.—Showing the Current and Conductivity Varia-

tion of a Single-point Iron Receiver, due to Cyclic

Electromotive Variation of Comparatively Large

Range but Short of Critical PoirU

E in volt.

G. deflection, 1 dn==Vl0®

amp.
_

Resistance in ohms.

Direct, Return. Direct. Return.

wil 1-5 13 33,333 3,846

1

8 58t 3,448t

4,34 145 IhMU 2.414

oOvo 154 346 3,246 1.445

0*60 320 1,875

• .In the previous case it was shown that witlj a cyclic

variation of the moderate range of 0*25 volt, the resist-

ance was reduced to 8/lOths ; in this case, at double

the range, the reduction is very much greater, for the

resistance falls to nearly 1/lOth of its original value.

This Confirms the conclusion previously made that

the greater the range of electromotive variation the

greater ^ the reduction of resistance.
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Setf^Recovering Receiver

It has been shewn that receivers which exhibit a

diminution*of resistance under electric radiation give a

characteristic curve which Is concave to the«axls repre-

senting the current, and that In the non-recovering

type noticed hitherto, the forward and return curves do

not coincide, but enclose an area. I was now Interested

In finding out what would be the peculiarities of the

characteristic curve of receivers showing telf-recovery.

I have, as previously mentioned, described a self-

recovering receiver of the negative type, made of silver

particles. I also succeeded In constructing a self-

recovering single point receiver of the positive type.

Fig. 56. Response Cuives to Single Flashes of Radiation in SelLRecoTering Receiver.

the successive responses of which to# brief flashes of

radiation are given In figure 56.

In working with receivers which have been •at rest

for long periods It Is often noticed thAt the response

is at first feeble. The sensitiveness soon Improves, and

may even bpcome excessive ; it finally settles ddwn to a
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*

moderate and uniform sensitivity. All these phases are

well seen in fig. 56 where (a) exhibits the preliminary

stages, and {b) the steadier condition, 'with more

uniform response. The up-curves show the Increase

of current under the flash of radiation, and the falling

and concave portions, the recovery on the cessation of

radiation. In self-recovering receivers of the negative

type the response curves are the reverse of these, in

the sense of the reflected Image In a mirror.

The Characteristic Curve of the Self-recovering Receiver

of Positive Type

I now subjected the self-recoveflng receiver to a

continuously Increasing electromotive variation, and

* Oi o-s 0*8 0*4 0*5 01 07 01 01 10 1*1

i
.

Fig# 5/. Ch4racteriitic Curve ScIf<#Recov^mg Receiver of Fotitive Typo.
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traced the curve. . I was not prepared, however, for

results so remarkably perfect. In the present case I

was not orfly able to obtain the most irngortant and

characteristic effects with great e'ise and cejtalnty, but

also to repeat them, the results of succe’ssfve experi-

ments being practically identical.

The extreme regularity of the observed effect is

seen at a glance in figure 57. I give below a table

which shows how continuously the resistance is dimi-

nished under increasing E. M. F.

Table VI.—Showing Variation of Current and Resistance

in Self-recofiering Positive Receiver with Increasing

E. M. F.

E. M. volt. Current, 5 t/n= 1/10® amp. Resistance in ohms.

0-2 2 50,000

0'3 5 30,000

0-4 10 20.0003

0-5 • 17 14.7001

0-6 27
\

llJOOl

0-7 40 8,7501

0-8 55 7,270

0-9 '73 6,160

94 5,320

I'l 115 • 4,780 .
•

2 141 4,245
•

It will be seen that whereas at O'2 volt the resistance

is 50,000 ohms, at 1*2 volt it has undergone* an un-

interrupted fdl to 4,245 ohms, or I,/1 2th of its original

value. There hets been no sudden breakdown at any

intermediate point,
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Figure 58 exhibits the variation of resistance under

«'4 oe n 1-0 1-1

Fig. 58. Curve showing the Variation Resistance with Increasing L M. F.

Effect of Cyclic Variation of E. M. F.

But the most astonishing thing about the action of

the receiver was that in taking the return curve, I

found it practically coinciding in every part with the

forward curve, so that when the E. M. F. was brought

back to its initial value of 01 volt, the receiver

had wmpletely returned by its original path to its first

condition, there being no residual effect. I repeated

the experiment many times in succession, but the curves

obtained, whether forwards or backwards, were in every

case merely superposed on the original. Since the

condition of the receiver is exactly the same after many
icycles as at tfie beginning, it is evident that the

conductivity variation could not be due essentially to

any chemical change, for such changes are irreversible.

The incre|se of conductivity with increase of E. M. F.

is not due to any sudden breakdown, such as fusion
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• ^

between the contact surfaces, for the process described

above is anything but abrupt. Again, fusion would

have produ'ced a permanent conductivity change, but

in the case under review the change is not permanent.

Thus, for example, when the applied E. M. F. was 0’2

volt, the current was represented by a deflection of two

divisions, the resistance being 50,000 ohms. When the

E. M. F. was raised to 0'7 volt, the current increased

to 40 divisions, indicating a diminutiont of resistance

which remained at the definite value of 8,750 ohms.

If the E. M. F. was again reduced to its original value

of O'2 volt the current was once more two divisions,

and the resistance rose to exactly its original value of

50,000 ohms. It* would thus appear that

—

(1) For a particular E.*M. F. there is a definite

value of conductivity.

(2) When in a given part of the curve the E. M. F.

is increased by a definite amount, the con-

ductivity is also increased in a definite

manner. The increased stress produces a

definite conductivity distortion, and on the

removal of the stress there is a quasi-elastic

recovery of its original conductivity.

(3) As the seat of these changes is in the molecular

layers at the definite single-point contact, it

, would appear that the conductivity vana-

tiort and its recovery are due to molecular

distortion and subsequent elastic recovery.

What has been said above of the conductivity change

under electromotive variation and the complete re-

covery is true only when the cycle is completed at a

moderate speed, during which, time is«allowed for

the completion of, or the recovery from, the Induced
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change. But if the cyclic variation he carried out with

very great rapidity, the phenomenon of lag comes into

play. The conductivity variation then fags behind

the impressed electromotive variation, and the receiver

does not msfantaneously recover its original resistance.

For example, in the case of the self-recovering

receiver which at 0*2 volt gave a current represented by

two galvanometer divisions, the resistance being equal

to 50,000 ohms, the cyclic electromotive variation was

quickly carried through the range from 0*2 volt to 1*2

volt and back to 0*2 volt, the immediate value of the

current at this last point was not two, but six, divisions

of the galvanometer. Thus the receiver, owing to lag,

does not instantaneously recover its original resistance

;

the deflection, however, Soon creeps back to two,

exhibiting a complete recovery. This characteristic of

self-recovery is also exhibited by rapid electromotive

variation as under electric radiation (see fig. 56).

Space allows only a brief reference to the charac-

teristic cyclic curve of negative class of substance exem-

plified by potassium. In this we are presented with

the extraordinary phenomenon that an increase of

E. M. F. is attended by a diminution of current, so that

at a critical E. M. F. the current disappears altogether.

* Summary
^

1 , Under the action of electric radiati&n the conduc-

tivity of metallic particles exhibits variation. In the

positive class, like iron, there is an increase, and in

the negative, like K, a diminution, of conductivity.

Each class again falls into two sub-classes, (a) sensitive

substances whlA exhibit self-recovery, and (i) sensi-

tive substances which do qot.« In the case of self-
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recovering substances the conductivity distortion varies

with the intensity of radiation. Under the continued

action of i^adiation, the distortion attains a maximum,

balanced by a force of restitution,* and on the cessation

of radiation there is an elastic self-recovery.

2. The three classes of substances, positive, negative

and neutral, may be distinguished by their characteristic

curves.

3. The change produced in the sensitive substance

by the action of radiation is not, normally speaking,

chemical.

4. The conductivity change is produced, not only by

very rapid, but also by comparatively slow electric

variation. GeneVally speaking, all the conductivity

variation effects produced by electric radiation can be

reproduced by comparatively slow cyclic electromotive

variation.

5. These conductivity changes under cyclic E. M.
variation can be continuously recorded by means

of the Conductivity Recorder.

6. Electric, conduction in metallic particles sensitive

to electric radiation does not obey Ohm’s law. The

conductivity is not constant and independent of the

E. M. F., but varies with It. In the positive class the

characteristic curve, in which the ordinates represent

the currents, and the abscissae the E. M. F., is con-

cave to the *axis of the current. The conductivity

increases continuously with the increjsing E. M. F.

The variation of the conductivity in the lower portion

of the curve is small, but increases with gre^it •rapidity

in the upper portion. In tlje negative cjass of substance

the characteristic curve i$ convex to the^ axis of the

current*
'
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7. The curve obtained with strong, is steeper than

that with feeble, initial current. .

8. Therp is found, especially when the inftial current

is feeble, a*critical E.‘M. F., at which the conductivity

change becomes so rapid as to produce an almost

abrupt bend in the curve. Stronger initial current

appears not only to lower the critical point, but also

to mitigate the abruptness of this change.

9. The effect of E. M. F. in modifying the conduc-

tivity of the surface layer is well seen in self-recover-

ing substances. There is a definite conductivity corres-

ponding to a definite E. M. F. As the E. M. F. is

increased, the sensitive molecular layer is strained, and

a definite increase of conductivity ihroduced. When
the increased stress is rdfnoved, the corresponding

strain also disappears, and there is an elastic recovery

to its former molecular and conductive state. Hence,

when it is carried through a complete cycle of electro-

motive variation, with moderate speed, the forward and

return curves coincide, and the substance regains, at

the end of the cycle, its original molecular condition.

10. This is the case where there is complete

recovery on the removal of the stress. With non-

recovering substances we find an outstanding residual

^ect. In a curve taken with cyclic electromotive

variation, thi forward and return curves do not coincide,

but enclose an area. There is a hysteresil. The larger

the range of the electromotive variation the greater

is the area enclosed. There is a residual conductivity

variation, at the end of the cycle, which may be dissi-

pated by mechanical vibratipn.

^ •

iSritiA Asiociation at Glasgow, Section A, Sepiwnh^r 1901.)
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ON THE SIMILARITY OF EFFE'cT OF ELECTRICAL
STIMULUS ON INORGANIC AND LIVING SUBSTANCES

•

In working with receivers for electric waves, I found

that under continuous stimulation by the oncoming

message, the sensitiveness of the metallic detector dis-

appeared. But after a sufficient period of rest it

regained once more its normal sensitiveness. In taking

records of successive responses, I was surprised to

find that they were very similar to those exhibiting

fatigue in the animal muscle. And just as animal tissue,

after a period of rest, recovers its activity, so did the

inorganic receiver recover after an interval of rest.

Thinking that prolonged rest would make the

receiver even more sensitive, I laid it aside for several

days and was astonished to find that it had become
inert. A strong electric shock now stirred it up into

readiness for response. Two opposite treatments are

thus indicated for fatigue from overwork, and for inert-

ness from long passivity.

A muscle-curve registers the history of the funda-
mental molecular change produced by excitation in a
living tissue, exactly as the curve of molecidar reaction’

registers an analogous change in an inorganic substance.

The two represent the same thing ; in the latter the
molecular upset is evidenced by the change of con-
ductivity, while in the former it is manifested by the
change of form. We have thus means of 'studying

molecular reaction produced by stimulus, of varying
frequency, .intensity and duration. An abyss separates

( 253 )
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the jShenomena of living matter from^those of inanimate

matter. But if we are ever to understand the hidden

mechanism of the animal machine it is necessary to face

numerous difficulties which at present seem formidable.

I shall liow describe the results of comparative

study of the curves of nuplecular reactions of inorganic

and living substances. For the former I will take the

response of magnetic oxide of iron (Fe}04) to the action

of stimulus of electric radiation. Suppose we start

with this substance in its normal condition with mode-

rate conductivity, the galvanometer deflection being

50 dlv., under a definite electromotive force. The

deflection of 50 will, therefore, indicate the normal

conductivity. Next, under the stimulus of electric

waves the induced molecukr change causes an increase

of conductivity represented by the larger deflection of

100. On the cessation of the stimulus there is a

recovery, the galvanometer deflection returning from

100 to the original value 50. The suspended coll of

the galvanometer thus moves in response to the

varying molecular change induced in the sensitive sub-

stance by the action of stimulus. The Invisible mole-

cular change is thus revealed by the visible deflection

of the galvanometer coll. Curves of molecular change

due to electrical stimulation may thus be obtained

with galvanometer deflections as ordinates ^and the

periods of stimulation and recovery as ebscissae.

R^ponse to a Single Stimulus

The curve given in fig. 59 represents the effect of

instantaneous stimulus on the inorganic receiver. There

is a latent period, the response taking place a short

time after the incidence of the ^stimulus ; the response
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continues for a short* period even after the cessation

of stimulation; it* attains a maximum after which

Fig. 59. Curve for FenO^.

the substance begins to recover, at first quickly, then

more slowly. In all this, am analogy is found with the

response curve of muscles, in which also there is a short

phase of latent period, a phase of increasing action and

a phase of recovery.

Superposition oj Stimuli

Three sets of experiments were carried out (I) on
the effect of succession of maximum stimuli

; (2) on
the summation-effects of medium stimuli with slow

intermittence ; and (3) on the summation-effects of

rapid intermittence.

Maximum stimulation ,—By bringing thfe radiator

sufficiently near the inorganic receiver, a maximum
effect was observed, the deflection being 230 divisions.

Before the substance could recover to any extent, a

second stimulus was superposed. This produced no
further deflection, but when the second stimulus was
applied after recovery, then the second ’deflection was
the same as.the first, ix,^230 divisions.
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Medium stimulus, slow intermtitence.—In this set of

experiments, the radiator was moved further away so

that the intensity of the stimulus was moderate ; the

successive flashes of radiation were applied at intervals

of two seconds. These moderate excitations are found

to be summated and when in slow succession, the effect

of each shock can be distinguished as the steps in the

ascending curve, as in fig. 60 (a).

Fig. 60. Superposition of Effects, (a) Effect due to Slow Intermittence. (6) Tetanic

Effect due to High Frequency Intermittence.

Rapid intermittence.—When the stimuli follow each

other with great rapidity, the intermittent effects are

fused together; the rising curve is found to be un-

broken and the effect may be described as ‘ tetanic*

as in fig. 60 (i).

The response curves of muscles under the above

conditions are similar to the above.

Opposite E0ects of Strong and Feeble Stimulus

The response of many inorganic receivers was found

to exhibit the peculiarity that while moderate intensity

of stijnulus produced the normal response of a given

sign, a feeble stimulus elicited the opposite reaction, the

sign of re^oflse being reversed (c/. p. 137). I suc-

ceeded later in demonstrating the occurrence of similar
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reactions in living t?ssues, as for example in • the

physiological action of drugs, which may be regarded

as chemical, s.timuli.* A small ‘dose’ in such crises is

often found to give rise to an effect precisely opposite

to that produced by a large dose.

Effect of Variation of Temperature

Variation of temperature produces a marked effect

on the response of muscle. At a low temperature the

response is very sluggish and the amplitude of response

is very much reduced. With rise of temperature the

size of response increases and the period of recovery

becomes quickened (fig. 61 a, b). Above a certain

optimum the response becomes diminished.

Response of Muscle, left ; Response of Inorganic receiver, right, (a) response at

low temperature (6) at a higher temperature.

Parallel effects are observed in the response of the*

inorganic* receiver. The curve a to the right repre-

sents the response of the magnetic oxide of iron re-

ceiver when cold; the deflection was ‘moderate and

the recovery was extremely slow. On raising the

temperature of the receiver to about 15° 6. ’above

that of the room, the amplitude of the response was

found to be very much Increased—nearly threefold.
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The recovery became rapid specially in the first part,

complete recovery taking place in the course of 75

secs. *When the temperature was raised to lOO"^ C.,

the response became greatly reduced. It is thus seen

that a rise of temperature up to an optimum increases

the amplitude of response and hastens the recovery in

both inorganic and living substances.

Effect of Chemical Substances

Traces of certain substances are found to produce

an extraordinarily great increase in the sensibility of the

inorganic receivers ; these act like stimulants. There

are other substances which abolish the sensibility acting

like “ poisons.**

In all the phenomena < described above there is no

break of continuity. It is difficult to draw a line and

say * here the physical phenomenon ends and the phy-

siological begins* or “ that is a phenomenon of dead

matter and this a vital phenomenon peculiar to the

living
**

; such lines of demarcation do not exist.

I shall in a future occasion describe a different method

namely that of electromotive variation for obtaining the

response of inorganic matter, and demonstrate the

continuity of response in the living and the non-living.

(International Congress of Science, Paris 1900.)



THE RESPONSE OF INORGANIC MATTER TO MECHANICAL

AND ELECTRICAL STIMULUS

Certain changes take place when a living muscle is

pinched or an electric shock passed through it. A res-

ponsive- twitch is produced ; the muscle is changed in

form, becoming shorter and broader ; the particles of

the living substance are strained under the stimulus.

The effect of the shock then disappears, and the muscle

relaxes into its usual form.

This sudden change of«form then, is one, but not

the only mode of response of a living substance to

external stimulus. Under external stimulation the

muscle is thrown into a state of strain. On cessa-

tion of the stimulus it automatically recovers. As

long as it is alive, so long will it respond and recover,

being ready a^ain for a new response. This brief dis-

turbance of the living poise, to be immediately restored

to equilibrium of itself, is quite unlike the rolling of

a stone downhill from a push. For the stone cannot

regain Its original position ; but the living tissue at once

reasserts^ its first stable poise on the €essation*of

stimulus. Thus a muscle, as long as it is alive,

remains ever-responsive. It is in intimate relation

with the forces by which it is surfounded, always

responding to, and recovering from, the multitudinous

stimuli of its physical environment.

The living body is thus affected by eiterpal stimuli—

mechanical shock, electrical stimulus, and the# stimuli

( 259 )
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^
c

of heat and light—which evoke iiv it corresponding

responses.

In flie case of the contraction of muscle* by mecha-

nical or electric shock, the effect is very quick, and the

contraction and relaxation take place in too short a time

for detailed observation 'by ordinary means. Physio-

logists, therefore, use a contrivance by which the whole

process may be recorded automatically. This consists

of a lever arrangement, by which the contracting muscle

writes down the history of its change, and lecovery

from that change. The record may be made on a

travelling band of paper, which is moving at a uniform

rate (fig. 62). A single response to a single stimulus

consists of a contractile up-curve folloVved by the down-

curve of recovery, the entfre process being completed

within a definite period of time. This autographic

record gives us the most accurate information as to

the characteristic properties and condition of the

muscle. It gives us, too, all its individual characteris-

tics.

Just as one wave of sound is distinguished from an-

other by its amplitude, period, and form, so are the

curves of different muscles distinguished. For example,

the period for tortoise muscle may be as long as several

;ieconds, whereas the period for the wing of an insect

is as short hs ^th of a second. In the same muscle,

again, the form of the curve may undergo changes from

fatigue, or from the effects of various drugs. In the

autographic record of the progressive death of a muscle,

the gre.ph is vigorous at first, but grows lethargic on the

approach of death. In sQme strange way the mble-

cules lose their mobility, rigidity supervenes, and the

record 6f the dying muscle comes to an end? We may
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thus find out the, effects of various external influences

by studying the changes in the muscle-curve.

Fig. 62. Mechanical Lever Recorder. The muscle M with the attached bone is

securely held at one end, the other end being connected with the writing lever.

Under the action of stimulus the contracting muscle pulls the lever and moves

the tracing point to the right over the travelling recording surface P. When

the muscle recovers from contraction, the tracittg point returns to its original

position. See on P the record of muscle curve.

We may simulate the living substance in various

ways—by light, or by thermal, chemical, electrical, or

mechanical stimuli. Of these, the electric means of

stimulation is the most convenient, whereas the mecha-

nical causes fewest complications. With regard to

the response of living substances, the moSt important

matters for study are the responses to single stimulus

and the modification of response by ^fatigue and by

drugs.

A single shock causes a twitch, but the muscle soon

recovers its original form.
^
The rising portion of the

curve is due to contraction, whereas the falling portion

exhibits r^jovery (see wrve in fig. 62).
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en the muscle is continuously excited it gets

fatigued. The height of the curve becomes conti-

nuously less.

Drugs may act as stimulants, or produce depression,

according to their nature. As extreme cases of such

depressing agents we may instance poisons, which kill

the response of living tissue. All signs of irritability

then disappear.

ft

Other Modes of Response

This mechanical method of studying the response of

living substances is, however, very limited in its appli-

cation. For example, when a piece of nerve is sti-

mulated, there is no visible change. * When light falls

on the retina there is no chftnge of form, but it responds

by transmitting to the brain a visual impulse. What,

then, is this visual impulse which is sent along the optic

nerve, causing the sensation of light?

Thanks to the work of Homgren, Dewar, McKen-

drick and others, it is possible to answer this question.

If we excise an eye, say of a frog, and substitute a

galvanometer in the visual circuit in the place of the

perceiving brain, it is then found that each time a flash

of light falls on the eye there is produced an electric res-

ponse—that is to say, there is a sudden productign of

a current, which ceases on the cessation of dight-sti-

mulus. Stronger light produces stronger electric res-

ponse in the galvanometer, just as it produces stronger

visual sensation in the brain.

The visual circuit is therefore like an electric circuit.

The retina is the sensitive element. The nerve is the
« t

conductor. «The brain like the responding galvano-

meter Is a detector of the knpulse. Lfiiless thesQ
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three elements are>in good order, no light-message can

be perceived. We must have a sensitive retina, and

the conducting nerve, free from injury. Einally, just

as the galvanometer will fall to detect a carrent if it

is Injured by rough usage, so also after a violent blow,

the brain will no longer percfelve, though the terminal

organ, the retina, and the connecting optic nerve may

be’ intact.

ct OcUvn,

Fig.'^63. Ma^etic Lever Recorder. M muscle ; A uniniured, B injured ends. E E'

non-polarising electrodes connectins A and B with galvanometer G. Stimulus

produces “ negative variation ” of current of rest. Index connected with

galvanometer net die records curve on travelling pap^r (in practice, moving

galvanometer spot of light traces curve on photographic plate). Rising part

of curve shows effect of stimulus ; descending part, recovery.

Electric Response

If we take a piece of living muscle wh«se surface is

utiinjured*, ,then any two points A and B on* such a
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surface being in similar molecular conditions, their elec-

trical level or potential will be tbe same. They are

iso-dectrice No current will be exhibited Ly the indi-

cating g^vMometer' when two non-polarisable elec-

trodes connected with it are applied to A and B. But

if one of the two points,’ say B, be injured by a cut, or

bum, then, the conditions of A and B being different,

there will be a difference of electric level or potential

between thenr, and a current will flow from the Injured

to the uninjured, that is from B to A (fig. 63). This

current remains approximately constant as long as the

muscle is at rest, and is for this reason known as “ cur-

rent of rest.” As it is primarily due to injury, it is also

known as “ current of injury.” If now the muscle be

thrown into an excitatory s\ate* by stimulus, there will

be a greater relative change at the uninjured A, and
the original difference of electric level will be disturbed.

There is then, a negative variation or diminution of

the original current of rest. This negative variation

or “ action current ”
constitutes the ” response,” the

intensity of which increases with the intensity of the

stimulus.

If a piece of muscle be taken, and simultaneous
recor^ of its response be made by the mechanical and
^l^trical recorders, it will be found that the one is

practically a duplicate of the other. ••

C

Response in Plants

I find that' the electric response seen in animal
tissues js also strongly exhibited by the tissues of plants.

Various parts of plants—leaves, stems, stalks, and rdots

* The excitator} reaction is, in the case of some living substances, of a more or lets
local character. In others, as nerves, it may be ccjeiductcd to distant,pbints.
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—give electric response. In some there is a rapid

fatigue, wjiereas ifi others there is little fatigue. A
more detailed account of these responses and their

modifications by anaesthetics, poisons, an4 tjther agen-

cies will be found in a subsequent paper.

Universal Applicability of the Test of Electric Response

Nothing has yet been said of the advantage of the

electrical over the mechanical method of obtaining

response. As has been said before, the mechanical

method is limited in its application. A nerve, for

example, does not undergo any visible change of form

when excited, and its response cannot therefore be

detected by this 'method. But by the electrical method

we are able to detect, not only the response of muscles,

but also of all forms of living tissue.

The Intensity of electrical response is also a measure

of physiological activity. When this is diminished by

anaesthetics, the electrical responses also become

correspondingly diminished. And when the living

tissue is in any way killed, the electrical response

disappears altogether.

Thus, electrical response is regarded as the criterion

between the living and non-living. Where it is, life is

said to be ;
where it is not found, we are in presence of

death, or else of that which has never lived : for in this

respect there % a great gulf fixed between the organic

living and the inorganic or non-living. The pheno-

mena of the inorganic are supposed to be dominated

merely by physical forces, while on the other* side of

the chasm, in the domain, of the li^iing, inscrutable

vital phenomena, of which electric resjJonse^ is the

sign-mand^l, suddenly*come into action.
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But is it true that the inorganic? are irresponsive,

that forces evoke in them no ans\»ering tljirill? Are

their particles for ever locked in the rigid grasp of im-

mobility? .‘A* regards response, is the chasm between

the living and inorganic really impassable?

Inorganic Response

Let us take a piAe of thin wire from which all strains

have been remtived and hold it clamped in the middle

at C (fig. 64).

Fig. 64. Electric Response in Metals, (a) Method of block ;
{h) Equal and oppoute

responses when the ends A and B arc stimulated ; the dotted portions of the cim'e

show recovery; (c) Balancing effect when both the ends are stimulated simuU

taneously.

A and B will be found iso-electric and no current will

pass through the galvanometer. If we now stimulate

the end A by a tap, or better still by rapid [torsional

vibration, a “ current of action ” will be found to

flow in the, wire in one direction. Stimulation of B

on the other hand, gives rise to a current in theOpposite

direction. The object of the block C is to prevent

the molecular disturbance produced by stimulus at one

end of the wire from reaching the other.

Quantitative stimulation is applied by producing

a sudden torsioRal vibration, say of 90°, to the end A,

with the, result of an up-response of the galvanometer

;

on aDolication of similar stimulus to the end B. diere
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is produced an equal and opposite response (fig. 64).

If now both the ends A and B are stimulated simulta-

neously, the responsive electromotive variation at*the two

ends will continuously balance each othe^ and the

galvanometer spot will remain stationary. Fig. 65 gives

the record of series of equal and opposite responses

by alternate stimulation of A and B.

Fig. 65. Photographic Record of Equal an^opposite Responses exhibited by stimula-

• tions of A arid B (Tin).

The similarities of response of inorganic and living

substances are now sufficiently evident. We have to

extend the Inquiry to see whether this similarity

extends to this point only, or goes still further. Are the

response-curves of the inorganic modified by the in-

fluence of external agencies, as the living responses are

found to be ?

E0ect of Superposition of Stimuli

It hag been said that under rapidly succeefling stimuli,

the Intermltteht effects of single shocks become fused,

and the muscle responds by an almost unbroken

tetanic curve (fig. 66). If the frequency is not suffi-

ciently great, there is an Incomplete tetanus^ and the

response-curve becomes jagged.

The very same thing occurs In metals. J subject the

wire to quickly succeeding vibrations. The cutve rises
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to its maximum ; further stimulation adds nothing to

the effect, and the deflection is held, as it. were rigid,

Fig. 66. Ejects analogous to (a) incomplete and (b) complete tetanus In tin. {a) In-

complete and Q/) complete tetanus in muscle.

SO long as the stimulation is kept up. With lesser fre-

quency of stimulation the tetanus is incomplete, and

the curve becomes jagged (fig. 66).

Fatigue

^ ^Amongst living substances the nerve is practically

indefatigable. Successive curves are exactly^ similar.

Muscles, however, exhibit fatigue, which disappears

after a period qf rest.

Inorganic substances likewise exhibit fatigue specially

after pvolpnged action. The fatigue curve here repro-

duced was obtained from tii\ that had been subjected to

very prolonged stimulation
; its remarkable similarity

to the burve of fatigue in mascles will at once
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apparent (fig. 67), Fatigue in metal is also removed

by a period^ of rest.*

Fig. 67. Photographic record of fatigue in tin.

Stimulus of Light

I have in this investigation mainly used the mecha-

nical form of stimulation as being the simplest and

giving rise to f<?west complications. Time does not

allow of my entering here^ upon the subject of the

response under electric stimulation. I may, however,

say a few words on the effect of the stimulus of light.

If one of the sensitised wires in the cell already

described be subjected to light if gives an electric

response, and under certain circumstances an oscillatory

after-effect is jeen to occur on the cessation of light.

This latter fact probably explains certain phenomena of

visual recurrence to be noticed presently.

Artificial Retina

The molecular strain produced by stimulus can not

only be detected by the phenomena of electromotive

variation, but also by conductivity variation. Acting

on this principle, I have been able to construct an

artificial retina constructed of galena. The sensitive

receiver is placed inside a hollow spherical caae, provided

with a circular opening Jin front, in which a gliss lens
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is placed, corresponding to the crystalline lens. You

now see before you a complete modpl of an artificial eye.

When 'this, is Interposed in an electric circuit, with a

sensitive galvanometer as indicator, you observe the

response to a flash of light by the galvanometer deflec-

tion. I throw red, yellow, green and violet lights upon

it in succession, to all of which it responds. Note how

strong is the action of yellow light, the response to

violet being relatively feeble. Indeed, the most striking

peculiarity of this eye is that it can see lights not

only some way beyond the violet, but also in regions

far below the infra-red, in the invisible regions

of electric radiation. It is in fact a Tejometer (Sanskrit

fcj-radiation), or universal radiometer.

Observe how each flash of invisible light I am pro-

ducing with this electric radiation apparatus, calls forth

an immediate response, and how the eye automatically

recovers without external aid. This will show the

possibility of an automatic receiver which will record

Hertzian wave-messages without the intervention of

the crude tapping device.

This retina has, as will be seen with regard to spectral

vision, an enormous range, extending far beyond the

visual limits. We can, however, reduce its powers to

a merely human level by furnishing it with a water

lens, which, in its liquid constitution, approximates

closer to the lens of the eye than does the glass substi-

tute. In this case the invisible radiations are absorbed

by the liquid, and do not reach the sensitive retina.

Perhaps ^we do not sufficiently appreciate, especially

in these days of space-signalling by Hertzian waveSt

the Importance of that protective contrivance which

veils oi&r sense against insufferable radiance.* ^
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Binocular Alternation of Vision

I have referred to the fact that sometimes on the

cessation df light, an after-oscillation is observed, which
may correspond to the after-oscillations o^ the retina,

and give a probable explanation of the p'henomena of

recurrent vision. When we. have looked at a bright

object for some time with one eye, we find, on closing

both eyes, that the image alternately appears and

disappears. It was while studying tlys subject that

I came, upon the curious fact that the two eyes .do not

see equally well at a given instant, but take up, as it

were, the work of seeing, and then resting, alternately.

There is thus a relative retardation of half a period

as regards maximum sensation in the two retinas.

This may be demonstrated* by means of a stereoscope,

carrying, instead of stereo-photographs, incised plates

through which we look at light. The design consists

of two slanting cuts at a suitable distance from
each other. One cut, R, slants td the right, and the

other, L, to the left (see fig. 68). When the design

is looked at through the stereoscope, the right eye will

see, say R, and the left L ; the two images will appear

superimposed, and we see an inclined cross. When
the stereoscope is turned towards the sky, and the cross

looked at steadily for some time, it will be found, owing
tothe alternation already referred to, that while one arm
of the cross begins to be dim, the other becomes bright

and vice versa. The alternate fluctuations become far

more conspicuous when the eyes are closed
; the pure

oscillatory after-effects of the strained sensitive niplecules

in jhe retina are then obtained in a most vivi3 manner.
After looking through the ’stereoscope *for, ten seconds
or, more, ^.he eyes are <;Josed. The first effect ebserved
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is one of darkness, due to the rebound. Then one

luminous arm of the cross first

projects aslant the dark' field, and

then slowly disappears ; after which

the second (perceived by the other

eye) shoots out suddenly in a

direction athwart the first. This

alternation proceeds for a long time,

and produces the curious effect of

^ two luminous blades crossing and
Fig. 00. Stereoscopic . _ . A i

(Jesign to show binocular re-crossing cach other. Another

alternation of vision. method of bringing out the same

facts in a still more striking manner, is to look at two

different sets of writing, with the: two eyes. The

resultant effect is a blurr, due to superposition, and the

inscription cannot be read with the eyes open. But on

closing them, the composite image is analysed into its

component parts, and thus we are enabled to read

better with eyes shut than open

!

It will thus be seen how, from observing the pecu-

liarities of an artificial organ, we are led to discover

unsuspected peculiarities in our own. ^e stand here

on the threshold of a very extended inquiry, of which I

can only say that as it has been possible to construct

an artificial retina, so I believe it may not be impossible

to Witate afiso other organs of sense.

Effects of Chemical Reagents

I now returh to the consideration of mechanical

stimulus and the modification of its responses, as shown

by metals. We have seen the remarkable parallelism

between orgjanlt and inorganic responses under various

conditions. There still remains^the study of the effects
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of chemical reagent^. Drugs profoundly modify the

response of living substances; the effects of which

may be classified under three classes, some acting as

stimulants, others as depressors, -and yet others again

as poisons, by which response is permanently abolished.

Amongst the last may be mentioned mercuric chloride,

oxalic acid and others. Again, drugs which in large

doses become poisons, may, when applied in small

quantities, act as stimulants.

It may be thought that to these ^enomena, in^

organic matter could offer no parallel. For they involve

possibilities which have been regarded as exclusively

physiological. Accustomed in the animal to find the

responsive condition transformed into the irresponsive

state at the moment of deaih, we look on this sequence

as peculiar to the world of the living. And on this fact

is based the supreme test by which physical and

physiological phenomena are differentiated. That only

can be called living which is capable of dying, we say,

and death can be accelerated by the administration of

poison. The sign of life as given by the electric pulses

then wanes, till it ceases altogether. Molecular im-

mobility—the rigor of death—supervenes, and that which

was living is no longer alive.

Is it credible that we might, in like manner, kill

inorganic response by the administration# of poisto?

G)uld we by .this means induce a condition of immo-

bility in metals, so that, under its influence, their electric

responses should wane and die out akogether?

Before we attempt the action of poisons let us study

th^ exciting effect of stimulants. You observe the

normal extent of response under successive uniform

stimuli applied to one wire of the cell. I now a^d a few
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drops of diluted solution of sodium carbonate and you
observe the growing exaltation of the response, (fig. 69).

I now pass on to the effect of poison;. Any of

the substances already enumerated may be used as the

Fig. 69. Stimulating action of Na* COs on tin.

toxic agent. After obtaining the normal response I apply
a poisonous solution of oxalic acid. The electric

response is now completely killed and all our efforts,

by intense stimulation to reawaken them, fail (fig. 70).

FiJ. 70. Abolition of Response by Oxalic acid.
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But we may, sometimes at least, by the timely

application of a siytable antidote, revive the dying

response, as' I do now. See how the lethar^ (5f im^

mobility passes away ; the electric throb grow$ stronger

and stronger, and the response in the piede'of metal

becomes normal once more. .

There remains the very curious phenomenon, known
not only to students of physiological response but also

in medical practice, that of the opposite effects produced

by the same drug when given in large or in small doses.

Here too we have the same phenomenon reproduced

in an extraordinary manner in inorganic response.

The same agent which becomes a poison in large quan-

tities thus acts a» a stimulant when applied in small

doses. •

I have shoWn you this evening autographic records

of responses of the living and non-living. How similar

are the writings ! So similar indeed that you cannot

tell one from the other apart. We* have watched the

responsive pulses wax and wane in the one as in the

other. We have seen response sinking under fatigue,

becoming exalted under stimulants, and being “ killed
**

by poisons, in the non-living as in the living.

Amongst such phenomena, how can we draw a line

of demarcation, and say, “ here the physical process

ends, and^there the physiological begins ”?• No sucTi

barriers exist. •

Do not the two sets of records tell us of some pro-

perty of matter common and persistent ?* Do they not

show us that the responsive processes, seen in life^ have
been, foreshadowed in non-life?—that the physiological

is, after all, but an expression of the physicq-chemical,

and^hat there is no abrupt break, but a continuity?
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H it be SO, we shall turn with renewed courage

to the investigation of mysteries which have long eluded

us. For ?very step of science has been rhade by the

inclusion pf what seamed contradictory or capricious in

a new and 'harmonious simplicity. Her advances have

been always towards a clearer perception of underlying

unity in apparent diversity.

(Friday Evening Discoune, Royal Institution, May 1901 )
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ON ELECTROMOTIVE WAVE ACCOMPANYING MECHANI-

CAL DISTURBANCE IN METALS IN CONTACT WITH

ELECTROLYTE

Take a rod of metal, and connect the two points

A and R with a galvanometer by means of non-pola-

risable electrodes. (Fig. 71a.) If the point 0 is struck,

a wave of molecular disturbance will reach A and B,

It will be shown that this is attended by a wave of electric

variation. The mechanical and the attendant elec-

trical disturbance will reaeh a maximum and then

gradually subside. The resultant effect on the gal-

vanometer will be due to Ea —Eb where Ea and Eb are

Fig. 71. In (a) mechanical disturbance at 0 produces similar electrical variations atA
and B ; there is no resultant effect. In (b) owing to a clamp, molecular disturbance

initiated at A cannot reach B. A tap or vibration impartefl to the end A produces

responsive current which flows in the wire from the unexcited B to the excited end

A. Disturbance at B gives rise to a current in the opposite direction* (c) gives

t^e record of the response to equal stimuli applied to A and B. Itie ascending

part of the curve shows the effect of Jlimulus, the fallir% part shows recovery,

(d) Simultaneous stimulation of A and B gives no resultant tesponse. (In the

tecords dottad lines represent i|^very.)

•
( 277 )
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the electric variations induced at and B. The elec-

tric changes at A and B will continuously balance each

other/ anc[ the resultant effect on the galvanometer will

be zero, when the mechanical disturbance reaches A and

B at the same time and with the same intensity, when

the molecular condition is similar at the two points, and

when the rate of rise and subsidence of disturbance

is the same at the two points. In order that a resultant

response may be exhibited, matters have to be so

arranged that (1) the disturbance reaches one point,

say A and not B, and vice versa. This may be accom*-

plished by the method of block. Again, a resultant

differential action may be obtained even when the

disturbance reaches both A and B, if the electrical

excitability of one pbiifc is relatively exalted or

depressed by physical or chemical means. Besides

the method of the block there are thus two other means

of obtaining a resultant response, (2) by the method

of relative exaltation, (3) by the method of relative

depression.

Method of Block

The electromotive effect described below can be

obtained with all metals. A piece of “ tin ” wire (an

alloy of tin and lead used as electric fuse) will be found

to give very good results. A specimen of wirq I mm. in

diameter, 10 cm. in length, is mounted ifi the apparatus.

Two strips of cloth moistened with water or dilute

salt solution are securely tied round two points A and B.

Electric ^connections are made with the indicating gal-

vanometer by means of non-polarisable electrodes»(Zn

in ZnSO folution). Special precautions are taken so

that there is no variation of contact. If a sharp tap* be
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now given near lA, a transitory electrical current in

response tp the disturbance will be found to flow round

the circuit, in a definite direction. Disturbance of B
gives rise to a current in the reverse dijreiftion. For

quantitative measurement it is necessary to have the

intensity of stimulus maintahied uniform, or increased

or decreased in a definite manner. Instead of a tap,

the stimulus of torsional vibration is more satisfactory.

By maintaining the amplitude of vibration constant, or

increasing or decreasing the amplitude, we can* either

keep the stimulus constant, or Increase or decrease it in a

quantitative manner. I shall first describe some of the

typical results which may be obtained with the simple

“ straight wire ‘form ” of the apparatus. Worked

with care it gives consistent and good results. For

quantitative measurements requiring the greatest exacti-

tude the “ cell form,” to be presently described, will be

found more satisfactory.
^

Recording Apparatus.—^The galvanometer used is a

sensitive dead-beat D’Arsonval. The records are taken

by means of a cylindrical modification of the response

recorder described in a previous paper, or by means of

photography. In the latter method, a clockwork moves

the photographic plate at a uniform rate and a curve

is traced on the plate by the moving galvanometer ^ot

of light*. The disturbance of molecular equilibrium

caused by the stimulus is attended by an electromotive

variation, which gradually disappears qp the restoration

of molecular equilibrium. The rising portion of the

response curve shows the electromotive effeqt,* due to

stifnulus, and the falling portion the, recovery. The

ordinate represents the electromotive variation, and the

abscissa thp time.
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Experiments for Exhibition of Balancing Effect

If the wire had been carefully annealed, the molecular

conditions of its different points are approximately the

same. The wire will therefore be practically iso-electric

throughout its length. If the wire be now held near the

middle by the clamp, and a vibration through an ampli-

tude of, say, 90° be given to the end A, an upward

deflection will be produced ; an equal and opposite

deflection willrbe produced by similar vibration of B
(fig. 71, c). If both the ends are simultaneously

vibrated, the electromotive variation at the two ends will

continuously balance each other, and the galvanometer

spot will remain quiescent (fig. 71, d). The clamp

is next removed, and the wire vibrdted as a whole

;

the stimulation of A and B being the same, there is

no resultant deflection. Having found the balancing

point for the clamp (which is at or near the middle), if

the clamp be now shifted to the left,- on simultaneous

vibration of A and B, the A effect will relatively

be the stronger (inasmuch as the torsional vibra-

tion of A is increased and that of B decreased), and

there is produced a resultant upward deflection.

Thus keeping the rest of the circuit untouched, by
merely moving the clamp from the left, past the

balancing position to the right we get either a positive

or zero or‘ a negative resultant effect. Thlr can be

xepeated any number of times. The experiment shows

further that when the amplitude of vibration is kept

constant, the intensity of electromotive effect is Increased

by shortening the wire. The normal direction of the

current of response in the wire is in the majority

of metals, from the relatively less to the relatively

ipore excited point.
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The form of the response curve, stimulus remaining

constant, i^ modified by the molecular condition of the

wire. A wire in a sluggish condition shows* feeble

response, the recovery being also slow. Tho^same wire

after it has been vibrated for a time exhibits a stronger

response. Longer time is required for recovery from

the action of a stronger stimulus.

Comparison of Electric Excitability of Two Points by the

Method of Balance

As already stated, when the clamp is put at the

balancing positioYi, alternate equal stimulations of A
and B produce equal and^opposite electromotive res-

ponses, and when the two ends are stimulated simul-

taneously there is no resultant effect.

Increased Excitability produced by Preliminary Vibra-

tion.— If now one-half of the wire, say the A half, be

vibrated for a time, the electric excitability of that half

will be found tp be more or less permanently augmented,

presumably by increased molecular mobility conferred

by vibration. The response of A would now be found

to be greatly enhanced, as compared with its previous

response, the response of B remaining the same^ a;

before. •If now both the ends are siifiultaneously

vibrated, the^ previous balance will be found to be

upset, the resultant showing that A^in consequence

of previous stimulation, has been rendered the more

excitable.
^

• If B be now vibrated for a time, the^former approxi-

mate balance will be re-established by the enhanced

responsiveness of B.* Thus the following* results
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are obtained with the clamp at the approximate halanc*

ing point : *

Response Response Resultant

of A. of B. response.

Divisions. Divisions. Divisions.

Approximate balance . +5 -4-5 +0-5
After the end*- A has

be^n vibrated.

+ 10-5 -4-5 +6-0

After the end B has been

vibrated for an equal

length of time.

+10-5 -9-5 +1-0

E0ect of Chemical Reagents~lt will be shown that

keeping the electrolyte by which contact, is made con-

stant, the electric excitability of the wire depends on the

molecular condition of the wire. Certain electrolytes,

such as dilute solution of NaCl, dilute solution of bichro-

mate of potash and others, are normal in their action,

that is to say, with such contacts the response to,

stimulation is practically the same aS with distilled

water contact.

Contact made with dilute NaCl solution may there-

fore be regarded as the normal contact. There are again

tertaln chesfnical reagents which enhance the electrical

excitability ; others on the contrary jjroduce great

depression, or abolition of excitability.

Electric Comparator

We may C9mpare the .relative electric excitability

conferred by chemical reagents by the method of balance.

Having* previously obtained a balance (with waterV
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dilute NaCl solqfion at A and B), one contact, say A,

is louche^d with ^ few drops of very dilute Na2C03,

which is an exciting agent. The electrip excitability

of A will now be found to be greater than«that of B as

demonstrated by the upsetting of the previous balance,

the resultant current being now towards the more

excitable A.

Response Response Resultant

of A. of B. re^onse.

Both contacts of normal

saline.
•

+ 12 -12 0

Contact A touched with

NaaCOa solution.

>32 -12 +20

Similarly, when A is depressed by a trace of oxalic

acid, the electric excitability of A is less than that of B,

the resultant deflection being now downwards (current

of response towards the relatively more responsive B).

It is to be remembered that in all cases the resultant

current of response in the wire is towards the more excitable

point.

An interesting line of investigation rendered possible

by a modification of method of balance described above

is to compar# the relative excitability induced by various

chemical reagents, the influence of different strengths of

the same reagent, and the modification of the effect

by the duration of application. We may thyspcomparfe

the effect of the reagent^ in relation^ to the normal

effect of water or dilute NaCl solution. There is

igain an extremely delicate method of comparison of the
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relative effects of a series of compoynds like Na2C08,

K2COS, etc. Balance having been previously obtained

between th^ normal sensitiveness of A and 6 , the two

different solutions ard now applied at the two points

;

the slightest difference in their relative action is at once

exhibited by the upsetting of the balance during stimu-

lation, the direction of the resultant deflection indicating

the more stimulating reagent.

Resultant Response by Method of Relative Depression or

Exaltation

From what has been said, it will be seen that by

rendering A and B uneqtially excitable, a resultant

response may be obtained. The block may be abolished,

and the wire may be vibrated as a whole ; the response

will now be due to the differential effect at A and B.

For producing difference in excitability we may subject

one point, say A, to a preliminary vibration, or apply

at the point a suitable chemical reagent. By the appli-

cation of the latter there will be a small P. D. between

A and B, which will simply produce a displacement of the

zero. (By means of a potentiometer the galvanometer

spot may be brought back to the original position).

The displacement of the zero does not affect the general

result. The direction of this more or less permanent

current, due to the small P. D., gives no indication of

the direction of current of response ; the direction of the

latter is determined by the rule that the responsive

current flows towards the more excitable point. The
electromotive response induced by mechanical stimula-

tion is algebraically superposeA on the existing P. £),
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The deflection takes place from the modified zero,

to which the spot Returns during recovery. I give four

records (fig. 72) : in (a) A is touched with Na2C03

(which is an excitant) : a perrtianent current flows

from B to A : response to stimulus is in the same

direction as the permanent current (positive varia-

tion) ; in (A) A is touched with a trace of oxalic acid

(which depresses the excitability), the permanent

current is in the same direction as jjefore, but the

current of response is in the opposite direction^ (nega-

tive variation) ; in (c) A is touched with dilute

KHO (3 parts in 1000), the response is exhibited by a

positive variation ; in (d) A is touched with stronger

KHO (3 parts in 100), the response is now exhibited by

a negative variation. Th^ last two apparently ano-

malous results are due to the fact (which will be demon-

strated later) that KHO in minute quantities is an

excitant, while in larger quantities it is a depressant.

Fig. 72. Response by Method of Relative Depressjpn or Exaltation.

(o) Response when A is treated with sodium carbonate—an apparent positive variation*

(fc) „ „ „ „ oxalic acid—an apparent negative ^riation. ,

(c) „ „ „ „ very dilute potash—positive varidlion.

(J)* „ „ „ „ strong potash—ncgati^ variation.

This response is up when A is more excitable and down when B is more excitable.

$ Lines thus* indicate <]jrection of permanent current.
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f

Permanent

current.

Current of

^response.

A treated witn Sodium carbonate — -

n „ oxalic acid . — —

„ „ ver5 dilute potash — —

„ M strong potash — —
Current of response is always towards the more excitable point.

Detection of Minute Physicochemical Change

I will now describe an experiment which will show in

a striking manner how exceedingly delicate is the me-

thod of electric response to stimulation, and how by its

means we can detect and measure traces of physico-

chemical changes in different parts of the same solid.

Take a wire and touch two points, one with Na2C08

solution the other with oxalic acid. Wash the wire.

There is no trace left of the previous treatment. Let

one contact be permanently made at a normal or pre-

viously unacHed point N. Let the other exploring

contact be moved along from the other end towards N,

the wire being mechanically stimulated during the test.
*

The galvanometer spot remains quiescent as long as the

exploring contact is over normal areas. But as soon as

it touches the zone on which is impressed the invisible

image of physico-chemical change, the differential effect

of stimulus at once reveals it by, producing anvigorou)
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movement of the galvanometer spot. At Nrthere'was

no movement, but "there was an upward movement of

response when fhe explorer came over the stimulated

area “ Carbonate.” As the explorer passed on to N2

there was a cessation of movement, but when it reached

the depressed area marked ” Oxalic ” there was a

vigorous movement downwards (fig. 73).

Interference Ejects

I have already described a case of interference in the

galvanometric effect when the two points A and B in

similar molecular conditions *are simultaneqpsly acted

on by the ^same mechanical stimulus. Under •these
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coiutitions' the electric variation at the two points conti-

nuously balance each other, and there is no resultant

effect.
*

When one point is acted on by a chemical reagent,

not only is its electric excitability changed, but its time

relations—its latent period, the time-rate of its acquiring

the maximum electric variation, and the recovery from

the effect of stimulus—become also modified. Using

the block method, we may place a drop of excitant

Na2COs on A and depressant KBr on B. On simul-

taneous vibration of A and B, the A effect being rela-

tively much stronger than B effect, the resultant is

an upward deflection. But on moving the balancing

clamp away from A (thus decreasing the stimulation

intensity of A and increasi.ig that of B) we can find a

{Joint where the A effect is equal and opposite to the B
effect. But owing to change of time relations, simulta-

neous vibration of A and B no longer gives a conti-

nuous balance ; we obtain instead a diphasic variation.

The diphasic curve thus obtained is exactly the same as

the resultant curve deduced from the algebraic summa-
tion of the A and B curves obtained separately.

Continuous Transformation from Positive to Negative

through an Intermediate Diphasic Response.—In the

following record, fig. 74, I succeeded in obtaining a

cbntinuousr transformation from positive to negative due

to induced changes in the relative sensitiveness of the

two contacts. I found that traces of after-effect due to

application of HajCOs, even after it is washed off, remain

for a .time, the increased sensitiveness conferred dis-

appearing gradually. Again, if we apply NagCOs solu-

tion to a fr^h point, the sehsitiveness gradually increases.

Therebis another interesting point, viz., tha^ the begin-
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ning of response
^
is earlier when the application of

Na2C03 is ^fresh. In the experiment whose record is

given, the wire is held at one end, and successive uni-

form vibrations imparted to the 'wire as whole at

intervals of one minute by means of a forsion head

at the other end. Owing to after-effect of previous

applications of Na2C03, the sensitiveness of A is at

the beginning great, hence the resultant response at

the commencement is positive or up^A^ard. Dilute

solution of Na2C03 is next applied to B. The re^onse

of B (down) begins earlier, and continues to grow

Fig. 74. Transformation from positive to negative through intermediate diphasic

variation. Thick dots represent times of application of stimulus.

stronger and stronger. The response therefore shows

a preliminary negative twitch of B followed by positive

variation of A. The negative grows continuously. At

the fifth response, the two components, negative and

.

positive, of the double response become equal ; after

thatf the negative becomes* very promfneijt, the posl-

ti|e dwindling into a fegble and inconspicuous response.
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Modification of the Apparatus into “ Cell Form ”

The series in fig. 75 explains the transformation from

the
‘‘

straight wire to “
cell form. The wires

A and cut from the same piece, are clamped sepa--

rately below ; vibration of A (the amplitude of which

is measured by a graduated circle) gives rise to a res-

ponsive current in one direction; vibration of B pro-

duces a current in the opposite direction. Every experi-

ment can thi^s be verified by corroborative and reversal

effects. The intensity of electromotive response varies

with the substance, and is sometimes considerable, for

example, with tin,” a single vibration may give rise to

as high a value as 0*4 volt. The intensity of response

does not depend on the chemical activity of the sub-

stance, for the electromotive variation in the relatively

inactive tin is greater than that in zirfc. Again, the

sign of response, positive or negative, is sometimes

modified by the molecular condition of the wire (see

below). In the dell form of apparatus the wires

are immersed to a definite depth in the electrolyte

;

there is thus a perfect and invariable contact between

the wire and the electrolyte. The wire is clamped

below, and torsional vibration gives rise to a strong

electrical response. If the wire be carefully undamped,

vibration is found to cause no electrical response. As

all the rest of the circuit is kept absolutely thp same in

the two different sets of experiments, the results offer

conclusive proof that the responsive electromotive varia-

tion is solely due to the mechanical stimulation of the

r acted \vire. The excitatory effect due to stimulation per-

sists for a time. This is demonstrated by keeping, the

galvanometer drcuit open during the application of

stimulus, and completing it at^ various short inter^



Fig. 75. Succewive modifications of the “ straight wire ” ending in cdl fom. (M show

how the ends of A and B of the wire may be vibrated by ebonite dip-holders. H and H .

When A is -xcited, current of response in the wire, normally speijpdg, is from the

unexcited B to the excited A. The stimulated wire become nncoid. Note that

though the current of response is consfant in direction, tile galvanometer deHertion in

(d) will be opposite in direction to (i). In (e) is shown one of tlfe two graduated circles

% which theagiplilude of vibratitn is measured.

X 2
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after its cessation, when a persisting electrical effect

diminishing rapidly with time will be obseryed. When
the wife is. brought to the normal condition, successive

responses
/
to uniform stimuli are exactly similar in

the case of metals which, like tin, show no fatigue. I

usually interpose a high external resistance, varying from

1 to 5 megohms, so that the galvanometer deflections

are proportional to the electromotive variations ; the

internal resistance of the cell and the variation of

that resistance by the addition of chemical "reagents

are thus rendered quite negligible. Ordinarily tap-

water is used as the electrolyte. The responses ob-

tained with tap-water are practically the same as those

obtained with distilled water. Zincf wires in ZnS04
solution give responses smilar in character to those

given by, for example, Pt or Sn in water.'

Character and Interisity of Response dependent on Mole-

cular Condition

The following experiments show how the pheno-

menon of response is intimately connected with the

molecular condition of the acted wire :

—

Effect of Annealing,—The photographic records,

given in fig. 76, show the equal and opposite responses

Before After

Fig. 76. Series o( iesponses, to uniform stimuli, of both A and B wires, be^re and
^ after annealinf.
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in A and B wires to a succession of unifortn stimuli.

Hot water was now, substituted for the cold water (too

high a temperature temporarily reduces the response)

;

the cell was then allowed to cool t6 its old tejjiperature.

Records show how the process of annealing had greatly

enhanced the amplitude of r^ponse.

Effect of Previous Vibration .—The increased sensi-

tiveness conferred by previous vibration has already been

referred to before. I give bfelow a record (fig. 77) ob-

tained with platinum ; this and similar results obtained

Fig. 77. Photographic record showing the ertect ol continuous stimulation in enhancing

response (Pt). Each curve shows response (followed by recovery), the stimulus

being kept constant throughout. The series of responses (a), enhanced to series (c)

after continuous vibration (b).

•

with other metals clearly show the enhancement of

rest)onse after preliminary stimulation.

Sometimes the wire gets into a very sluggish condi-

tion, when the response almost disappears ; in other

words, owing to some molecular modification, responsive-

ness is reduced from the normal positive value (by

positive is meant that the acted wire bec5mes zinc-like or

is zincoid) to zero. In these cases annealing or preli-^

minary vibration are usually effective in transforming

the ^sensitiveness from zefo to the hormal positive
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Abnormal Response

But the modification of which I have spojcen does not

stop sfhort of mere abolition of responsive power, but

sometime^ proceeds 'further, and actually reverses the

sign of response—the excited wire becoming cuproid.

But even in such cases long-continued stimulation

transforms the abnormal negative to the normal posi-

tive. I give below photographic records which exhibit

this. In fig. 78, a, the transformation took place during

continued vibration. To detect the point of trans-

formation, I experimented with a platinum cell which

exhibited the abnormal effect, and took a long series of

records of responses to uniform stimulation acting at

tion.

Ahnormd response of animal nerve.--lt is interesting

to note* that similar abnormal response is also exhibi^ied
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by animal nerve in condition of extreme sJub-toVilclty,

This abnormal response of the nerve is also transformed

into normal under continuous stimulation.
^

•

Returning to the response of “metajs we^ay dlstin"

gulsh the following typical cases. Beginrfing with the

case of extreme molecular nipdlficatlon, we have (1) a

condition which gives rise to the abnormal or negative

response ; after continued vibration the negative be-

comes less negative, and ultimately becpmes converted

into positive : (2) an irresponsive or neutral condition

;

vibration or annealing transforms it into positive : (3) a

sluggish, feebly positive, becoming more and more

positive after continued vibration : (4) a steady and

permanent condition, when the responses are uniform .

and lastly (5) when vlbratibn is maintained for too long

a time, the i5osltlve tends to become less positive, the

responses decline—a state of things which is designated

as fatigue.

Increased Electromotive Response under increased In-*

tensity of Stimulus

When the. intensity of stimulus is Increased by

increasing the amplitude of vibration, the electric res-

fa>

Fig. 79. Photographic records of responses (a) from 5® to 40®f {h) from 40® back

to 5®. Jhe vertical line=0’i volt.
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pons6 undergoes an increase. The records given

(fig. 79) are for amplitudes of vibrafion increasing from

5® to 40°, and decreasing from 40° to 5°, I'he succes-

sive stimuli are imparted at intervals of 1 minute. It

will be noticed how the responses become enhanced

under increasing stimulations.

Table /.—Showing the Increasing Electromotive Response

under Increasing Amplitude of Vibration

Vibration amplitude. Deflection. 23 dns.=0‘I volt.

Ascending. Descending.

5° 5-5 5

10 h 12

20
1

25-5 26 t

25 33 32

30 1 39 39

35 43 43

40 , 47 48

It will also be noticed that whereas recovery is com-

plete in 1 minute when the vibration amplitude is small,

it is not quite complete within that time, when the

vibration amplitude is large. Greater strain prolongs

the period of recovery. Owing to want of complete

tedovery, the base line is tilted slightly upwar^ls. This

slight displacement does not materially aflect the results,

provided the shifting is slight. From other records

taken through a* greater range of stimulation, it appears

that in a curve obtained with responsive electromotlye

variations as ordinates and amplitudes of vibratipns

as abscissae,^ thb first part’ of the curve is, generally

speaking, slightly convex to the ajpsclssa. This convex^
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Is more pronounced when feeble stimulation gives

rise, as to^be pre^ntly explained, to a response of

opposite sign to that of the normal. Tlje cfUrve Is

straight In the middle and confcave,In th| last part

where the amplitude of response reaches a limit.

Effect of Sub-minimal Stimulus .—The response is of

opposite sign to that of the normal, when the Intensity

of stimulus Is sub-minimal. This characteristic effect

I also find in the response of living tisfynes.

Maximum Effect

If Instead of a single vibration of a given amplitude

we superpose a rapidly succeeding series, the Individual

effects are added* up and a maximum deflection Is pro-

duced which remains practJtally constant as long as the

vibration is nftaintalned. A single ineffective stimulus

thus becomes effective by the additive effect of seve-

ral. Too long-continued vibration may cause fatigue,

but during half a minute or so, ’the maximum effect

in tin is very definite. For example, a single vibration

of 5^ gave a defection of 3-5 divisions; the same when

continued at the rate of four times per second gave

a maximum deflection of eighteen divisions. A single

vibration of 10° of the same wire gave a deflection of

4-5 divisions, but continued vibration gave the definite

maxlmugi of 37-5 divisions. I give belbw a curve

(fig. 80) exhibiting the maximum effects for different

amplitudes of vibration.
^

//ys/cres/s.—Allusion has already been made as to

tjie increased sensitiveness conferred by preliminary

vibration. Being desirous of finding out in what manner

this 'is brought about, I toolc a series of^ observations for

ap entire •cycle, that is to say, a series of observations
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were taken for maximum effects,^ starting from 10®

and ending in 100®, and backward from 100® to 10®.

Effect 'bf hysteresis is very clearly seen (fig. 80, A)

;

there is a ^.onsideraWe divergence between the forward

and return curves, the return curve being higher of the

two. On repeating the cycle several times, the diver-

gence becomes much reduced, the wire acquires a more

constant sensitiveness.

Effect of Annealing.—I'repeated the experiment with

the same wire, after pouring hot water and allowing it

to cool to the old temperature. It will be seen from the
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cyclic curve (fig. 80, B), (1) that the sensitiveness has

become vefy mucl\ enhanced ; (2) that there is rela-

tively less divergence between the forward^and* return

curves. Even this divergence ptactigally rjisappeared

at the third cycle, when the forward and backward

curves coincided (fig. 80, C).. The above results show

in what manner the excitability of the wire is enhanced

by purely physical means.

It is very curious to notice that the substitution of

dilute Na^COs solution as electrolyte produces Jesuits

very similar to that produced by annealing ; that is to

say, not only is there a great enhancement of sensitive-

ness, but there is also a reduction of hysteresis. Another

curious point is that, whereas with ordinary fresh wire

the addition of Na2C03 grSatly enhances the sensitive-

ness, after the*wire has been annealed there is compara-

tively little further increase of sensitiveness due to the

addition of the reagent.

Effect of Chemical Reagents

I reproduce photographic records of a few typical

cases which will graphically illustrate the influence

of chemical reagents. The mode of procedure is as

follows. The cell is filled with water, and photographic

records are taken of responses to single vibrations of

constant,amplitude, applied to one of th# two wires

at intervals of 1 minute. The responses are found

to be uniform. Chemical reagents are now added, and

responses obtained as before. These exhibit either an

increase or a diminution, depending on the«exciting.

or
,
depressing nature of the reagent. It is also quite

easy-to obtain duplicated results by alternately vibrating

tlje A and B wires. , Uniform responses, alternately
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positive or negative, are first obtained ; after the

addition of reagent both are found to exhibit either an

increase or a diminution. As has been said before a

very high^^ external resistance, varying from 1 to 5

megohms, is interposed in the external circuit, the slight

variation of internal resistance of the cell due to the

addition of the reagent being thus rendered quite

negligible compared with the total resistance of the

circuit. That^lhere is no* appreciable variation in the

total resistance can be independently verified by apply-

ing a known electromotive force before and after the

addition of the reagent, when the resulting deflection is

found to be the same in the two cases. The deflections

are thus simply proportional to the responsive electro-

motive variations.

Chemical Excitants .—The following record (fig. 81)

Fig. 81. Enhanced response by the actiou of NajCOa solution on platinum. "The

intensity of sttnulus is kept constant throughout. Records to the left show the

retponsss before, and those to the right after, the application of Ni^CQ^.
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exhibits the Increased response due to the action of

Na2C03 on»Pt. Another record shows an exactly similar

effect on tin. The record of effect was -taken two

minutes after the application. Other r^ctrds taken

immediately after, show that the enhanced
^
responsive-

ness takes place gradually with time.

Depressants,—Reagents, like KBr (10 per cent.),

produce a depression in jhe response. There are

again others which abolish the response almost

completely, for example, 3 per cent. KHO soluticm (fig.

82, c). One of the most effective reagents which aboli-

shes the response is oxalic acid. The depressing effect of

thi& reagent is so great that a strength of 1 part In 10,000

is often sufficlenf to produce an abolition of response.*

fat
fb> fc>

Fig. 82. Records showing the opposite effects of weak and strong soIuAons. (a) Normal

response ?(A) increased response due to addition of 03 percent. KHO ; (c) aboli-

tion of response Uy 3 per cent. KHO.

* The various phenomena connected with the response jyi inorganic substances

—

the negative variation—the relation between stimulus and response—the increased

response after continuous stimulation—the abnormal response converted^into normal

aftitf long-continued stimulation—the diphasic variation—the increase elf response by

stimulants, decrease by depressors, and abolition by poisons so-called—all these are

^curiously like the various response phenomena in living tissues. ^ complete account

of the mutual relation between the two classes of phenomena will be foun^in my work
'* Ihe Response jp the Living and Non-living."
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Opposite Effects of strong and feehle dose .—The most

curious effect is that exhibited by the sacne reagent

when the • strength of solution is varied. This is

clearly see^.i
,
in 'record (fig. 82), in which (a) gives

the normal
.
response in water

;
(b) shows the enhance-

ment of response by a highly dilute solution of KHO,
3 parts in a thousand. The response was completely

abolished by a stronger S9lution, 3 parts in a hundred

(fig. 82 c).

Effect of “ poisonsf
*—Certain agents like oxalic acid

cause a total abolition of response, like the action of

poisons on living tissues.

The facts described above appear to show that the

enhancement or depression of response may, at least

to a considerable extent, be due to the increase or dimi-

nution of molecular mobility. With a given stimulus,

the height of response and the form of the response

curve is determined by the element of molecular

friction. In connection with this, it is instructive to

observe the records of vibrations of a torsional

pendulum, the friction being gradually increased by

immersing the pendulum in a viscous fluid. The

various types of response-curves in metals are founjl to

be very similar to the above.

^ , Of these I give an interesting example. With

moderate friction the successive curves obtained with

the pendulum are like those given in the left of fig. 83 (a),

With increased, friction the height of the curve is dimi-

nished, the maximum is reached later, and the recovery

becomes, much prolonged like the curve to the right.

With still greater friction there is an arrest of recovery.

It would appear as if the reagents which abolisk

response in metals produce a similar mol^Ular arrest.
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The following photographic records seem to lend sup-

port to thi§ view. Jf the oxalic acid be applied in large

(a).

Fig. 83. Photographic records showing the effect of
**

molecular arrest.” The two

curves to the left of each set show the normal r«»{!>onse ; curve to the right in (o)

shows partial and in (b) complete arrest.

quantities, the ^abolition of response is complete ; but

on carefully applying just the proper amount, I find that

the stimulus evokes a responsive electric variation which

is tess than the normal, and the period of recovery is

very much prolonged from the normal 1 minute beforp

to 5 mjnutes after the application of the reagent.

In the lower ^record (fig. 83) the normal response and
recovery is seen in the left record. After the

application of oxalic acid the record to the right shows
a pronounced arrest, t.e., there is now no ^recovery.

Note also that the maximum is attained much later.

Stinuill applied after the arrest produce nq effect, as if

the molecular mechanism had become locked •up.
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Conclusion

1. Molecular disturbance produced by
, mechanical

stimulation gives rise to an electromotive response. In

the majority oi cases, under normal conditions, the

responsive electrical current in a wire is from the less

to the more stimulated. -

2. Response may be obtained by (1) method of

block, (2) by methods of negative or positive variation.

3. The electromotive response disappears on the

cessation of stimulus.

4. The intensity of the electrical response is modi-

fied by the molecular condition of the wire. Anneal-

ing, or previous stimulation enhances the elegtrlc

response.

5. Abnormal response due to molecular modification

is transformed into normal by previous stimulation.

6. The intensity of electric response is increased

with increasing intensity of stimulation.

7. In a curve showing the relation between intensity

of stimulus and resulting response, the first part is

slightly convex to the abscissa, the sec^ond is approxi-

mately straight, and the third concave. The response

tends to reach a limit.

8. Minimally effective stimulus becomes effective by

supimatlon of stimuli. A maximum effect is produced,

determined^by the intensity of individual stimulation.

9. Hysteresis is exhibited in cyclic curves. The

forward and return curves tend to coincide after several

cycles. Previous annealing reduces hysteresis, and after

one or <iwo cycles the wire assumes a constant sensitivi|y.

10. Chemical reagents may profoundly modify the

electric exckabillty. Some of them Increase the excita-

bility, While others depress or abolish it. • .
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1 1 . The effect of a feeble dose is often opposite to

that of a stronger dose.

12. By touching different points of the* same wire

with different reagents, the excitability of tljele portions

are rendered unequal. Hence a responsive electromotive

variation is obtained by sthnulating the wire as a

whole. The current in the wire is from the less to the

more excitable. ^

13. This method enables the detection of invisible

traces oP physico-chemical change in a wire. •

14. Chemical reagents not only change the excita-

bility but also the quickness of response. Two points

having two different rates thus give diphasic and

other interference effects.

(Proc. Roy, Soc, May 1902.)
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ELECTlilC .RESPONSE IN ORDINARY PLANTS UNDER

ff mechanical stimulation

Discovery of the similarity of response in inorganic

substances and in animal tissues led me to the investiga-

tion of responsive phenomena in the intermediate region

of life of plants.

The action of stimulus on living substances is usually

detected by two different methods. In the case of

motile organs, stimulus causes a change of form.

Mechanical response may thus be obtained in a con-

tractile tissue such as a muscle. But in others, nerve

for example, stimulus causes no visible change ;
the

excitation of the tissue may, however, be detected by

characteristic electromotive changes. The advantage of

the electric mode of detection of response is its

universal applicability. In cases where mechanical

response is available, as in the muscle, it is found that

records of mechanical and electrical responses are very

similar to each other.

The intensity of electrical response in animal tissue

is modified by the physiological activity of the tissue.

When this activity is in any way depressed, the

mtfensity of electrical response is also correspondingly

diminished. When the tissue is killed,t the electrical

response disappears altogether.

Burdon Sanderson, Munck, and others found electric

response to occur only in sensitive plants. I wished to

find out'^whether the responsive electric variation )va8

confined me^el/to organs of plants which exhibit .such

remarkable mechanical movements, or whether it was
( 306 )

•
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a universal phenomenon characteristic of •all f)lants

and of all their different organs. My attempt was

moreover directed in determining throughout the whole

range of response phenomena a pAralleJism f^etween the

animal and the vegetable. That is to say* I desired to

know, with regard to plants, what was "the relation

between the stimulus and response; what were the effects

of superposition of stimuli ; whether fatigue was present,

and in what manner it affected the response ; what were

the effects of extremes of temperature ; whether che-

mical reagents exercised any influence on the plant-

response, as anaesthetics and poisonous drugs affected

the. responses of nerve and muscle.

Experimental Arrangements

The galvanometer used is a sensitive dead-beat

P’Arsonval, A current 1/10® ampere gave a deflection

ot 1 mm. at a distance of 1 metre.

The Response Recorder,—In these respopse-curves the

cyrdinate 4‘epresents ihg intensity of E. M. variation, and
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the ^ abscissa the time. The curves are obtained

directly, by tracing the excursion of the g/ilvanometer

spot of light on a revolving drum. The drum, on which

is wrappeij the gaper for receiving the record, is driven

by clockworic (fig. 84). Different speeds of revolution

can be given to it by adjustment of the clock-governor,

or by changing the size of the driving-wheel. The

galvanometer spot is thrown down on the drum by an

inclined mirror. A stylogfaphic pen attached to a car-

rier rests on the writing surface. The carrier slides

over a rod parallel to the drum. On stimulation, the

resulting excursion of the spot of light is followed by

moving the carrier which holds the pen ; after
.
the

cessation of stimulus the excitatory effect slowly dis-

appears, and the galvanometer spot returns gradually to

its original position. The response and’ recovery are

thus directly traced on the recording surface. We can

calibrate the value of the deflection by applying a

known electromotive force and noting the deflection

which results. The speed of the clock is previously

adjusted so that the recording surface moves exactly

through, say,' one inch a minute; this speed can,

however, be increased to suit any particular experiment.

Very accurate records can thus be obtained in a very

simple manner. A large number of records might be

takten by this means in a comparatively short-time.

Photographic Recorder.—The records may also

be made photographically. A clockwork arrangement

moves a photo^aphic plate at a known uniform rate,

and a curve is traced on the plate by the moving

galvanometer spot of light. The records given in tjiis

paper are accui)ite reproductions of those obtained by

one of ^hese two methods.
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Graduation of the Intensity of Stimulus ’

The important conditions for securing quantitative

results are (1) the maintenance of uniform intensity of

stimulation in certain experiments •and |[2) th^ graduated

increase of intensity in others.
•

Stimulus of torsional vibration.— I find that torsional

vibration affords a very effective method of stimula-

tion. The plant-stalk may be fixed at one end, the

other end being held in a tube provided with clamp-

ing jaw^ A rapid torsional to-and-fro vibration can

now be imparted to the stalk by means of the handle

H. The amplitude of vibration, which determines the

intensity of stimulus, can be accurately measured by

means of a graduated circle. The plant chamber and

the vibrational stimulator is shown in fig. 85.

• • •
•

rtg. 85. The plant chamber. Amplitude of vibration which determirfts the intensity

• of stimulus is measured by the graduated circle seen to the right. The glass chamber

is air-tight. The plant is clamped in flic middle by C wWch acts as a block. Tem-

perature is regulated by the electric heating-coil R. For edperimente on anaes-

thetics) vig>our of chloroform^8 blown in through the side tube. •
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Intenkity of Stimulus dependent on Amplitude of Vibration

A block is produced by damping the pjant in the

middle 'at CJ ; increased stimulation is found to occur in

the tissue l?y increased amplitude of vibration.
<

The Physiological Character of Response

I now proceed to demonstrate that the response

given by the plant is physiological and that it affords

an accurate index of theWltal activity of the plant.

For it will be found that whatever tends to •exalt or

depress this activity also tends to Increase or diminish

the intensity of electric response.

The test applied by physiologists, in order to dis-

criminate as to the physiological nature of the re-

sponse consists in observing the effects of anaesthetics,

poisons, and exceedingly high temperaftures, all of

which are known to depress or destroy the activity

of life.

Effect of Anaesthetics and Poisons,— I took 30 leaf-

stalks of horse-chestnut, and divided them into 3 batches,

of 10 each. One batch was kept in water, to serve as

control experiment, another in chloroform water, and the

third in a 5 per cent, solution of mercuric chloride.

Average response of stalks kept in water=23 divi-

sions.

' Average cresponse of stalks kept in chloroform==

I division. e

The response of stalks kept in poisonous mercuric

chloride was com*pletely abolished.

Effec^ of High Temperature.—A leaf-stalk is taken,

and using the block method strong responses are ob-

tained at botl^ends A and B. '' The stalk is now immersed

for a short time in water at 60^ C, After this treatment
.

*
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the responses are found to be completely^ abolished.

As all the externcd conditions were the same in the

two series 6f experiment, the only difference being that

in one the stalk was alive, and iij the other killed, we

have here a further and conclusive pro'of oi the physio-

logical character of electric response in plants.

The same facts may be demonstrated in a still more

striking manner by first obtaining two similar but

opposite responses in a fresh stalk at A and B, and then

killing one half, say B, by immersing that half in hot

water. T'he stalk is replaced in the apparatus ; Yepeti-

tion of the experiment shows that whereas the A half

gives strong response, the end B gives none.

UniformJKesponses

Uniform .responses may be obtained with certain

plants in a vigorous condition, and when sufficient

period of rest is allowed for complete recovery. The
record given below shows the remarkable uniformity

of response given by radish. The response of plant

is by the induced galvanometric negativity of the

excited tissue jtist as in the tissue of the animal.

Fig. 86. Uniform responses (Radlsli).

Fatigue

The responses however* exhibit fatigue by shortening

the interyening period of rest. The first four responses
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in fig. 87 ^how that there is a cdmplete recovery of the

tissue one minute after the application of the stimulus.

Fig. 87. Appte|vice ol fatigue in plant under shortened period of rest.

m

The iholecular condition is exactly the same at the end

of*the recovery as at the beginning of stimulation ; the

second and succeeding response-curves therefore are

exactly similar to the first, provided sufficient interval in

each case has been allowed fo\ complete recovery.

The rhythm was next changed and stimuli of the

same intensity as before applied at intervals of half a

minute, instead of one. It will be noticed that these

responses in the second part appear much feebler than

those in the first set, in spite of the equality of stimulus.

The original rhythm of one minute was now restored

and the succeeding curves at once sho\^ restoration of

the original amplitude of response.

Increasid Response under increasing Stimuius

I will now show that the electric response is not

merely a qualitative phenomenon, but that increased

intensity of stimulus always gives rise to a definite

increase *ir. the amplitude of response.

In order to obtain the simplest type of effects, nbt

complicated by secondary phenomena, it is necessary
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to choose specimens which exhibit little ihtigue.

Having obtained such a specimen 1 took records of

responses for increasing stimuli caused by increasing

amplitudes of vibration. •
, ,

In the record given (fig. 88) the amplitude of vibra-

tion was increased from 2'’*5 to 12° 5 by ‘steps of 2°‘5

Fig. 88. Increasing responses to increasing vibrational stimuli ; the vertical line to the

right represents *1 volf.

(cauliflower-stalk). It will be noticed tbe remarkably

definite mannef in which the response increases with

the stimulus. The rise is at first rapid, but with high

int<^sities of stimulus there is a tendency for the re-

sponse to approach a limit.

Superposition of Stimuli

Additive There is apparently little or no

response when the stimulus is feeble. But evey a sub-

minimal stimulus, though singly ineffective, * becomes

eff&tive by the summation* of several. *This is shown

in fig, 89, where the first record a is the response to a

a
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feeblfe stimulus, and the second b is the response to the

same stimulus repeated in quick succession, thirty times.

>

Fig. 89. Additive effect of sinfly ineffective stimuli in plant.

Effect of Steam

The plant was mounted in a chamber into which

steam could be introduced. I had chosen a specimen

which gave regular responses. On the introduction of

Fig. 90. Effect of stfesm in abolishing response with death of plant. The two records

to the left give responses at 20® C., after tf^hich steapi was intrcdvccd.
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Steam, with consequent rise of temperature, there was a

transitory aygmentailon of excitability. But this quickly

.

disappeared, and in five minutes the response disappeared

with the death of the plant (fig. 90).

E0ects of Anaesthetics and Poisqns

The most Important test By which vital phenomena

are differentiated Is the Influence of narcotics and

poisons on response. I hav« already shown how plants

which previously gave strong response, Mid not, after

application of an anaesthetic or poison, give ahy re-

sponse at all. In those cases it was the last stage ortly

that could be observed. But It appeared Important to

be Able to trace the growing effect of anaesthetlsatlon or

poisoning througliout the process.

Effect of Chloroform ,—The mode of experiment

was (1) to obtain a series of normal responses to uniform

stimuli, applied at regular Intervals of time, say one

minute, the record being taken the while on a photo-

graphic plate. (2) Without interrupting this proce-

dure, the anaesthetic agent, chloroform vapour, was

Fig. 91^ Effect of chlorotorrn,
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blown int6 the closed chamber containing the plant.

• It will be seen how rapidly chloroform produced

depression of response which afterwards culminated

with deatl^ and ,abolition of response (fig. 91).

Exactly similar effects were obtained with chloral,

also with formalin. These were applied in the form of

solution on the tissue at the two leading contacts.

It has been shown that the electric response is a faiths

ful index of, physiological action and that such a

response is given by all plants and by their ^different

organs. It has also been shown that in the matters of

response by induced gelvanometric negativity, of modi-

fication of response by high and low temperatures, they

are strictly correspondent to similar phenomena in muscle

and nerve. Judged by the^^final criterion of the effect

produced by aneesthetics and poisons, ‘these electric

responses in plants fulfil with animal tissues the test

of vital phenomenon.

The electro-physiological investigation on plants

will undoubtedly throw much light on the response

phenomena in the animal. With animal^ tissues, experi-

ments have to be carried on under many great and un-

avoidable difficulties. The isolated tissue, for exaniple,

is subject to unknown changes inseparable from the

approach of death. Plants, however, offer a great

advantage ift this respect, for they maintain th^ir vitality

unimpaired during a very great length© of time. In

animal tissues, again, the vital conditions themselves

are highly complex. The essential factors which

. modify • response can, therefore, be better determine

under the simpler conditions which obtain in plant Ijfe.
• «

{Journal Unn. Soc., Voi XJJXV, 1902 .)
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THE QUADRANT METHOD OF RESPOlfeE T(5 STIMULUS

OF LIGHT
•

In addition to the method of electromotive variation,

I succeeded in perfecting an independent means for

recording the response of plants by the *rariation of its

electric ^resistance. The living tissue excited by any

mode of stimulation—mechanical, electrical or photic

—

responds by a diminution of resistance. A new method

of .resistivity variation of extreme delicacy will now

be described bynvhich the response of the leaf to the

stimulus of light can be fecorded.

The principle of the method will be understood from

the diagram given at the lower end of figure 92, which

represents a leaf blade of Tropaeolum in which its four

quadrants P, Q, R, S, serve as the four arms of a Wheat-

stone Bridge. The diagonal connections are made with

the battery aryl the galvanometer respectively. The

three contacts with the leaf may be fixed, and the fourth

moved slightly to the right or to the left till an exact

balance is obtained in darkness, when PQ=RS. One

of the pairs of opposite quadrants P and Q is shaded^by

a doubly V-shaped screen. Exposure of ^he leaf to

light producer a variation of resistance not of one, but of

two opposite arms of the bridge R and S ; the upsetting

of the balance is thus due to the product of the variations

of resistance in the two opposite quadrants. ^The re-

sponsive galvanometer deflection is found to be very

largei indicating a diminution of resist^ce in the

quadrants •stimulated by light. The double NAshftped
•

( 317 )
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screen is next turned through 90°,; the quadrants P

and Q are now exposed to lights and R and S shaded

Fig. 92. The Quadrant Method of response by variation of electric resistance*

Two opposite quadrants of the leaf are shaded. Electric connections are made
at the junctions of the quadrants and not at the middle as shown in figure.

from it. The resulting upset of the balance and the

galvanometer deflection is now in an Opposite direc-

tion.

The reliability and the sensitiveness of the Quadrant

Method
^
may thus be tested by obtaining equal and

opposite responses under alternate illumination of the

two pairs of quadrants ; the test in confirmation of the

abov^ Will be found in records given in figure 93.
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5

After securing ^xact balance, the double V-shaped

screen is kept fixed, and the leaf mounted in a rectan-’

Fig, 93. Equal responses in opposite directions by alternate illumination of the two

pairs of quadrants. *

gular dark chamber closed except at the front, which

carries a photographic shutter by which one pair of

quadrants is exposed to light for a definite duration.

Thfib electric connections with the leaf are led to four

binding screws ; the petiole protruding from the box

is dipped in an U-tube filled with water (c/.^ right-hand

illustratic^ of fig. 92).

The sourcb of light is an arc or an incandescent

lamp, placed inside a lantern, the condenser of which

sends a parallel beam of light. A rectangular glass

trough filled with alum solution is interposed in fhe path
*

of light to absorb the heat rjiys. The duration of expo-

sure is varied according to the sensitiveness bf the speci-

men ; the l^ual period t>f exposure is about 20 seconds.
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RESPONSE TO UGHT FROM A SINGLE SPARK

The extreme sensitiveness of thb quaditint method

is demonstrated by the record given in figure 94.

Fig. 94. Fig. 95.

Fig. 94. Response to light from a single spark.

Fig. 95. Effect of stimulus of light increasing in the ratio of 1 : 3 : 5 ; 7.

The duration of a spark-discharge of a Leyden Jar may

be regarded as of the order of hundred thousandth part

of a second. The discharge took place at a distance of

13 cm. from the leaf and the response is seen to consist

of ^ preliminary positive twitch followed by a large

negative response, indicative of normal dlmliiutlon of

resistance. The leaf exhibited a complete recovery.

uE0ect of increasing Intensity of Light

The arc lainp is taken out of the lantern, and the

diverging be^m employed for the following experiment.

As tbe Hntensity of light varies at the square^of the dis**
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tance, suitable marks were made on the scale fixed on

the table, ^o that jhe intensity of light incident on the,

leaf was Increased in the proportion of 1 : 3 : 5 : 7 by

bringing the arc nearer the leaf at the partlcu*(^r distances

marked on the scale. The duration of fexposure was

kept the same.

The responses under increasing intensities of light are

seen in figure 95. The resistance is seen to undergo a

diminution with the increasing intensity^ of stimulus.

Effects of Stimulants and Depressants

Jhe responses are appropriately modified by sti-

mulating or depressing agents. Dilute vapour of ether,

for example, increases the Excitability and enhances the

amplitude of response. Strong dose of chloroform,

on the other hand, causes depression and death as in-

dicated by gradual diminution and final abolition of

response. •

The results of other investigations, fully described

elsewhere, show that external stimulation gives rise to

two definite protoplasmic reactions, which may be

described as the A- and the D-effects, The A-effect,

usually induced by sub-minimal stimulus, finds out-

ward expression, by induced expansion, increase of

turgor, ^enhancement of the rate of growth, galvano-

metrlc positivity and Increase of electrical resistance.

The D-effect (predominantly induced under stimulus

of moderately strong intensity) is outwardly manifested,

on the other hand, by contraction, diminution of

turgor, diminished rate of growth, galvanomkric nega-

tivity and* diminution of^ electric resistance. Under
very strqng stimulation the response tends t« become
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niulti()le. .The following table shows the parallel effects

.exhibited by diverse modes of response.

t t

Table showing parallelism in different modes of response
X L

External

change

0

Mechanical

response

Variation of

growth

Electro-

motive

response

Resistivity

variation

Sub-

minimal

stimulus
9

Expansion

;

eroctile

response

Accebra-

tion of

growth

Galvano-

metric

positivity

Increase

of

resistance

Modearate

stimulus

Contrac-

tion and fall

of leaf

Retarda-

tion of

growth

Galvano-

metric

negativity

Diminu-

tion of

resistance

Strong

stimulus

Multiple

response

Multiple

response

Multiple*

response

Multiple

response

Depressants
Diminished*

response

Retardation

of growth

Diminished

response

Diminished

response

Stimulat-

ing agents

Enhanced

response

Accelera-

tion of

growth

t

Enhanced

response

Enhanced

response

f.-

(Life Movements in Plants, Vol. IV, 1923 .)
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ON A VEGETABLE PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELL

When light Is incident on the sensitive pulvlnus of

Mimosa pudica, the response is by contraction and the

’esulting fall of the leaf. •A diminution of electric

resistance of tissues of plants under stimulation has also

Deen demonstrated in the previous paper. The* elec-

Tomotlve response of galvanometric negativity, under flie

excitatory action of light, has previously been demons-

trate in my work on Comparative Electro-physiology,

I here describe a new aiidtlnterestlng method for this

demonstrations

Normal Response to Light

For obtaining the normal response, we take a vigorous

leaf and pin it on a paraffined block of wood. Two

pieces of thin muslin in connection with non-polarlsable

electrodes are spread over two areas of the leaf A and B ;

when these pieces of muslin are moistened with normal

saline, they become practically transparent. When light

from an arc lamp is thrown on A, that area becomes

galvanometrlcally negative and the responsive curfeitt

flows in tke direction GAB. Light thrown on B (A be-

ing shaded) causes a response in the opposite direction,

(left illustration fig. 96).

The fact, that the electromotive response under

light is the same as that under a different* mode of

stin\ulation
* such as mechanical, is demonstrated as

follows. .The moist piece of cloth on A is^ rubbed
*

( 323 )
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against the surface of the leaf by m^ans of a glass rod ;

' or the surface is struck with a glass hammet". In both

these caseswA end of the leaf becomes galvanometrically

negative, the^ direction of the current of response being

the same as when A is stimulated by light.

Having given a simple demonstration of the

fundamental reaction, I describe the photo-electric

cell made of two pieces of Jleaf. In the experiment just

described, the^resistance of the circuit is very great, on

account of the high resistance of the two non-polarlsable

electrodes, and the resistance offered by the leaf. The

non-polarlsable electrode, moreover, is a source of

trouble ; an attempt was therefore made to discard it,

and employ other means for diminishing the resistance

of the circuit. For the following experiments we

employ the leaf of Musa sapientum which is divided

into two longitudinal halves by a slit along the thick

midrib. Two pieces of leaves are thus obtained about

10x10 cm. which are hung parallel and separated

from each other in a rectangular glass vessel filled with

normal saline ; the distance between tfie two leaves is

3 cm. Two gold wires are thrust through the length

of the two divided midribs ; they serve as extj^rnal

electrodes of the photo-voltaic cell, which lead to the

galvanometer G. The glass trough is placed inside a

rectangulaf wooden chamber with two hinged doors on

opposite sides, by which the leaf A or B ^could be alter-

nately exposed to light (fig. %). When the doors are

closed, A and B are in darkness ; they are practically

r iso-eleotpc, there being no current in the galvanometer.

But exposure of A to light gives rise to a, difference of.

potential between A and B) A becoming galvanometric-

ally nd^ative, the resulting (^flection being in one
• *
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direction. Exposure of B gives nse to a 'responsive

deflection in the opposite direction. The two leaved

serve as the two plates in a voltaic cell ; , buf unlike

ordinary voltaic cell with elements of» different metals,

Fig. %. Diagrammatic representation of a vegetable photo-electric cell. The first

illustration shows electric connections with two portions of the leaf A, B, by non-

polarisable electrodes. The second and third illustrate side and front views

of the photo-voltaic cell made of two half-leaves.

the two plates of the vegetable cell are made of

two halves of the same leaf, the electromotive force

being generate by the excitatory action of light on

one of the two half leaves. The advantages of

thU method of obtaining electromotive response are

:

(1) that the troublesome employment of the non-pola-

rlsable electrodes with their high resistance Is dispensed

with
; (2) that the area of the surface of the leaf exposed

to light Is cdhslderably Increased
; (3) that the electric

resistance of the circuit Is greatly decreased, since the

interposed resistance Is that of normal saline about 3 cm.

thick with a broad section of 100 square pm. ; and.

(4) that alternate and opposite responses may be ob-

tained by successive exposures of the two Jeaf-plates to

the parallel beam of an«arc lamp, this being easily soured
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by turning the rectangular plants chamber round a

’ revolving base.

Response of the Leaf to Light

The phpto-voltaic cell thus constructed is stimulated

by light from an arc lampf which passes through a trough

of alum solution for absorption of the heat rays. Suc-

cessive exposures are mad^ for 10 seconds and records

obtained on a‘moving photographic plate. The normal

responses are uniform, exhibiting induced galvanometric

negativity as seen in the up-curves. On the cessation

of light there is a complete recovery ;
the recovery

shows in fact, an overshooting towards galvanometric

positivity from which it returns almost to the original

zero position before stimulation (fig. 97). The records

indicate the existence of dual reactions, a negative

variation or D-effect followed by a positive variation or

the A-effect.

Positive Response to Light

Some observers have obtained with- green leaves a

response of galvanometric positivity. The results of

following investigation offer an explanation of, the

apparent anomaly. I have shown elsewhere that a

positive response occurs under a stimulus below the

critical intensity, and that this critical point *is low in

highly excitable tissues, whereas it is relatively high in

others which ^re less excitable. The excitability, I

find, is modified by the age and vigour of the specimen.

It is yeQ/ considerable at moderately young age, being

feeble when tlje tissue is either very young or wery

old. The anme stimulus which evokes a negative res>

ponsje ill a vigorous middle-aged leaf niay,' therefore.
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be expected to giv® rise to a positive response in a very

young leaf or in a leaf which is becoming yellow witlf

age. •

The above anticipations have heen^found verified in

the following experiments. In figure 9o is seen the

positive response of a very young leaf oJ Musa ; the

next figure shows similar positive response given by a

Fig. 97. Fig. 98. Fig. 99.

Pig. 97. Normal electromotive response in a vigorous specimen.

Note the transient positive after-effect.

Figs. 98 and 99. Abnormal positive response in a very young and in a very old

specimen.
•»

very old leaf. There is an additional factor, to be pre-

sently described, which also tends to ^induce a positive

response.

•

• E0e$t of Increasing Duration of̂ Exposure

The reaction under light, is within limits, propor-

Ijonal to*the quantity^)! light, that is to say, on intensity
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of light muhiplied by duration. The^effect of increasing

intensity of light has already been shown (c/. fig. 95).

When the intensity is main-

tained constant, the ampli-

tude of response undergoes

an increase with the in-

creased duration of expo-

sure (fig. 100). But this

increase does not go on

indefinitely, for the conti-

nuous action of light causes

a maximum negative res-

ponse beyond which , a

decline setlj in. It is pro-

\)able that this is due to an

opposing element which

tends to neutralise the

normal excitatory D-effect.

The existence of this oppos-

Fig. 100 . Effect of increasing dura- ing A-reaction has al. eady
tions of exposure of 3, 10 and 13 seconds, i . i .

been seen m the transient

after-effect in figure 97. Other results which I obtained,

show that stimulus induces, in general, both the D- ^nd

A-effects ; in excitable specimens the D-effect is pre-

dqminant and therefore, masks the A-effect ; the positive

A-e4ect is, however, exhibited under feeble oy»even as

an after-effect of strong stimulation,

Certain conditions, moreover, are specially favour-

able for the exliibition of the A-effect. When the

green leaf
^
has an abundant supply of chlorophyll, thci.

photo-synthetic process of building up becomes specially

marked. I thus obtained under the action* of

light, a positive response with thetgreen leaf of Luctuca
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sativa in which chlorophyll is present in great abun-

dance.

The fact that positive response is associated with

assimilation is proved by my experiirfentg Dn photo-

electric response of water plants. This building up

process by photosynthesis is 'here independently de-

monstrated by profuse evolution of oxygen. These

aquatic plants exhibit marked positive electric response

during strong illumination, recovery taking place on

the cessation of light (fig. 101).

Fig, 101. The positive electric response of Hydrijla.

E0ect of Continued Action of Light
§ •

The positive element in the response may be in-

directly demdhstrated even in the normal Musa leaf.

In figure 102 is seen the effect of continuous action of

light which at first exhibits the predominant negative

attaining a maximum ; the positive element nowJiKegins to •

increase withthe duration of light and causes a reversal

;

at a certain stage, the two elements, D and A, balance

each othei*,,the resulting response becoming hofizo.ntal.
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On the stoppage of light, the antagonistic A element
ceases to be active, while D appears to he persistent.

I

^
The result is a sudden unmasking

of the negative, hitherto held in

balance during exposure to light.

A negative response with subse-

quent recovery thus occurs on the

cessation of light.

The responses of Musa and of

actively assimilating Hydrilla are

seen to exhibit characteristic

differences on account of the re-

lative predominance of the D- or

A-efffct. In Musa, D is predomi-

nant, A being exhibited either as

a positive after-effect or by the

overshooting of response in the

P ^ positive direction. In an actively

jight. The maximum negative dSSimimtWg iiyaTllla plant, OH
is oppojtd by growing positive .1 i.L L J A * 1

•

and the balance attained is seen ^“0 Other hand, A IS predominant

and tHe raspons^ is positive. In
the unmaking of the negative jess vlgOrOUS Htjdrilla the pOsltivC
lollowed by recovery.

I i l i
•

becomes masked by the negative,

when the resultant response appears to be similar to

Ithht of A/iisa.

{Life Movements in Plaitis, Vol. IV

^

1923.)
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THE PHOTOSYNTHETIC RECORDER
s

The Incessant activities of life require expenditure

of energy that has been previously stored by the organ-

ism. Taking, for example,•the rise of sap, the ceaseless

pumping activity of certain propulsive tissue raises

enormous quantities of water to a considerable ^height.

The energy of doing this work resides in the breakdown

of complex chemical substances in Internal combustion

or* respiration. The loss of energy must be restored by

absorption and storage of ^ergy from outside.

This is secured in green plants by photosynthesis,

carbon being fixed for nutrition of the plant with the

help of sunlight.

The carbon-assimilation of plants is of great theo-

retical interest as an example of the simplest type of

assimilation. The plant absorbs the carbonic acid,

CO2, and the •rate of its intake therefore measures the

rate of assimilation. The measurement of assimilation

from the intake of CO2 necessitates a complicated

chemical analysis, which is therefore a very prolonged

and laborious process. It is neither a v^ry sensitive

nor a Highly accurate method. The following auto-

matic method was therefore devised for recording

normal rate of photosynthesis and for quickly indicating

any change Induced in that rate.

>
Automatic Recorder of Assiniilation

Water-plants obtain their carbon front the carbonic

acid dissolved in th^ water. When sunlight fidls on
^

( 331 )
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these plants, carbonic acid gas is broken up, the carbon

becomes fixed in the form of carbohydrates, and

oxygen is eyolved which rises as a stream of bubbles

from the pJant. •The rate of evolution of oxygen thus

measures the rate of assimilation.

Numerous difficulties v;ere encountered in making this

method practical ; they have been completely removed

by the Automatic Recorder.

A piece of water plant,

Hydrilla Verticillata, is

placed in a bottle com-

pletely filled with tank-

water containing sufficient

CO2 in solution, the open

end of which is closed by a

special Bubbler apparatus,

for measuring the oxygen

evolved. The Bubbler

consists of a U-tube, the

further end of which is

closed by a drop of mer-

cury acting as a valve.

The oxygen evolved^ by

the plant, entering the

U-tube, produces an in-

creasing pressure, which

eventually lifts the mercury
Fig. 103. The valve and allows the escape

S, 8top>cock ; B, Bubbler ; 0, mercury
^ bubble of the ga8<

• , The valve then immediately

closes until it is lifted once more for escape of anotjber

equal volume of gas (fig. KB). The movement of the

mercurjf completes an electric cirpuit, which either rings
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a bell or makes #n electro-magnetic writer inscribe

successive dots oi» a revolving drum (fig, 104), Thd" ,

Fig. 104. The Automatic Recorder for Photosynthesis.

S, bubbler with stop-cock ; E, the electric pencil for completing electric contact through

drop of mercury, M ; A, adjusting screw ; V, voltaic cell ; C, condenser ; D, revolv-

ing drum ; W, electro-magnetic writer ; G, governor, shown separately at P with

pair of hinged levers, H ; I, ink-recorder. Electric bell not shown.

automatic method eliminates all personal errors of ob-

servation ; it is so extremely sensitive that it is possible

to indirectly measure by its means, a deposit of carbo-

hydrate as minute as a millionth of a gram,
, .

The % following example illustrates the practical
’

working of the apparatus. The plant with the apparatus

is so placed as to face the northern ligjjt ; the bell rings

each time it has absorbed a certain amount of CO*, If

i person now stands obstructing the light, thp^ssimila-

tivn is slovyed down and the bell now ^trikes at longer

intervals. When strong sunlight is thtown on the

plant, tlK successive«trokes on the bell becorlte greatly
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quickened. ^ The plant is such a sensitive detector

©f light that it may be employed aa a photometer for

indicating the slightest variations in the intensity of

skylight.

The Hourly Variation of Assimilation

For this determination I took successive records

from 7-30 a.m. until 5 p.m. for five minutes at a time.

When the sun rose at 6-45 a.m. the light was too feeble

to be effective. At 7-30 a.m. assimilation began, and

the plant evolved four bubbles of oxygen in the course

of five minutes ; with the progress of the day it became

Fig. 105. A’ltomatic Recq*’cU of^successlve Bubbllngs for five minute^ during difletiint

^
periods of the day.

Note the;, slovf rate at 7*30 a.m. and 4-30 p.m., andotke quick rate at nYid.^ay.
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more and more active until at 1 p.m., the activity in-

creased fouj* time^ that in the morning. The real «

reason for increased assimilation at hp.m. is the favour-

able condition of light and temperature^ Tlje activity

declined in the afternoon and became arrested with the

onset of darkness (fig. 105). ,

E0ect of Infinitesimal Trah of Chemical Substance

One o£ the most unexpected results, was the, dis-

covery of the extraordinary increase in the power of

assimilation by inconceivably small traces of certain

chemical substances. It was found that when these

were diluted, one part in a billion, they produced an .in-

crease in the power of assimilation of more than a hun-

dred per cent.* The immediate and concrete demons-

tration of minute traces of chemicals on assimilation

is of special interest, since it enables us to understand

the effects of infinitesimal quantities of vitamin on

• general assimilation and of hormones on physiological

reaction.

Formaldehyde, which in large doses acts as a poison,

is found in a solution of one part in a billion, to produce

an increase of activity of 80 per cent. The stimulating

effect of traces of formaldehyde has a special significance^

in regard Jto the ‘
first product * of phoWsynthesis.

There is reason to believe that this first product is

formaldehyde, which by polymerisation, becomes con-

verted into carbohydrate. The poisonous nature of

formaldehyde stood in the way of acceptance^ of this

view, but the experiment just described shows that

trac&, of this substance, instead of bemg^poisonous,

actually enhance the phqtosynthetic activity.
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Efficiency' of the Photosynthetic Organ in Storage of

Solar Energy •

TKe results hltKerto obtained Indicate, in general, a

very low order of efficiency in storage of energy. The

methods employed have been defective from absence

of means of exact measurement of the incident energy,

from the indeterminate loss of the energy received and

from the difficulty in th^ exact determination of the

energy stored. The efficiency is found from the ratio

of the energy stored Es, to the energy absorbed Ea.

Efficiency =
La

I have been successful in obviating the various

difficulties in the accurate determination of the energy

absorbed, and of the energy stored. The energy ab-

sorbed is found by two different methods, the Gilori-

metric and the Radiometric, these two independent

determinations following each other in quick succession.

While the energy absorbed is being determined, simulta-

neous measurement is made of the energy stored by the

production of carbohydrate. This is^ calculated from

the volume of oxygen evolved.

The efficiency of the photosynthetic organ is found

to be much higher than had been usually supposed,

being half that of an ordinary steam engine. In vigorous

Hydrilla jjlant it is as high as 7*4 per cent. ^
The automatic method of record 4hat has been

described, can also be utilised in physico-chemical

investigations, such as the determination of the rate of

evoluLpn of a gas under controlled conditions of tem-

perature, of concentration, of intensity of Hght, of cata-

lytic agents and others, either separately or in combina-

tion. It is obvious how it be applied in various
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ways for measuring chemical reactivity or velocity of

chemical ructions,, e.^., as in the study of Vant Hoff’s.,

Law, of the effect of light on ahemical change and

of other allied phenomena.

{Physiology of Photosynthesis^ 1925 .)
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THE SELF-RECORDING RADIOGRAPH
<

A diurnal periodicity, is generally exhibited in the

various activities of the plant and in the movements

of its different organs. This periodicity must be related

to external varjations, notably of temperature and light.

It would be impossible to analyse the resulting pheno*-

menon unless a continuous record of changes in the

intensity of light is secured with the same exactitude as

that df variation of temperature. As regards these two

principal factors, the effect induced by the rise of tem-

perature is often antagonistic to that of increasing

intensity of light. A rise of temperature,' for example,

enhances the rate of growth up to an optimum ; light,

on the other hand, acts as a stimulus in retardation of

growth.

For full analysis of diurnal periodicity in plants, it

thus becomes necessary to devise means for continuous

record of variation of temperature and the changing

intensity of light. In regard to the variation of tem-

perature, a simple and reliable type of thermograph

has been devised, by which it is easy to obtain a con-

tinuous recerd of the variation of temperature^through-

out the day and night. No apparatus# is, however,

available for the continuous registration of variation of

the intensity of*iight.

The Selenium Cell

Selenium isVell known ffor the characteristic iihi-

nution oi electric resistance under illumination.

( 338 )
^
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When an electric current is maintained in the^ircuit, ex-

posure of the selenium cell to light causes an increase ot

the galvanometer deflection. Seteral difficulties are,

however, encountered in employifig it for a*continuous

• record of fluctuation of light for the whole day. The

resistance of selenium undergoes a change under the

polarising action of an electric current, the variation

increasing with the strength and the duration of the

current. The effect of polarisation is Jiowever negli-

gible, if •the current be feeble and of short diuration.

There is a possibility of another difficulty arising from

the effect of daily variation of temperature on the nor-

mal resistance of the selenium cell. Allowance for this

could be made •by taking a continuous record of the

effect of hourly variation^ of temperature on the re-

sistance of the cell kept in darkness. Finally means

have to be devised for automatic record of galvanometer

deflections under changing intensities of light.

The Radiograph

The difficulties encountered in obtaining automatic

record have been removed by the following devices :

—

() The Wheatstone Bridge for balancing electric

resistance of the selenium cell in dark and

its upset on exposure to light.

() Jhe arrangement of three electric* keys wfilch

aie automatically put on and off in regular

sequence and at pre-determined intervals.

(c) The Self-recording Galvanograph.

The Wheatstone Bridge

This is dlagrammatlcalljr represented in B (fig. 106).

The resistance of the ^jartlcular selenium cdl Sts 76,000
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ohms In the dark. An approximately equal resistance

‘Is placed in the second arm of the bridge. 'A rheostat

having a large number of turns of fine wire with a sliding

contact is fesed for the two variable arms of the bridge,

diagrammatically represented by a straight line. Under

exact balance the galvanometer deflection is reduced to

zero. The balance is upset when the selenium cell Is

exposed to light and the Resulting deflection gives a

measure of the intensity of light.

The Automatic Keys

After previous adjustment of the balance In the dark

the electric circuit is completed by the closure of key 'Ki;

Fig. 106. The Self-recording Radiograph.

The selenium cell, S is periodically exposed to light by the electromagnetic shutter, T.

The selenium cell forms one arm of the Wheatstone Bridge, B. The three keys, **

Ki, K 8,*k^3 , are periodically closed and opened by clockwork. G, the recordftig

galvanometer with index, I, carrying double-pointed platinum at its end, which

moves between the metal strip, C, and the plate, M. R, sparking coll witfc its

electrode competed with C and M. The battery is not shown in the figure (see

tex}).
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the selenium cell is next exposed to light by an* auto-

matic eleQtro-maghetic shutter T. The deflection

the galvanometer is recorded by means of electric sparks

on a piece of moving paper. • The^ diffejrent opera-

tions are carried out in proper sequence by'the automatic

devices described below.
* •

Ki completes the battery circuit for about 10

seconds, by which time the record is completed. The

successive records for variation of light are taken at

intervals* of 15 minutes; the periodic closures^ of the

circuit are thus for 10 seconds at intervals of 15 minutes.

This short passage of the current is found in practice

to .cause no polarisation.
*

The second* key K2 actuates an electromagnetic

device by which the trapMoor, T, is opened for the

definite period of one second ; the selenium cell S inside

the dark box is thus exposed to light for this length

of time. The trap-door is seen in the diagram imme-

diately above the dark box. In retility it is at the upper

end of a vertical tube the inside of which is coated with

lamp-black to^ prevent side reflection. The light that

falls on the selenium cell is thus from a definite area of

th^ky. The intensity of light from the sky at different

periods of the day causes deflection of the galvanometer

which is proportional to that intensity. The maximum

deflection of the galvanometer employed is attamed

in the course of 3 seconds after the exposure.

The third key Ks is for completion of spark circuit

R for record of the maximum galvandmetric deflection,

three seconds after the exposure of the seleiyum cell.

This key actuates a sparking coil R, the vibrating inter-

rupter of which is not shotvn in the figure. The spark,

thus produced, punctures the maximum defected position
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,

of the galvanometer index on a moving piece of paper •

attached to the plate M. • • ^

The* successive clbsure and opening of the keys are

made automatlcaJly ahd in proper sequence by means

of a clock work, the whole process being repeated at

intervals., of ]5 minutes. «

The Galvanograph
c-

The most (Jifficult problem is the automatic record

of galyanometric deflections. This can be » secured

witfiout any difficulty by means of photography. A
spot of light reflected from the galvanometer mirror

is in this case allowed to fall on a photographic pl^te

which descends at an uniform rate by clockwork.

This, however, entails the u^e of a dark room and sub-

sequent development of the plate. The' trouble was

avoided by the device of direct record of the gal-

vanometer deflection by means of electric sparks.

The sparking method has been previously em-

ployed in which the deflected index of the galvanometer

in connection with one electrode of an induction coil

leaves a spark record on a moving piece of paper. Seve-

ral difficulties are, however, encountered in emplo^^ng

this method for record with a highly sensitive galvano-

meter. There is a liability of leakage of the high tension

current into* the galvanometer circuit. The discharge

of the spark gives moreover a backward kick to the index

by which the normal deflection undergoes an unknown

variation.
‘

The ^bove difficulties have been removed in thq

following ‘manner. The moving coil of the sensitive

D’Arsonval galvanometer, hai a long glass index I, at

right angles to the plane of the co\l The glass index is
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coated with shellac varnish to render it highly insulating.

The index is projected to a short distance on the oijposite;

side, for attachment of a counterpoise ; this takes the form

of a vertical vane of mica which acts as/i darqper. The
•galvanometer itself is of an aperiodic type, dnd the addi-

tion of the damper makes it perfectly dead-beat. The

sensitiveness of the galvanometer is such that a micro-

ampere of current produces a deflection of 10 mm. of

the index. The recording index has attached to it a

short vertical piece of thin platinum wire pointed at its

two ends ; this end of the index moves between a sheet

of metal M, on which is spread the recording paper,

and a semi-circular piece of narrow metal sheet C.

The metal sheet AI is mounted on wheels and moves

at an uniform rate by clbckwork. Record is made

by sparks. One electrode of the sparking coil is

in connection with C, and the other with M. The

sparking thus takes place simultaneously, above and

below the vertical and double-pcfinted platinum wire

carried at the end of the index. There is thus no

resultant kick, and the index remains undisturbed.

The sparking, as previously stated, takes place three

seconds after exposure of the selenium cell to light, by

whJSi time the deflection reaches its maximum. The

record thus consists of successive dots at intervals of

15 minpfes, the dots representing the maximum deflet- «

tions of the galvanometer corresponding to the intensities

of light.

The record given in figure 107 wa? taken about the

end of January ; the sun rose at about 6-45 a.m^. and set

at 5-30 p.m. The twilight is very short in the tropics ;

th*ej8ky is leebly lighted about 6 a.m. ; It becomes dark

about 6 i>.m. The record shows the inte\isitv of liffht
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to be exceedingly feeble at 6 a.m. The rise in the

intensity was rapid, attaining the maximum at 12 noon.

Fig. 107. Radiograph of variation of intensity of light from the sky during 12 hours it

winter. The upper record* shows the variation on a bright day, the masdmun

intensity being attained at 12 noon. The lower record exhibits irregular variatioi

on a cloudy day. The practically horizontal record above the base line show

that the electric resistance of selenium cell is practically unaffected by variaticx

of temperature. Successive thin dots at 1 3 minutes* inte^al, thick dots at inter

vals of an hour.

This will be designated as the light-noon. The Inten*

sity of light then declined at a rate slower than the rise
i

• afteV 5 p.mf the fall of intensity was extremely ^apid.

It was stated that there was a possibility of change oi

.resistance induced by diurnal variation of temperature

In order to determine the extent of this variation, i

spark record was also obtained before exposure to light

The dotted record near the base (fig. 107) shows thal

the resistance remained practically constant, inspitf) oi

the varlateon of the temperature,
,
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. An important point arises as regards the cTiurnal

variation of light and of temperature, and detern\inatioa

of their periods of maximum and^minimum. For this

purpose records of diurnal variations of, temperature and

• of light were taken on the same day in surSmer with the

fjnm. ^ ftnm. 3 H .1 f> a m

Fig. 108, Record of diurnal variations of light and of temperature in summer.

thermograph and the radiograph. The two curves

arej[iven in figure 108 ; it will be seen that while the

maximum intensity of light is at 12 noon, the thermal

maximum is at about 2 p.m. The thermal noon is

thus tWQ hours later than the light-noon.* Light dis-

appears at night from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m., that is to say,

the period of minimum or zero light is prolonged for*

^2 hours. But the fall of temperature is gradual, and

*
tlhe minimum is attained at about 5 a.m. which is the.

thermal dawn. The characteristic variations of these

two* important factors shotild be borne iij mind, since

the diurnal movemenJts of plants are modified by th^
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algebraical summation of the effects of light and of tem-

perature.

It is sometimes 'desirable to carry out researches

during a period. wheYi the intensity of light remains

approximately constant. This period is found to be

'

between. 1 1 a.m. and 1 pmi. for the variation is then

only ±5 per cent, of the mean.

The record given of the j^iurnal variation of light is

true of days wjien the sky is clear. But the passage of

clouds^causes change in the intensity which is accurately

recorded by the Radiograph. A record of such irregular

variation in a stormy day is given in the lower record

of figlire 107.

(Life Movments in Plants^ VoL IV, 1923.)
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THE HIGH MAGNIFICATION CRESCOG^iJPH

The difficulty of investigations on growth arises

from its extreme slowness, which is two thousand times

slower than the movement jf the snail. The ‘ auxano-

meters * usually employed magnifies grc^wth to about

20 times > under this magnification several hours^ must

elapse before growth becomes perceptible. During this

long period the external conditions, such as light and

warmth, undergo change thereby confusing and vitiating

the result. The external conditions can be kept cons-

tant for a few minutes only*; hence the effect of varia-

tion of an individual factor can only be found by in-

creasing the magnification to about ten thousand times

and thus reducing the period of the experiment.

The apparatus devised for this pufpose not only pro-

• duces this enormous magnification but also automati-

cally records the rate of growth and its induced variation

in the course of time as short as a minute or so.

The recorder consists of a compound system of two

levers ; the first magnifies a hundred times, and the

second enlarges the first a hundred-fold, the total magni-

fication bfing thus ten thousand times. The difficulty

introduced bjt the weight of levers was surmounted by

the employment of navaldum, an alloy of aluminium,

which combines great rigidity with excej^ional lightness.

•The friction at the points of support was remgved by

the employment of jewel bearings. The record is

takei\on a smoked glass plate4cept oscillatmg to and from,

by means .of a crank K and eccentric R, actuated by a
*

(
347 )
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(
i

clockwork* C (fig. 109). Successive dots are produced

•at definite intervals which could be <made to vary from

1 to 10 sefonds.
'

Fig. 109. The High Magnification Crescograph.

P, plant ; C, clockwork for periodic oscillation of recording smoked glass plate G

;

S S', micrometer screws ; K, crank ; R, eccentric ; W, rotating wheel.

Two different methods are employed for obtaining

the record. In the first, the records are taken on a

stationary plate, the first series under normal condition

and the^ second under a given variation. The increase

or diminution of intervals between successive dots in
t s #

the two se{ies, demonstrate the stimulating or depress-

ing naftire of the changed condition,
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• i

In the second method, the record is taken bn a plate

moved at v uniform rate by clockwork. A curve is ^

thus obtained, the ordinate representing grpwth-elon-

gation and the abscissa, the time.* The increment of

length divided by the increment of time gives the rate

of growth at any part of the curve. As long as

growth is uniform, so long the slope of the curve

remains constant. Enhancqnent of the rate of growth

by a stimulating agent causes an upwajrd flexure of

the curve ? a depressing agent, on the other handf lessens

the slope of the curve.

• Determination of the Absolute Rate of Growth

The record of growth ^as taken with a vigorous

specimen of S, Kysoor on a stationary plate.

Fig. 110. Crescographic Records.

(A) Successive record^f growth at intervals of one second (magnification 10,000 times),

(a) Effect of temperature taken on a stationary plate ; N, normal rate of growth

;

C, retarded rate under cold ; H, enhanced rate under ^rmth ; (4) record on

moving plate, where diminished slope of curve denotes retarded rate under cold.

(Magnification 2,000 times.)

Fof securing uniformity of growth, it ii' advisable that,

the plant be kept in darkness or uniform dil^usad lisrht.
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So sensitive is the recorder that it shows a change of

•growth-rate due to slight increase <iof illumination* by

the dben^g of aA additional window. The oscilla-

tion frequency of the recording plate was once in a second,

the magnification being 10,000 times. After taking thd

first series of record, the second series was obtained

after an interval of 15 minutes (fig. I lOA) The magni-

fied growth elongation is 9*^ mm. per second ; since it

is quite easy tp measure 0*5 mm., it is possible to record

growthTor a period as short as l/20th of a second. It

is; further seen that the Crescograph enables us to

magnify and record a length of 0*0005 mm. which is a

fraction of a single wave length of light.

Employing one second, as the unit of time and (X or

micron as the unit of lengtli (I/IOOO mm.), the absolute

rate of growth of 5. Kysoor is found as follows :

—

If m be the magnifying power, 1 the average distance

between successive dots in mm. at intervals of t seconds,

the rate of growth=~X 10^ per second

9*5

= IQQQQ
10^ second,

= 0*95 [X per second.

E0ect of Variation of Temperature.

The effect of variation of temperature on,growth is

shown in fig. 1 lOa. The middle series N was taken at

the temperature of the room; the next C was obtained

when the temperature was lowered by a few degrees.

Finally# H was taken when the plant chamber Wfts*

warmed. The spaces between successive dots are

•shortened xpder cooling Which induces a dimiiystiied

rate bf |rowth. The enhancemcyat of the rate of growth
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by rise of temperature is exhibited by the widening of

intervals between successive dots. The effect of-Jower-

ing of temperature in retardatioi! of grovrth "is also

exhibited by record (fig. 1.1 Oi) tak^n on. a mewing plate,

•in which the diminished slope of the curve demonstrates

the depressed rate of growth..

Effect of Chemical Agents

The effects of manures, anaesthetic^, drugs and

poisons, can be similarly determined in the coursp of a

few minutes, and with unprecedented accuracy. A ffw

agents only have hitherto been employed in stimulating

groyrth, whereas there are numerous others of v^hose

actions we have been profoundly ignorant. The crude

method hitherto employed fn the application of a few

chemical agerfts and of electricity has not been uni-

formly successful. The cause of the anomaly is found

in the discovery of an important factor, namely, the

(Jose of appli<ation, which has hitherto not been taken

• into account. It was thus found that while a particular

intensity of eleftrlcal current accelerated growth, any

4»vr<»sg above a critical point retarded it. The same is

true jjf chemical stimulants ; a striking result was ob-

tained with certain poisons which in normal doses

killed the plant, but in doses sufficiently minute acte<l

as a highly efficient stimulant in promotion oJ growth.

The Balanced Crescograph

The growth of plants is affectedly changes of

environment which are even below human perception.

It 1J0W becagie necessary to devise a new method of still

greater sensitiveness which >frould instantly show by the.

up- or down-movement of an indicator, the stirAulating
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or depressing nature of an agent on growth. The desi?

deratum is to compensate the up-movement of gro^.vth

by sorhe regulating device, by which the plant is made

to descend exactly at' the same rate at which the growing

tip of the plant was rising, whatever that rate may be:

The special difficulty encountered was in obtaining

exact balance for widely varying rates of growth in

different plants, and even in the same plant under

different conditions. In the Balanced Crescograph,

(fig. .Ill) a train of revolving clockwork actuated

Compensation of grow|;j;*'moveinent produced by equal subsidence of the holder con-

taining the plant (P). Adjusting screw (S) regulates the speed of the governor

(G). W, heavy weight actuating clockwork.

by the tall ot e weight, lowers the plant at ,the same jrate

at which it ?s growing. The exact adjustment is obtained

by the gradual turning of a screw to the right or to the
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left, by wlilch the rate of compensating fall is retarded

*or accelerated. In*this way the rate of growth becomes

esuictly compensaled, and the recorder now ’dots a

horizontal line instead of the former curve of ascent.

^The turning of the adjusting screw of thS Balanced

Crescograph also moves an index against a circular

scale (not shown in the figure) so graduated *that its

reading at once gives the rate at which the plant is grow-

ing at that instant. When balanced, the recording

apparatus is extraordinarily sensitive. • Any change,

however slight, in the environment is at once indicated by

the upset of the balance with up- or down-movement of

the curve. This method is so extremely sensitive jhat it

is possible to detect variation of rate of growth so exces-

sively minute as 1/1500 millionth of an inch per second.

As an illustration of the delicacy of this method, a

i’ 'o

Fi«. tl2. Record showing the effect of carbonic acid gas on growth. Horizontal line

• at the beginning indicates balanced growth. Applica|jon of carbonic acid gas

induces enhancennent of growth, sho^ here by up^urve, followed by depression,

exhibited by down-curve. Successive dots at intervals of ftn seconds.

' 2.B
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record is given of the effect cf carbonic acid gas on

growth (fig. 112). A jar is filled with this gas, and

emptied over the plant; the invisible gas, on account

of its heavier weight, falls in a stream and surrounds the

plant. The reclord shows that this gave rise to an

immediate acceleration of growth, which continued for

two and-a-half minutes ;* this preliminary acceleration

was followed by retardation of growth as shown by the

down curve. The Balanced Crescograph thus not only

exhibits the beneficial effect of an agent, but also

indicates the dose which prolongs the beneficial effect.

' E0ect of Wireless Stimulation on Growth

Growth is modified by ^the action of visible light

;

two different effects are produced depending on the

intensity. Strong stimulus of light induces a diminu-

tion while feeble stimulus induces an acceleration

of the rate of growth. The effectiveness of light

in modifying growth depends moreover on the quality

of light ; the effect is very strong in the ultra-violet

region of the spectrum with its extremely short wave-

length of light ; it declines almost to zero as we

move towards the less refrangible rays, the yellow and

the red, with their comparatively long wave-length,

^^we proceed further to the infra-red region we come

across the vast range of electric radiation, the wave-

lengths of which vary from the shortest Vave 1 have

^ been able to produce (0*6 cm.) to others which may be

miles in length. There thus arises the important

question* .whether plants perceive and respond to the

,

long ether-waves, including those employed in signalling

through space.
*
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• *

At first sight this^ would appear to be very unlHcely,

lor the most effective rays are in the ultra-violet^ region

with wave-length as short as 20xl0~®cm/; but

electric waves used in wireless signalling^ are *50,000,000

^imes as long. The perceptive power ofi our retina

is confined within the very narrow range -of a single

octave, the wave-lengths of which lie between 70X 10”®

cm. and 35x10”® cm. It is difficult to Imagine that

plants could perceive ra^ations so widely separated

from each other as the visible light and the invisible

electric waves.
* *

The results obtained prove, however, that electric

waves are effective in modifying the rate of growth.

Thfi experiment was carried out with the help of a

portable electric Radiator, athe intensity of radiation

being capable, of variation. The Radiator was placed

at a distance of 200 metres from the growing plant

which was suitably mounted on the Balanced Cresco-

graph.

• Effect of feeble Stimulation .—The response was found

to be an acceleration of growth as seen in fig. 113 (a).

This is analogcftis to the stimulating action of light of

sub-minimal intensity.

Effect of strong Stimulation .—Even more striking Is

the effect of stronger stimulation ; the balance was

Immediately upset, indicating a retardation ^of the mte

of growth (fig. 113 b). The latent period, f.e., the

interval between the incident wave and the response,

y^as only a few seconds. The record gwen in the figure

was obtained with the moderate magnification of 2,000

tihies. •
*

•Under afi intensity of .stimulus slightly above the

sub^minimal, the response exhibited ref^rd^ion of

2 ]»2
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growth followed by quick recovery, as seen in the series

^of records given in figure 113 (c). The, percept;ive

b ' c

Fig. 113. Recor<i of responges of plant to wireless stimulation, (a) Response to feeble

stimulus by acceleration of growth ; (&) response to strong stimulus by retardation

of growth : (c) response to medium stimulation—retardation followed by recoverjr.

Down-curve represents acceleration, and up-curve retardation of growth (seecUing

of wheat).

range of the plant is inconceivably greater than ours ; it

not only perceives, but also responds to different i^ysof

the vast ethereal spectrum.

(Proc, Roy* Soc, Oct, 1917 and Transactions Bose Institute, 1919.)
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THE MAGNETIC CRESCOGRA^ AND THE MAGNETIC

RADIOMETER

In winter the growth %ppears to be in a state of

arrest ; in reality growth may persist but*its rate is too

slow to be detected even by the High Magnifitation

Crescograph in which two levers produce a compovftid

magnification of 10,000 times. It may be thought

that further magnification could be obtained by a

compound system of threes levers ; there is, however,

a limit to the, number of levers that may be employed

with any advantage, for the slight overweight of the

last lever becomes multiplied, exerting a tension so

great on the plant as to interfere with the normal

rate of its growth. The friction at the bearings also

' becomes added up by an increase in the number of

levers which obstruct the free movement of the last

recording lever. Magnification requiring additional

material contact between different levers have, there-

fore, to be abandoned and it became necessary to

devise an Ideal method of magnification without contact

In the device perfected for this purpose a single

magnifying liver attached to a growing plant upsets a

very delicately balanced magnetic system (cf. hg. 114).

IThe indicator is the reflected spot of light from a

^nirror carried by the d^ected magnet . 1 have^us been

able to produce a magnihration as high as 50 million

timefc. This order of magnification would lengthen a

single Wfivs of ^diumdight to 2,500 cm, It is obvious
•

, { )
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that this tnethod of super-magnifipation would be of

‘great Jielp in many physical investigations:

t f

o The^Dermnstration Crescograph

Such an enormous magnification can not be em-»’*

ployed an ordinary investigations on growth, for the

indicating spot of light rushes on like a flash. I had,

therefore, to reduce the magnification to a million times

by which degionstrations of a striking character on

variolic phenomena of growth can be given* before a

large audience. The following may be taken as a

typical example :

—

The normal rate of growth of the experimental

flower-bud of Crinum Lily was 0*0006*mm. per second.

A scale 3 metres long divided into centimetres was
placed against the screen. A metronome beating half

seconds is started at the moment when the spot of

light transits across the zero division ; the number of

beats is counted till’ the index traverses 300 cm.

the normal temperature of the room (30° C.) the index •

traversed 300 cm. in 5 seconds. A^ it is easy to

measure 1 mm. on the scale, the Magnetic Crescograph

enables measurement of growth in a period sl^orter

than l/500th of a second.

After observing the normal rate at the temperature

of fhe roonr, the plant chamber was cooled to 26° C. by
blowing in cooled water vapour ; the time now taken by
the spot of light to traverse the scale was 20 seconds,

f.c., the growtfi-rate was depressed to one-fourths

Under continuous lowering of temperature there was ^
^

continuous retardation, till at 21° C. growth wm*
arrested. Warm vapour w£te next introduced raiding

the temperature of the plant-chwiber to 35°* C, The
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•spot of light now* rushed across the whole length

of the scale in *1^ seconds, growth being enhanced

to more than three times the normal rate. • The entire

^series of experiments <Jn the effect* of, flariation of

temperature on growth w§s completed in the course of

15 minutes. * •

Experimental demonstrations of the action of light,

and of various chemical agents can also be given in a

similar manner.

The Magnetic Radiometer

As an example of the application of the method of

high magnification in physical investigations. I describe

the Magnetic Radiometej in determination of the

energy of different rays of the solar spectrum by

measuring tbe elongation of a metallic wire coated

with lamp-black. The particular spectral ray falling

on the wire is absorbed, and thus raises the tempera-

•ture proportionately to the energy of radiation. The

resulting increase of length is so minute as to be un-

detectable by • any method of magnification hitherto

available.

A diagrammatic representation of the apparatus is

given in fig. 114. W is a length of zinc wire

which becomes lengthened by rise of temperature

produced by absorbed radiation. It is Attached by
*

a hook to the short arm of a long magnetic lever, the N
end of which is lowered by any elongation of the*

Sensitive wire. In front of the N end of the magnetic

lever is suspended a small magnetic needl^*with an.

a^^tached ijiirror. As the N pole of the magnetic

lever is lowered, it produdes an increasing deflection of

the suspended needle* which is magnified by tlte spot of
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light reflected from the attached miTror. TTie sensitive-'

fless of the apparatus is very greatly* enhan'ced by the

employment of a perfect system of astatic needles.

Fig. 114. The Magnetic Radiometer.

SN, magnetic rod supported on fulcrum ; short arm of magnet attached to sensitive strip

of metal W. Elongation of strip lowers the N end, which causes deflec-

tion of the suspended needle with attached mirror M. I>e flection magnified by
reflected spot of light.

This method for the measurement of radiation is

extraordinarily sensitive. For instance, there is an

apparatus permanently adjusted in the Institute in

which the sensitive element is a thin strip of ebonite

which is enclosed in a tube with a narrow‘*slit in front.

When any pers^rn walks at some distance past the in**

strument, the indicating spot of light remains perfectly

quiescent (Until the individual is in line of sight of the,

sensitive strip ;<a sudden deflection is then produced

by the radiation which is emitted from the huftiari

body^ through thick warm clothing and a heavy over;
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*coat ; when the person walks past the line of sight the

indicating %pot of light returns to its original z^o.

The zinc wire was surrounded by. a wooden

tube with a narrow slit for the passagte of the spectral

rays. The slit was open * through a length of

10 cm., the brass piece to which the strip was •soldered

being protected from radiation. A very thin piece of

mica covered the slit, tob prevent air-currents getting

access to the narrow chamber in which the sensitive

strip warf enclosed. The exceedingly thin piec^ (sf mica

was found practically to have no effect in obstructing

radiation. The whole apparatus was placed inside a

laitger wooden box covered with non-conducting felt.

A round hole in'front of tjje box (covered with a piece

of thin glass^ allowed the passage of the spot of light

reflected from the mirror attached to the suspended

magnetic needle.

It is necessary to give a detailed account of precau-

•tions to be observed, because the instrument is so

sensitive that it detects the slightest difference in the

temperature oithe different portions of the same mass of

air. Gases are highly non-conducting, and their tem-

perature hardly attains a perfect uniformity. In these

circumstances it is best to take precautions against con-

tact of the strip with the outside air, which, again,

should tiot be disturbed in any way. The observer
*

never moveJ from his place in the dark room, which is

closed on all sides.

* The spectrum produced by the Carbon disulphide

^^rism was found to extend beyond the limft of the

yisibie red> this extension into the, infra-red region

being almost 6 cm., or about one-third the breadth of

the visibly spectrum#
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The extreme sensitiveness of the Radiometer was

also exhibited by its discrimination ' of the radiation

components of the morning and midday light. In the

morning th'e intensity of the blue rays in the spectrum
^

was found to be slightly less, than at midday. This is

due to tlie greater scatterihg of the short waves by the

thicker stratum of the atmosphere through which the

light has to pass in the morning.

The energy*of radiation in the different regions of

the spectrum was compared on January 16 and 19,

1923. It should be remembered that the determination

of the energy of the different rays was made upon the

spectrum given by the carbon disulphide prism. The

following results for the l^th and 19th January are

seen to be practically the same.

Table showing the Distribution of Energy in the Spectrum

produced by the CS2 Prism

Energy of radiation.
b

Wave-length.

16th

January.

19th

January.

Mean.

b

1 /

* 850 1*14 (?)
Infra-red

i 79Q (j)

90 80 85

148 146 147

A 760 „ . 146 144 145

a 720 . . 135 129 132

B 680 . 120 120 120

C 656 „ . . % 98 97
D ‘5?0 .. . . 72 70 71

E 527 . . 43 4) 42

F 486 . . .28 26 • 27 »

• G 430 .i, . . 12

lu.

8 10
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Radiation was. detected at some considerable dis-

tance bey6nd the extreme red. At about 850 "'[x [x the

mean deflection of the Radiometer’ was found to be 85

divisions ; at 790 (Jt[x the energy was*found to be 147,

which was the maximum. At A (760 [X [x) the deflec-

tion declined to 145 ; at a (720 (x [J ) it was reduced to

132; C (656 [x[x) gave a deflection of 97. At the

sodium line D (590 [x (x) the reading was 71 ; the energy

of the spectrum underwent a further And continuous

decline rat E, F, and G the deflections were 42,27, and

10 respectively.

{Physiology of Photosynthesis, 1925.)
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THE RESONANT RECORDER

The exact determination of, extremely short intervals

ol time is an important problem in various investiga-

tions. ..This is specially so in the measurement of

time relations of di^erent phases of response of living

tissues.

When the sensitive pulvinus of Mimosa pudica .is

directly stimulated, say by an electric shock, a respon-

sive contraction and fall of tlie leaf is initiated after the

lapse of a short interval. After the completion of the

fall of the leaf the contracted pulvinus slowly recovers

as seen in the re-erection of the leaf. The lost time

between the incidence of stimulus and the beginning

,

of responsive movement is designated as the Latent

Period. If instead of direct stimulation of the pulvinus,

stimulus be applied on the petiole at a certain distance

from the motile organ, then an excitatory impulse

is transmitted through the intervening distance. The
time-interval between stimulus and response will now

' be longer than under direct stimulation ; the latent

period of the pulvinus and the length of transmission

uftord sufficient data for tlie determination of the velo-

city of excitatory impulse in the plant, which I have'

shown else^where, is analogous to the nervous impulse'in,

the animal.
^ ^

The respopse of Mimosa Is recorded by means of a

writing Uver suitably attached tq^ the leaf (fig. 115).

( 344
)
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The friction of the witing point against the smoked

gijss surfa$;e, howdver, introduces serious error^in the

accurate record of the amplitude and timc'relatlons of

the response-curve. The dlfficuky h^s be^ overcome

I by the writer bang thrown into resonanf vibration in

Fig. 113. Diagranunatic representation o{ the Recorder.

V, one arm o( lever attached to leaf ; W, the writer. The falling plate during descent

makes electric contact of R with R', causing induction-shock by the secondary

coil S. Stimulus applied at a causes response later, at b.

(onsequence of which the record condsts of a series of

' dots : the error arising from friction of continuous

•dbntact is thus completely avoided.
*

• The Resonant apparatus consists of the writer, made

of fine steel wire tuned in different casdS, t« vibrate
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10, 26, otr ,200 vibrations per s^ond. The writer is

suspended at the centre of a circulai* electromagnet, the

current, in which is periodically interrupted by tlie

reed C 116). When the writer and the reed are

exactly tuned then the vibration of the reed throws the

,

writer into a sympathetic vibration.

Fig. 1 16. Upper part of Resonant Recorder. (From a photograph.)

Thread from clock, not shown, passes over pulley P, letting down recording>plate

;

' 3, screw for t^rtical adjustment ; T, tangent>8crew for exact adjustment of plane

of movement of recorder parallel to writing-surface ; V, axis of writer supported

perpendicularly at centre of circular end of magnet ; C, t^j^e vibrating reed ;

G, smoked glass plate.

'Determination of the Latent Period.

The reliability and accuracy of this cnethod of

automatic reeord of extremely short intervals of tinfe is
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shown in the followirfg curve (fig. 1 1 7) which "gives the

latent oeriod of the pulvinus of Mimosa. The writer

Fig. 1 1 7. Record of Latent Period of Mimosa with 200 Vibration Recorder.

• ^

was tuned to vibrate 200 times in a second, and the

interval between successive dots therefore represents

1/200 of a second. It is not difficult to measure one-

fifth of the distance betwetn successive dots, and cal-

culation can therefore be carried into thousandths of a

second. In the present case there are 15’2 spaces

between the stimulus and the initiation of response.

The latent period of the specimen is therefore 0*076 of a

Second.
^
The average value of the latent period of the

pulvinus of Mimosa is found to be 0* 1 second.

Determination of the Velocity of Impulse

TJie complete apparatus is shown in figure 118.

An electrical shock was in the following experiment

applied on the petiole at a distance of 30 mm. from the

pulvinus,* at the instant marked by the vertical line

(fig. 119). The frequency of vibration of the writer

was 10 per second. The interval between stimulation

,ahd the beginning of response is 16*2 spaces, or 1*62

Itconds. A repetition of the experiment gave*the same

re^It. Stimulus was next applied directly on the

pulvmus and fhe latent period was found <o about
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f ^
'

0‘l2^ecoWs.' The velocity of tAinsmlsslon of excita>*

tion in. the particular specimen wafe thus found to be

Fig. 1 18. Apparatus for determination of Latent Period and ^clocity of Transmission

of Excitation in Mimosa.

I'ig. 1 19. Determination of velocity of Yransmission of Excitation in petiole of

Twolower records are in^response to indirect stimulation applied at a ({istance of 30 ;

• upper record of response to direct stiriiulatlon gives the latent period. Recorder

tpned 10 Vter second.
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•20 mm. per second,* In thinner specimens the velocity

is ’often folind ter be as high as 400 mm. per ^conA
The velocity of impulse in Mimosa is slo\\fter than the

nervous impulse in higher but quicl^er tfton that in

* lower animals.

The transmission of excitation is correspondingly

modified by all conditions which modify the trans-

mission of excitation in tjie animal nerve. The polar

action of a constant electric current is identical in the

two cases. In both Mimosa and animal nerve the

velocity of transmission is* increased within limits by a

rise of temperature (fig. 120). In both, transmission

Fig. 120. Effect of Rise of Temperature in enhancing Velocity of Transmission.

The three records frtm below upwards arc for temperatures of 22® C., 28® C. and
31® C. respectively.

can be arrested temporarily or permanently by various

physiological blocks. The conducting power is tem-

porarily arrested by a block produced by the passage

of an elfctrlc current in a portion of the® conducting <

tissue through which the impulse is being transmitted ; .

this electrotonic block is removed on the stoppage of^

the current. Finally, poisonous soluVons abolish the
*

conducting power of both animal and plant^ These

* results offer conclusive proof that the conduction in the

pfant is a phenomenon of# propagation* of protoplasmic

excitation as in the nerve of the animaL*
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The characteristics of contractility and conductivity

'

ate thifis shown to be exhibited not ordy by knimal blit

also by plant tissues. In the animal the cardiac tissue

exhibits atfcqmafic and rhythmic pulsations. In the

plant a similar activity i's manifested by the leaflet of^

Desmodium syrans, the Well known Telegraph plant.

The Resonant C^Tdiograph

The record^ of the pulsation of the animal heart by

the Girdiograph labours under the unavoidable 'difficulty

of continuous frictional contact introducing error in the

correct record of the amplitude and time-relations of

the heart-beat. The drawback of continuous contact has

been removed in my Remnant Cai’diograph which

records the pulsation with great precision by means of

periodic dots, the Girdiogram being also its own

chronogram. The automatic method of registration of

extremely short intervals of time can be utilised with

great advantage for tbis and other investigations.

The Characteristics of Cardiac Pfdsation,

The Resonant Cardiograph Inscribes the different

phases of the heart-beat with unprecedented accuracy.

The systolic contraction and its persistence, the dia-

stpljc expansion and the subsequent pause, and any varia-

* tion of these^nder external agencies, can thus be quanti-

tatively determined. The cardiograms «^f different

‘animals show, ^oreover, certain characteristic differ-

ences in regard to time-relations, as illustrated by records

.of tortoise^ of frog and of Ophiocephalus fish given belcwt

The writing lever was tuned to vibrate 2Q times in^a

second, the tgagnification produced being about 8 times

The tiin#-relatipns^ it to be renie;nbered, i^ f|^n4 from
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the intervaU of successive dots ^ second apart. The

records show the auricular contrgctipn prececling the

ventricular. The period of a cojnplete cyhle is much

longer in tortoise. The total^ period is 34 dot-inter-

vals, or 1*7 seconds. In»the particular -specimen of

frog the total period is represented by 14 dot-intervals

or 0*7 second, while in the fish it is 16 dot-intervals or

0*8 second. Again in tbrtolse after the commence-

Tot tni'ic

Ft

Fig. 121. Characteristic cardiograms of tortoise, frog and fish. The successive

dot-intervals represent 0*05 8e%^

I ment of the less pronounced systolic contradtion of the

^tiricle, the contractile wave reached the ventr^e in <he •

course of Qf6 second, whereas in the frog and in the fish

the Interval is only 0*2 second, or one-third
^
that ifi

tortoise* *Xhc recordf show other characteristic differ*
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ences and give very striking visuai demonstration of'

the relapve activity §t different phases of the pulsation.

When the jltfavity is .very great the markings are very

wide apart and the dots are lengthened into dashes;

with slowing down of activity the dots become thin and

drawn close together (fig! 121). Under the action of

depressing agents the post-diastolic pause becomes

greatly prolonged.

Similarity of Rhythmic Mechanism in Animal and Plant

I (have demonstrated elsewhere the remarkable

similarity of rhythmic mechanism in animal and

plant. In both, lowering e-f temperature slows down

the pulsation culminating in an arrest. Rise of

temperature up to an optimum, on the other hand,

enhances the frequency. Diminution of internal pres-

sure causes an arrest in both. The rhythmic tissue

in animal and plant, has a long refractory period. In

both, application of external stimulus has no effect

during systolic phase of contraction, whereas an extra-

pulsation is produced by stimulus during the diastolic

phase of expansion. ,

The effect of drugs is often remarkably similar in the

tv;o cases. Dilute solution of potassium bromide causes

a depression of cafdiac pulsation ; this depression is

removed by the physiological antagoni^ produced

by certain drugv

I have 'recently been engaged in investigating th'e,

action of various medicinal plants of India on the activity,.

of the animal htart. Among these I find that a h'jsrt

i'n a state ofidepression is greatly stimulated by extracts

pf Ahroma au^asta,
*>
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In the following Vecord the normal heaVt-lieat of fish

is*seen to be greatly depressed by KBr solutions Sub-

sequent application of Abroma extract caused a‘remark-

able revival of activity (fig. 122). ’Everfmo/(? remarkable

fi^h

\

KtOT/nal KBr fibr.

Fig. 122. Effects ot depressnnt and stimulant on Cardiac pul^tion of fish. The first

series represents norrnal pulsation ; the second, depression under KBr solution ;

•

the third exhibits revival by Abroma extract.

are the exactly parallel reactions of K Br and Abroma on

•rhythmjc pulsations of Desmodium gyrans (Fig. 123).

Desmodi u*4.fn

r.

N ABr

Fig. ifje Effects parallel Wthe above in puhations of Deunodium pl^it*
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GENERAL SUMMARY
r

The investigations described in the present volume

are on : A, the optical properties of electric waves

;

B, the characteristics of metallic-contact receivers which

respopd'to electric radiation, either by a diminution or

an increase of resistance ; C, "^different types of molecular

receivers which respond to diverse modes of stimulation ;

D, the similarity of response of inorganic and li^ng

substances ; E, the physiological response of plants

;

and F, the identity of physiological mechanism in animal

and plant.

A. Optical Properties of Electric Waves

Electric waves of great length curl round corners;

accurate angular measurements are thus rendered

impossible. The difficulty has been obviated by secur*'

ing a narrow beam of electric radiation of relatively

shott length.

1 . Complete Electric Wave Apparatus
t t

The RoiUator.—Electric radiation is prodi^ped by a

single spark between two hemispheres and an interposed

small sphere of pUtinum, the wave-length being reduced

to about 5 mm. The sparking coil and battery ars

enclosed jn a small double-walled metallic box with
"

tube for the passage of the electric beam. Magnetic

disturbance ^ue to the make and break of the 8pa^)dng

coil, wib found to affect the receiver; the magnetic
( 374
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^listurbance was ellmlnateci by making tlie inner box

of*soft ironVhich ^cted as a magnetic screen. •

The Receiver ,— satisfactory form of receiver was

constructed of steel or of ‘nickel ; a single pcflnt contact

^receiver made of steel, nickel, aluminium or magnesium

is also found to be highly sensitive and reliable. The

sensitiveness can be exalted to any degree desirable

by adjustment of electnemotive force acting on the

circuit. Angular measurements are made with the

spectrometer circle (p. 87).

2. Selective absorption

•The transparency or opacity of various substances,

brick, wood, pitch and other.| as well as strata of different

liquids and solutions can easily be demonstrated by inter-

posing them on the path of electric beam. Water is

opaque on account of absorption of radiation; liquid

air is, on the other hand, quite transparent. Sheets of

cnetal do not transmit, but reflect the beam according

• to laws of reflection. A long trough filled with irregular-

ly shaped pieces of pitch is opaque on account of multi-

plicity of reflection and refraction. It becomes more

or leas transparent when partial homogeneity is restored

by pouring in kerosene (p. 89).

3^ Determination of Index of Refraction

The pri#m method is quite unsuitable for exact
‘

determination of the index for the electjjc ray. Accurate •

Results have, however, been obtained by the method

®f total reflection. The rotation of two serrii-cyllnders^

s^arated fpy parallel air-space, produce a sudden

extinction of the image at the critical angl^. The index

of refradjon of glas^for the electric ray is foAnd, to be
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2*04, which is much higher than the index 1*53 for the'

s'odiunf light. The index for sulphur Is 1 *73 (pp. 21 , 31 )•

«

4. IijfluencQ oj Thickntss of Air-space on Total Reflection

On account of extreme, shortness of wave-length*

of the visible rays, the thinnest air-film produces total

reflection at the critical angle. The case is, however,

different with comparatively greater wave-length of

electric radiatbn. The critical thickness of air-space

is modified by the angle of incidence and by the wave-

length. When a cube of glass is interposed between the

radiator and receiver placed opposite to each other,

the radiation striking one face perpendicularly is trans-

mitted across the opposite Affithout deviation and causes

response of the receiver. On cutting the cube across a

diagonal, two right-angled isosceles prisms are obtained.

When the two prisms are separated slightly, keeping

the two hypoteneuses parallel, thus securing parallel,

air-space, the incident radiation is found divided into

two complementary portions, of which one is transmitted •

and the other reflected by the air-film,at right angles

to the incident ray. When the thickness of air-space

is reduced to about 0*3 mm., there is a complete trans-

mission and no reflection. The two prisms in spite of

tbo breach due to the air-space, are electro-optically

continuous.” A greater separation of the two prisms

increases the reflected, at the expense of the transmitted

portion ; and at^<a certain critical thickness, there is no

transmissicAi but total reflection. If a thin piece df^

car^dboard* or any other refracting substance be next

interposed, a pprtion of the radiation becomes trahs-

ftiitted, nec^sitating furthef separation bf the prisms

to reduce the transmitted portion to zero. This offers
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’ a means of determination of the index of Refraction of

plates of differeftt substances (p. 44).

5.

Doahle’^refraction and Polarisation

The shortness of wa^e-lehgth of electric radiation

has enabled investigations <5n the polarising action of

even small crystals. The polariser and analyser are

made of fine wire gratings ; they can also be made of a

number of crystals such as Nemalite, CLrysotile,

Serpentftie and Epidote. The most perfeci polariser

and analyser are constructed of jute-fibres or of a book,

both of which produce complete polarisation of the

electric ray. Crystals of tetragonal, orthorfiombic,

hexagonal, morfoclinic ar^ triclinic systems produce

double refraction and polarisation. Locks of human hair
'

and vegetable fibres also produce polarisation (p. 96).

•

6. Double rejraction by strained dielectric

Various stratified rocks exhibit very strong double

refraction when the plane of stratification producing

polarisation, i« inclined at 45® to the crossed polariser and

analyser, there being no effect when this plane is parallel

to -either the polariser or the analyser. Unannealed

glass and ebonite also produce double refraction and

polarisation of the electric ray (p. 95).

7. Double absorption and double conductivity

Certain crystals like Nemalite, Cnsysotile and Epidote

exhibit selective transparency to polarised radiation

;

these are transparent in one direction but t^aque* in ia

(jiirection^which is perpendicular to the first. Complete

polarisationHs due to their property of double absorption.

Investij^^tions shoMied that they also exhibit unequal
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electric coriductivity in the two directions and that the

direction of maximum conductivity is also the directioh

of maximum absorption. Electric vibrations perpendi-

cular to the^ (predion of maximum conductivity are thus

alone transmitted, the enierg^nt beam being thus com--

pletely polarised (p. 75).

8. The Production of ji
“ Dark Cross'*

The interposition of a circular structure like that of a

disc of polled paper on the path of polarised electric

radiation is found to project a dark cross into space,

the outline of which can be definitely found by means

of the exploring detector. The production of a dark

cross can also be demonstrated by woody stems with

concentric rings as also by ringed concretion of flint

round a central nodule. Stalactite also gives similar

results (p. 115). *

9. Rotation of Plane of Polarisation

Right handed and left handed rotations of the plane

of polarisation are produced by oppositely twisted jute

elements. The electro-optic analogues of two varieties

of siigar^ dextrose and levulose, were thus obtained.

An apparently inactive variety was produced by a mixture

of.qqual numbers of positive and negative elements

(p. 109).

B. The Characteristics of Metallic-contact

Receivers

The systematjc study of effect of electriq waves on

contact-resistance of various metals and metalloids

showed dbrtain characteristic diffe^ces.
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1 , Positive aryl negative classes of 'mlstance

In regard to*the variation of resistance induced by

electric wavea, it is found that sut)stanoes could be

divided into two classed positive arid negative. • The
positive represented by Ifon/ Magneslun), and others,

characteristically exhibits a diminution of resistance

;

the negative (Potassium, Arsenic, etc.) exhibits on the

other hand, an Increase <»f resistance. An intermediate

class Is found in Silver which under different molecular

modifications, exhibits either a diminution or aft increase

of resistance. Some of these substances, moreover,

exhibit an automatic recovery on the cessation of electric

radiation (p. 125). The increase of resistance induced

by electric radiation and automatic recovery prove that

the theory of ‘ coherence *
is inadequate in explanation

of the phenomenon. The induced variation of resistance

positive or •negative, increases with the intensity of

• radiation. Under continued radiation a maximum effect

•is produced; there is now a balance between con-

ductivity distortion and force of restoration, recovery

becoming complete on the cessation of radiation. These

and other facts prove that radiation induces a molecular

change of an allotropic character, and that the variation

of conductivity Is an expression of the induced molecular

change (p. 161).

2. Molecular Recovery

When the range of electric elasticity is not narrow?

•the substance exhibits an automatic recovery. In other

^
•substances the recovery Is more or less prolonged. Even

ip such cjses the recovery is hastened by molecular

vibration prbduced by a* mechanical taij, or by heat.

These rftjtore the settsltive substances from thi state of
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induced tnolecular strain (attended by change of <

ctodudivity) to their original condition arid origirial

conductivity. In tibe positive class, a tap or application

of heat restores the substance* to original condition by

an increase of resistance ; \n the negative class the ‘

restoration is by a diminution of resistance to the

normal (p. 158).

3. Chqrq4:ieristic Cyclic curves under E, M. Variation

The conductivity change is produced not only under

very rapid electromotive variation by electric waves,

but also by a comparatively slow electric variation.

Electric conduction in met'illic particles sensitive to

electric radiation does not obey Ohm s Law. The
conductivity is not constant and independent of E. M. F.

but varies with it. The two classes of substances,

positive and negative can be discriminated from each ,

other by their characteristic curves under cyclic electro-

motive variation.

The characteristic curve is obtained by recording the

variation of the electric current produced under

increasing E. M. F. For surface contact of positive

class of substance like iron, the curve is concave to

the .axis of current. Under cyclic E. M. F. variation,

the forward and return curves do not coincide; there is

a hysteresis. The greater is the range of E. M. F. the

greater is the arga enclosed. The residual effect can

be dissipated by mechanical vibration.

In thee negative class of substance like potassium.,

the curve is of an opposite character being convex to

the axis of the current. Increase of E. M. F. produces

an actuaTdiminution of current ox an increase of resis-
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tance. This class* exhibits an increase of resistance

under electric racSation (p. 251).

C. Different Types ’of Molecui:Ar RtfcEiVEHs

External disturbances *or 'stimuli impinging on a

substance induce a molecular upset, the effectiveness

of the stimulus depending on the rapidity of the onset

of the disturbance. Th^ molecular upset is attended

by changes induced in the properties of*the substance.

The mosf sensitive means for its detection is dfeCtrical

:

by the method of conductivity or of electromotive

variation (p. 170). ,

•Stimulation of the substance can be produced by

electric radiation, by visible light, and by mechanical

vibration.
^

1 . Continuity of Effect of Electric Radiation and Light

Method of conductivity variation.—This is specially

•well suited for studying the effect of electric radiation on

discontinuous particles ; for since the action of radiation

is one of surface layer, the larger the area, the more

pronounced is the effect, and in loose particles the

effective surface is greatly enlarged. The effective total

resistance of the particles, moreover, is due to the resist-

ances of surface contacts ; any change in the propcsty

of the surface layer therefore causes a great variation

of the total Resistance. There are two classes of subs-
*

tance of which the positive responds by,a diminution and*

Ihe negative by an Increase of resistance (p**135). The

^effect of radiation is annulled by mechanlcaUtlbrahon.*

TJie continuity of effect of electric radiation and light is

seen in the galena receiver which responds to both visible

and invl^le lights b^a diminution of resistance (p, 269).
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Method of electromotive variation'.—A difference of
’

efectronjotlve forcf if generated between two areas of

the same substance, when one is exposed and the other •

shielded from electric or visible radiation. The
characteristics of response toelectric radiation and light

under dJverse conditions are found to be essentially

similar (p. 187).

<

2. Response to Mechanical Vibration

Raiiid"^ mechanical vibration, also induces an elec-

tromotive variation between the stimulated and unsti-

mulated portions of the same wire (p. 195). The

response to mechanical stimulation is found to be 'of

opposite sign to that under* light as demonstrated by

alternately subjecting one of the two wire?; of a strain

cell to the two modes of stimulation. It is moreover

possible to exactly balance the effect of ’one by that

of the other, a slight increase or decrease of either '

producing an immediate upset of the balance, in one*

direction or its opposite (p. 206).

3. Molecular Response common to Electric Radiation,

Light and Mechanical Vibration

1. The molecular effect induced by stimulus can

be- detected in all cases by the methods of conductivity

or of electromotive variation. ^

2. Substances exhibit quick recovery after moderate

stimulation ; the a^ecovery becomes protracted in conse-

quence of overstrain caused by intense stimulation.

3. R&ponse is modified by the previous history of

the substance and by changes of the emdronmeqt.

Slight rj^e id temperature and annealing ensureir an

increased Sensitiveness and quick recovery.
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4. The ascending portion of the curve of response

is* abrupt, Vherdis the fall durinij recovery is\t first

rapid and then comparatively slow ; the cu^ve of recovery

is thus convex to the abscissa whicli represents time?

5. Under increasing iptensity of stimulation, the

amplitude of response undergoes an increa* which

reaches a limit.

6. Sub-minimal stimulus induces a response of

opposite sign to that under moderate stimulation.

7. Uifder rapidly succeeding stimuli, the individual

responses become fused ; the curve rises to a maximtim,

when the force of restitution balances the force of (distor-

tion due to stimulation.

8. Under prolonged stiiiulation, the response tends

to become reversed ; during this process the reversal

may become recurrent.

•

4. The Strain Theory of Photographic Action

The photographic effect of light is detected in a few

cases only, when the induced change happens to be

visible or is jendered visible on development ; the

image often disappears on account of self-recovery dujring

darlcRess. The changes induced can, however, be

followed in all its phases in the resulting curve of electric

response. In this curve the period of overconting

molecular inertia corresponds to the induction period

of photographic action ; the automatic recovery explains

relapse of the impressed image.

,

• This impression can be rendered more ‘permanent

J>y
molecular overstrain under strong and long-cdntinned

action of li|[ht, the recovery from overstrain being thus

greatly prolonged. The lact that molecular strain

induced ^ light is .universal, is shown by images
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produced not merely on photograpliic plates, but also

oA shcfets of ordinary metals (p. 213). Molecular

impression producecf in other ways than by light is

seen in the indiiitosc'ripts and in the development of

pressure marks.

Recuirent photographic reversals are produced

under continued action of light similar to those under

continuous mechanical stimulation (p. 215).

Owing to » tendency . towards self-recovery, the

resulting • effect does not solely depend on the total

quantity of incident light, but also on the time-rate

of illumination. Hence for the same duration of

exposure, the photographic effects of intermittent and

continuous illuminations arernot the same (p. 217).

D. The Similarity of Response of Inorganic and

Living Substances

A molecular upset is produced in inorganic sub-,

stances by the impact of stimuli, electrical or mechanical. i

The response is recorded by methods pf conductivity

and electromotive variations.

hi inorganic receivers for electric radiation, con-

tinuous stimulation induces fatigue which is removed

aft^ a period of rest. Prolonged rest, however, makes

the receiver* inert, and the lost responsivity is then only

restored after a period of stimulation (p. 253). These

’characteristics a^s similar to those in the response

of living substance.

,
3ucce;sive stimuli of equal intensity give rise tp

uniform inorganic responses. Superposition of stimuir

causes incomplete or complete “ tetanus accor^lihg

to slow (flr^uick frequency of stimulation (p. 256).
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Certain chemirill sul^nces produce a g/eat enhance'-

ment in* the amplitude of response; thes^act'as.

stimulants in inducing an increase of excitability (p. 274).

Others produife a depression. The Vari^ibn of excita-

bility induced by varicms themical substances, or

different doses of the same substance can be detected by

the Electric Comparator (p. 282). Slight differences of

physico*^chemical changsb in the same piece of metal

are detected and recorded by the Electro-molecular

Explorer (p. 287).

The effect of an identical chemical agent is modified

by the dose of application, a minute dose often producing

abreaction opposite to that of a large dose (p. 301).

Poisons like oxalic acid jause a molecular arrest and
‘ kill

* the response of metals (p. 303).

E. TiIe Physiological Response of Plant

Among the manifestations in the life of the plant

may bfe mentioned its irritability for response to

external stimulation, its growth and its power of storing

energy supplied by the environment.

1 . Electrical Response of ordinary Plants

The power of response in plants has generally^been

regarded as confined to the sensitives like Mimosa puiicaf

Experimenl^l investigations are described which prove

that all plants and their different organs are fully sensitive,

•and that the characteristic electric response by induced

^galvanometric negativity given by them is in ^verj way

similar to the electric response of animal tissues (p. 309),

^SucceSsiwe equal stimulations give rjse to uniform

responses. Shortemng of the intervening ^period of
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'

stimulation' brings about fatigue, 'which is removed ’

afler a sliitable period of rest. Stimulus'singly meffective

becomes effective By summation of several. The ampli-

tude ©f resjSopse increases with the intensity of stimulus

till a limit is Reached. Ahaesj^etics induce a depression
^

of excitability. A large' dose of chloroform and

poisonous substances produce a permanent abolition

of response with the death of the plant (p. 315). The

response is also abolished when the plant is scalded to

death (p/314). The fatal temperature for th^ plant is

about C.
‘

I

2. Response of Plant to the Stimulus of Light

The plant responds to the stimulus of light by

contraction on account of which the directly stimulated

side of a stem becomes concave seen in J:he positive

heliotropic curvature of stems. The normal electro-

motive response undet light is by an induced change of
,

galvanometric negativity. I succeeded in devising

another method by which the excitatory change of the

plant-tissue is detected by a diminuffon of its electrical

resistance. The most sensitive device for this purpose

is the Quadrant Method which records response to

light of so excessively short a duration as that emitted

by a single spark (p. 320),
^

. The amplitude of response, by resistivity variation,

increases with the intensity light. Very dilute vapour

of ether incipases^ the excitability as demonstrated by«

the enhanced amplitude of response. Strong dose of^^

chloroform, on the other hand, causes depression and

defith as indicate by gradual diminutiosi %nd hnttl

abolition ufResponse.
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3. The Vegetable Photo-electric Cell

A very senshlve method of rijCQjrd of the action* of*

light by the induced electromotive variation of galvano-

metric negativity is afforded by the* photo-electric cell

in which two similar lea>^, Tmoiersed in .an electrolyte,

form the voltaic elements! There is no dirrent in

the cell when it is kept in the dark, but exposure of one

of the two leaves gives rl^ to a responsive current. The

amplitude of response Increases with the intensity and

duration* of exposure to light. An abnormal positive

response occurs when the physiological vigour of the

specimen is feeble and below the normal.
,

• In the green leaves two opposite reactions are simul-

taneously induced under |he action of light ; of these

the A-reaction is associated with the building up

process ancf storage of energy by assimilation ; the

D-reaction of break-down and expenditure of energy

occurs under excitatory action of stjmulus. The A-effect

•is often masked by the predominant D-reaction
; the

existence of A is demonstrated by the positive electric

response exhibited by actively assimilating plants like

Hydrilla ; it is also shown as an after-effect on the

cessation of stimulus (p. 330).

4. Automatic Record of Response of the PhotosyntheUc

^
Organ

The llvl/g plant is in a state of unceasing activity,

absorbing and storing energy from wkjiout, setting free

Knd dissipating it from within. The exjlenditure of

energy may be manifested in movement, or it* may* not*

be externally perceptible, being emplpyed in working

the,internal itiechanlsm oPthebody—sucl\ for instance,

as the distribution gf water, which as I hlive shown
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elsewhere* involves a considerable exjpenditure of energy^

Ttie fundamental importance of photosynthesis is, that

it is the'pi^ocess by which the plant absorbs the energy

it requires, 'the rkdiant energy of sunlight, and stores it

in the form of latent or pbtential energy in the process..

The energy so stored can ieadily be set free again and

become kinetic by the chemical decomposition of the

organic substances, manifesting itself in heat, electric

current or movement.

All these changes are effected by the living protoplasm

and are the expressions of its physico-chemical reactions^

This is made clear by the observation that all the various

manifestations of them that have been made accessible

to investigation are affected^ in a similar manner by a

given stimulus or change in internal or external conditions.

Automatic Recorder for Photosynthesis ,—The esti-

mation of the activity of photosynthesis, with water

plants from the rate of evolution of oxygen is direct

and requires no prolonged chemical analysis. The,

automatic record by the Electro-magnetic Writer of

successive bubbles representing equal volumes of pure

oxygen eliminates all personal error of observation. The

methbd is so sensitive that records may be obtained from

which it is possible to estimate the forpiation of quantities

of carbohydrate as small as the millionth of a gramme

(p. 333),

The automatic method of record thw has been

described, can also be utilised in physico-chemical

investigations, such as the determination of the rate of

evobition qf a gas under controlled conditions of tempera-

ture, of concentration, of intensity of light, of catalytic'

agents and others, either separately or in combination.
‘

^
* Physiology of the Ascent of 3®P» ^922.
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5. hourly variation of phoiosynthetic activity

In the <nediaQ range of the photosynthetic c^^rve the

increase of activity is proportional ^o the Jntetisity of

light. The latter is determined -by the Self-recojfding

Radiograph (p. 338). As regards the effect of rise of

temperature, the increase^f* photosynthetic activity is

uniform in the median range of temperature variation,

there being an abrupt Recline beyond the optimum.

The combined effects of the factors of vfyriation of light

and temperature, explain the hourly vari^ition of

photosynthetic activity which is at its maximum at

about 1 p.m. (p. 334).

6*E0ect of infinitesimal traces of chemical substances

Investigations on the erfect of infinitesimal traces of

certain chenfical substances show that they produce a

very great increase in the activity of assimilation. The

demonstration of this is of special interest since it enables

us to understand the effect of infirfitesimal quantities of

vitamin •on general assimilation and of hormones on

physiological reaction.

The effect *of minute quantity of formaldehyde in

enhancing the activity is of special significance in regard

to the possible formation of formaldehyde as the first

product of photosynthesis. This substance is toxic

only in a strong dose ;
before there could be any gre*at

accumulatioi/of this substance in the cells it would

have become polymerised into carbohydrate.

7. Efficiency ofphotosynthetic storage of energy

The estimates hitherto obtained indicate generally

a ifcry low dffiqiency ; the experimental methods employed

in tfiis determination have been defective froip^Absence

2 li
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of means ^or the exact measurement of the energy,

absorb^, and the energy stored in photosynthesis. The
difficulties have Ifeefi obviated by the new methods

devised foff the* purpose. The energy absorbed is

found by the Calorimetnic method. The accuracy of^

the calonmetVic determin£^ti(fii was tested independently

by results obtained with the highly sensitive Magnetic

Radiometer (p. 360). The energy stored was simul-

taneously found from the volume of oxygen given out

by the^plant, tlie carbohydrate factor of which Jiad been

ver^ carefully determined, t. The photosynthetic effi-

ciency of the leaves of Hydrilla is fairly high, being about

7‘4 pei* cent. (p. 336).

8. The activity of growth c

The essential difficulty of the investigation arises

from the extraordinary slowness of growth, the average

rate of which is about inch per second, a length

which is half that of a single wave of sodium light!
^

Even with the magnifying growth recorders hitherto

employed, it takes a very long time tS detect and measure

its rate. For accurate investigations on the effect of a

given agent on growth, it is necessary to keep all other

variable conditions, such as light and warmth, strictly

c66stant dyring the whole period of the experiment.

We can keep these conditions absolutelji^^constant for

t only a few minutes at a time. Experiments which

.requirciseveral hours for their completion are, therefor^,

subject to serious errors which vitiate the results.

'The only satisfactory method is one that reduces thV

period of the experiment to a/ew minutes j^thfit, however,

necessitftes flie devising of an apparatus for exceptionally
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high magnificati(}A, and for the automatic record of

Jthe magnified Kate of growth.

The High Magnification Crestogfaph gjves ^automatic

record of growth under, a rnagnHication*c)f<en thpusand

times (p. 348). With this# it is possible to obtain

growth-record in a tim? .shorter than a ^cond and

determine its absolute rate, which in S. Kysoor is 0 95

[X per second, where (x represents micron or 0 001 mm.

Effect of variation of temperature.-^he effect of rise

,

of temperature in acceleration of growth cai\ be deter-

mined in a few minutes 4p* 349). It is thus possible

to make accurate determinations of the optimum

temperature for maximum growth and the ntlnlmum

temperature fo» the arrest^of activity.

Effect of Chemical agents.—The effect of manures/

anaesthetics, drugs and poisons can be similarly deter-

^

mined in a few minutes and with unprecedented accuracy.

The effect of a chemical agent is found to be modified

by the dose of application (p. 351).

The Balanced Crescograph.—A still higher sensitive-

,

ness in recording the slightest change of growth was

secured by tfie method of balance in which by a clock-

work device, the plant is made to descend exactly at

the* same rate at which the growing tip of the plant was <

rising (p. 352). The rate of growth is thus accurately

compensated and the recorder dots a horizontal line oi

balanced gjfbwth. The minutest change induced in the

rate of growth by the environment is at once indicateiJ

^
by the upset of the balance shown b^ the jip and down

movements of the curve. The method is so^extremely

sensitive that it detects and records variati6ns in the rate

^f growth yy excessivelyiminute as millionth of .an

inch pef second.
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Wireless waVes and grototh.—^The faults obtained by

the'Balanced Crescograph prove that electric waves used*

in signallltig ^hrou^ §pace are effective in modifying

the ratp of gr^Mhi The perceptive range of the plant

is far greater than ours ; it not only perceives but also

responds to diAerent rays obtlfe vast ethereal spectrum.

Opposite reactions under feeble and strong stimulation.

—^This appears to be a univer^l phenomenon, charac-

, teristic of response of both inorganic and livingsubstances

under diverse modes of stimulation. This is seen in the

responses of inorganic matter'to electric radiation. In

the positive class, e-g. Osmium in which the response

to moderate stimulation is by a diminution of resistance,

a subminimal stimulus induces a response by an

' increase of resistance (p. \yt). Similar opposite res>

,

ponses under moderate and feeble stimulation are also

exhibited by negative class of substance )represented

by Arsenic (p. 137). The electromotive response of

metallic wires undeir mechanical stimulation also

exhibits this characteristic (p. 204). A short-lived

negative twitch is often observed preceding the normal

response designated as positive. This is due to the fact

that it takes a short time before the responding substance

' can absorb the whole amount of incident stimulus, the

first moiety absorbed being sub-minimal (p. 181). This

characteristic' effect is exhibited not only by electro-

magnetic receivers (p. 189) but also by photo-electric

cells responding to light (p. 190) and by strain cells

under mechiuiical 'stimulation (p. 204).

In plapts also similar reactions are observed. This

is seen in the dpposite effects of feeble and strong intensity

of, electric waves'’ in enhancement and retai^tion df

growth recpiei^ively (p. 355).
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Parallel effects are also observed 'ii! regard to

•chemical’ stimulation of both inorganic and wn .living*

matter. The same reagent which in large dtfees causes

a depression of excitability and abellti'qp* of response

in metals, Induces, on the other hand, a,great enhance-

ment of response when %e dose is sufficiently minute

(p. 301).

In the living plant, poisons produce death and

permanent abolition of response. li minute doses,,

however, they induce a great enhancement of vital

activity thus acting as % highly efficient stimulant in

promotion of growth (p. 351).

. The Magnetic Crescograph.—The magnification is

very greatly increased the Magnetic Crescograph

which produces a magnification of about 50 million*

.

times; this order of magnification would lengthen a,

single wav^ of sodium light to 2,500 cm. (p. 357).

The Magnetic Radiometer-—This enables comparison

of energy of every ray in the sofar spectrum (p. 362).

F. Identity of Physiological Mechanism in

Plant and Animal

A continuity of response having been established*

between the responses of inorganic matter on the one

hand and living plants on the other, inquiry was conti^*

nued to fiqfl out whether the fundamental physiological

mechanisms were similar in plant ^and in aniiqal life.

.The plant world affords an unique opportunity fbr

studying the changes by which a simple anci pHipitivp

organ becomes gradually transformed into one of greater

tqmplex]ly« The evolutionary process ^ been active

not only in morphological differentiation, tlvi'is, in the*
A
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development*of new forms, but alsct.in physiological

' differentiation, that Is, In the development of specialised*

mechanlsfns for the ^Jerformance of the various vital

functlgns. Tljere'stlll Exists a long prevalent Idea that

physiological mechanisms • of animals and plants are

fundamentally different. TH? evidence afforded by

results of experimental Investigations show that this

Idea Is unfounded.

, The most ln\Dortant characteristics of certain animal

tissues ,ape (1) contractility on account of* which

rapldc movement Is produced fby muscular organ ; (2)

conductivity or power of transmitting excitation to a

distance and (3) rhythmicity or so called spontaneous

movements.
^

' Muscular or^an in plants. - -The functional similarity

,
between the two contractile organs, pulvlnus ind muscle,

Is not confined to the manifestation of outvyard move-

ment, but can be traced to the ultimate protoplasmic

mechanism. There are three types of contractile organs

< distinguished by their rapidity of reaction. The'*wing-

muscle of a bird of prey like the falcon Is very active ;

that of the goose Is less active, while tfie muscle of

the domestic fowl is almost inactive, its power of flight

•having been practically lost. The activity of animal

muscle is found to be dependent on the presence and

relative distribution of an active substance.

•
^
In the leaves of plants there are slmllarly^hree types

oi motpr organ—active, seml-actlve and inactive. The

fiftt is exemplified by Mimosa pudica, the second by

Neptpnla pleracea ; and the third by the pulvlnus of

Phaseolus in which the movement is very feeble and

extremely sluggish. By means of selectige * staining

*^1 succeed^Jn producing a sharp differentiation ^of the
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activelycontractil§*from other inactive cells.* In Mimosa*

the active substance is present in great abundance ^ in

Neptunia the particular substanc? is quaqtitafivefy less

and scattered. In the inactive Phasebjus the, active

substance is altogether absent.* The pulvinus of

Mimosa may thus be regarded as functionally equivalent

to an active animal muscle.

Nervous tissue in plqfits.—Some of the crucial tests

for discrimination of nervous Impulse ar^ (1) that excita-

tion is initiated for transmission by the characteristic

polar action of a constant electric current
; (2) that the

velocity of transmission is increased within limits, by a

rise of temperature
; (3) that the transmission* can be

arrested temporarily or p|rmanently by various physio-

logical blocks. The conducting power is temporarily ’

arrested dilrlng the passage of an electric current in a^

portion of, the conducting tissue through which the

impulse is being transmitted, the block being removed

^

on the stoppage of the current ;
1
(4) that the conducting

power* is permanently abolished by poisonous solutions.,

The results of application of these crucial tests offer

conclusive proof that the conduction in the plant is a

phenomenon of protoplasmic excitation as in the nerve of

the animal.

The velocity of transmission in plants is accurately

determined by the Resonant Recorder by which timet

interv^s ^ short as ^ sec. can be recorded. The
velocity of transmission is sometimes as high^as 400

mm. per second. It is slower than the nejvous impulse

in higher, but quicker than in lower animals (p. 369).

Rhythmic tissue ,— I have demonstrateS elsewhere

\he renftrltable similarity of rhythmic mechanism, in

* Plant Autographs and their Revelations. ^927.».
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animal ancl -plant.* In both, loweripg of temperature

sl(»vs down the pulsation culminating in an arrest.

Rise\)f temperatuib lb an optimum, on the other hand,

enhances thofrtquency.' Diminution of internal pressure

causes a similar arrest in- both. The rhythmic tissues

in animatand plant have a< llTng refractory period. In

both, application of external stimulus has no effect during

systolic phase of contraction, w,hereas an extra-pulsation

is produced by,, stimulus during the diastolic phase of

expansipi).(p. 372).

Records of rhythmic cardiac pulsation were obtained

with Resonant Cardiograph which gives the most accurate

record 'of the different rates of movement at different

phases of the cardiac cycle (p^ 371).

The effects of certain drugs are found to be remark-

ably similar on rhythmic tissues in animal and plant.

Certain drugs thus cause in both a great depression of

activity ; subsequent application of a particular drug
then causes a marked Revival of activity.

A considerable portion of this volume,deals with the

optical properties of electric waves, the study of which
has been facilitated by devices for the production of

• short waves and reliable means for their detection.

Results have been obtained which show that electric

fadiation produces allotropic modification in, matter

analogous to those by visible light. The Hiost unex-
p^ted results are those which demonstrate a continuity

ofi response jn the Living and Non-living.

^
TTie’intlicate mechanism of life can only be elucidated

by extension *of our power of investigation, often in

the realm of the* invisible. It is only from* facts so
* Irritability of Plantii 1913.
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ascertained that a^*fully satisfactory theory can be estab-

lished in regard to diverse activities of life ; iu is
*

not improbable that these will sfeme day ,be lilti/nately

traced to physico-chemical reactions

,

Physics in a larger sense* includes investigations on

the reactions of matter, Bbth Inorganic and lining. The

methods of investigation are identical in the two ^ses.

The various appliances ^jiescrlbed, the very high magni-

fication and record of imperceptible juovements, the

.

automatic record of extremely short interval^ ,of time

and the rate of reaction, 4he measurement of energy of

different rays of the solar spectrum and of the transfor-

mation and storage of the energy by the photosynthetic

organ—these and others^ will also be found of value

in the advancement of purely physical and physico-

chemical investigations.
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